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Pricing arrangements for rail access

PRICING ARRANGEMENTS FOR RAIL ACCESS
Aurizon Network proposed a number of major changes to existing pricing arrangements in its
2014 DAU. We consider that some of these changes would add further complexity to existing
pricing arrangements leading to adverse and unclear consequences for some customers.
As outlined in our consolidated draft decision, and consistent with our views on the application
of the factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we consider that Aurizon Network should
undertake a comprehensive review of existing pricing arrangements prior to UT5 supported by
full stakeholder consultation. This review should clarify the effects on customers of any proposed
changes and the development of transitional arrangements to deal with them.

15.1

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to address higher level issues about pricing arrangements noting
that Chapter 2 (Legislative Framework) sets out an overview of the legislative framework.
Aurizon Network proposed a number of changes to existing pricing arrangements in its 2014
DAU including:
 rebalancing its tariff structure by significantly increasing the incremental capacity charge
(AT2 reference tariff) in various systems (together with a number of measures to address the
potential adverse implications of this rebalancing)
 changing the arrangements for the incremental maintenance charge (AT1 reference tariff) to
minimise its variability and incorporate this tariff component in the revenue cap
 modifying take-or-pay arrangements, including the adoption of operator capping and special
arrangements for UT1 access holders to address perceived greater take-or-pay costs and
risks for UT1 as compared with post-UT1 access holders
 introducing alternative approaches to the pricing of new train services, including expansions
and new spur lines connected to the CQCN.
The existing pricing arrangements have been in place since UT1 and have become more
complex through time as they have been adapted to new issues. These arrangements are
overdue for review and simplification. However, we consider that some of the changes
proposed by Aurizon Network add further complexity to these arrangements
We therefore consider that, prior to any major changes to existing pricing arrangements,
Aurizon Network should carry out a comprehensive review of existing pricing arrangements
supported by full stakeholder consultation.

15.2

Legislative framework for pricing arrangements
When considering the pricing and tariff arrangements in the 2014 DAU, we are required to have
regard to the factors in section 138(2), including the object of Part 5 (s. 69E) and the pricing
principles in section 168A.
When having regard to the factors contained in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we apply an
appropriate weighting to each factor and seek to balance the factors consistent with this
weighting.
We consider that:

1
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 Sections 138(2)(a),(b),(d),(e),(g) and (h) should be given more weight.
 Sections 138(2)(c) and (f) should be given less weight as these provisions are not relevant in
this case.
For Chapters 15 to 19, we highlight below some points particularly relevant to pricing
arrangements for rail access.
Object of Part 5 of the QCA Act
In having regard to the object of Part 5 (s. 69E) we consider that there are a number of
interconnected aspects to ensuring economically efficient outcomes for the operation of, use of
and investment in, the CQCN. Relevantly, efficiency also has static (productive and allocative)
and dynamic dimensions.
In the context of the pricing arrangements in the 2014 DAU, the object of Part 5 would be
promoted if, for example:
 the efficient costs of infrastructure are appropriately reflected in the reference tariffs for
access holders, promoting static (both allocative and productive) and dynamic efficiency
 the efficient costs of infrastructure are allocated appropriately between the relevant access
seeker and access holders, promoting allocative efficiency
 the pricing principles provide appropriate incentives for improved productivity and
investment in the CQCN, promoting productive efficiency.
In our view, such requirements promote the economically efficient operation of, use of and
investment in, significant infrastructure by which services are provided, with the effect of
promoting effective competition in upstream and downstream markets.
The legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network
We also consider that pricing arrangements should ensure that Aurizon Network has
appropriate incentives to maintain, improve and invest in the efficient provision of the CQCN.
Prices should be set to generate expected revenue for the service that is at least enough to
meet the efficient costs of providing access to the service and include a return on investment
commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks involved.
Public interest
We consider it in the public interest that pricing arrangements are cost-reflective, stable and
transparent. If pricing arrangements are unclear, volatile or provide inappropriate signals,
investors may be unwilling to invest in the coal mining sector due to uncertainty regarding
future cash flows and their ability to generate sufficient return to compensate for the
associated greater level of risk.
We consider that the public interest will be served by cost-reflective, stable and transparent
pricing arrangements which support the continued efficiency and competitiveness of
Queensland's coal industry.
Interest of access seekers and access holders
We consider it in the access seekers' interest for pricing principles to be transparent, fair and
certain. Such a framework will inspire confidence in the users of the system. Access seekers
need to be confident that they can compete on a level playing field with entities that are related
to Aurizon Network. Access seekers' interests are served by pricing arrangements where any
unwarranted impacts on customers in terms of risk, cost and take-or-pay effects is minimised.
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For the pricing arrangements proposed, we consider the interests of current and future access
seekers, as well as access holders, will best be served where:
 the relevant access holders and access seekers pay access prices that generate expected
revenue for the service that is no more than enough to meet the efficient costs of providing
access to the service and include a return on investment commensurate with the regulatory
and commercial risks involved
 any unfair differentiation is minimised, particularly where it has a material adverse impact
on effective competition.
Pricing principles in section 168A of the QCA Act
In relation to the pricing principles in section 168(A) of the QCA Act:
(a)

Section 168A(a) states that prices should generate expected revenue sufficient to meet
the efficient costs of providing access and include a return on investment commensurate
with the regulatory and commercial risks involved.

(b)

Section 168A(b) relates to multi-part pricing and allows price discrimination where it aids
efficiency.

(c)

Section 168A(c) states that prices should not allow a related access provider to set terms
and conditions that discriminate in favour of the downstream operations of the access
provider or a related entity.

(d)

Section 168A(d) states that prices should provide incentives to reduce costs or improve
productivity.

The pricing principles provide a transparent framework for determining price limits, the
structure of access charges and dealing with issues of price discrimination. The concept of
efficient cost and the allocation of costs are particularly relevant for the pricing arrangements.
Efficient costs

We consider the relevant measure of cost is not short-run marginal cost, but is rather a measure
of cost that enables Aurizon Network to recover its efficient costs over the longer run. The
intention of the pricing principles is that Aurizon Network should not set prices that are
inefficiently high.
Assessing efficient cost is not a straightforward task and there are a number of ways efficient
costs can be measured or estimated.
Allocation of costs

For cost allocation, we must have regard to sections 168A(b) and (c) of the QCA Act in the
context of pricing principles, and section 137(1A)(b) in the context of Aurizon Network as a
'related access provider'—namely an access provider that not only owns or operates the
declared service, but also provides, or proposes to provide, access to the service to itself or a
related body corporate.
Section 168A(b) allows for multi-part pricing and price discrimination, when it aids efficiency. In
this context, we consider whether the proposed tariff arrangements for the 2014 DAU provide
appropriate price signals to access seekers and holders for the efficient use of infrastructure in
the CQCN and whether there is a case for price discrimination. The appropriate allocation of
costs is a key consideration in developing equitable allowable revenue for each rail system in
the CQCN.
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In the context of sections 137(1A)(b) and 168A(c) of the QCA Act, we consider Aurizon
Network's access undertaking should ensure it does not recover, via the access price, costs that
are not reasonably attributable to the provision of the service or propose pricing arrangements
that discriminate in favour of related parties.
Other issues the QCA considers relevant to pricing arrangements for rail access
Having regard to section 138(2)(h) of the QCA Act, we consider the following issues are relevant
to pricing arrangements for rail access:
 the extent to which the 2010 AU should be used as a starting point to minimise uncertainty
 an appropriate allocation of risk between different stakeholders (where not already
addressed by section 138(2))
 interests of access holders given that they are affected by pricing arrangements and are not
specifically identified under section 138(2)
 the need for transparency and predictability—the pricing arrangements should be
transparent, simple and predictable to ensure all stakeholders understand how costs are
allocated and access charges derived. Stability and predictability are likely to promote
confidence in the regulatory arrangements and economic efficiency by reducing uncertainty
associated with long-term investment decisions
 market conditions—as the CQCN continues to face globally competitive conditions, a
balance has to be struck between preserving individual stakeholders' business interests and
promoting the public interest (i.e. ensuring the CQCN's medium- to long-term competitive
position in global coal markets).
In the context of the proposed WIRP pricing arrangements, we have also had regard to:
 the historic level and extent of customer engagement by Aurizon Network, including
representations made
 historic expectations regarding the appropriate regulatory framework, including the extent
to which the pricing principles approved in the 2010 AU should be used as a benchmark for
the WIRP infrastructure
 appropriate allocation of risk between different stakeholders (where not already addressed
by section 138(2))
 the possibility of shifting existing volumes to WIRP infrastructure.
Section 138(2)(f) of the QCA Act requires us to have regard to the effect of excluding existing
assets for pricing purposes. This issue may emerge on a case by case basis where, for example,
demand circumstances change and assets become stranded.
Finally, we note section 137 of the QCA Act requires that:
 an access undertaking for a service owned or operated by a related access provider must
include provisions for identifying, preventing and remedying conduct of the related access
provider that unfairly differentiates in a material way between access seekers or users. The
definition of 'material way' in the same section clarifies that this concept is directed at
differentiation that may materially adversely affect competition (s. 137(1A)(a))
 an access provider must not recover, through the price of access to the service, costs that
are not reasonably attributable to the provision of the service. This provision implies that
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prices should not be set so as to result in cross-subsidies between different users (s.
137(1A)(b)).

15.3

Consideration of appropriate pricing arrangements
Our initial draft decision found there was a strong case for a comprehensive review of existing
pricing arrangements prior to UT5 with the aims of simplifying the reference tariff structure and
making individual users more accountable for their use of contracted capacity.
In making this assessment, we considered:
 the effectiveness of existing pricing arrangements
 relevant criteria for evaluating pricing arrangements to be used in future access
undertakings.

15.3.1

Issues with existing tariff arrangements
Complexity of existing tariff arrangements
In our initial draft decision, we found that the existing five-part tariff structure and different
generations of take-or-pay arrangements have the effect of making pricing in the CQCN
complex. The existing reference tariff structure, which was developed in UT1 when a price cap
was in place, is now overly complex, with implications for a range of pricing and policy
arrangements.
Cost reflectivity and efficient pricing signals

The existing five-part tariff structure is more complex than, for example a two-part tariff
approach. This is particularly evident in the current context where incremental tariff
components (AT1 and AT2) have, in the main, been escalated by the CPI since their introduction
in UT11, making it difficult to assess whether the existing tariff structure is providing effective
price signals.
Under the current pricing arrangements, a key objective is to ensure that users are subject to
the costs they impose on the system. If the existing multi-part tariff system results in tariff
components that are not cost reflective, then the resulting price signals are likely to deliver
adverse outcomes to users.
Cost allocation and common cost contribution

Costs not attributable to incremental tariff components are split between two tariff
components (AT3 and AT4)2 to generate a distance taper in access charges. The distance taper
results in the average cost per net tonne kilometre declining as haul length increases.
The distance taper was implemented with the objective of compensating longer-haul mines
which may have a lesser ability to contribute to the common costs. This was considered to
potentially encourage development of the Queensland mining industry, resulting in greater use
of capacity and potentially lower charges for all users.3
A similar 'capacity to pay' principle has also been applied in the treatment of mine-specific
infrastructure, with a lower contribution to common costs for mines with higher private

1

The exception to this is the 10 per cent uplift to AT1 that occurred in 2007 as part of the approval of Aurizon
Network Maintenance Cost Draft Amending Access Undertaking (QCA 2007(b)).
2
Of which the AT4 tariff component does not vary with distance as it is levied in terms of net tonnes.
3
QCA 2000: 58–59.
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infrastructure costs (under the 2010 AU treatment) or longer spur lines (via the distance
discount in Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU). We consider that the ongoing application
of this principle and its alignment with medium- and longer-term objectives of the CQCN need
to be reviewed.
In the context of the regulatory framework for the CQCN, an additional consideration is the
historical treatment of customer-specific access lines (spur lines) for regulatory pricing
purposes.
Incentives for capacity use
There are also issues with the existing take-or-pay arrangements. Various take-or-pay vintages
apply to access holders depending on when particular access agreements were executed. This
leads to potential inequities among different access holders, in particular between UT1 and
post-UT1 access holders.
We are concerned that existing take-or-pay arrangements do not make all individual users fully
accountable for use of their capacity entitlements. This is because under existing pricing
arrangements:
 all reference tariff components are calculated on the basis of forecast rather than contracted
volumes, and forecasts continue to be below contract4
 application of the system trigger test means an individual user that rails below contract in a
particular year will not be levied a take-or-pay charge if the total actual usage relating to a
particular system reference tariff exceeds the annual forecast
 the tariff capping mechanism will also limit the take-or-pay liabilities of individual users to
the proportional amount required to meet the revenue cap.
In its 2013 DAU submission, Aurizon Network also raised similar concerns with respect to the
accountability of individual users for capacity consumption under existing take-or-pay
arrangements:
While Aurizon Network remains concerned about the accountability of individual users for
capacity consumption via the system test on take or pay, it has not proposed any major changes
for UT4, given the complexities that this would create with multiple 'generations' of take or pay.
This issue will likely be revisited in future undertakings, when all UT1 access agreements have
expired.5

15.3.2

Consideration of appropriate pricing arrangements
We consider there is a strong case for simplification of the reference tariff structure for the
CQCN. The tariff structure should aim to:
 provide appropriate signals to users regarding the cost of holding capacity and therefore
contribute to the efficient use of infrastructure
 recover costs in a way that minimises distortions on the production decisions of mines
 ensure that customers face the full economic costs of their decisions.
A two-part tariff structure made up of a fixed charge and a variable charge is a potential
alternative to the existing CQCN multi-part tariff structure. This is a common arrangement used

4
5

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 11.
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 18.
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in many regulatory contexts in Australia, including by rail access providers in other jurisdictions
including HVCN.
The variable charge is normally equated to the marginal cost of supply with reference to either
the short- or long-run marginal cost of supply, depending on context. Normally, the variable
charge is based on those costs that vary with usage (i.e. variable costs), although it might also
signal the scarcity of available capacity, if network capacity is constrained. Therefore, the
variable charge may also include:
 costs associated with congestion
 capital costs associated with the expansion of capacity.6
The fixed charge is set to recover the remainder of the costs that cannot be directly attributed
and is usually levied in a way that minimises the distortion of customers’ capacity decisions,
having regard to fairness between customers. This fixed component could be based on
contracted capacity (e.g. charged on a contracted train path basis) and, as a result, would not
vary with actual usage. This is a more stringent form of take-or-pay arrangement, providing
greater accountability for access holders for the use of their contracted capacity.
The take-or-pay arrangements must provide an effective price signal to all access holders
regarding their consumption of supply chain capacity. Removing the take-or-pay trigger test
would ensure that individual users are made fully accountable for railings below contract in a
particular year. However, given that users that hold capacity entitlements under UT1 and UT2
access agreements retain associated take-or-pay arrangements irrespective of the terms of the
prevailing access undertaking, removal of the take-or-pay trigger test in the short term may
result in further inequities between access holders.
We consider that there is long-term merit in considering the simplification of pricing structures
and take-or-pay arrangements for the CQCN.

15.4

Stakeholders' comments

15.4.1

Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network acknowledged the merits of having a more detailed strategic review of pricing
arrangements for the CQCN prior to the commencement of UT5. Aurizon Network said that it is
willing to engage with stakeholders in that process beyond approval of UT4.7
In addition, Aurizon Network accepted a number of our initial draft decisions on the basis that
they would be included as part of this review, including:
 the contribution to common costs (CCC) calculation for existing train services8
 the AT1 reference tariff and the inclusion of this in the revenue cap framework9
 the AT2 reference tariff.10
Aurizon Network said it agreed that there was merit in simplifying the pricing arrangements and
making individual users more accountable for their use of contracted capacity.11

6

Variable costs that include this capital component are generally referred to as long-run marginal costs.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 245.
8
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 248.
9
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 248–249, 258.
10
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 245.
7
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Aurizon Network agreed that a pricing structure more closely aligned with the HVCN
arrangements may be more appropriate for the CQCN. However, Aurizon Network said the
HVCN access charge arrangements were not significantly simpler than for the CQCN.12
Aurizon Network said that the existing reference tariff pricing structure accurately reflected the
costs a train service imposes on the network.13 Aurizon Network said the basic principles
underlying reference tariffs in the CQCN remain sound, in particular by:
 providing efficient price signals associated with incremental costs of access
 providing a distance taper to encourage development of the Queensland mining industry.
Aurizon Network said the recovery of allowable revenues and the presentation of access
charges could nevertheless draw upon the principles of the HVCN arrangements, and other
arrangements under a revenue cap form of regulation (e.g. DBCT), in a manner which retains
the existing, efficient price signals.
Aurizon Network reiterated the importance of developing an efficient and sustainable pricing
solution for electric traction as a matter of priority.14 Aurizon Network said that while the
establishment of sustainable pricing arrangements for electric assets was not considered in its
2014 DAU, this issue should be considered as part of a comprehensive review of the existing
tariff structure.
Aurizon Network said a possible tariff structure could comprise a non-take-or-pay charge, a
take-or-pay charge and an electric charge. This could be developed in a way that preserves the
current pricing methodology (including the distance taper) and retains the reference train
concept. However, Aurizon Network said that in order to protect its legitimate business
interests, all of the tariff components would need to be included in the revenue cap
arrangements.15
Following the consolidated draft decision, Aurizon Network reiterated that it is fully supportive
of undertaking a comprehensive review of access pricing arrangements and is committed to
engaging with stakeholders on this matter beyond the final approval of the 2014 DAU.16

15.4.2

Other stakeholders
The QRC, Asciano, BMA and Vale supported the review of existing pricing arrangements through
a detailed consultation process prior to UT5.17
Asciano supported the initial draft decision’s position that the existing tariff structure and takeor-pay arrangements are unnecessarily complex. Asciano supported the initial and consolidated
draft decision position to review the tariff structure and take-or-pay as part of the next access

11

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 214.
Aurizon Network said the HVCN has multiple pricing zones and 15 variants based on differing service
characteristics. In contrast, the CQCN has a base service characteristic – the reference train.
13
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 245.
14
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 216.
15
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 217.
16
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 205.
17
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 33–34; Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 7; BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 78: 9; Vale, 2014 DAU,
sub. 79: 5.
12
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undertaking process. 18 Asciano considered that at some point in the future differences in takeor-pay treatment will need to be addressed.19
Aurizon Operations said changes to existing pricing arrangements should balance stability and
predictability against simplicity. It said decisions to enter into commercial arrangements were
underpinned by the principle of stability and predictability of existing pricing arrangements.
Accordingly, the QCA should only contemplate changes where it identifies a material market
failure or where there would be material and demonstrated efficiency gains.20 Aurizon
Operations did not support the introduction of a fixed cost pricing regime and associated takeor-pay changes to existing access arrangements.21
BMA supported a full review of the tariff structure for UT5 given the complexity of the existing
system. BMA considered that careful consultation should be undertaken with industry to avoid
unintended commercial consequences. In BMA’s view, the existing system does not provide
appropriate pricing signals as, for example:
 AT2 is not achieving its aim of effectively pricing incremental paths and should be removed.
 AT1 is a crude tool for linking network activity and maintenance costs, particularly where
actual activity diverges from forecast.22
The QRC considered that Aurizon Network should undertake an early consultation process in
relation to key pricing issues for UT5:
 the impact of changes across different users
 the impacts of the different 'generations' of take-or-pay and whether these create
impediments to implementing changes
 what behaviours and outcomes the new arrangements should seek to achieve and methods
for balancing conflicting objectives
 ways in which Aurizon Network could provide sufficient transparency to allow stakeholders
to make informed decisions.
The QRC said it broadly supported cost-reflective pricing, whereby reference tariff structures
aim to reflect the costs imposed on the system by users, and take-or-pay terms aim to ensure
that contracts involve a genuine commitment to pay the associated costs of capacity. However,
the QRC considered that these aims should be balanced against other considerations, including
the costs of complexity, and the uncertainty created by major reforms to pricing frameworks.23
Vale supported the QCA’s approach that further consultation with all stakeholders should occur
as part of a complete review of the pricing framework, rather than adjustments to particular
items in UT4.

18

Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 7, Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 7.
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 8.
20
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 93: 24–25.
21
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 93: 24–25.
22
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 78: 9.
23
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34.
19
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QCA analysis
Longer-term review of pricing arrangements
We note Aurizon Network's and other stakeholders' agreement with the concept of a pricing
and tariff review, with the objective of simplifying the pricing arrangements and making
individual users more accountable for their use of contracted capacity. We broadly agree with
Aurizon Network's suggestions for the scope of the review including the basic principles
underlying reference tariffs, take-or-pay arrangements and the need to review electric traction
tariffs.
As noted above, we received some suggestions from stakeholders' submissions (e.g. from
Aurizon Network and BMA) about how the tariff structures and take-or-pay arrangements could
be improved.
We note the suggestions from the QRC and Vale that a consultative process be adopted, and
that consideration should be given to, among other things, the impacts on different users.
The existing tariff and take-or-pay arrangements were introduced in UT1 to achieve a number of
objectives. We consider that the existing pricing structure and take-or-pay arrangements need
to be reviewed to ensure they align with medium- and longer-term objectives for the CQCN,
including:
 supporting productive and efficient use of existing infrastructure and providing appropriate
signals for expansion
 ensuring that Aurizon Network recovers its efficient costs
 promoting transparency and simplicity (without inducing distortions)
 ensuring that users pay a cost reflective price for access to the CQCN.
The review should take account of other considerations, including the implications of different
generations of take-or-pay that may prevail in the medium-term, and the effects on customers
of potential pricing reforms.
Aurizon Network should consider a more strategic approach to the development of pricing
arrangements for UT5 that includes full stakeholder consultation, the identification of the
effects on customers of any proposed changes, and the development of appropriate transitional
arrangements to deal with them.
We have concerns that one effect of Aurizon Network's proposed changes is to make the pricing
arrangements more complex, resulting in adverse and unclear consequences for some
customers. Given this, we do not on balance consider that many of the changes proposed by
Aurizon Network in the 2014 DAU are appropriate.
We consider that making changes that increase the complexity of the pricing arrangements for
the 2014 DAU is not desirable, and that it is preferable to make changes in a more considered
manner as part of the longer-term review for the next access undertaking. This is consistent
with the application of section 138(2)(h) of the QCA Act, relating to matters affecting access
holders as well as addressing the need for simplicity and clarity.
We consider this approach to be consistent with Aurizon Network's legitimate business
interests (s. 138(2)(b) of the QCA Act) and is in the interests of access seekers and holders as it
should minimise the level of tariff re-balances which may be needed to transition to a longerterm pricing arrangement.

10
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PRICING PRINCIPLES
Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU sets out the pricing principles Aurizon Network proposes
to apply when developing access charges. In our view these principles should seek to protect
users of the CQCN from unfair differentiation and inefficient price discrimination, provide access
seekers with greater certainty about how Aurizon Network will negotiate and set access charges,
facilitate access charges that are at least enough to meet Aurizon Network's efficient costs of
providing access, and include a return on investment commensurate with the regulatory and
commercial risks involved.
Part 6 of the 2014 DAU also sets out the processes to identify or develop reference tariffs for
new train services. Such new services can include expansions and/or new spur lines connected to
the CQCN.
Our final decision is to refuse to approve Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU. Our key
concerns with Aurizon Network's proposal are as follows:
 The high-level pricing principles, as drafted, result in a pricing regime that is not
appropriate—we have proposed to clarify and strengthen the boundaries for, and the
conditions of, how access charges are negotiated, and to set out effective mechanisms to
comply with the obligations under the QCA Act.
 The application of Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing framework requires
clarification and could cause existing users to bear an inappropriately high level of expansion
financial risks—we have proposed amendments to make the expansion pricing framework
sufficiently flexible to be able to account for expansion specific characteristics and better
allocate risk.
 The revised approach to pricing train services that use new spur lines inappropriately
increases the complexity of the pricing regime for limited benefits—we have largely retained
the 2010 AU approach for pricing train services that use new spur lines but have proposed a
few amendments to address stakeholder concerns and to make this approach consistent with
the expansion pricing framework.
 The revised provisions inappropriately reduce regulatory oversight of the negotiation of
commercial terms—we have proposed to reinstate and refine the 2010 AU access condition
provisions to strengthen regulatory oversight.
Overall, we consider it appropriate that amendments are made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU so
that the pricing obligations are credible and effective, and the pricing regime facilitates efficient
and equitable outcomes. The detailed drafting of Part 6 attached to this final decision shows all
of the amendments that we consider are appropriate to address our concerns.

16.1

Introduction
The pricing principles in the access undertaking are a set of general rules Aurizon Network
proposes to apply when setting access charges for train services operating on the CQCN.
The setting of access charges is a critical issue, given Aurizon Network owns and operates the
monopoly below-rail infrastructure and is part of a vertically integrated entity that competes in
the provision of above-rail haulage services. Traditionally, the pricing principles in the access
undertaking have sought to:

11
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 facilitate access charges reflective of Aurizon Network's efficient costs and provide Aurizon
Network with an appropriate return on investment
 provide access seekers with some certainty about how Aurizon Network will negotiate and
set prices for access to the network
 allow third-party train operators to compete with Aurizon Network's related above-rail
operator on a level playing field.

16.2

Overview

16.2.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Part 6 of the 2014 DAU specifies a set of pricing principles Aurizon Network proposes to apply
when establishing access charges.
At a high level, the 2014 DAU pricing principles are generally unchanged from the 2010 AU. In
its 2013 DAU supporting material, Aurizon Network said its overarching pricing objective was to
provide appropriate signals to influence efficient network use and investment.24 Aurizon
Network also emphasised the importance of having sufficient pricing flexibility to adapt to the
growth and development of the CQCN, and to other relevant changes that may occur.
The 2014 DAU has four pricing principles:
(a)

price differentiation—defines principles to limit price differentiation among users

(b)

pricing limits—establishes upper and lower limits for access charges

(c)

rail infrastructure utilisation—provides for Aurizon Network to vary access charges when
available capacity is limited (applies to non-coal carrying train services)

(d)

revenue adequacy—provides for Aurizon Network to set prices at a level reflective of its
efficient costs and an appropriate return on investment.

In the event they conflict with one another, Aurizon Network proposes to apply them in order
of precedence from top to bottom (cl. 6.1(b)).
The main differences between the 2014 DAU and the 2010 AU lie in the redrafting of these
high-level pricing principles, which potentially affect their application. The key issues are set out
in detail below.
Part 6 of the 2014 DAU also sets out the processes to identify or develop reference tariffs for
new coal-carrying train services, including those that involve:
 expansion to the CQCN; and/or
 new mine-specific spur lines connected to the CQCN.
Aurizon Network's proposed approach to pricing expansions is new. The issue of expansion
pricing has previously been addressed on a case-by-case basis as it was not covered in previous
access undertakings.
For pricing coal-carrying train services utilising new spur lines, Aurizon Network has proposed to
revise the assessment and application of the minimum contribution to common costs (CCC).25

24
25

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 189–190.
Common costs are costs incurred by Aurizon Network that cannot be assigned directly to a particular train
service.
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Key issues for consideration
Stakeholders said in initial consultations that while Aurizon Network had made some positive
changes in the 2014 DAU with respect to pricing principles, they did not consider Aurizon
Network had addressed all major issues raised in their submissions on the 2013 DAU. Their
concerns included:
 the reduced restrictions on price differentiation
 the application of the proposed expansion pricing approach
 the use of DORC-based asset values for pricing
 the negotiation of commercial terms with limited regulatory oversight.
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU on the
basis that it was not appropriate for us to do so having regard to section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
We also identified the way in which we considered, in draft, that the 2014 DAU should be
amended. We consulted on our initial and consolidated draft decisions. Consideration has been
given to submissions received from Aurizon Network and other stakeholders. The key issues are
addressed in the following order below: price differentiation; pricing limits; expansion pricing;
pricing for train services that utilise new spur lines; and commercial terms.
We also consider it appropriate that 2014 DAU should be amended in the manner set out in our
attached final amended DAU (see Part 6).

16.3

Price differentiation

16.3.1

Price differentiation principle
Aurizon Network's proposal
Part 6 of the 2014 DAU sets out Aurizon Network's rights and obligations with respect to price
differentiation. Aurizon Network said that while these rights and obligations are drafted in a
more positive language, the intent remains unchanged from the 2010 AU.26
In its 2014 DAU, Aurizon Network has not included the following provisions that were previously
in the 2010 AU (applied generally to coal- and non-coal-carrying train services) (which we refer
to in this section as the 'omitted provisions'):
 the express prohibition for Aurizon Network to set access charges for the purpose of
preventing or hindering access by a third party in competition with its related operator
 the ability for an access holder to have its agreed access charge amended in the event of a
breach of the price differentiation obligations by Aurizon Network.
Aurizon Network stated while the above 2010 AU provisions have been removed, it has added
non-discrimination provisions in Part 2 of the 2014 DAU (cl. 2.2(g)).27
With respect to access holder grievances, Aurizon Network considered this a matter between it
and the access holder. Aurizon Network noted that the SAAs have a 'most favoured nation'
clause to address this type of issue.28

26

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 3: 94.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 3: 94.
28
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 3: 94.
27
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Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network’s omission of the omitted
provisions. Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.3.1 of the initial draft
decision.
In reaching the conclusion in our initial draft decision, our key concern was that Aurizon
Network’s proposal does not provide sufficient protection for the CQCN access seekers and
holders from unfair price discrimination, including Aurizon Network establishing access charges
for the purpose of preventing or hindering access by a third party that is in competition with its
related operator.
We considered that it would better to clarify Aurizon Network’s obligations in relation to access
pricing if an express prohibition on unfair price discrimination was also included in Part 6 of the
2014 DAU.
We also proposed that Aurizon Network reinstate the omitted provisions in the 2014 DAU,
including the ability for an access holder to have its access charge amended in the event of a
breach of the price differentiation principle by Aurizon Network. Price differentiation is relevant
to all access seekers and holders. We considered it important that this provision be dealt with in
the access undertaking (rather than in the SAAs), as it will provide a way in which to rectify a
breach of the price differentiation principle consistently and uniformly across all access seekers
and access holders.
We considered that these proposed amendments set out clear boundaries for, and the
conditions of, the negotiation of access charges, and establish effective enforcement
mechanisms.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network accepted our initial draft decision to include an express prohibition of
establishing access charges for train services that discriminate in favour of any related operator
on the basis that it does not purposefully discriminate in favour of its related party.29 Aurizon
Network submitted that the QCA Act (s. 168A) allows for price discrimination when it aids
efficiency and that this principle should apply regardless of whether the train service is
associated with a related party. 30
Aurizon Network agreed with providing an access holder the ability to have their access charge
amended in the event of a breach of the price differentiation principle on the basis this charge
has an immaterial impact.31 However, Aurizon Network considered inclusion of this drafting in
Part 6 of the DAU creates unnecessary duplication, as existing dispute resolution provisions
offer access holders a process through which to challenge their access charge.32
Other stakeholders
The QRC, Vale, Asciano and Anglo American all supported our initial draft decision in regard to
price discrimination protections.33 The QRC suggested that Aurizon Network should also be

29

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 222.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 222.
31
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
32
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
33
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34; Vale, 2014 DAU, sub. 79: 4; Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 15; Anglo American,
2014 DAU, sub. 95: 12.
30
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obliged to negotiate in good faith a reasonable access charge with an access seeker where there
is a material decrease in cost or risk.34
The QRC considered that access holders should be alerted when an access agreement
contravenes Part 6 of the access undertaking and where this could result in an access charge
being varied.35 Asciano noted that, given the confidentiality of access agreements, the
likelihood of an access holder having evidence that Aurizon Network has offered a more
favourable access charge to another access holder would be low.36

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act (including section
168A) and reviewing submissions received on the initial draft decision, we refused to approve
Aurizon Network's omission of the omitted provisions. In doing so, we noted that we were not
assessing the 2014 DAU as against the 2010 AU; rather, we were applying section 138(2) of the
QCA Act to the 2014 DAU on a stand-alone basis. However, the 2010 AU is a useful frame of
reference for assessing the undertaking proposed.
In undertaking a gap analysis between the 2014 DAU and the 2010 AU, we identified that the
omitted provisions have not been included in the 2014 DAU. We considered that these
provisions were of sufficient importance that it would not be appropriate for us to approve the
2014 DAU in the absence of the omitted provisions
Consistent with our initial draft decision, our key concern remained that Aurizon Network’s
proposal did not provide sufficient protection for the CQCN access seekers and holders from
unfair price discrimination, including Aurizon Network establishing access charges for the
purpose of preventing or hindering access by a third party that is in competition with its related
operator. We considered an undertaking of this nature should provide sufficient protection and
it would not be appropriate for us to approve an undertaking without sufficient protection.
We considered that the reinstatement of the omitted provisions was supported by the various
factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act in the manner we set out in section 16.3.3 of the
initial draft decision, as well as in the following manner:
 While Aurizon Network noted that the pricing principle in section 168A(b) of the QCA Act
contemplates price discrimination when it aids efficiency, we were not persuaded that the
approach proposed by Aurizon Network would aid efficiency. Moreover, that particular
pricing principle is only one factor to which we must have regard under section 138(2) of the
QCA Act. A balancing of the various factors set out in section 138(2) is required, as well as a
balancing of the pricing principles set out in section 168A itself. Having regard to the
following two points, we considered that the reinstatement of the omitted provisions
appropriately balanced the various factors set out in section 138(2).
 The object of Part 5 of the QCA Act is promoted by a robust approach to price
differentiation. Unfair differentiation in pricing may artificially increase the relative costs of
some access seekers, impeding their ability to compete on merit. Unfair differentiation may
also distort price signals, resulting in inefficient investment decisions by access seekers and
access holders.

34

QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34.
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34.
36
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 16.
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 A more robust approach to price differentiation, as contemplated by the omitted provisions,
places greater constraints on Aurizon Network. We did not consider such constraints to be
inconsistent with Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests. We also considered that
such constraints were also justifiable in the public interest in having competition in markets
(s. 138(2)(d) of the QCA Act) where they are directed at restraining potential misuses of
Aurizon Network's market power.
Moreover, we noted the mandatory requirements for undertakings set out in section 137(1A) of
the QCA Act. The QCA Act provides that an access undertaking for a service owned or operated
by a related access provider must include provisions for identifying, preventing and remedying
conduct of the related access provider that unfairly differentiates in a material way between
access seekers and between end users in various circumstances. Aurizon Network is not
permitted to submit an undertaking that does not contain these provisions. We considered that
the omitted provisions were previously an integral part of the manner in which Aurizon
Network discharged this obligation under UT3.
For all of these reasons, we maintained our view that it was appropriate and consistent with the
factors set out in section 138(2) that Aurizon Network should reinstate in the 2014 DAU the
omitted provisions, namely the ability for an access holder to have its access charge amended in
the event of a breach of the price differentiation principle by Aurizon Network (see cl. 6.2.5 of
IDD amended DAU). We considered that this provision is best addressed in the undertaking, not
the SAAs, as it affects all stakeholders. As noted in Chapter 8, we considered that there was a
strong case for key rights and obligations to be presented in the undertaking (see section 8.5 of
this decision). Although existing dispute resolution provisions offer access holders a process
through which to challenge their access charges, these provisions do not provide an explicit
right to have their access charges amended.
We did not believe it is necessary to include a provision that requires Aurizon Network to
negotiate in good faith. The QCA Act (s. 100(1)) provides that Aurizon Network and an access
seeker must negotiate in good faith the terms and conditions of an access agreement.
We acknowledged stakeholders' concerns in regard to not knowing whether other access
holders' access agreements comply with the price differentiation principle due to the
confidentiality of access agreements. Transparency in relation to access charges would require
access seekers and access holders to collectively take a different view on what is deemed to be
confidential information. Given this is unlikely, the option remains for access seekers if they
have concerns with their access charges to follow dispute procedures under Part 11. In
response to QRC, a process for alerting access holders when an access agreement contravenes
Part 6 of the access undertaking would require Aurizon Network or the QCA to release
confidential information, which may not be in the interests of other access seekers and access
holders.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said that the reinstatement of the omitted provisions is beyond the QCA’s
power. In particular, Aurizon Network considered:
 the wording in the CDD in regards to the prohibition on unfair differentiation is too broad
and may have the effect of unfairly penalising a related party, even where that party has a
cost or risk profile that warrants price differentiation
 enabling an access holder to have its access charge amended in the event that the price
differentiation principle is breached creates powers that the QCA does not have under the
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Act and creates remedies that are inconsistent with those under the Act and usurps judicial
power.37
Anglo-American supported the reinstatement of the omitted provisions relating to prohibition
on unfair differentiation.38

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the omission of the price differentiation provisions as
proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
However, in order to address Aurizon Network's concerns, we have refined our drafting of
clauses 6.2.1 and 6.2.5 in the final amended DAU to better align with the relevant provisions in
the QCA Act.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU. This includes the changes set out above.

Final decision 16.1
(1)

After considering Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision is to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's omission of the price differentiation provisions.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to make the following adjustments as set out in clause 6.2 of
our final amended DAU:
(a)

Include an express prohibition against Aurizon Network establishing access
charges for train services that discriminate in favour of any related operator or
related party.

(b)

Enable an access holder to notify a dispute and have its access charge
amended following the resolution of the dispute under Part 11, in the event
that Aurizon Network is found to have breached the price differentiation
principle in the 2014 DAU when developing access charges for an access
seeker.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.3.2

Coal-carrying train services
Aurizon Network's proposal
Under Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU, reference tariffs are intended to apply to all coalcarrying train services (cl. 6.4.1(c)). The 2014 DAU provides for Aurizon Network to price

37
38

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 207, 217; Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 128: 5.
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 127: 18–19.
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differentiate between coal-carrying train services—by setting access charges different from the
applicable reference tariffs. These differences can arise from:
 the particular train services having different operating characteristics to the reference train
services (section 17.6 of our consolidated draft decision addresses these characteristics) (cl.
6.2.2(b)); and/or
 the agreed terms and conditions of access differing from the SAA terms.39
Aurizon Network said the drafting amendments in the 2014 DAU were intended to clarify an
existing arrangement provided for under the 2010 AU, which allowed Aurizon Network and an
access seeker to negotiate an alternative to the SAA. To the extent non-standard terms in an
access agreement gave rise to additional (or lower) costs or risks compared with the reference
train service, an access charge different from the reference tariff is permissible in the 2014
DAU.40
Aurizon Network said price differentiation had previously been limited to train services that
consumed more network capacity than the reference train service (through a capacity multiplier
applied to an AT2 tariff component).41,42 It is contemplating expanding the application to other
areas, including non-compliance with coal dust mitigation requirements and non-standard
terms of access (e.g. more lenient take-or-pay arrangements). Aurizon Network emphasised
that no party could be compelled to agree an alternative to the SAAs.43
These provisions in the 2014 DAU have implications for the revenue cap regime. In cases where
a user was not charged the applicable reference tariff (as a result of agreed non-standard
terms), Aurizon Network said we should assess the revenue cap adjustments as if the SAA terms
had been contracted.44 According to Aurizon Network, this would ensure it retained the
additional revenue it should be entitled to (or not earn the revenue it was not entitled to)
resulting from any cost and risk differences, while other users not involved in the agreement
were not affected. The definition of 'expected access revenue' in the 2014 DAU refers to the
revenue Aurizon Network is entitled to earn for the provision of access for reference train
services. In addition, Aurizon Network retained the take-or-pay provisions in the 2010 AU,
which required take-or-pay to be calculated on the basis that Aurizon Network was deemed to
have contracted on the relevant SAA terms.45

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve the additional discretion that Aurizon
Network has proposed in differentiating the pricing for coal-carrying train services. Our full
analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.3.1 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'Coal-carrying train services'.

39

Under the 2014 DAU, if an access seeker proposed to operate a train service with the same operational
characteristics as the relevant reference train service but agreed terms different to the SAA terms, it would
be classified as a non-reference train service.
40
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 204.
41
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 202.
42
Train services that consume more network capacity than the reference train service are effectively charged a
higher AT2 tariff component per train path.
43
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 203.
44
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 204.
45
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 205.
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We considered it efficient for Aurizon Network and an access seeker to negotiate an alternative
to the SAA if the access seeker has specific requirements associated with its access to the CQCN.
To the extent this gives rise to measurable differences in costs or risk to Aurizon Network, an
access charge reflective of such risk and cost differences is reasonable if both parties agree. As
pointed out by Aurizon Network, this was already provided for under the 2010 AU.
Although Aurizon Network largely retained the provisions in the 2010 AU with respect to price
differentiation for coal-carrying train services—prohibiting price differentiation other than for
cost or risk differences—we were concerned that the non-standard terms agreed between
Aurizon Network and an access seeker may have implications for other users as well as the
MAR:
 It is possible that the additional risks and costs associated with the non-standard terms could
distort Aurizon Network's behaviour beyond pricing. As pointed out by RTCA, Aurizon
Network might be incentivised to provide preferential train schedules for a particular user if
it stood to lose more from any failure to deliver contracted train paths.46
 Aurizon Network could seek to recover additional costs arising from non-standard terms in
the MAR. Double counting when assessing Aurizon Network's proposed MAR should be
avoided.
To address these concerns, we proposed the following amendments to the 2014 DAU:
 Reinstatement of the UT3 access condition provisions (with appropriate refinements to
better balance the interests of various stakeholders) and expand their application to nonstandard access agreements—any non-standard terms agreed between Aurizon Network
and an access seeker that have cost and risk implications will be subject to our approval.
 Require Aurizon Network to provide us with a copy of any non-standard agreement within
five business days of signing.
We proposed amendments (initial draft decision 16.2) to address concerns about the lack of
transparency with regard to non-standard access agreements. We considered that these
amendments would enhance the credibility and effectiveness of the pricing obligations in the
access undertaking. These amendments would provide for access seekers to negotiate with
Aurizon Network, while requiring Aurizon Network to apply the pricing obligations in the access
undertaking.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network disagreed with subjecting any agreed non-standard terms that have cost and
risk implications to the QCA for approval.47 Aurizon Network stated that access seekers and
access holders already have the ability to dispute non-standard terms via the provisions
outlined in both the undertaking and the access agreement. Aurizon Network said that this
provision simply increases the regulatory complexity and would lead to unnecessary delays,
effectively incentivising Aurizon Network to only offer standard terms. 48
Aurizon Network noted that we could use section 103 under the QCA Act to request copies of
access agreements with 14 days written notice. Aurizon Network stated that it is not our role to

46

RTCA, 2013 DAU, sub. 73: 83.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
48
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
47
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review every access agreement to ensure there is no discriminatory treatment between access
holders.49 Aurizon Network noted that the QCA Act acknowledges that differentiation in
appropriate circumstances promotes flexibility to the benefit of access seekers and access
holders.50
Other stakeholders
The QRC and Anglo American both supported the QCA approving non-standard terms in access
agreements.51 The QRC stated that it is important to ensure that any additional costs and risks
accepted by Aurizon Network are not borne by parties other than Aurizon Network due to the
revenue cap or other regulatory arrangements.52 Anglo American said that it is important these
agreements are considered in terms of the impact on the MAR and the obligations imposed on
other stakeholders.53
Asciano believed any claim for additional revenue by Aurizon Network under this section must
be based on objective evidence and the access seeker should have the right to make
submissions if not in agreement on this issue.54

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and reviewing
submissions received on the initial draft decision, we refused to approve the additional
discretion in differentiating the pricing for coal-carrying train services.
In the initial draft decision, we focused on the nature of the non-standard terms that could be
negotiated between Aurizon Network and access seekers and holders if Aurizon Network
retained the additional discretion. We considered the 2014 DAU was deficient in its treatment
of access conditions.
In considering the factors in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the additional discretion in
differentiating the pricing for coal-carrying train services, we considered that the interests of
access seekers and holders and the public interest should be balanced against the legitimate
business interests of Aurizon Network. We also considered that the objective of Part 5 of the
QCA Act is promoted by reducing any incentive or ability for Aurizon Network to favour a
related party.
Moreover, although the pricing principles in the QCA Act (s. 168A) allow for price discrimination
where it aids efficiency, the pricing principles also require us to not allow an access provider to
set terms that allow it to discriminate in favour of a related access holder, except to the extent
that the cost of providing access to other operators is higher. We considered that by providing
additional discretion in differentiating the pricing for coal-carrying train services, the 2014 DAU
had not provided a sufficiently robust framework to provide confidence that it would:
 differentiate between price discrimination that aids efficiency or otherwise
 prevent Aurizon Network setting terms that allowed it to discriminate in favour of a related
access holder.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 223.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34; Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 95: 14.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 34.
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Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 95: 14.
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In essence, we did not consider that the approach proposed by Aurizon Network was
appropriate in light of the factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
Given this, we considered it appropriate that Aurizon Network reinstate the 2010 AU access
condition provisions and expand their application to non-standard access agreements. By doing
so, the access undertaking would require any non-standard terms agreed between Aurizon
Network and an access seeker that have cost and risk implications to be subject to QCA
approval. A requirement for QCA approval would mitigate the risk of unfair price differentiation
by Aurizon Network. Moreover, there would be greater incentive for Aurizon Network to offer
standard terms, or at least only offer non-standard terms where the benefits exceed the costs.
While stakeholders already have the ability to dispute non-standard terms, and we can request
access agreements under the QCA Act, we did not believe these provisions offer sufficient
security for access holders. Both stakeholders and the QCA would need to be aware that nonstandard terms have been agreed to by another party. Our proposed amendments placed the
onus on Aurizon Network to inform the QCA when non-standard terms have been agreed to.
These amendments allow us to assess if a negotiated agreement is consistent with the
approved access undertaking, identify any implications for the MAR to avoid double counting
and identify any implications for other users that may arise from non-standard terms. We
considered this promoted the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, and was in the interests of access
seekers and access holders, because it reduced the risk of monopoly behaviour being
demonstrated through non-standard terms. While we acknowledged Aurizon Network's
concerns that this arrangement may increase regulatory complexity, we considered that our
consolidated draft decision appropriately balanced Aurizon Network's legitimate business
interests with the interests of access seekers, access holders and train operators.
As discussed in section 5.8.4 in the consolidated draft decision, we reconsidered our position
with respect to disclosures of access agreements and, in particular, the disclosure of signed nonstandard access agreements within five business days. This requirement was not necessary as
we could request such agreements be provided by Aurizon Network at any time under our
general information gathering powers.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with the reinstatement of access conditions provisions from 2010
AU (discussed in section 16.7 in this final decision).55 Aurizon Network maintained that it is
inappropriate for these provisions to apply to non–standard terms that are not linked to the
provision of funding and that the CDD creates greater inflexibility in the regulatory framework
and increases the regulatory burden.56
Aurizon Network considered the CDD's position regarding non-standard terms is impractical,
noting that the QCA Act does not require access to be provided on the same terms under each
agreement.57 Aurizon Network reiterated that there are already obligations in the undertaking
and the QCA Act which provide robust protections to ensure there is no unfair differentiation
between access seekers and holders.58
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 217.
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Aurizon Network stated that access condition provisions would be applicable to terms within
access agreements that may be required for circumstances, such as:
 rail operator trials
 adhoc train services
 initiatives to promote supply chain efficiencies.59
Aurizon Network considered that under these circumstances, the process for approving access
conditions (which includes negotiation and public consultation periods) is inappropriate, as it
restricts access holders from innovation and developing or exploiting potential sources of
competitive advantage.
Aurizon Operations also considered that restrictions or limitations regarding price
differentiation would substantially interfere with the ability of an access seeker to pursue
innovations by rail operators involving commercial and operational initiatives with the access
provider.60 Aurizon Operations considered that variations from the reference terms and
conditions should be permissible where they do not involve cost or risk transfer to other users
of the declared service.61
Aurizon Operations considered that the process of obtaining the QCA’s approval for different
terms and conditions does not protect a rail operator’s confidential information. Aurizon
Operations considered that inviting and considering comments from relevant stakeholders are
contrary to the legitimate interests of the access provider and the access seeker, who want to,
in confidence, negotiate operational changes.62 Aurizon Operations considered this is
inconsistent with promoting the principal objective of the access regime, which is to promote
competition.63
Anglo-American supported the expansion of access conditions to apply to non-standard access
agreements.64 Anglo American considered that increased transparency is likely to ensure that
Aurizon Network does not obtain any benefit where it has agreed protections or returns outside
the sphere of the regulation.65

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the additional discretion in differentiating the pricing
for coal-carrying train services proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
As noted in the CDD, our amendments allow us to assess if a negotiated agreement is consistent
with the approved access undertaking, identify any implications for the MAR to avoid double
counting, and identify any implications for other users that may arise from non-standard terms.
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We do not consider that the length of time required for approval of access conditions and public
disclosure of proposed access conditions during the approval process will restrict access holders
from innovation or stymie dynamic efficiency, noting:
 Aurizon Network and access seekers are able to claim information as confidential under the
QCA Act, which information the QCA will not disclose where the QCA believes that disclosure
is likely to damage the person’s commercial activities and is not in the public interest.
 Aurizon Network and access seekers have the ability to limit the length of time required for
negotiation.
 Access seekers may refer the proposed access conditions to the QCA for a determination at
any time during the negotiation period.
 Shorter consultation periods may be administered for short-term access conditions.
We have refined our drafting in the final amended 2014 DAU to address Aurizon Network's
concerns.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 16.2

16.3.3

(1)

After considering Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision is to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's drafting to provide additional discretion in
differentiating the pricing for coal-carrying train services.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to reinstate the 2010 AU access condition provisions (with
appropriate refinements to better balance the interests of various stakeholders as
set out in clauses 6.2.3 and 6.13 of our final amended DAU) and expand them to
require non-standard terms that have cost and risk implications to Aurizon Network
to be subject to our approval.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Non-coal-carrying train services
Aurizon Network's proposal
In contrast to coal-carrying train services, there is no reference tariff for non-coal traffic.
Aurizon Network said reference tariffs were not necessary for non-coal-carrying train services
because:
 it would not be in the public interest as revenues are immaterial
 Aurizon Network must still negotiate access charges in accordance with Part 6, hence we
would continue to have oversight.66
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For non-coal traffic, the application of the price differentiation principle needs to be considered
alongside the rail infrastructure utilisation principle.
Rail infrastructure utilisation principle
Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU provides for Aurizon Network to vary access charges for
non-coal-carrying train services that serve different markets (for example, transporting a
particular commodity type) to maximise commercially viable use of the CQCN (subject to other
requirements) (cl. 6.4.1(a)).
If Aurizon Network considers that available capacity is limited, its proposed 2014 DAU provides
for it to quote the maximum access charge to non-coal access seekers (cl. 6.4.1(b)).67 If the
access applications are mutually exclusive68, Aurizon Network has discretion as to whom it
allocates that available capacity to; it can choose not to allocate the capacity to the access
seeker willing to pay the maximum access charge.
Under the 2010 AU, the ability to quote the maximum access charge was subject to an
assessment by Aurizon Network that an expansion would not be commercially viable. This
obligation has been removed in the 2014 DAU.
Price differentiation principle
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU provides for Aurizon Network to apply an access charge to a noncoal access seeker that varies from those of other access seekers or access holders of a similar
nature (for example, transporting the same commodity type), to reflect:
 changes or differences in the cost or risk of providing access
 changes in market circumstances
 limitations on available capacity in accordance with the rail infrastructure utilisation
principle (cl. 6.2.3).
While the drafting in Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU is largely similar to the 2010 AU, the
definition of a 'change in market circumstances' under the 2014 DAU has been altered to
include Aurizon Network’s assessment (cl. 12.1). Previously, the definition was based on an
objective assessment.

Summary of our initial draft decision
It was our view that establishing reference tariffs for non-coal-carrying train services remains
impractical given the wide range of train services involved (e.g. geographical location,
commodity type, etc.) and that they represent only a relatively small portion of the CQCN total
traffic. We therefore did not object to Aurizon Network's proposal that non-coal-carrying train
services do not require reference tariffs.
However, our initial draft decision required that the 2014 DAU provide at least as much
protection for non-coal users from price discrimination as provided under the 2010 AU:
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The maximum access charge is the relevant reference tariff (adjusted for risk and cost differences) that
would have been applied if those particular train services had been coal-carrying trains (cl. 6.4.1(b)(i)).
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Mutually exclusive access applications are defined in the 2014 DAU as: 'Access Applications where if Aurizon
Network grants Access Rights in respect of one or more of those Access Applications then Aurizon Network
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 The definition of a 'change in market circumstances' should be based on an objective
assessment that could be proved or disputed.
 Aurizon Network needs to first demonstrate the available capacity on the CQCN is limited,
and any expansion is commercially infeasible, before it can quote the maximum access
charge to non-coal access seekers.
We did not consider that such protection had been provided. For this reason, our initial draft
decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network’s proposed approach to price differentiation
for non-coal-carrying train services. Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.3.1
of the initial draft decision.
Non-coal access seekers and holders will have the ability to use the dispute process provided in
the 2014 DAU if they are concerned the pricing principles in the 2014 DAU have been breached.
We considered that our proposed amendments improved the credibility and effectiveness of
Aurizon Network's pricing obligations with respect to price differentiation. This is consistent
with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act and appropriately balances Aurizon Network's
legitimate business interests with the interests of access seekers, access holders and train
operators.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network agreed with our proposed changes, given the likely impact is negligible.69
Other stakeholders
Asciano was concerned that non-coal-carrying train services could be disadvantaged and subject
to access charges set at the discretion of Aurizon Network.70 Asciano believed that a non-coal
carrying access seeker is unlikely to be able to meet the maximum access charge when
compared to a coal-carrying service.71 Asciano suggested that non-coal carrying services should
pay their marginal cost plus a contribution to fixed costs, thus reducing the costs to be borne by
coal services.72 Asciano stated that non-coal access charges broadly reflecting the access
charges these services pay on adjoining Queensland Rail networks will be appropriate if these
charges reflect at least the marginal cost of operating these train services.73

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and reviewing
submissions received on the initial draft decision, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's
approach to pricing for non-coal-carrying train services.
For the purposes of the consolidated draft decision, we adopted the analysis and conclusions
from our initial draft decision. We considered that the 2014 DAU should provide at least as
much protection for non-coal users against prices that discriminate in favour of the downstream
operations of the access provider or a related entity as provided under the 2010 AU. We
considered that these amendments were in the interest of non-coal-carrying access seekers. As
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 224.
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 17.
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such, we considered the amendments proposed in the initial draft decision were consistent with
section 138(2)(g) and (e) of the QCA Act.
We considered our proposed amendments to the 2014 DAU appropriately balanced the various
factors set out in section 138(2) and the pricing principles set out in section 168A itself.
We noted Asciano's concerns about non-coal-carrying train service being charged the maximum
access charge. The maximum access charge may only be imposed in cases where Aurizon
Network can provide evidence that available capacity is insufficient to satisfy the requests of
access right. We considered that Asciano's proposals for non-coal-carrying access charges were
inconsistent with the rail infrastructure utilisation pricing principle. This principle recognises
that allowing different access charges for different classes of users may allocate capacity to
those access seekers who value it the most, promoting the efficient use of the network given
the existing level of capacity. Thus, we did not consider that Asciano's proposals for non-coalcarrying access charges promoted the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our proposed amendments to the 2014 DAU.74 However, Aurizon
Network raised a concern regarding the inclusion of the word 'material' in clause 6.2.4(a) of our
CDD amended DAU. Aurizon Network considered that the materiality restrictions are not
appropriate and inconsistent with the QCA Act.
Asciano remains concerned that non-coal carrying train services could be disadvantaged as
these services could potentially be subject to access charges set at the discretion of Aurizon
Network.75

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the price differentiation drafting for non-coal-carrying
train services proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
While some stakeholders reiterated concerns previously raised, no new information or
submissions have been provided on this issue in response to our CDD. As such, our analysis,
reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider the use of the word ‘material’ achieves an appropriate balance between the
benefits of pricing flexibility to Aurizon Network and the benefits of price certainty to other
stakeholders.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 208.
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 14.
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Final decision 16.3
(1)

After considering Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision is to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's drafting addressed at price differentiation
insofar as it applies to non-coal-carrying train services.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to make the following adjustments as set out in clauses 12.1
and 6.7.1(b)(ii) of our final amended DAU:
(a)

Remove the reference to Aurizon Network's assessment from the definition of
a 'change in market circumstances'.

(b)

Require Aurizon Network to demonstrate the available capacity on the CQCN
is limited, and any expansion is commercially infeasible, before it can quote
the maximum access charge to non-coal access seekers.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.4

Pricing limits

16.4.1

Pricing limits
Aurizon Network's proposal
Pricing limits refer to the ceiling and floor prices for access to the CQCN. For pricing limits,
Aurizon Network said the intent of the related 2010 AU provisions has been retained in the
2014 DAU, with the exception of pricing limits for individual train services and combination of
train services.76
Similar to the 2010 AU, Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposes the access charges for individual
train services or combination of train services to be capped between:
 the incremental costs of providing access for the relevant train services
 the stand-alone costs of providing access for the relevant train services (cl. 6.3.2(a)).
The key difference between the 2010 AU and the 2014 DAU lies in Aurizon Network's proposed
assessment of stand-alone costs. The 2014 DAU proposes the asset value used to calculate the
MAR be based on the DORC methodology in all circumstances, other than where the MAR
relates to the aggregate revenue Aurizon Network is entitled to earn across all coal systems
(which will remain based on the approved RAB value) (cl. 6.3.3 (e)).
In contrast, the 2010 AU required the use of the approved RAB value in all circumstances unless
the RAB value was unavailable, in which case the DORC value of assets could be adopted.
Aurizon Network said this proposed change would provide flexibility in pricing individual train
services in the future, as under some special circumstances, DORC-based pricing could enhance
efficiency. Aurizon Network provided two examples where the DORC methodology would be
appropriate:
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 An expansion occurs on a highly depreciated system, which could result in a material price
disparity between expanding and existing users, although both types of users utilise the
same rail infrastructure and the nature of the services is similar.
 Volumes materially decline on a particular branch line and Aurizon Network recovers
revenue from users of the system who do not use that branch line.77
Aurizon Network emphasised the use of DORC asset values for pricing individual services would
be subject to our approval. Aurizon Network added that its proposed approach does not have
any implications for the total revenue that it will earn across all systems (which is still
constrained by the RAB value).78

Summary of our initial draft decision
In our initial draft decision, we refused to approve Aurizon Network’s proposal to use a DORC
value of assets for establishing the ceiling prices for individual train services or combination of
train services. We proposed that Aurizon Network reinstate the relevant 2010 AU provisions:
the RAB value is to be used for all circumstances, except where it is unavailable, in which case
the DORC value can be adopted.
We had previously rejected Aurizon Network's proposals for asset revaluation on the basis of a
DORC methodology. Specifically, in the draft decision on UT2, we said:
If the Authority were to adopt the new DORC valuation in such circumstances, the business would
face the prospect of either under- or over-recovering its initial asset valuation; that is, it faces the
regulatory risk of either benefiting from windfall gains or suffering from windfall losses.
As this would breach the principle that the business should expect to fully recover its initial asset
base, it is not a course of action that the Authority believes is in the best interests of either the
regulated business, ... or access seekers and end users of the service.

Given that the DORC approach represents a fundamental change to the pricing regime, we
considered Aurizon Network needs to justify this approach in light of the requirements of the
QCA Act and from a practical evidence-based standpoint that reflects the circumstances of the
CQCN. In this respect, we did not consider Aurizon Network has sufficiently justified the use of
the DORC approach.
Further, we considered that the examples provided by Aurizon Network may be inconsistent
with other parts of Aurizon Network’s 2014 DAU proposal. For example, Aurizon Network's
example for pricing limits seems to suggest that it intended to use the DORC approach to allow
it to raise access charges for existing users not involved in an expansion.
Notwithstanding Aurizon Network's intent, we had concerns over the drafting of the pricing
limits principles because:
 they may provide Aurizon Network with the ability to rebalance access charges across coal
systems, subject to an overarching MAR constraint across the CQCN
 it is unclear if the use of the DORC approach requires our approval under Aurizon Network's
proposed 2014 DAU.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.4 of the initial draft decision.
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Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision, noting that its proposal does not
impact the MAR that Aurizon Network can earn, only the allocation of the MAR between train
services, across individual years in the evaluation period or between coal systems.79
Aurizon Network said that construction costs have changed significantly since the time that the
value of the RAB was set (the start of UT1).80 As such, the value of the RAB is expected to be
materially below the stand-alone cost of providing access and, therefore, establishing price
limits by reference to the value of the RAB cannot be efficient.
Aurizon Network considered that the 2014 DAU should allow the flexibility to submit more
‘customer responsive’ and adaptable pricing solutions, promoting the economically efficient use
of and investment in the network, consistent with the QCA Act (s. 69E).81 In this respect, Aurizon
Network provided the following examples:
 development of medium-term pricing proposals to improve asset utilisation
 alignment of revenue recovery to volume ramp-up via revenue smoothing
 transfers of mainline capacity between systems where port destinations are common (e.g.
Blackwater and Moura).
Aurizon Network explicitly stated that it does not intend to recalculate access charges on the
basis of DORC value.82
Aurizon Network noted that its 2014 DAU required any new or varied reference tariffs—
including those linked to a DORC valuation—to be submitted to QCA for approval.83
Other stakeholders
The QRC and Anglo American supported the initial draft decision to use RAB values when
available.84 Anglo American said that a DORC valuation is likely to lead to an inaccurate
valuation, resulting in under- or over-recovery for Aurizon Network, impacting on both its
finances and those of its users.85 Anglo American also considered that DORC valuation was not
appropriate for regulated monopoly assets where sunk costs are significant.86 Anglo American
stated that it allows too much discretion to the valuer and that this could drastically alter the
tariffs and charges implemented on the network.87 Anglo American considered that the RAB
value produces a more accurate estimate.88

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and reviewing
submissions received on the initial draft decision, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's
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proposal to use a DORC value of assets for establishing the ceiling prices for individual train
services or combination of train services. We proposed that Aurizon Network reinstate the
relevant 2010 AU provisions.
We said in our initial draft decision that Aurizon Network needed to provide more detailed
justification of this approach. In response, Aurizon Network provided limited detail in outlining
examples of the application of the DORC methodology. We did not consider that Aurizon
Network addressed the concerns expressed in our initial draft decision with sufficient new
analysis regarding the potential implications this approach could have on the distribution of the
aggregate MAR between the CQCN users.
We considered that the example applications of DORC-based pricing limits provided by Aurizon
Network were associated with the utilisation of existing assets or protecting Aurizon Network
from demand deterioration. We did not consider that increasing the pricing limits was an
appropriate way to address demand deterioration and asset stranding risk. Demand
deterioration and asset stranding risk were discussed in section 14.3 of the consolidated draft
decision.
We recognised that Aurizon Network's proposed assessment of stand-alone costs would not
impact the MAR that Aurizon Network can earn. However, the proposal would affect how costs
were allocated between access holders. We considered that a reallocation of system costs
might have adverse implications for access holders, resulting from an increase in access charges.
As such we considered that Aurizon Network's proposal was not consistent with section
138(2)(h) of the QCA Act.
Furthermore, we considered that given that the costs recovered from train services or groups of
train services through access charges were based on the RAB value, access charges that exceed
the RAB-based pricing limits may result in cross-subsidisation between access holders. We
therefore did not consider that establishing pricing limits based on different asset valuations to
that used to calculate access charges was in the interest of access seekers or access holders. As
such, we considered RAB-based pricing limits were consistent with section 138(2)(d),(e) and (h)
of the QCA Act.
We considered that a consistent methodology should be used to establish the pricing limits of
all access holders, and that this should be consistent with the approach used to calculate access
charges and Aurizon Network's aggregate MAR. We considered that the RAB-based pricing
limits remain appropriate.
We did not agree with Aurizon Network that establishing price limits by reference to the value
of the RAB could not be efficient where the DORC value of the infrastructure exceeded its
corresponding RAB value. Although more flexible prices in certain instances may promote
economically efficient use of the network, the price floor and price ceiling are not set at a level
that necessarily corresponds to an efficient outcome. That is, an economically efficient outcome
may result from access charges falling within (or outside) of RAB-based pricing limits. The price
floor and ceiling are primarily set to protect access holders from cross-subsidising other access
holders.
We considered that allowing price differentiation, within the bounds of the pricing limits,
balanced our objectives of promoting the economically efficient operation of the network and
promoting effective competition between network users.
We considered our proposed amendments clarify the boundaries of how access charges are
negotiated. This is an important part in ensuring that pricing obligations in the 2014 DAU are
credible and effective. As such, we considered this was consistent with the object of Part 5 of
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the QCA Act, and appropriately balanced Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests with
the interests of access seekers, access holders and train operators.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD to not approve the application of DORC-based to
establish pricing limits. However, Aurizon Network maintained that having the ability to
establish pricing limits based on DORC will result in economically efficient pricing outcomes for
users.89

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the use of a DORC value of assets for establishing
pricing limits as proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or submissions on this issue in response to
our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in
our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 16.4
(1)

(2)

16.4.2

After considering Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision is to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposal to use a DORC value of assets for
establishing the ceiling prices for individual train services or combination of train
services.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to use the RAB value for all circumstances, except where it is
unavailable, in which case the DORC value can be adopted (as set out in cl. 6.6.3(e) of
our final amended DAU).
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Price differentiation and pricing limits
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU included clarification about how the price differentiation and
pricing limits principles may interact with each other.
The 2014 DAU provides that, in the event Aurizon Network charges an access seeker below the
relevant incremental costs, it will still be deemed compliant with the pricing limit principle as
long as it complies with the price differentiation principle when setting charges for future access
seekers that share the same characteristics as the initial access seeker (e.g. transporting the
same specified commodity in the same specified geographic area) (cl. 6.3.2(b)).
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The 2014 DAU also proposes that Aurizon Network will be considered to have complied with
both principles if it has formulated an access charge 'based on a reference tariff' (cl. 6.5.1(b)).

Summary of our initial draft decision
In the initial draft decision, we refused to approve Aurizon Network’s proposed provisions
about how the price differentiation and pricing limits principles interact with each other. It was
our view that Aurizon Network should comply with all pricing principles in the access
undertaking, to the extent they do not conflict with each other. As such, we considered it
appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend its 2014 DAU to require it to apply both price
differentiation and pricing limits principles when establishing access charges, as long as they do
not contradict each other.
In the event Aurizon Network charges an access seeker a rate below the relevant incremental
costs, we did not consider it should be deemed compliant with the pricing limits principle on the
basis that it complies with the price differentiation principle when setting access charges for
future access seekers that have similar characteristics. While this was provided for under the
2010 AU, we no longer considered this appropriate given current circumstances.
Charging a user (or a group of users) less than the incremental costs gives rise to crosssubsidisation between users. This is inconsistent with the pricing limits principle in the access
undertaking. As such, we proposed to reinstate the aggrieved access holder provision to address
a breach of the price differentiation.
We were also concerned by the language used in the 2014 DAU, that Aurizon Network will be
considered to have complied with the price differentiation and pricing limits principles if it has
formulated an access charge 'based on a reference tariff'. These two principles have broad
application beyond the reference tariffs. Hence, for the purpose of providing clarity, we
proposed that Aurizon Network remove this provision.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.4 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'Price differentiation and pricing limits'.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision requiring the removal of proposed
clause 6.3.2(b) which allows access charges to not comply with the price limits so long as the
price differentiation principle is not breached when setting tariffs for future access seekers with
similar characteristics.90 Aurizon Network noted that this provision existed in the 2010 AU.91
Aurizon Network said that we had provided no valid reasons as to why this clause should be
deleted, other than a general concern about the potential for cross-subsidisation.92 Aurizon
Network considered that our initial draft decision would result in system level reference tariffs
no longer being acceptable and they would need to be replaced by strictly ‘incremental’ costreflective pricing.93 Aurizon Network said that the initial draft decision would require each
customer to have its own separate MAR and reference tariff.94
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As a result, Aurizon Network considered that this proposal works against the efficient operation,
use of and investment in the network and undermines the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.95
Other stakeholders
The QRC supported our initial draft decision requirement that Aurizon network comply with
both pricing limit and price differentiation principles.96 The QRC did not support Aurizon
Network's 2014 DAU proposal that it is deemed to comply with the pricing limits principles
where the non-compliant price is applied to all future access seekers with similar characteristics.
The QRC considered that such an approach could impose additional costs on other users under
a revenue cap.97

Consolidated draft decision
It remained our view that Aurizon Network should comply with all pricing principles in the
access undertaking, to the extent they did not conflict with each other.
We considered that charging an access holder (or a group of access holders) less than the
incremental costs gives rise to cross-subsidisation between network users. If an access charge is
set at a level that does not recover incremental costs (below the price limit), then by definition,
this will result in cross-subsidisation (as defined in the 2014 DAU) as other access holders will be
required to subsidise its incremental costs, given Aurizon Network's revenue adequacy
principle.
We did not agree with Aurizon Network that system level reference tariffs would not comply
with the price limits principle. We considered that the approach used to establish tariffs
provided context for the application of the pricing limits principle and, more specifically, the
way in which the incremental and stand-alone costs for a train service were considered. For
instance, if a system-based approach is used to calculate a reference tariff for a specified train
service, to comply with the pricing limits the train service needs to recover:
 at least the system's incremental costs (as defined in the 2014 DAU) associated with
operating that train service
 no more than the stand-alone costs of that system.
New train services associated with an expansion will be subject to their full incremental costs
(e.g. through an expansion tariff) and will comply with the pricing limits. While other train
services not subject to an expansion tariff will pay the system reference tariff, an existing train
service will be subject to a system premium if the system reference tariff is not expected to
meet all incremental costs and a minimum contribution to common costs. This approach avoids
the need to develop single mine clusters where the incremental costs are not met for existing
train services.
Furthermore, the system reference tariffs are not designed to recover more than the standalone costs of the system. In this regard, we considered that the system reference tariff
approach was consistent with the pricing limits principle. We therefore did not agree with
Aurizon Network that the system level reference tariffs would need to be replaced by 'strictly
incremental cost-reflective pricing arrangements'.
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The level at which cost reflectivity is considered could be made more precise than is done at the
system level, but this must be balanced with the fact that the administrative complexity
associated with the tariff structure is likely to increase. During the 2010 AU process we
disbanded cluster tariffs and moved to a system tariff, accepting that removing the clusters will
not significantly weaken the cost reflectivity of the tariffs and that a simplified tariff structure
has advantages over a more complex tariff structure.
We considered our proposed amendments improved the clarity of pricing obligations under the
2014 DAU, and hence made these obligations effective and credible. While allowing price
differentiation beyond the constraints of the pricing limits might, in certain circumstances, lead
to more efficient outcomes, this would result in cross-subsidisation between access holders. We
did not consider that this was in the interest of access holders and seekers, promoted effective
competition, or promoted the economically efficient operation of the network.
As such, we considered that our proposed amendments were consistent with section 138(2)(d),
(e) and (h) of the QCA Act, and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD to require the application of both price differentiation
and pricing limits principles when establishing access charges, as long as they do not contradict
each other.
In particular, Aurizon Network reiterated that the removal of proposed clause 6.3.2(b) would
lead to:
 significant complexity in establishing (strictly incremental) access charges for existing train
services and may lead to fundamentally different pricing outcomes, which is contrary to
promoting a stable regulatory framework98
 increased uncertainty where there is conflict between the price differentiation and pricing
limits principles.99
Aurizon Network said that given the value of mine-specific infrastructure for incumbent
producers was aggregated within the initial RAB valuation set in 1999, it is practically impossible
to accurately determine whether these producers meet their incremental costs.100 Aurizon
Network said this is one possible example where the pricing limit principle conflicts with the
price differentiation principle.101
Aurizon Network said that its interpretation of the CDD is that the QCA proposes to remove the
priority of the price differentiation principle over observing pricing limits and does not address
what it expects to happen where the two principles contradict each other.102

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the provisions about how the price differentiation and
pricing limits principles interact with each other proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
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We have considered the concerns raised by Aurizon Network in response to our CDD. However,
we remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate and
the additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider that where conflict arises between the price differentiation principle and the
pricing limits principle, clause 6.1(b) of the DAU is clear that the price differentiation principle
has a higher precedence than the pricing limits principle. We consider that the hierarchy of
pricing principles outlined in clause 6.1(b) provides clarity and certainty on which principles
should take precedence where two principles contradict each other. We therefore do not
consider this to be a source of uncertainty for Aurizon Network, access seekers and access
holders in regards to the application of the pricing principles.
We consider that clause 6.1(b) provides clear guidance on the pricing treatment of incumbent
producers where mine-specific infrastructure is not separately identifiable from the original
1999 RAB valuation. We consider it acceptable in this undertaking—as we have for previous
undertakings—that incumbent producers with separate infrastructure aggregated with the
original RAB valuation pay the system reference tariff. That is, we are not proposing that
Aurizon Network separate infrastructure originally aggregated with the original RAB valuation
when determining access charges.
We do not consider that clause 6.3.2(b) of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU is necessary to
reinforce the pricing principle priority order outlined in clause 6.1(b). We are concerned that
the language used in clause 6.3.2(b) could provide for a scenario which allows Aurizon Network
to charge an access seeker below the relevant incremental costs in an undertaking period on
the basis of future compliance with the price differentiation principle.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 16.5
(1)

(2)

After considering Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision is to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's provisions about how the price differentiation
and pricing limits principles interact with each other.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to require it to apply both price differentiation and pricing
limits principles when establishing access charges, as long as they do not contradict
each other.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.5

Expansion pricing

16.5.1

Background
In response to the industry's demand, Aurizon Network proposed a new framework for pricing
expansion in its 2014 DAU. Under the 2014 DAU, an expansion is defined as (cl. 12.1):
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An extension, enhancement, expansion, augmentation, duplication or replacement of all or part
of the Rail Infrastructure that on completion forms part of the Rail Infrastructure, excluding:
(a)

Customer Specific Branch Lines;

(b)

Connecting Infrastructure; and

(c)

any capital expenditure project to the extent that it involves Asset Replacement and
Renewal Expenditure.

We support the inclusion of an expansion pricing framework in the 2014 DAU. We consider that
it will enhance certainty and transparency with respect to access pricing, to the benefit of
access holders and future access seekers considering expansion, including potential future SUFA
funders.
Nonetheless, our initial and consolidated draft decisions refused to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed approach to expansion pricing in the 2014 DAU as a whole. While we accepted
components of Aurizon Network's proposal, we had some concerns about Aurizon Network's
proposed approach. To address these concerns, our initial and consolidated draft decisions
proposed a number of changes to Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing framework.
Our final decision draws from the analysis presented in our initial and consolidated draft
decisions and subsequent submissions received from stakeholders, as well as our experience
with establishing reference tariffs for WIRP train services.103 Our assessment of WIRP has
provided some context in regard to the practical application of an expansion pricing regime.
Lessons from WIRP
The process of establishing reference tariffs for WIRP users has highlighted the complexity
surrounding the interaction between expansion prices and existing reference tariffs. In
particular, there were three key issues identified during the WIRP process that we consider
were not adequately addressed in the expansion pricing framework presented in Aurizon
Network’s 2014 DAU or our initial draft decision:
 Expansion pricing may apply to expansions with substitutable train services.
 Expansions may be incorporated within existing systems.
 Expansions are unique.
Expansion pricing may apply to expansions with substitutable train services

In considering appropriate pricing arrangements for WIRP train services, it became apparent
that the ability to isolate the costs and risks associated with an expansion is complicated when
train services are substitutable between an existing system and an expansion. When train
services are substitutable, even if a separate expansion tariff is established, the substitutability
of volumes may have the unintended effect of shifting volume risk associated with an expansion
to existing customers.
Expansions may be incorporated within existing systems

Expansions are likely to be interlinked with the capacity provided by existing systems. As such,
the benefits or costs associated with an expansion may not be exclusively assigned to expanding
users. The allocation of expansion costs and risks may be complex and may require

103

The supplementary draft decision for WIRP was released following our initial draft decision on the 2014
DAU. Therefore, relevant findings from the WIRP process were not included in our initial draft decision. We
did, however, consult on these positions as part of the process for establishing reference tariffs for WIRP
train services.
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consideration on a case-by-case basis. In such circumstances, it is important to have all relevant
access holders and access seekers involved in the decision-making process from the beginning.
Expansions are unique

Each expansion will have unique characteristics that will influence the appropriate pricing
approach and the allocation of costs and risks amongst users. As encountered during the WIRP
process, a particular issue (in this case substitutable train services) may not be adequately
addressed through a mechanistic pricing approach. Furthermore, the willingness of existing
users to bear some of the costs and risks of an expansion may differ depending on specific
circumstances.
Implications for the expansion pricing framework
In the Aurizon Network 2014 DAU, and our subsequent initial draft decision, the expansion
pricing framework contained a specific pricing approach to be applied for allocating expansion
costs and risks between users.
It has become apparent that applying a mechanistic expansion pricing approach that defines
how expansion costs and risks are to be allocated between expanding and existing users:
 may not be appropriate for expansions that have substitutable train services
 may not capture the unique and complex characteristics specific to certain expansions.
After having regard to section 138(2) criteria, considering submissions received on the initial
draft decision, and assessing the application of these principles in our WIRP supplementary
initial draft decision, we consider that the expansion pricing framework should be made
sufficiently flexible to be able to account for expansion-specific characteristics.
This consideration will predominantly affect one element of the expansion pricing framework—
the process for establishing expansion pricing arrangements. Our final decision has given
consideration to the entire expansion pricing framework, including:
 the principles underpinning the expansion pricing framework
 the process for approval of expansion pricing arrangements
 the process for establishing expansion pricing arrangements
 the application of expansion pricing arrangements.
Our analysis and final decision in regard to each of these elements in the expansion pricing
framework are outlined below.

16.5.2

Principles underpinning the expansion pricing framework
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network said its proposed framework is underpinned by the following principles:
 The user(s) requiring the expansion should generally pay an access charge that reflects at
least the full incremental costs (capital and operating) of providing additional capacity.
 If new/expanding users face a higher cost than existing users, a zero contribution to
common costs from expanding users is generally acceptable.
 An allocation of expansion costs to existing users may be appropriate where an expansion
has clear benefits to those users.
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 Existing users should not experience a material increase in tariffs due to an expansion
triggered by access seekers.104

Summary of our initial draft decision
In our initial draft decision, we outlined our analysis of the principles of Aurizon Network's
proposed expansion pricing framework (see table below).
Table 1

QCA analysis of expansion pricing principles

Principles proposed by
Aurizon Network

QCA analysis

The user(s) requiring the
expansion should generally
pay an access charge that
reflects at least the full
incremental costs (capital and
operating) of providing
additional capacity.

This principle is based on the premise that a user should bear at least all
additional costs associated with its access. This is cost-reflective and is
consistent with the pricing limits principle in the 2014 DAU.

Existing users should not
experience a material
increase in tariffs due to an
expansion triggered by access
seekers.

We believe that existing users should not be exposed to a material increase
in tariffs due to an expansion triggered by access seekers.

In our view, expanding users should bear the costs and volume risk
associated with an expansion. We consider this creates an incentive for
expanding users to trigger an expansion only if their incremental earnings
(arising from the expansion) are more than needed to cover the associated
expansion costs. We consider this to be consistent with the objective of
promoting efficient infrastructure investment in the CQCN.

We consider it unreasonable for the economic viability of a mine that is
already operating to be materially negatively impacted by an expansion
triggered by other users. Otherwise, it would add another level of
uncertainty to mine development decisions and would discourage mine
development in the CQCN in the long run. It is in the interests of all CQCN
users to have a stable profile of access charges over time to reduce
uncertainty. This is consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, as it
provides an environment that is conducive to mine development in the
CQCN.
Further, we note that existing users may have an incentive to oppose
expansion projects if they perceived expansions as a threat to the
commercial viability of their mines. This could lead to efficient expansions
not being undertaken, which is inconsistent with the object of Part 5 of the
QCA Act.

If new/expanding users face a
higher cost than existing
users, a zero contribution to
common costs from
expanding users is generally
acceptable.

We consider existing users will not be made worse off (financially) as long as
the expanding users bear the cost and volume risks associated with the
expansion.
In cases where the expanding user's access charges associated with
recovering the costs of the expansion are higher than the access charges
facing existing users, we consider that a zero contribution to common costs
from expanding users is reasonable. This lessens the financial burden of
expanding users who are bearing the full incremental expansion costs
without making existing users worse off. This view is supported by
stakeholders. As such, we believe this helps to encourage expansions and
mine development in the CQCN.
Likewise, we consider expanding users should make a positive CCC if the
access charges associated with recovering expansion costs are less than the
existing reference tariff. Such a CCC reflects the benefits that expanding
users may receive from previous investment and the prior contributions
that existing users have made to financing existing capacity.
We consider our position with respect to CCC appropriately balances the
interests of existing and expanding users, and is consistent with the object
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 3: 98–99.
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Principles proposed by
Aurizon Network

QCA analysis
of Part 5 of the QCA Act.

An allocation of expansion
costs to existing users may be
appropriate where an
expansion has clear benefits
to those users.

We consider if there is genuine benefit to existing users, then an allocation
to these parties will be appropriate. This is consistent with the notion that
users pay a price reflective of the service they receive.
Our view is Aurizon Network and expanding users should bear the onus of
demonstrating that an expansion has clear benefit to existing users to justify
a positive allocation of costs to these users. Existing users should also be
allowed to comment on any proposed cost allocations.
We consider this promotes efficient infrastructure investment and
appropriately balances the interests of existing and expanding users.

Our initial draft decision accepted Aurizon Network's expansion pricing principles.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Principles underpinning the expansion pricing framework'.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network agreed with the expansion pricing principles and reiterated their importance,
especially the principle that existing users should not experience a material increase in tariffs
due to an expansion triggered by access seekers.105
Other stakeholders
The QRC supported the key expansion pricing principles set out in the initial draft decision. 106
Vale agreed with the 'average down/incremental up' pricing principle for new expansions on the
rail network as it recognises the costs and risks of the existing users and the value of their initial
contribution to establish the network.107
Anglo American agreed that Aurizon Network and the expanding users should bear the onus of
proving that there has been a clear and definable benefit to existing users, and that existing
users should be given the opportunity to comment on the benefits that they might be
receiving.108 WIRP users also understood why this onus of proof should lie with Aurizon
Network and expanding users; however, they considered that there are difficulties in being able
to demonstrate the benefits of expansion capacity.109 WIRP users suggested that we ensure that
the degree of benefit is established and independently verified early in the expansion process,
and that both existing and expanding users have some involvement in this process.110

Consolidated draft decision
We considered that the proposed expansion pricing principles were consistent with the object
of Part 5 of the QCA Act. More specifically, we considered that the expansion pricing principles
promoted economically efficient investment in the network (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 227.
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 35.
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Vale, 2014 DAU, sub. 79: 4.
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Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 95: 16.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 77: 12.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 77: 12.
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Act) and appropriately balanced the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network and
existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(c), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We considered that the expansion pricing principles promote economically efficient investment
in the network, as:
 expanding users have an incentive to trigger an expansion only if their incremental earnings
(arising from the expansion) are more than adequate to recover the associated expansion
costs
 expanding users that are faced with high expansion costs may not be burdened with a
common cost contribution, helping to encourage expansions and mine development in the
CQCN
 existing users face limited exposure to negative impacts associated with an expansion
triggered by other users, limiting the incentive of existing users to oppose expansion
projects.
We considered that the expansion pricing principles appropriately balance the interests of all
parties, including Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests. Requiring expanding users to
bear the incremental costs of access and protecting established users from material increases in
their access charges is economically efficient and equitable. Similarly, requiring expanding users
to make a CCC when access charges are below those of existing users recognises the prior
contributions that existing users have made to financing capacity.
In regard to proving that an expansion benefits existing users, we maintained that the onus of
proof should lie with Aurizon Network and expanding users. We considered that the degree of
benefit should be established and independently verified early in the expansion process. As
such, we considered that this information should be provided as part of the pricing proposal for
our assessment.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network considered that the principle that existing users should not experience a
material increase in tariffs from an expansion triggered by access seekers needs further
qualification that existing users may see their tariffs increase in recognition of received benefit
from an expansion.111 Anglo American considered the principle that existing users should not
experience a material increase in tariffs due to an expansion triggered by access seekers does
not go far enough.112 Anglo American strongly supported that users requiring the expansion
should generally pay an access charge that reflects at least the full incremental costs required to
provide the additional capacity.113
Anglo American also considered that Aurizon Network and the expanding users should bear the
onus of proving that there has been a clear and definable 'material benefit' to existing users.114
WIRP users disagreed with Aurizon Network and expansion users bearing the onus of
demonstrating that material benefits to existing users are incorporated with the expansion.
WIRP users considered that the onus should be on all users, with the QCA assessing information
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 221.
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 127: 22.
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Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 127: 22.
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from all stakeholders impartially.115 Asciano was concerned that users who have not sought an
expansion may be required to partially fund it.116
Aurizon Network noted that the notion of a benefit may not always be quantifiable in financial
terms and provided examples where an expansion may improve the performance, robustness
and reliability of the whole supply chain.117
Asciano did not agree that a situation where expanding users makes no contribution to
common costs should be generally acceptable.118 It proposed that expanding users should make
a contribution to common costs, although this could be less than the contribution made by nonexpanding users.
WIRP users also noted that the QCA has not quantified a materiality threshold and considered
this to be a critical tool for the decision-making process of all stakeholders.119 WIRP users were
concerned that the QCA is applying subjective judgement without consultation with industry.120

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to approve the expansion pricing principles proposed by Aurizon Network in
its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is, appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
While we consider the principle that an allocation of expansion costs to existing users may be
appropriate where an expansion has clear benefits to those users, we consider that we should
have regard to the following factors when assessing the evidence of benefits to existing users:
 Were the capital works reasonably required by existing users in the absence of the
expansion (e.g. asset renewals)?
 Would the operational benefits reasonably and tangibly translate into economic benefits to
the existing users?
 Was there evidence that existing users agreed to bear the costs of particular capital works?
We consider that an allocation of costs for capital works reasonably required in the absence of
the expansion is consistent with users paying a price reflective of the service they receive. If
existing users would have reasonably incurred these costs in the absence of the expansion, then
this allocation should have no adverse effect on existing tariffs.
We also consider that a robust methodology is required to translate operational benefits within
the system into economic benefits that can be reasonably attributed to existing users. We
consider it is critical to monetise specific benefits to existing users in order to demonstrate that
there are clear economic benefits to existing users.
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In addition, we considered that the willingness and appropriateness of existing users bearing
specific costs associated with an expansion needs to be assessed with regard to the other two
factors on a case-by-case basis. While expanding users may be willing to pay for improved
operational levels in some instances, the existance of operational improvements does not
necessarily imply that existing users are willing to pay a higher price for a service they
contracted for at agreed performance levels.
We note stakeholder concerns on who should bear the onus of demonstrating that the
expansion will result in clear economic benefits to existing users. After consideration of this
matter, we do not consider that there should be any particular onus imposed on expanding
users to prove that the expansion will result in clear economic benefits to existing users. The
QCA may only approve a proposed pricing arrangement that forms part of an undertaking if it
considers it appropriate to do so having regard to the factors outlined in section 138(2) of the
QCA Act.
However, having considered the section 138(2) factors, it is our view that in order for the
allocation of expansion costs to non-expanding users to be considered appropriate, we must be
affirmatively satisfied, based on all the material placed before it, that there will be clear
economic benefits to those existing users. Therefore, objective supporting material evidence
demonstrating how the economic benefits arise needs to be submitted by the expanding users,
as it will not be sufficient simply to assert a subjective view that there are economic benefits
without providing the evidence for this conclusion.
We note that the expansion pricing framework (in particular the endorsed pricing approach—
see below) is consistent with Anglo American's view that an expansion tariff should at least
reflect the full incremental costs required to provide the additional capacity. However, we
consider that the principle that existing users should not experience a material increase in
tariffs due to an expansion triggered by access seekers is appropriate and should not be
strengthened. An expansion tariff cannot necessarily ensure that a non-expansion user's tariff
will not increase in all circumstances (e.g. expansions with substitutable train services), given
the current tariff and take-or-pay arrangements.
We do not consider that it is appropriate to establish a materiality threshold. We consider that
materiality will depend on the specific expansion and the expansion stakeholders affected. The
expansion pricing framework will make a clear determination of the materiality of an increase in
tariffs for existing users on a case-by-case basis following consultation with relevant
stakeholders.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Final decision 16.6
(1)

Our final decision is to approve Aurizon Network's proposal that:
(a)
the user(s) requiring the expansion should generally pay an access charge that
reflects at least the full incremental costs (capital and operating) of access
(b)

existing users should not experience a material increase in tariffs due to an
expansion triggered by access seekers

(c)

if new/expanding users face a higher cost than existing users, a zero
contribution to common costs from expanding users is generally acceptable

(d)

an allocation of expansion costs to existing users may be appropriate where
an expansion has clear benefits to those users.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.5.3

Process for approval of expansion pricing arrangements
Aurizon Network's proposal
The 2014 DAU proposes that Aurizon Network submit a pricing proposal to us for approval
within 80 business days after a Feasibility Study Funding Agreement (feasibility SFA)—for that
expansion—becomes unconditional. No party is obliged to enter any arrangements with respect
to construction or funding of the expansion prior to the QCA's approval of the pricing proposal.
The purpose of a pricing proposal is to obtain pre-approval of the pricing methodology
applicable to an expansion (based on forecast information), prior to entering construction and
funding arrangements. This enables potential investors to make an informed decision, and
provides more certainty in relation to the pricing outcome.
A pricing proposal should address the cost allocation issue (between the involved access
seekers, or in some cases, allocation to existing users), apply the socialisation test, and
determine if the expansion should be socialised (where appropriate). The pricing proposal can
also include indicative reference tariffs, but an application for approval for new or varied
reference tariffs must be made separately (cl. 6.2.4(c)).
Stakeholders will be given the opportunity to comment on the pricing proposal (cl. 6.2.4(d)).
The 2014 DAU proposes that the time taken up by the QCA's approval of the pricing proposal
will not be considered as a delay on the part of Aurizon Network to trigger any rights or
remedies in favour of the access seekers or their customers (cl. 6.2.4(h)(ii)).
Aurizon Network has also proposed that if the feasibility SFA becomes unconditional 12 months
before the current access undertaking expires, and the expansion will not be used until the next
regulatory period, Aurizon Network may address the expansion pricing as part of the next
access undertaking (cl. 6.2.4(n)).

Summary of our initial draft decision
In section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under the heading 'Timing of a Pricing Proposal and
approval of expansion tariffs', we considered Aurizon Network's proposal. While we appreciated
the preference for Aurizon Network, existing access holders and access seekers to have
information about the potential pricing arrangement that would apply for a proposed
expansion, we were concerned that there will be insufficient reliable information at a feasibility
SFA stage.
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We considered a pricing proposal for an expansion would be better provided at the conclusion
of the feasibility study when there is a significantly higher level of certainty about what costs
and volumes would be. For a SUFA project, this is likely to coincide with an application for preapproval of an expansion project.
We also considered that a pricing proposal should contain information regarding the allocation
of the expansion costs between existing and expanding users, the results of any socialisation
test, the proposed pricing arrangements for the expansion, as well as indicative tariffs
consistent with the proposed pricing arrangements. This set of information is highly useful for
all parties involved.
We said the socialisation test (if applicable) should be calculated based on forecast costs and
forecast volumes as set out in the feasibility study. We proposed amendments to the 2014 DAU
allowing us to revise our decisions (subject to section 150F of the QCA Act) if there is a material
change in circumstances to the forecast information.
Further, once a pricing proposal is approved, we considered it appropriate that Aurizon
Network should, where feasible, to submit to us a DAAU, based on contracted volumes, to apply
for approval of new or varied reference tariffs.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Timing of a Pricing Proposal and approval of expansion tariffs'.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network acknowledged that the inputs required for any pricing analysis will change to a
certain extent from when parties commit to the project to when it is commissioned for use. 121
However, Aurizon Network said that a key benefit of the pricing proposal is that it will facilitate
regulatory pre-approval of the ‘methodology’ by which expansion prices will be calculated.122
Aurizon Network noted that while a binding decision with respect to the methodology could be
made, the actual reference tariffs paid will reflect the final costs of the expansion.
Aurizon Network considered that delaying the provision of the pricing proposal until the end of
the feasibility stage will create unnecessary delays in the project timeline. Aurizon Network said
the majority of information will be available for assessment at the feasibility SFA stage—the
volume of the expansion is locked down and costs known to a prefeasibility standard.123 Aurizon
Network said that submitting a pricing proposal within 80 business days after a feasibility SFA
provides ample time for a transparent consultation process and provides SUFA customers with
more timely information, which should assist them to attract funding.124
Aurizon Network disagreed with allowing us to revise any decisions if there is a material change
in circumstances. Aurizon Network considered this will negate the pricing proposal's objective
of improving transparency and creating a degree of certainty around the pricing outcomes of an
expansion.125 Aurizon Network said the pricing proposal will be visible and transparent to all
stakeholders, and the QCA will be well placed to make an informed, binding decision.126 Aurizon
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Network said that this proposal may be acceptable if the ability to revise a decision is limited to
an agreed set of circumstances and a materiality threshold specified.127
Aurizon Network did not believe the requirement to submit a DAAU based on contracted
volumes to be a material change.128 However, Aurizon Network recommended the explicit
reference that the DAAU be submitted on the basis of ‘100% of contracted volumes’ be
removed.129
Other stakeholders
Vale said that the pricing principles and common cost allocation of a project should be
considered at the same time as the QCA assesses the financial risks so to provide greater
certainty to existing and new users.130 Vale also considered that this will ensure that future
submissions are not able to progressively shift the risk profile of the project.131

Consolidated draft decision
After considering submissions received on the initial draft decision, and assessing comments
having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we proposed no change to
our initial draft decision to require the pricing proposal to be submitted to us as part of the
feasibility study report.
The pricing proposal should contain information regarding the allocation of the expansion costs
between existing and expanding users, the proposed pricing arrangements for the expansion,
results of any socialisation test (where applicable), as well as indicative tariffs consistent with
the proposed pricing arrangements.
As set out in more detail in the subsequent section, Aurizon Network may propose either a
consensus, customised, or endorsed pricing approach, as part of a pricing proposal, for QCA
approval. Where relevant, the pricing proposal should outline consultation undertaken with
existing users that are affected by the pricing approach.
Following the approval of a pricing proposal, Aurizon Network is required to submit to us a
DAAU to apply for approval of new or varied reference tariffs, where feasible. Given that the
proposed pricing arrangements may not require a separate expansion tariff being established
for expanding users (see section 16.5.4 of this final decision), we no longer considered it
appropriate to require the DAAU to be based on contracted volumes. Rather, we considered
that a DAAU should be consistent with the pricing arrangement approved as part of the pricing
proposal (e.g. if a pricing proposal with a separate expansion tariff is approved then the
corresponding DAAU should be based on contracted volumes).
An objective of the pricing proposal is to provide expansion funders and expanding users with
some certainty about the pricing outcomes of an expansion. While we acknowledged Aurizon
Network's preference for approving the pricing proposal following the pre-feasibility stage, we
remained concerned that there may be insufficient information available at this stage to
unconditionally approve a pricing proposal. Accordingly, we proposed to amend the 2014 DAU
to require the pricing proposal to be submitted to us as part of the feasibility study report.
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The timing of a pricing proposal needs to be coordinated with the expansion approval process.
The feasibility study requires a detailed cost estimate for the proposed expansion with a 10
per cent level of accuracy and a detailed assessment of technical and operating requirements of
the proposed expansion. We considered that this level of accuracy was necessary for us to
confidently approve a pricing proposal and to provide a sufficient level of certainty to expanding
users, as well as existing users where relevant. We considered that this was in the interest of
existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
This level of information may not necessarily be available at the pre-feasibility study phase.
Therefore, we remained of the view that a pricing proposal for an expansion would be better
provided at the conclusion of the feasibility study when there is a significantly higher level of
certainty about the expansion's costs and volumes.
We considered that it remained appropriate for us to revise any decision to approve a pricing
proposal or expansion tariff if there was a material change in circumstances. This provides
certainty and sufficient security for existing and expanding users and users that may be affected
by the socialisation of an expansion tariff. We considered that this was in the interests of
existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We considered that our amendments appropriately balanced Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests with the interests of access seekers, access holders and other relevant
parties.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
While Aurizon Network generally agreed with the contents of the pricing proposal, it had
concerns with the requirement to keep the QCA informed of progress in facilitating a
consensus.132 Aurizon Network considered that this is unnecessary as written acknowledgement
provided by all expanding stakeholders of a consensus from expansion stakeholders should be
sufficient evidence that a consensus has been reached.133
Aurizon Network also considered that some requirements would be better articulated in
stakeholder submissions to the pricing proposal, rather than contained in the proposal itself.
Specifically:
 the requirement that a pricing proposal contains an explanation of the position of each
stakeholder
 submissions by expanding users explaining the manner in which the pricing proposal is
consistent with the expansion pricing principles and section 138(2) of the QCA Act.134
Aurizon Network reiterated concerns around the timing of submitting the pricing proposal.
Aurizon Network remained of the view that it should be able to submit the pricing proposal
within 80 days of a feasibility SFA becoming unconditional.135 In contrast, WIRP users agreed
with submitting expansion pricing frameworks in conjunction with the concluded feasibility
reports associated with the project.136
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Aurizon Network reiterated that it disagrees with the QCA revising pricing arrangements if there
is a material change in circumstances.137 Aurizon Network considered that this will create
unacceptable uncertainty for expansion funders, undermine transparency and certainty for all
expansion stakeholders, and will not promote efficient investment.138 Aurizon Network
considered that:
 forecast costs and volumes should only be revised in circumstances where information
provided is intentionally misleading and would have resulted in a materially different
outcome
 materiality should be limited to an agreed set of circumstances and subject to a clearly
defined threshold.139
Aurizon Network stated that it cannot be required to submit a DAAU except in the
circumstances listed in section 139 of the QCA Act.140 However, Aurizon Network noted that,
provided the expansion proceeds, it is in its interest to submit a DAAU.141

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the provisions with respect to the pricing proposal
proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
In particular, we remain of the view that:
 Aurizon Network should provide a pricing proposal as part of the feasibility study report for
an expansion. We consider that this level of accuracy is necessary for us to confidently
approve a pricing proposal and to provide a sufficient level of certainty to expanding users,
as well as existing users where relevant.
 It remains appropriate for us to revise any decision to approve a pricing proposal or
expansion tariff if there is a material change in circumstances. This provides certainty and
sufficient security for existing and expanding users and users that may be affected by the
socialisation of expansion costs. Requiring the pricing proposal to be provided as part of the
feasibility study report (instead of within 80 days of a feasibility SFA), reduces the likelihood
that pricing arrangement will need to be revised.
 We do not consider that the materiality should be limited to an agreed set of circumstances
as this may undermine the certainty and security provided to existing and expanding users
that they will not be adversely affected by the socialisation of expansion costs.
However, we agree with stakeholders that some refinements are appropriate. For this reason,
our final decision includes the following amendments:
 Amendments to the contents of the pricing proposal—we agree with Aurizon Network that
it is not necessary to require the pricing proposal to contain either an explanation of the
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position of, or a summary of all verbal communications with, each expansion stakeholder.
We consider this information can be provided by stakeholders as part of the subsequent
consultation period.
 Amendments to acknowledge that Aurizon Network cannot be required to submit a specific
DAAU.
We do consider it necessary for Aurizon Network to provide copies of correspondence with
stakeholders in forming a position, as well as an explanation as to how the pricing proposal is
consistent with the expansion pricing principles and the factors set out in section 138(2) of the
QCA Act. While consultation with stakeholders will help inform our view on this, we consider
that it is important for Aurizon Network to provide this information to justify its pricing
proposal.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 16.7
(1)
(2)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to refuse to approve the provisions with respect to the pricing proposal.
We consider it appropriate that Aurizon Network amend the draft access
undertaking (as set out in cl. 6.4 of our final amended DAU) to:
(a)

provide a pricing proposal as part of the feasibility study report for an
expansion that includes information regarding the allocation of the expansion
costs between existing and expanding users, the proposed pricing
arrangements for the expansion, the results of the socialisation test (where
applicable), arrangements for seeking a ruling under Division 7A of the Act and
the method for determining indicative tariffs consistent with the proposed
pricing arrangements.

(b)

calculate the pricing proposal socialisation test (if applicable) based on
forecast costs and forecast volumes as set out in the feasibility study. The QCA
is allowed to revise any decisions with respect to pricing arrangements for an
expansion if there is a material change in circumstances.

(c)

clarify that, upon the QCA's approval of a pricing proposal, to formalise the
pricing arrangements Aurizon Network should submit to the QCA a draft
amending access undertaking for new or varied reference tariffs consistent
with the pricing proposal.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.5.4

Process for establishing expansion pricing arrangements
Consolidated draft decision
We considered that establishing the expansion pricing arrangements involved determining how
expansion costs and volume risks were shared amongst expanding users and affected existing
users (collectively, the 'expansion stakeholders'). This entails the following:
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 Determining the allocation of expansion costs between expansion stakeholders:
The expansion pricing principles require that expanding users bear the costs associated
with an expansion. However, where an existing user benefits from an expansion, then an
allocation of costs to existing users may be appropriate.
 Determining the extent to which existing users are exposed to (or compensated for) the
volume risk of expanding users:
Various pricing options (e.g. socialised pricing, a system premium, or a separate
reference tariff) will influence the extent that existing users are exposed to the volume
risk of an expansion, or compensate them for that level of exposure. Given the way
reference tariffs and take-or-pay liabilities are calculated under the 2014 DAU, existing
users would be exposed to the volume risk of expanding users if an expansion is
socialised into an existing system.
During the WIRP process, it became apparent that applying a mechanistic pricing approach
(such as the approaches proposed in the 2014 DAU and our initial draft decision) to define how
expansion costs and risks are to be allocated between users may not be appropriate for
expansions with substitutable train services and may not capture unique and complex
characteristics specific to certain expansions.
Limitations of applying a mechanistic pricing approach
Implementing a mechanistic pricing approach has two key limitations.
First, where an expansion contains substitutable train services, the existing users' exposure to
the volume risk of an expansion may not be adequately addressed under a mechanistic pricing
approach. Substitutable train services provide expanding users with the ability to substitute
train services from the existing system on to the expansion at the detriment of existing users.
This issue was identified in our WIRP draft decision.
Under a socialised price or system premium approach, non-WIRP customers are exposed to
volume risks associated with WIRP. On this basis, establishing a separate reference tariff (with
separate take-or-pay arrangements and revenue cap) for WIRP train services would normally
provide greater protection for non-WIRP customers from this volume risk. However, this
protection is compromised when WIRP access holders have WIRP and non-WIRP train service
entitlements and these are substitutable.142

Determining whether existing users may experience a material increase in tariffs from an
expansion with substitutable train services will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis. A
decision should be based on a number of factors specific to that expansion, including the level
of substitutability associated with an expansion and the willingness and appropriateness of
existing users to bear such volume risk.
We therefore did not consider that a mechanistic approach to establishing expansion prices was
in the interests of existing users for expansions that contain substitutable train services.
Furthermore, such an arrangement may not comply with the expansion pricing principles in
certain instances.
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU requires that, to the extent that train services have operated,
access charges are based on the highest applicable reference tariff on a dollar per net tonne
($/nt) basis for the applicable train service entitlement (cl. 2.2 (e) of Schedule F). For an
expansion with substitutable train services and a higher separate expansion tariff, an expanding
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user will utilise its expansion train service entitlements before it utilises its existing train service
entitlements. This will result in existing users being exposed to the volume risk of an expansion.
Second, a mechanistic pricing approach may not capture the unique and complex characteristics
specific to certain expansions. The interaction between existing systems and expansions may
require consideration on a case-by-case basis. For instance, an expansion may have some
spillover benefits for existing users. The extent to which existing users may be prepared to pay
for such benefits or be exposed to (or compensated for) the volume risk of an expansion may
vary for each expansion.
A mechanistic pricing approach fails to address expansion specific considerations. This may
result in an outcome that is less than optimal. For instance:
 Under an expansion pricing approach that allows for socialisation between expansion tariffs
and existing reference tariffs, existing users could ultimately bear significantly higher access
charges over time if the expanding users failed to fully utilise the new capacity.
 Under a separate reference tariff arrangement with a fixed cost take-or-pay, the willingness
of existing users to socialise an expansion is not considered, which in certain instances could
reduce the attractiveness of an expansion for expanding users. Stakeholders' comments on
our initial draft decision noted that in some instances socialisation of an expansion with an
existing system could be beneficial to all expansion stakeholders.
We therefore did not consider that exclusively implementing a mechanistic approach to
establishing expansion prices was in the interests of existing or expanding users. Furthermore, a
mechanistic pricing approach may not promote economically efficient investment in the
network. As such, we did not consider that exclusively implementing a mechanistic pricing
approach was consistent with section 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5
of the QCA Act.

Amendments to the expansion pricing approach
We considered that a multifaceted approach—including a consensus pricing approach, an
endorsed pricing approach and a customised pricing approach—be adopted for establishing
expansion prices. The figure below outlines our proposed expansion pricing approval process.
We considered that, for the reasons outlined below, this approach balanced the interests of
existing and expanding users and was consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
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Figure 1 The QCA's proposed expansion pricing approval process

Given the limitations of applying a mechanistic pricing approach, and drawing from stakeholder
submissions, we considered that the process for establishing the expansion pricing approach
should be made sufficiently flexible to be able to account for expansion specific characteristics.
We considered that this could be addressed by providing scope for Aurizon Network to achieve
a consensus among expansion stakeholders for the way in which expansion costs and risks are
to be allocated between the expansion stakeholders. In particular:
 a consensus pricing approach for an expansion with substitutable train services will require
Aurizon Network to achieve a consensus between expansion stakeholders on their
respective exposure to volume risk
 a consensus pricing approach can potentially identify the willingness of non-expanding users
to pay for benefits, or accept volume risks, associated with an expansion as against an
alternative approach where the QCA mandates an appropriate sharing of benefits and risks
(potentially in the absence of accurate information).
We considered that providing Aurizon Network with an opportunity to reach a consensus with
expansion stakeholders would allow expansion prices to more efficiently reflect the specific
characteristic of that expansion, while also encouraging the involvement of all affected parties
throughout the expansion approval process.
We considered that a more flexible expansion pricing approach that better reflects and
identifies expansion stakeholders' views of costs and risks may also promote efficient
investment in expanding the CQCN. As such, we considered that allowing for a consensus
pricing approach was consistent with section 138(2) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of
the QCA Act.
While we considered that allowing Aurizon Network to achieve a consensus among expansion
stakeholders would improve the expansion pricing framework, we acknowledged that a
consensus may not always result in an optimal outcome. For instance:
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 Attempting to reach a consensus may simply delay an expansion where the interests of users
do not align in a manner conducive to a consensual outcome.
 An expansion with no substitutable train services may benefit from simply adopting an
endorsed pricing approach.
 Certain expansion stakeholders may see wider strategic benefits in delaying an expansion if
this could delay competition in related markets.
Given that a consensus pricing approach may not always result in an optimal outcome (or may
result in delay), a requirement for Aurizon Network to always achieve a consensus for
establishing expansion prices may lead to efficient expansions not being undertaken or being
delayed. This is inconsistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act and is not in the interests
of expanding users.
We therefore considered that, in cases where Aurizon Network was unable to achieve a
consensus within the specified time (or QCA agrees that a consensus could not be achieved),
then Aurizon Network would be able to propose a pricing approach that did not require
expansion stakeholders to reach a consensus. This could either take the form of an outcome
based on a pre-determined 'mechanistic' methodology that is applied to the expansion (i.e., an
endorsed pricing approach) or an outcome that is a bespoke solution to the particular
expansion (i.e., a customised pricing approach). As noted in section 16.5.3 of this final decision,
stakeholders would be given the opportunity to comment on the pricing proposal.
A mechanistic pricing approach may be used to establish expansion prices for an expansion that
does not contain substitutable train services—where the volume risk associated with that
expansion can be confined to expansion users. Where this is the case, we considered that an
'endorsed' expansion pricing approach should be submitted as part of the pricing proposal. This
provides expanding users with certainty and transparency on what we considered to be an
appropriate expansion pricing approach.
A mechanistic expansion pricing approach was presented in Aurizon Network’s 2014 DAU. We
proposed amendments to this approach in our initial draft decision for consultation with
stakeholders. Our proposed 'endorsed' expansion pricing approach was informed by our initial
draft decision and subsequent submission from stakeholders.
As noted above, a mechanistic pricing approach may not be appropriate for expansions that
contain substitutable train services. Determining the implications of an expansion with
substitutable train services for existing users will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis
as the volume risk associated with that expansion cannot be confined to expansion users. As
such, where Aurizon Network does not achieve a consensus among expansion stakeholders for
an expansion with substitutable train services, we would assess the expansion pricing approach
on a case-by-case basis. While we acknowledged that providing expanding users with certainty
and transparency in regards to pricing expansions was important, we also considered that this
needed to be balanced with providing existing users with certainty that they would not be
adversely impacted by an expansion.
The consensus pricing approach, customised pricing approach and endorsed pricing approach
were further outlined in the consolidated draft decision.

Consensus pricing approach
We considered that it is appropriate to encourage Aurizon Network to engage with all
expansion stakeholders to seek to reach a consensus on how:
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 expansion costs are allocated between expansion stakeholders
 volume risks of an expansion are apportioned between expansion stakeholders.
Various approaches are available to allocate expansion costs and risks between users, including
socialised pricing, a system premium, or a separate reference tariff. Providing scope for Aurizon
Network to achieve a consensus with expansion stakeholders on the approach and terms (e.g. a
socialisation test) to be adopted will enable the expansion pricing framework to be sufficiently
flexible to account for expansion-specific characteristics.
As such, we considered that such an approach provides greater flexibility for expansion
stakeholders to work with Aurizon Network to identify a solution that better accommodates the
interests of all expansion stakeholders. In favouring a consensus approach, we recognised that a
mechanistic approach may not be appropriate if there is scope for the industry to achieve its
own optimal solution. Furthermore, such a process provides an incentive and mechanism for
expansion stakeholders to identify the costs/benefits and risks associated with an expansion,
assisting the identification of an optimal outcome.
Given that Aurizon Network is required to submit the pricing proposal and will need to disclose
information to expansion stakeholders to enable them to identify their respective
costs/benefits and risks, we considered that it should be the responsibility of Aurizon Network
to seek to facilitate a consensus on behalf of expansion stakeholders. Therefore, Aurizon
Network is to approach expanding users and existing users in good faith to seek to facilitate a
consensus pricing approach to submit as part of the pricing proposal (see cl. 6.4.2 of our CDD
amended DAU).
In considering the benefits of a consensus, we were mindful of the risks of arrangements or
understandings arising between competitors that could give rise to concerns under the cartel
provisions (or, for that matter, other provisions) of Part IV of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 (Cth). Therefore, we considered Aurizon Network should develop a proposal following
consultation with individual stakeholders. However, we noted that there are mechanisms and
structures that could be adopted by stakeholders that would allow a joint proposal to be
developed without raising competition concerns—and our approach was intended to be
sufficiently flexible to allow any such approach to occur.
While a consensus pricing approach allows for more flexibility in how expansion prices are set,
we are still required to assess Aurizon Network's pricing proposal having regard to the factors in
section 138(2) of the QCA Act. Even if a consensus were achieved, we considered that such a
consensus would need to be 'appropriate' with regard to the factors set out in section 138(2) of
the QCA Act.
We outlined a framework for a consensus pricing approach that we consider is appropriate,
after having regard for section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
Compliance with the expansion pricing principles
We considered that a consensus should comply with the expansion pricing principles and,
accordingly, that this should be identified by Aurizon Network in the pricing proposal. As
discussed in section 16.5.2 of this final decision, we considered that the expansion pricing
principles promote economically efficient investment in the network (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of
the QCA Act) and appropriately balance the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network
and existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(c), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
In addition to the expansion pricing principles, we considered that a consensus pricing approach
should comply with the pricing principles outlined in Part 6 of the DAU.
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Timing for reaching a consensus
Given the unique characteristics of expansions, the need for expansion stakeholders to obtain
and analyse relevant information, and the different incentives for expansion stakeholders to
reach consensus, the exact time required for Aurizon Network to facilitate a consensus for
expansion prices will vary between expansions. Therefore, we believed it is important for the
process to have sufficient flexibility to allow for different periods of time for different
expansions (although with guidance regarding an appropriate time frame for the achievement
of a consensus and appropriate oversight).
However, the timing of a consensus pricing approach would still need to coincide with the
greater expansion approval process and should not result in unnecessary delays (particularly if
any expansion stakeholders had any incentive to cause delays). We therefore suggested a time
frame that coincides with the overall expansion appraisal process. The proposed pricing
arrangement will need to be presented as part of the pricing proposal for our assessment. We
also considered that the QCA requires adequate time to assess the resulting pricing proposal
within the expansion approval timeframes.
At a minimum, there should be sufficient information in which to begin the facilitation of a
consensus with expansion stakeholders following the pre-feasibility study; however, in certain
instances, Aurizon Network may be able to begin the facilitation process prior to this stage. We
considered that the facilitation of a consensus should then be finalised in time to provide a
pricing proposal to the QCA as part of the feasibility study report. We considered that this
should provide expanding and existing users with adequate time to reach a consensus in most
instances.
We may participate in any consultation processes undertaken by Aurizon Network. If a
consensus has not been concluded by the completion of the feasibility study, Aurizon Network
may consult with us in regards to whether further time should be allocated to facilitate a
consensus. We will have regard to the views of both expanding and existing users when
deciding on whether to extend the consultation timeframe. Aurizon Network and expansion
stakeholders are also able to notify the QCA that consensus will not be achieved for the pricing
proposal—with Aurizon Network then submitting either a customised or endorsed pricing
approach as part of the pricing proposal.
As discussed below, we considered that where an expansion has substitutable train services or
existing users derive some benefit from an expansion, existing users and expanding users have
an incentive to attempt to reach a consensus.
We considered that allowing expanding and existing users a greater ability to determine the
timeframe for reaching agreement, subject to QCA oversight, provides users with the best
opportunity to achieve a consensus. Furthermore, it limits the ability of external parties to delay
the expansion approval process. As such, we considered that this is in the interest of both
existing and expanding users and supports the efficient investment in expanding the CQCN.
We therefore considered that allowing Aurizon Network and expanding and existing users the
ability to determine the timeframe for reaching a consensus pricing approach, subject to QCA
oversight, is consistent with section 138(2) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of the QCA
Act.
Nature of consensus
We considered that a consensus should involve all expansion stakeholders.
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As noted above, we considered that an agreed pricing approach should comply with the
expansion pricing principles. Only having agreement from a majority of the affected existing
users may result in an outcome that is not in the interests of certain existing users. Under
certain circumstances, this may result in an outcome that is not consistent with the expansion
pricing principles. Nor did we consider that this is in the interests of existing users.
Where all users are unable to reach consensus on a suitable pricing approach, a customised or
endorsed expansion pricing approach can instead be adopted. We considered that requiring a
consensus among all expansion stakeholders will appropriately balance the interests of all
affected parties.
Incentive to reach a consensus
In certain instances, a consensus may not be achievable for existing and expanding users.
However, where an expansion has substitutable train services or existing users derive some
benefit of value from an expansion, we considered that there are incentives for both existing
and expanding users to attempt to reach consensus on the pricing approach.
For an expansion with substitutable train services, if a consensus cannot be reached between
existing and expanding users we will need to consider whether to approve a customised pricing
approach or whether to reject the approach and require amendments. The customised pricing
approach, or our subsequent proposed amendments, may result in an outcome which is less
desirable, for either the expanding users or existing users, than if the users had reached
consensus.
When assessing a customised pricing arrangement, we will have regard to the willingness and
appropriateness of existing users to bear some of the costs associated with an expansion.
Where existing users are prepared to pay for benefits associated with an expansion, or are
prepared to be exposed to (or compensated for) the volume risk of an expansion, it is in the
interests of existing users to reach a consensus with expanding users. While there may be the
perceived incentive for existing users to free ride from an expansion, not reaching a consensus
risks existing users being subjected to an outcome which is less desirable than a consensus
pricing approach.
Where a customised pricing approach is submitted as part of the pricing proposal, we
considered that it is appropriate to have regard to whether affected existing users were
consulted. We did not consider that simply allocating costs or risks of an expansion to existing
users is in the interests of existing users. Therefore, we considered that there is an incentive to
at least consult with affected existing users when proposing a pricing approach that exposes
existing users to some of the risks, or recovers some of the costs, associated with the expansion.
Given that new access seekers will be required to pay the existing reference tariff that is highest
on a nt basis, existing users that believe they will derive some benefit from utilising the
additional capacity provided by the expansion may also have an incentive to share some of the
costs or risks of the expansion.
We recognised that in some instances, due to factors beyond expansion pricing, there may not
be commercial incentives for existing and expanding users to reach a consensus on an
expansion pricing arrangement. Where this is the case, Aurizon Network is able to submit a
customised or endorsed pricing approach and we will have regard to the appropriateness of
existing users to bear some of the costs associated with an expansion.
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Customised pricing approach
We considered that where expansion stakeholders cannot reach consensus on an expansion
pricing approach, a 'customised' expansion pricing approach is appropriate for expansions that
contain substitutable train services.
We acknowledged that expanding users and Aurizon Network may have a preference for
certainty in regard to an appropriate pricing approach for allocating the costs and risks of an
expansion amongst expanding and existing users. However, for expansions with substitutable
train services, a mechanistic approach does not provide an appropriate level of assurance to
existing users that they will not be adversely affected by higher access charges due to the
expansion.
Therefore, to balance the interests of existing and expanding users, we will consider a
customised expansion pricing approach on a case-by-case basis.
The customised pricing approach should include a proposed methodology for allocating costs
and a methodology for apportioning volume risk between existing and expanding users. For
substitutable train services, the methodology for apportioning volume risk will have
implications for both existing and expanding users.
There are various approaches available for expanding users to apportion the volume risk
associated with the substitutable train services. For instance, the customised pricing approach
may propose a separate expansion tariff and an approach for setting the volumes of an
expanding user's forecast tonnage in the existing system—to limit the substitutability of the
expansion—for pricing purposes. Alternatively, the customised pricing approach may propose a
different approach for apportioning volume risk (e.g. socialised pricing or a system premium).
Stakeholders will be given the opportunity to comment on the pricing proposal. We will make
our decision with regard to the information provided, from both expanding and existing users.
In doing so, we will consider:
 the identified views of the expansion stakeholders during the consultation process
undertaken by Aurizon Network in the initial attempts to facilitate a consensus
 section 138(2) of the QCA Act—we may only approve the pricing proposal if we consider it
appropriate to do so having regard to each of the factors specified in section 138(2) of the
QCA Act
 expansion pricing principles—we consider that expansion prices should comply with the
expansion pricing principles presented in section 16.5.2. We consider that the expansion
pricing principles promote economically efficient investment in the network (ss. 69E and
138(2)(a) of the QCA Act) and appropriately balance the legitimate business interests of
Aurizon Network and expanding and existing users (s. 138(2)(c), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act)
 pricing principles outlined in Part 6 of the 2014 DAU
 the information put before us at the time, including:
 reasoning for the proposed pricing approach
 evidence of how an expansion provides benefits to existing users
 evidence of consultation with relevant existing users.
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Endorsed pricing approach
We considered that where expansion stakeholders cannot reach consensus on an expansion
pricing approach, an 'endorsed' expansion pricing approach is appropriate for expansions that
do not contain substitutable train services. We would expect the number of expansions that do
not have substitutable train services to decrease overtime—due to the increased integration of
the network. However, this pricing approach provides a methodology for allocating expansion
costs and risks between users where expanding users cannot agree on a pricing approach with
other affected users.
Our proposed endorsed pricing approach was informed by Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our
initial draft decision and subsequent submission from stakeholders. Our analysis and
consolidated draft decisions in regard to the endorsed pricing approach is outlined below.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with the CDD's proposed expansion pricing framework, specifically
taking issue with:
 the 100 per cent agreement requirement for the consensus – Aurizon Network did not
consider this to be realistic or necessary in a highly competitive environment and thought
that such a process is vulnerable to gaming.143 Aurizon Network considered that nonexpanding users are incentivised to push for a customised or endorsed approach.144 Aurizon
Network proposed a 60 per cent threshold for reaching a consensus and considers that it
should not be obliged to wait until the completion of the feasibility study before submitting
a pricing proposal on either a customised or endorsed approach.145
 limiting the customised approach to expansions containing substitutable train service
entitlements– Aurizon Network considered that in some circumstances it may be
appropriate for an expanding user with no substitutable train service entitlements to be
socialised with the rest of the system, provided that doing so is consistent with the
expansion pricing principles.146 Aurizon Network considered there should be no limitation
placed on the customised approach.147
Aurizon Network considered the CDD amended DAU implies that expanding users are
responsible for submitting the proposed reference tariff.148 Aurizon Network stated that it
reserves the sole right to submit a pricing proposal.149 Aurizon Network was also concerned
about provisions that allow the QCA to reserve the right to develop, at its own discretion, an
expansion tariff. Aurizon Network contended that it is QCA’s role to either approve or refuse to
approve its proposal.150
The QRC considered that although it worked collaboratively with Aurizon Network to develop a
proposed expansion pricing approach, it supported the CDD approach noting:
 the concerns identified by the WIRP experience
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 the CDD draws heavily on the approach developed by Aurizon Network, but provides an
opportunity to tailor the solution to the needs of each future project.151
The QRC considered that the CDD approach does not provide a definitive set of rules, however
it enshrines the key expansion pricing principles.152
BMA did not oppose the approach to expansion pricing in the CDD, noting that expansion
pricing has proven to be a complex task.153 BMA stated that consideration needs to be given to
the broad pricing approach, as incremental changes appear to be resulting in a more complex
cluster based pricing approach.154
WIRP users considered the expansion pricing framework has increased in complexity and
uncertainty, despite the QCA seeking to reduce the complexity of the reference tariff
arrangements through a comprehensive tariff review prior to UT5.155 WIRP users considered
that the QCA has misapplied sections of the QCA Act to arrive at contradictory outcomes.156
WIRP users did not agree with the CDD multifaceted approach in place of a mechanistic
approach. The WIRP User Group queried why the substitutability issue could not be addressed
directly via commercial and/or regulatory mechanisms.157 WIRP users considered that the
probability of consensus being reached is remote.158
Anglo American generally supported the CDD’s expansion pricing framework, but noted that
expansion pricing has proved to be a difficult issue to predict and the approach should be
considered in each of the circumstances on a 'case-by-case' basis.159 Anglo American strongly
supported the consensus approach concept and the opportunity for non-expanding users to
vote on the pricing proposal.160

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the expansion pricing framework proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above. However, we agree with stakeholders that some refinements to the QCA's amended
2014 DAU are appropriate.
We do not consider that a 60 per cent threshold for reaching a consensus is appropriate. As
noted in our CDD, we consider that requiring a consensus among all expansion stakeholders
upholds the expansion pricing principles and will appropriately balance the interests of all
affected parties.
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We recognise and accept that in some instances, there may not be commercial incentives for
existing and expanding users to reach a consensus on an expansion pricing arrangement. Where
this is the case, we remain of the view that the endorsed pricing approach appropriately
allocates risks and costs associated with an expansion—with non-substitutable train service
entitlements—in accordance with our expansion pricing principles and is consistent with section
138(2) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
However, we recognise concerns from some stakeholders that there may be a need for some
case-by-case assessment to account for the particular circumstances of individual projects. We
have refined drafting in our final amended DAU so that in limited situations, we may agree to
divergences from the endorsed pricing approach that more appropriately balance the factors
outlined in section 138(2) of the QCA Act. With this in mind, we may exercise discretion in
limited circumstances to consider, on a case-by-case basis, an expansion pricing approach that
differs from the requirements of the endorsed pricing approach for an expansion with no
substitutable train services. Such pricing proposals will be assessed having regard to the
expansion pricing principles and the factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
We consider that a case-by-case assessment of the application of the pricing principles at an
early stage of the expansion process allows certainty for all users. We also consider that the
endorsed pricing approach provides a strong indication of how we consider an expansion pricing
approach will most appropriately have regard to section 138(2) factors and the expansion
pricing principles. If Aurizon Network is not able to achieve a consensus, and proposes to
diverge from the endorsed pricing approach, it will need to justify why divergences from the
endorsed pricing approach are appropriate in meeting the factors listed in section 138(2) of the
QCA Act and the expansion pricing principles.
We consider that this amended approach may result in greater incentives for non-expanding
users to reach a consensus with expanding users for an expansion with no substitutable train
services. In some instances, the proposed amendments to the endorsed expansion approach
may result in an outcome which is less desirable for existing users than if the users had reached
consensus.
We note that Aurizon Network reserves the sole right to submit a pricing proposal. However,
when assessing whether a pricing proposal is reasonable, we will consider whether the proposal
is in the interests of the expansion stakeholders. As part of our role in approving or refusing to
approve a pricing proposal, where we consider that a pricing proposal is not reasonable, we will
develop an indicative expansion tariff for Aurizon Network's consideration.
For reasons stated in our CDD, we maintain that solely implementing a mechanistic expansion
pricing approach is not appropriate. We acknowledge stakeholder concerns that the
multifaceted pricing approach may result in more complex pricing arrangements, however the
proposed approach is appropriate given the current reference tariff and take-or-pay
arrangements. If a review of the reference tariffs was to simplify these arrangements, it is likely
that the expansion pricing approach would also be simplified.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU. This includes the further refinements as set out
above.
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Final decision 16.8
(1)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing framework.

(2)

The way in which we consider it appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend its 2014
DAU is to require (as set out in cl. 6.4 of Part 6 of our final amended DAU):
(a)
Aurizon Network to approach expansion stakeholders in good faith to seek to
facilitate a consensus (consistent with the expansion pricing principles) on the
way in which expansion costs and volume risks are allocated. If Aurizon
Network facilitates a consensus, the pricing proposal is to be based on
consensus pricing approach. If Aurizon Network cannot facilitate a consensus,
the pricing proposal is to be based on:
(i)

an 'endorsed' pricing approach where the expanding user(s) does not
have substitutable train service entitlements in the existing system
unless otherwise agreed with the QCA; or

(ii)

a 'customised' pricing approach.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Endorsed pricing approach
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing approach in the 2014 DAU allowed socialisation
between an expansion and an existing system, as well as socialisation between different
expansions, where it was considered appropriate to do so. The 2014 DAU featured a
socialisation test to determine whether an expansion should be socialised with an existing
system or another expansion.
The proposed socialisation test in the 2014 DAU is presented in the figure below, assuming the
relevant coal system has only one reference tariff, which is the system reference tariff, and the
expansion is not expected to benefit existing users of the system (i.e. no cost allocation to
existing users is required).
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Figure 2 Aurizon Network's proposed socialisation test in the 2014 DAU

Aurizon Network said an expansion tariff does not include a contribution to common costs of
the system—meaning, in cases where a separate expansion tariff is established, expanding
users will not be required to pay more than the full incremental costs arising from their access
to the CQCN.161
Allocation of costs

Where existing users gain a clear benefit from the expansion, the 2014 DAU proposes that
Aurizon Network will allocate part of the expansion costs to existing users (cl. 6.2.4(b)(i)). The
existing reference tariffs (the system reference tariff and other existing expansion tariffs) will be
adjusted accordingly prior to the socialisation test. This proposed allocation of costs will be
featured in the pricing proposal.
Socialisation test

The 2014 DAU proposes the socialisation test will be undertaken on a forward-looking basis,
where the test results for each quarter, beginning from the commencement of the service until
the peak point for contracted access of the expansion, are considered.
When there is more than one existing reference tariff, for the purpose of the socialisation test,
the 2014 DAU requires the benchmark to be the existing reference tariff that is highest on a nt
basis (referred to as the 'highest reference tariff' in the 2014 DAU):
 where there is no existing expansion tariff, the system reference tariff is the highest
reference tariff (as is the case in the example above)
 where the system has more than one reference tariff, the tariff that is highest on a nt basis
will be used as the benchmark.
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If the test establishes socialisation as appropriate, the expansion costs will be socialised with
the costs associated with the highest reference tariff. The 2014 DAU provides for the expansion
tariff to socialise with the next highest reference tariff if this socialisation does not lead to the
next highest reference tariff increasing by more than five per cent (on a nt basis)—that is, if it
passes the socialisation test.
The 2014 DAU proposes that an expansion tariff has a maximum life of 10 years. This implies all
expansions will be eventually socialised with the system reference tariff.
Aurizon Network said that once an expansion tariff has been socialised with another tariff, the
costs associated with these two tariffs cannot be separated in the future—that is, once
socialised, always socialised.162

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing
approach in the 2014 DAU. Particularly, we were concerned Aurizon Network's proposed
approach does not sufficiently take into account uncertainties associated with an expansion and
may unintentionally cause existing users to bear a significant part of an expansion's financial
risks.
Given the way reference tariffs and take-or-pay liabilities are calculated under the 2014 DAU,
existing users could ultimately bear significantly higher access charges over time in the case of a
socialised tariff if the expanding users failed to fully utilise the new capacity. While the intent of
the socialisation test is consistent with the expansion pricing principles, it does not necessarily
lead to outcomes that satisfy these principles in practice.
'Fixed cost' take-or-pay approach

In our initial draft decision, we considered that one of the more practical ways to make
expanding users bear the costs and risk associated with an expansion, is to implement 'fixed
cost' take-or-pay arrangements for expanding users. The proposed fixed cost take-or-pay
regime is effectively a more stringent form of the existing take-or-pay arrangements with
features including:
 the AT2 to AT4 tariffs, and AT5 if an expansion involves electric infrastructure, calculated on
the basis of contracted volumes
 in addition to the AT2 to AT4 tariffs, the AT5 tariff becomes part of the take-or-pay
arrangements
 the take-or-pay trigger applied on an individual user level (against their individual contracted
volumes) rather than on a system level (against the system gtk forecast)
 no adjustments arising from capping mechanisms.
We considered that in cases where a separate expansion tariff is established, a fixed cost takeor-pay regime will result in each expanding user's volume risk being largely confined to its own
contracted volume, and not to those of other expanding users.
Socialisation with existing users

We proposed not to socialise any expansions within an existing system reference tariff for the
2014 DAU period.
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We considered that the implementation of a fixed cost take-or-pay regime has to be considered
alongside the revenue cap regime and take-or-pay arrangements that are in place for existing
users, including:
 the reference tariff calculated on the basis of forecast volumes, rather than contracted
volumes
 an access holder's take-or-pay liability depending on the system forecast volume and its
individual contracted volume.
We considered it unsustainable and overly complex for two groups of users to pay the same
tariff (in the case where an expansion is socialised), but with one group (expanding users)
bearing a more stringent take-or-pay regime than the other (existing users). It creates an
asymmetric transfer of risk that disadvantages the expanding users who, under a 'fixed cost'
take-or-pay regime, will be bearing most of the costs and risk associated with the expansion.
We were not proposing to move existing users to a fixed cost take-or-pay regime. Therefore,
the socialisation of an expansion with the system reference tariff was precluded.
Accordingly, our initial draft decision proposed the following:
 A separate expansion tariff, based on contracted volumes, will be established in the event
that an expansion is triggered.
 Aurizon Network is required to implement a fixed cost take-or-pay regime, based on
contracted volumes, for users paying an expansion tariff—each user's AT2 to AT4 tariffs, and
AT5 if an expansion involves electric infrastructure, will not vary with its actual usage, except
in the event of Aurizon Network Cause.
 If the incremental costs associated with providing access for expanding users are lower on a
nt basis than the system reference tariff, a positive CCC will be included in the expansion
tariff so that the expansion tariff aligns with the system reference tariff on a nt basis.
Otherwise, users paying an expansion tariff will not be required to make any contribution to
common cost. To be clear, our position was that the reference tariff applicable to an
expanding user should not be lower than an existing reference tariff on a unit basis.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Application of the socialisation test in the 2014 DAU'.
Socialisation between expanding users

We considered socialisation between expansions should be permitted (if it passes the approved
form of socialisation test) as long as a fixed cost take-or-pay regime is applied to the users
involved.
In regard to the proposed socialisation test, our initial draft decision:
 refused to accept Aurizon Network's proposed materiality threshold of five per cent in the
socialisation test
 refused to accept the 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Application of the socialisation test in the 2014 DAU'.
Proposed materiality threshold

While we acknowledged the intention of a meaningful materiality threshold, we considered the
five per cent threshold proposed by Aurizon Network arbitrary, and that it may be preferable to
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allow for some level of judgement to be applied in assessing the need for a new expansion
tariff.
When the expansion is expected to result in a decline of another expansion tariff, we
considered there is a clear case for socialisation because:
 it provides users that are already paying an expansion tariff with a potential decrease of
access charges over time, and accelerate the merging of reference tariffs
 it provides a contribution from new expanding users, where their own expansion costs are
relatively small, to pay off old expansions to reflect the benefits these new users may receive
from previous investment
 it has the administrative benefit of minimising the number of tariffs to be developed.
Where socialisation is expected to raise an existing expansion reference tariff, we considered
that it is best dealt with on a case-by-case basis (whether to socialise or not socialise) and
recognise that the onus should be on the expanding users and Aurizon Network to justify the
merit of socialisation.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Five per cent criterion for socialisation'.
10-year expiration of expansion tariffs

We acknowledged that for the ease of administration there may be a benefit to Aurizon
Network in having expansion tariffs expire after 10 years, and it is in Aurizon Network's interest
to socialise to avoid asset stranding risk.
However, we did not consider Aurizon Network has made a strong case from an efficiency or
fairness perspective for why an expansion should be automatically socialised after 10 years. We
considered that an automatic expiry of an expansion tariff does not have sufficient regard to the
potential pricing impacts on the existing access holders and could lead to an inefficient or
inequitable pricing arrangement. We considered that there are sufficient other mechanisms in
the regulatory framework to deal with issues of asset stranding risk.
In the event that a system has more than one expansion tariff, we considered an annual
review—re-running the socialisation test based on latest information—is more appropriate to
determine if two expansion tariffs should be socialised.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading '10-year expiration of expansion tariffs'.

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Fixed cost take-or-pay approach and not allowing socialisation with existing users

Aurizon Network said that our proposal (as set out in the initial draft decision) is inconsistent
with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act and fails to take proper regard of section 138 of the
QCA Act.163 Aurizon Network considered that it will discourage investment in rail infrastructure
supporting new mines, which would constrain the scope for increasing competition in the coal
export market.164
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Aurizon Network believed our proposal (as set out in the initial draft decision) is skewed in
favour of existing users and discriminates against expanding users on the basis of timing of
entry.165 Aurizon Network is concerned that our approach will create materially different
outcomes between existing and expanding users and create additional barriers to entry.166
Aurizon Network said that our approach will also create material differences between
expanding users with long and short hauls.167
Aurizon Network suggested such a material restructure of the pricing framework be considered
as part of the long-term tariff review. Aurizon Network's specific comments on our proposed
approach (as set out in the initial draft decision) are outlined in the table below.
Table 2

Aurizon Network's comments on the application of the fixed cost take-or-pay
approach in our initial draft decision

Issues
Socialisation
between existing and
expanding users

Aurizon Network's comments
Expansions should not be automatically quarantined from the existing system, as it
may be appropriate to socialise them in certain instances.168 To the extent that
expansion lowers average costs to all users, it is inefficient to maintain a separate
pricing arrangement for expansion customers.169
The initial draft decision provides an unbalanced view of the socialisation argument. 170
In some instances existing users will benefit from a reduced access charge and a
greater capacity of the network (in the event that expanding users under-rail).171
Socialisation's key benefit is sharing the impacts of volume fluctuations between all
users.172 There is no reason that any user will systematically under or over rail over the
long run, if the volume forecast is unbiased.173 Furthermore, the pricing arrangement
for expansions will be assessed by the QCA on a case-by-case basis.174

The CCC
methodology for
expanding users

The approach for calculating an expanding user's CCC may result in circumstances
where a contribution would be triggered purely due to the fact that existing and
expanding users' tariffs are calculated on a different volume basis. 175
Aurizon Network agreed with expanding users not contributing to common costs
where the expansion tariff is higher than the existing users' tariff. 176

Allocation of risk to
existing and
expanding users

Quarantining existing users from volume risk associated with expanding users, while
exposing expanding users to the volume risk of existing users through CCCs, is an
asymmetric allocation of risk.177 This does not promote effective competition, or
encourage efficient investment in the network.
To address this asymmetric allocation of risk, Aurizon Network suggested:
 basing the CCC on a comparison of existing and expanding users' prices ($/nt) with
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Issues

Aurizon Network's comments
respect to contract volumes, or
 setting the CCC with reference to a formula or ‘unit rate’, such that the expanding
users liability with respect to the volumes of existing users is limited.178
The initial draft decision creates significant asset stranding risk for expansion projects,
as the volume risk associated with expansions are shared among a smaller group. 179
Rather than requiring all expansions to be quarantined, the non-performance risk of
expanding users may be more appropriately addressed through greater security
requirements and aligning pricing to contracted volume ramp up profile.180
Expansions may be triggered by a well established incumbent looking to increase
output.181 Although the risk of non-performance relative to the contract would be
lower, the same stringent expansion pricing principles would apply.

The complexity of the
pricing framework

The pricing framework within the CQCN would become further fragmented and
complex as a result of the initial draft decision—the more a coal system becomes
fragmented, the more complex and arbitrary the cost allocations become.182 This is
particularly relevant where an expansion is fully integrated within a multi-user coal
system, as it is practically impossible to differentiate between the costs different users
impose upon the common infrastructure.183 Furthermore, the distribution of benefits
becomes obfuscated where an expansion occurs on the common mainline corridor.184

Aurizon Network
Cause

If charges are based on contracted volumes and adjusted for Aurizon Network Cause,
Aurizon Network's revenue cap will effectively guarantee a revenue cap adjustment to
recover Aurizon Network Cause (as there will always be some degree of Aurizon
Network Cause).185 Aurizon Network considered that this may be significant and
contrary to its business interest.186

Socialisation between expanding users

Aurizon Network considered that, where appropriate, expansions should be socialised with
other expansions.187 However, the scope of the socialisation test should be widened to allow
socialisation with the existing system where appropriate.188
Proposed materiality threshold

Aurizon Network considered that a defined materiality threshold has considerable merit for the
purpose of establishing an expansion tariff, as it provides greater transparency and certainty.189
Aurizon Network said this would not prevent the QCA from assessing each pricing proposal on a
case-by-case basis.190
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10-year expiration of expansion tariffs

Aurizon Network agreed that the socialisation test should be re-run on an annual basis to take
the latest information into account.191
Aurizon Network maintained that an expansion should be socialised with the existing system
after a set period of time, stating that the 10-year expiration was agreed with the QRC and was
included to balance the interests of existing and new users.192 Aurizon Network considered it is
fair and reasonable that expansion tariffs expire after 10 years, regardless of the identity of the
funder.193 Aurizon Network said this arrangement promotes transparency and is likely to make
third party investment more attractive. Aurizon Network considered that indefinitely
quarantined expansions from the existing system creates material discrepancies between
existing and expansion customers, and exposes expansion customers to more stringent pricing
conditions than the existing system, and asymmetric volume risk.194
Other stakeholders
Fixed cost take-or-pay approach and not allowing socialisation with existing users

The QRC broadly supported the expansion pricing approach proposed by Aurizon Network in
the 2014 DAU, with an expectation that we would review forecast expansion costs and volumes
prior to approving a pricing proposal—and not approve socialisation until adequate evidence
was available.195
Anglo American asked for further clarification as to how the tariff components (AT1 to AT5) are
built up for an expansion tariff.196 Specific comments made by other stakeholders on our
proposed approach are outlined in the table below.
Table 3

Stakeholder's comments on the application of the fixed cost take-or-pay approach
in our initial draft decision

Issues

Comments

Socialisation
between existing and
expanding users

Anglo American and QCoal supported socialisation between the expanding and existing
users where appropriate.197 Anglo American considered that socialisation is
appropriate where an expansion creates a lower expansion tariff than the existing
reference tariff.198 QCoal considered that socialisation may be appropriate where
existing access holders benefit from expansions or where the difference between
existing and expanding users is small.199
Asciano supported our methodology for socialising expansions, but was concerned that
it may result in existing access holders being subject to higher tariffs to pay for new
expansion costs that they may not benefit from.200
WIRP users supported existing users not being adversely impacted by an increase in
capacity.201 However, WIRP users suggested that existing users are likely to gain from
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Issues

Comments
an expansion through non‐capacity impacts, such as increases in resilience and
availability.202 WIRP users did not consider the benefits of the fixed cost take-or-pay
regime to be sufficiently great that expansions should be quarantined. 203
Vale suggested establishing a separate expansion volume forecast to calculate the
expansion tariff and take-or-pay—similar to the methodology used for existing users.204
This methodology could be used to determine whether an expansion tariff should be
socialised. Aurizon Operations said we could assess an alternative approach whereby
only those expansion costs above the level of the system price are quarantined to
expanding users.205

The CCC
methodology for
expanding users

The QRC and WIRP users submitted that a CCC from an expanding user could be
triggered due solely to the fact that the tariffs are calculated on a different basis—the
expansion tariff is based on contracted volumes, whereas existing users is based on
forecast volumes.206 The QRC said the CCC assessment should be based on a
comparison of the existing and expanding users' unit costs (rather than tariffs). 207
Anglo American said that even where an expansion results in an expansion tariff that is
higher than the existing reference tariff, it is appropriate for expanding users to make a
CCC.208 Anglo American questioned how the reference tariff adjustment process is
going to be implemented.209
BMA considered that further clarity is required in relation to how the decision to not
contribute to common cost of an existing system will be reviewed over the project
life.210

Allocation of risk to
existing and
expanding users

Stakeholders noted that expanding users will face a different risk profile to existing
users as a result of the initial draft decision's expansion pricing approach:
 expanding users are more exposed to individual short term volume risk due to the
proposed take-or-pay terms
 expanding users are less exposed to short term volume risk of other users due to
the proposed take-or-pay terms
 expanding users are exposed to significant default risk given that each expansion is
likely to involve a small number of customers, all of which are sourcing tonnages
from new mines or expansion projects. 211
As a result of these different risk profiles, the QRC considered that the proposed CCC
arrangement is inequitable.212 WIRP users questioned why expanding users should be
exposed to volume risk on the existing system through the CCC arrangement given that
volume risks of the expansion are confined to expanding users. 213

The complexity of the
pricing framework

The QRC stated a preference for simplicity, avoiding the creation of numerous pricing
groups.214 QCoal believes that consideration should be given to the costs and benefits
of managing two or more ‘systems’ within the same physical track.215 Vale was also
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Issues

Comments
concerned that the initial draft decision generates greater complexity and could
provide an impediment for the ability to trade capacity.216 WIRP users questioned how
the holder of expansion capacity could trade that capacity to the holder of
non‐expansion capacity.217
WIRP users said that existing and expanding users will be affected both operationally
and financially by decisions taken in relation to the other system. WIRP users suggested
this may be problematic if both existing and expanding users are excluded from
decisions which relate to the other.218 WIRP users said that expanding users should be
protected from having their capacity transferred to the existing system and that the
complexity of monitoring these issues is another reason to resist the creation of
separate expansion systems.219
BMA considers that further clarity is required in relation to how sustaining capital
expenditure will be dealt with post expansion—including how it will be capitalised
across multiple systems that share the same infrastructure.220 QCoal also considers
that managing multiple tariff regimes within one network must be resolved, including
the apportionment of sustaining capital, operations and maintenance costs, renewals
and transfers.221

Socialisation between expanding users

Asciano believed that any socialisation of expansion costs needs to be substantiated prior to it
being socialised.222 BMA was concerned that, if the socialisation test is a simple comparison of
two tariffs on a dollar per tonne basis, socialisation will only occur when the tariffs of the longer
haul expanding users are roughly equal to the tariffs of the shorter haul existing users.223
Proposed materiality threshold

The QRC was comfortable with the approach presented in the initial draft decision, given that
the question of socialisation will be settled through a pricing proposal, and this will occur
relatively early in the expansion process.224
10-year expiration of expansion tariffs

A number of stakeholders submitted that the expansion pricing framework should include an
expiration of expansion tariffs. The QRC and WIRP users supported a maximum term for
expansion tariffs of 10 years.225 The QRC believed this is sufficient to demonstrate the viability
of the expansion and the socialisation of the depreciated asset represents an acceptable risk for
the existing users.226 The QRC and WIRP users also considered maximum term provision will be
a mechanism to reduce complexity over time.227 Aurizon Operations believed there may be
benefit in fully socialising expansion costs after being subject to the system price for five
consecutive years.228 Aurizon Operations considered that the expansion pricing framework
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under the IDD does not recognise the previous contribution to common cost made by
expanding users over time.229

Consolidated draft decision
Our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
expansion pricing approach in the 2014 DAU. We remained concerned that Aurizon Network's
proposed approach did not sufficiently take into account uncertainties associated with an
expansion and may unintentionally cause existing users to bear an inappropriately high level of
an expansion's financial risks.
As noted above, we believed that the expansion pricing principles were consistent with the
object of Part 5 of the QCA Act and took proper regard of section 138(2) of the QCA Act. As
such, our view was that the endorsed expansion pricing approach should uphold these
expansion pricing principles.
Given the way reference tariffs and take-or-pay liabilities are calculated under the 2014 DAU,
existing users could ultimately bear significantly higher access charges over time in the case of a
socialised tariff if the expanding users failed to fully utilise the new capacity. While the intent of
Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing approach is consistent with the expansion
pricing principles, it does not necessarily lead to outcomes that satisfy these principles in
practice.
As such, we considered that Aurizon Network's expansion pricing approach was not appropriate
for an endorsed expansion pricing approach. Although risks to existing users may be reduced
through more scrutiny of forecast railings and costs, they were not eradicated. For instance, we
considered that the forecast increase in volumes for mines with planned capacity expansion
projects were likely to have a higher level of uncertainty when compared with the established
production levels of other mines. Therefore, even with more stringent assessments of an
expansion's forecast costs and railings, we believed that Aurizon Network's approach would not
necessarily maintain the expansion pricing principles.
Fixed cost take-or-pay approach and not allowing socialisation with existing users

After considering submissions received on the initial draft decision, and assessing comments
having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we considered that a fixed
cost take-or-pay approach, based on contracted volumes, remained appropriate for the
endorsed expansion pricing approach.
We considered that implementing a fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement made expanding users
bear the costs and risk associated with an expansion, and each user within the expanding group
paid its allocated costs. For expansions that involve more than one expanding user, it is likely
that the users will have different ramp-up profiles. We considered it was likely to be in the
interests of access seekers (within the expanding group) to have a fixed cost take-or-pay
arrangement so that any particular expanding user would not bear the volume risks associated
with other users’ production ramp-up. We considered that a fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement
may also assist with socialisation between expanding users, where production ramp-up could
otherwise be a barrier. Furthermore, we considered that a fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement
allocated risks and costs associated with an expansion in accordance with our expansion pricing
principles. As such, we considered our proposed approach was consistent with section 138(2) of
the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
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However, we proposed to amend the methodology for determining the CCC for expanding
users. This proposed amendment is outlined below.
Apart from the calculation of tariffs on the basis of contracted rather than forecast volumes, the
methodology for calculating the expansion tariffs remains the same as that currently used to
calculate existing tariffs. As such, we did not consider that expansion tariffs would create
material differences between expanding users with long and short hauls as they were calculated
with reference to the cost drivers (e.g. nt and gtk) of each train service.
Socialisation between existing and expanding users

As noted above, we considered the fixed cost take-or-pay arrangements to be appropriate for
the endorsed pricing approach for expansions. Therefore, socialisation must be considered in
regard to these arrangements.
Given that the take-or-pay arrangements for expanding users would be different to those of
existing users, we did not consider that it was appropriate to socialise expansions with the
existing system. Under the fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement, existing users' reference tariffs
and take-or-pay arrangements were based on forecast volumes, whereas expanding users'
reference tariffs and take-or-pay arrangements were based on contracted volumes.
The socialisation of an expansion within an existing system would result in an asymmetric
transfer of risk that further disadvantaged the expanding users—existing and expanding users
paid the same tariff (in the case where an expansion is socialised), but with expanding users
bearing a more stringent take-or-pay regime than existing users. We therefore did not consider
such an asymmetric allocation of system costs or volume risk was in the interest of expanding
users.
Furthermore, under the expansion pricing framework, a socialised outcome with relevant
existing users may be realised through a consensus pricing approach.
The common cost contribution methodology for expanding users

The common cost contribution (CCC) methodology will calculate the common costs to be
recovered from expanding users. If the expansion tariff is lower than the system reference tariff
on a $/nt basis230, the costs to be recovered from expanding users will include a CCC
component. The CCC is to be based on the system reference tariff. This is consistent with the
system tariff arrangement currently in place in the CQCN, where cost-reflectivity is applied at
the system level.
We considered that the CCC associated with the AT1 to AT4 tariffs should be calculated
independently of the CCC associated with the AT5 tariff. The AT5 tariff is calculated
independently from the other tariffs and is solely based on the costs of electric assets. We
considered that not calculating the corresponding CCC for these tariff groups independently
may distort an access seeker's decision of whether to operate electric or diesel train services.
We did not consider that this would be consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
The proposed CCC is to be calculated each year, as part of the annual setting of tariffs in
Schedule F. The proposed CCC is calculated to align the expansion tariff with the system
reference tariff on a $/nt basis, using the characteristics of the new expansion (e.g. contracted
nt and gtk). The expansion tariff for each train service is then calculated with reference to its
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specific cost drivers (e.g. nt and gtk). As such, we did not consider that the CCC discriminated
between longer and shorter haul users within an expansion.
We noted Aurizon Network's and stakeholders' concerns that a CCC from an expanding user
could be triggered due solely to the fact that the tariffs were calculated on a different volume
basis. We agreed that it was appropriate to amend our initial draft decision such that the CCC is
determined with respect to contract volumes in the existing system and the expansion tariff.
That is, a CCC methodology will compare the expansion tariff and the system reference tariff on
a $ per contracted nt basis.
We considered that this approach for calculating an expanding user's CCC was consistent with
the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, as an expansion may be triggered based on an existing
user's contracted volumes. Furthermore, the CCC of expanding users is no longer exposed to
the short-term forecast volume fluctuations of existing users. We considered that this more
appropriately balanced the interests of existing and expanding users.
As such, we considered that our amended approach for calculating the CCC was consistent with
section 138(2) and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
Allocation of risk to existing and expanding users

We acknowledged that existing users and expanding users would face a different risk profile
under our endorsed expansion pricing framework. First, the fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement
exposes expanding users more to their individual short-term volume risk. Second, the fixed cost
take-or-pay arrangement does not expose expanding users to short-term volume risk of other
users. We considered that this allocation of risk was necessary in order to comply with the
expansion pricing principles.
Noting these risk allocation differences and our proposed amendment to the CCC, we did not
consider that our expansion pricing framework was inequitable. Our proposed endorsed
expansion pricing approach needed to be considered with regard to the greater expansion
pricing framework. We considered that on the whole our proposed approach to expansion
pricing balanced the interests of existing and expanding users. Furthermore, our proposed
amendment for calculating common costs no longer exposed expanding users to the short-term
volume risk of the existing system (as the CCC methodology is based on contracted volumes).
We considered that stranded asset risks (and default risks of individual expanding users)
associated with an expansion were better assessed and factored into the expansion approval
process—not addressed through the allocation of risks and costs once the expansion is finalised.
The stranded asset risk of an expansion should be considered as part of the pre-approval stage
in the expansion process (see Chapter 12 of this final decision). We did not consider it
appropriate to use socialisation as a way to address the asset stranding risk of an expansion.
This may provide expanding users and Aurizon Network with an incentive to invest in an
expansion with significant asset stranding risk. We did not consider that this was consistent with
the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
Under Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU approach the short-term volume risks of each
individual expanding user may affect other expanding users. This may have significant
implications for expanding users, particularly where each expanding user has different ramp-up
profile or there are fewer users to share the short-term volume risk. This may complicate the
expansion approval process as the approval process would need to factor in how absorbing the
short-term volume risk of other expanding users will affect the default risk of each expanding
users.
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We believed the fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement was appropriate for all expanding users,
whether a new user of the CQCN or a well established incumbent looking to increase output.
This approach was not introduced to address the different risk profiles associated with
expanding users, but rather provide an approach for reasonably allocating the costs and risks
associated with an expansion.
The complexity of the pricing framework

We acknowledged stakeholders' preference for simplicity in regards to the expansion pricing
framework. Our view was that the establishment of a separate expansion tariff would not make
the pricing arrangement significantly more complex for users. We noted that socialisation
between expansions was allowed, where appropriate. Furthermore, under the expansion
pricing framework, a socialised outcome with relevant existing users may be realised through a
consensus pricing approach.
We acknowledged that the users of an expansion may be affected by the decisions relating to
the existing system, and vice versa. While the expansion and existing system would have
separate tariffs, they remained in the same CQCN system. All system users, whether existing or
expanding, would be included in those decisions that affect the operation of the system. We
considered that the capacity baseline would help to monitor existing capacity (and its
utilisation).
We did not consider that the expansion tariff would be an impediment for trading capacity. The
existing system and the expansion would have a certain amount of capacity. Users are
essentially paying for the use of that capacity. Capacity can be traded through the short-term
capacity transfer mechanism, whether from the existing system or from the expansion.
The proposed allocation of renewals associated with an expansion is to be submitted to the
QCA for approval as part of the pricing proposal.
Aurizon Network Cause

While more stringent take-or-pay conditions may result in revenue cap adjustments for
expanding users to recover Aurizon Network Cause, we did not consider that this was sufficient
reason not to implement the fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement. The same outcome would
occur if there was some degree of Aurizon Network Cause and existing users continually
realised their forecast railings.
The revenue cap guarantees that Aurizon Network is able to generate sufficient revenue.
Therefore, we considered that the endorsed pricing arrangement balanced the interests of
Aurizon Network, existing and expanding users.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network acknowledged that an endorsed approach may be inappropriate for
substitutable train services and agreed that a mechanistic test should be limited to
circumstances where TSEs are not substitutable.231 Aurizon Network agreed with the endorsed
pricing approach, subject to:
 the customised pricing approach being able to be triggered in all instances (not solely where
train services are substitutable)
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 the reference to nt being replaced with ntk for determining whether a CCC is payable by
expanding users.232
Aurizon Network considered that given the average price comparison does not take distance
hauled into account, ntk is likely to provide a more appropriate balance between the
characteristics of expanding and existing users.233
The QRC stated that the CCC approach addresses the issues raised by QRC previously.234
WIRP users considered that the fixed-cost take-or-pay approach and not allowing socialisation
with existing users does not promote section 138(2) of the QCA Act, the object of Part 5 of the
QCA Act, nor respect natural justice.235
Aurizon Network also proposed drafting amendments to Schedule F of our CDD amended DAU
that gave effect to all expanding users being subject to any AT5 tariff associated with an
expansion, whether an electrified or non-electrified train service.236

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the expansion pricing approach proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. However, we
remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate and the
additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We note that our final decision (see final decision 16.8) considers it appropriate to exercise
discretion in limited circumstances to consider an expansion pricing approach that differs from
the requirements of the endorsed pricing approach for an expansion with no substitutable train
services.
In regards to replacing the reference to nt with ntk to calculate the CCC payable by expanding
users, we note that our proposed approach for calculating CCC aligns the expansion tariff with
the system reference tariff using the characteristics of the new expansion (e.g. contracted nt
and gtk). We consider that under our proposed CCC calculation approach:
 since the CCC calculation is based on an average price comparison derived using the
characteristics of the new expansion (e.g. contracted nt and ntk), the same outcome should
result if consistently applied
 both methodologies account for distance hauled, as a distance component is already
included in the calculation of the AT1 and AT3 tariffs.
Therefore, we do not consider that calculating the CCC on an ntk basis is likely to provide a
more appropriate balance between the characteristics of expanding and existing users.
However, we do consider that the methodology used should be consistent with the
methodology adopted for establishing new access charges, including expansion tariffs and
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subsequent socialisation tests. Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed to establish expansion
tariffs and the socialisation test based on an nt basis.
We note Aurizon Network's preference for calculating the CCC (and new access charges) on an
ntk basis and have adopted this approach in our final amended DAU, given that it will deliver
the same outcome if consistently applied. For consistency, we have also amended the
methodology used to calculate new access charges, expansion tariff and socialisation tests so
that all are calculated on a ntk basis.
As outlined in our CDD, we consider that a fixed cost take-or-pay arrangement allocates risks
and costs associated with an expansion in accordance with the expansion pricing principles and
is consistent with section 138(2) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
Consistent with the expansion pricing principles, we consider that it is appropriate for users
requiring the expansion to generally pay an access charge that reflects the full costs of the
expansion. We recognise that in certain instances an expansion will need to be electrified,
whether triggered by electrified or non-electrified train services (e.g. the expansion of an
electrified line). Therefore, it may be the case that non-electrified train services using an
electrified expansion are required to recover the electrified assets associated with that
expansion.
However, we do not consider that this necessarily requires non-electrified services to pay an
AT5 tariff. We do not consider that it is appropriate for non-electrified train services to recover
electrified costs that are not associated with the expansion. Therefore, we do not consider that
non-electrified expansion users should be automatically subject to an AT5 tariff component, as
this may result in non-electrified users being subject to common cost contributions to other
electrified assets on the network.
There are alternative options that could be considered to apportion relevant electrified costs to
non-electrified users, where appropriate to do so. For instance, we accepted Aurizon Network’s
proposed GAPE pricing approach in which the electric costs relating to the Goonyella
enhancements (for additional passing loops), but triggered by the GAPE project, were allocated
to GAPE diesel train services.237 We therefore do not consider it appropriate to include a
provision in the undertaking that automatically subjects a train service to an AT5 component of
an expansion tariff, irrespective of whether it is an electrified or non-electrified train service.
Rather, we consider it appropriate for the tariff arrangements to recover electrified expansion
costs from non-electrified users to be considered on a case-by-case basis.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Final decision 16.9
(1)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing framework.

(2)

The way in which we consider it appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend its 2014
DAU is to make the 'endorsed' pricing approach entail the following (as set out in cl.
6.4.4 and cl. 6.4.5 of our final amended DAU):
(a)

A separate expansion tariff, based on contracted volumes, will be established
in the event that an expansion is triggered.

(b)

Aurizon Network is required to implement a 'fixed cost' take-or-pay regime,
based on contracted volumes, for users paying an expansion tariff.

(c)

If the incremental costs associated with providing access for expanding users
are lower on a $ per contracted ntk basis than the system reference tariff, a
positive common cost contribution will be included in the expansion tariff, to
align the expansion tariff with the system reference tariff on a contracted ntk
basis. Otherwise, users paying an expansion tariff will not be required to make
any contribution to common cost.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Socialisation between expanding users

We considered that socialisation between expanding users remained appropriate, given that
they were faced with the same pricing arrangements. That is, where there is an existing
expansion tariff in the system, and another expansion is triggered, socialisation between the
two expansions (with a fixed cost take-or-pay regime applied to all expanding users) is
appropriate if it complies with the approved form of socialisation test (see cl. 6.4.4 of our CDD
amended DAU). We considered that socialisation, where appropriate, had the potential to
result in benefits for existing and expanding users and thus was consistent with section 138(2)
and the object of Part 5 in the QCA Act.
The proposed expansion costs would be assessed and substantiated in the pricing proposal prior
to socialisation.
We considered that the socialisation test associated with the AT1 to AT4 tariffs should be
considered independently of the socialisation test associated with the AT5 tariff. The AT5 tariff is
calculated independently from the other tariffs and is solely based on the costs of electric
assets. Our view was that not considering the socialisation for these tariff groups independently
could distort an access seeker's decision of whether to operate electric or diesel train services.
We did not consider that this would be consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
Consistent with the system tariff arrangement, where socialisation is appropriate for an
expansion, it is the entire expansion that is to be socialised and not just certain expanding users.
Therefore, socialisation of an expansion is to be based on the expansion tariff, not the individual
tariffs faced by individual expanding users.
The expansion tariff will be calculated on the basis of total expansion costs and contracted
volumes. Although the expansion tariff is applied to all expanding users, expanding users will
pay different amounts on a $/nt basis subject to the differences of individual train services
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(including distance). Therefore, we did not consider that the socialisation of expansions
discriminated between longer- and shorter-haul users.
Proposed materiality threshold

After considering submissions received on the initial draft decision, and assessing comments
having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we found no reason to
change our initial draft decision to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed materiality
threshold of five percent in the socialisation test.
Given that an expansion could have significant pricing impacts on another expanding user, we
did not consider that it was appropriate to make a decision on the socialisation of an expansion
based on an arbitrary benchmark—such as the five per cent threshold proposed by Aurizon
Network.
We did not consider that implementing a materiality threshold would provide greater
transparency or certainty, as each pricing proposal would be reviewed regardless of whether
the threshold was met. Furthermore, given the broad definition of expansion in the access
undertaking, we believed that it was appropriate to provide existing users with an opportunity
to make submissions on a pricing proposal prior to assessing the socialisation of an expansion.
10-year expiration of expansion tariffs

After considering submissions received on the initial draft decision, and assessing comments
having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we found no reason to
change our initial draft decision to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed 10-year
expiration of expansion tariffs.
As noted above, we did not consider that socialisation between existing and expanding users
was appropriate given that they faced different pricing arrangements. Furthermore, under the
proposed expansion pricing framework, an expiration of expansion tariffs may be realised
through a consensus pricing approach.
Given that expansions could have material pricing impacts on other expansions if socialised, we
considered that expansions should only be socialised when they adhered to the approved form
of socialisation test. We did not consider that the expansion pricing principles should only be
adhered to for a certain period of time. An automatic expiration of expansion tariffs could
potentially result in circumstances not consistent with the expansion pricing principles.
Furthermore, we did not consider Aurizon Network made a strong case from an efficiency or
fairness perspective for why an expansion should be automatically socialised after 10 years.
An expanding user's contribution to the expansion's common use infrastructure costs is
recognised over time through the return of capital component in the allowed revenue for an
expansion.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with the endorsed pricing approach, subject to the customised pricing
approach being able to be triggered in all instances (not solely where train services are
substitutable).238 Aurizon Network also considered that it is imperative that the potential
socialisation between an expansion tariff and a system tariff remain an option that Aurizon
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Network can propose to do at any time, provided that doing so remains consistent with the
expansion pricing principles and the requirements of the QCA Act.239
Aurizon Network considered that the 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs should apply,
noting that this position was developed and agreed with the QRC.240 Aurizon Network
considered that refusing this clause undermines any incentives for Aurizon Network and
industry to negotiate and agree positions.241

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the materiality threshold for socialisation and 10-year
expiration of expansion tariffs proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. However, we
remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate and the
additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We acknowledge that the 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs was developed and agreed
between Aurizon Network and QRC. However, during the WIRP process it became apparent that
applying mechanistic pricing approaches (such as the 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs) to
define how expansion costs and risks are to be allocated between users may not be
appropriate. We note that that the QRC supported our CDD expansion pricing approach (see
above), which did not include a 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs.
In regards to Aurizon Network's submission that the eventual socialisation between an
expansion tariff and the existing system must be a policy option contemplated by the access
undertaking, we note:
 under the proposed expansion pricing framework, Aurizon Network is able to propose the
expiration of expansion tariffs through either a consensus pricing approach or a pricing
approach being assessed on a case-by-case basis (as agreed by the QCA)
 Aurizon Network is able to submit a DAAU to propose an amendment to an expansion tariff,
where appropriate to do so—this may include circumstances where expansion stakeholders
consider the socialisation of an expansion tariff to be appropriate.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Final decision 16.10
(1)

(2)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed five per cent criterion for
socialisation and 10-year expiration of expansion tariffs in the endorsed pricing
approach.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend the
draft access undertaking is as follows (as set out in Part 6 of our final amended DAU):
(a)

If socialisation of a new expansion with the highest expansion tariff (the
existing expansion tariff that is highest on the ntk basis) leads to lower tariff
on a unit basis, these costs will be socialised.

(b)

If socialisation leads to an increase in the highest expansion tariff, the QCA will
consider on a case-by-case basis whether to socialise or to establish a separate
expansion tariff for this new expansion.

(c)

To undertake an annual review, by re-running the socialisation test based on
latest information, to determine if expansion tariffs should be socialised
where more than one expansion tariff exists for a system.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.5.5

Application of expansion pricing arrangement
Post-expansion access seekers
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's proposal ensured the reference tariff applicable to the new expanding users
will not be below those of the existing users (including users already paying the expansion
tariffs).
Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision accepted that where a system has multiple reference tariffs (due to
previous expansions), the reference tariff used to establish access charges for post-expansion
access seekers should be the existing reference tariff that is highest on a nt basis.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Post-expansion access seekers'.
Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network submitted that it could agree with our initial draft decision, subject to an
amendment which allows expansion tariffs to be socialised with system tariffs where doing so
does not result in a material increase in price for existing users.242
Other stakeholders

The QRC and WIRP users agreed that post expansion access seekers should pay the expansion
tariff.243
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Consolidated draft decision
After considering submissions received on the initial draft decision, and assessing comments
having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we found no reason to
change our initial draft decision to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for
post-expansion access seekers.
We remained of the view that the reference tariff used to establish access charges for new
access seekers should be the existing reference tariff that is highest on a nt basis. That is, a new
user is to pay the reference tariff that incurs the highest dollar per nt cost for the specific
characteristics of the new access rights.
Our position was driven by two factors:
 Access seekers would be prevented from inefficiently seeking to delay their entry into the
market to 'free-ride' on expansions triggered and underwritten by existing users.
 Users that were already paying an expansion tariff would be provided with a potential
decrease of access charges over time.
We considered this facilitated efficient and equitable outcomes for all users of the CQCN and
appropriately balanced the interests of existing and expanding users. As such, we considered
that our proposal was consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act and section 138(2)(e)
and (h).
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with establishing access charges for new access seekers based on the
highest existing reference tariff.244 However, Aurizon Network considered that the QCA must
confirm that the new access seekers also become part of the ‘highest reference tariff’ for takeor-pay and revenue cap purposes, even if they do not explicitly use the same infrastructure of
the ‘highest reference tariff’.245
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to approve the establishing access charges for new access seekers based on
the highest existing reference tariff on an ntk basis. As part of this determination, access
seekers are subject to the take-or-pay and revenue cap arrangements for the relevant reference
tariff.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or submissions on this issue in response to
our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in
our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Final decision 16.11
(1)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to approve Aurizon Network's proposal that, where a system has multiple
reference tariffs (due to previous expansions), the reference tariff used to establish
access charges for new access seekers should be the existing reference tariff that is
highest on a ntk basis.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Expansions funded by Aurizon Network at the regulatory WACC
Aurizon Network's proposal
The expansion pricing framework in the 2014 DAU applies to all expansions not funded by
Aurizon Network at the regulatory WACC.
The 2014 DAU proposes that, in cases where a party seeks access rights for train services
requiring an expansion and Aurizon Network agrees to fund it at the regulatory WACC, the
expansion will be socialised into the system (cl. 6.2.4(a)). Effectively, this means Aurizon
Network will apply an updated system reference tariff—incorporating the expansion costs and
new forecast volumes—to the access seeker (who triggers the expansion) as well as the existing
users. This socialisation is undertaken regardless of its pricing impacts on existing users.
Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network’s proposal to exclude any capital
expenditure it funds at the regulated WACC from consideration of an expansion tariff. We
considered socialisation of all new investment is in Aurizon Network's interest, as it potentially
broadens the customer base for the recovery of capital expenditure (and other related costs)
and has the administrative benefit of minimising the number of tariffs to be developed. We also
note that stakeholders have expressed concerns regarding socialisation of expansions.
While we acknowledged Aurizon Network's preference is generally to socialise new capital
expenditure, we did not consider that this will always be in the interests of existing access
holders. We note that significant and unanticipated cost increases for existing access holders,
regardless of the source of funding, may have commercial implications for existing miners. For
this reason, we considered it appropriate to subject all expansions to the expansion pricing
treatment we have proposed above, regardless of its funding source.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision under
the heading 'Expansion funded by Aurizon Network at regulatory WACC'.
Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed with the initial draft decision, subject to Aurizon Network being
exempt from any form of funding obligation—as there is no option to assess the risk and
potential pricing outcomes of expansion that Aurizon Network are obligated to fund.246 Aurizon
Network believed that it will not fund expansions under standard terms unless they can be
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socialised, as the regulated WACC does not compensate for the level of exposure to asset
stranding and/or third-party credit risk.247
Other stakeholders

The QRC supported the initial draft decision as it protects existing users from adverse impacts of
high cost expansions.248 The QRC understands Aurizon Network’s concern that it needs some
mechanism to address risks in the case where it is obliged to invest in an expansion at the
WACC (and an expansion tariff will apply).249 However, the QRC considered that excluding
capital expenditure funded at the regulated WACC from consideration of an expansion tariff is
inappropriate and undoes many of the protections which Part 6 is intended to provide.250
Consolidated draft decision
We remained of the view that it was appropriate to subject all expansions to the expansion
pricing framework we proposed above, regardless of the funding source. This resulted in equal
treatment of all expansions, and increased transparency with respect to pricing. This was
consistent with the object of Part 5 and appropriately balanced Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests with the interests of access seekers, access holders and train operators.
We noted that Aurizon Network said that it believed it would not fund expansions under
standard terms unless they could be socialised. This was a decision for Aurizon Network to
make. However, under the proposed expansion pricing framework, a socialised outcome with
relevant existing users may be realised through a consensus pricing approach.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with subjecting all expansions to the expansion pricing framework,
provided that Aurizon Network is exempt from any form of funding obligation.251
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve an exception to the consideration of an expansion
tariff for expansions funded by Aurizon Network at the regulatory WACC as proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or submissions on this issue in response to
our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in
our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Final decision 16.12
(1)

(2)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to refuse to approve the 2014 DAU providing an exception to the consideration of
an expansion tariff for expansions funded by Aurizon Network at the regulatory
WACC.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend the
draft access undertaking is to omit this exception, as set out in Part 6 of our final
amended DAU.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.6

New mine-specific spur lines

16.6.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Part 6 of the 2014 DAU proposes that, for new coal-carrying train services involving a spur line
(either funded privately or by Aurizon Network) connected to the CQCN in the 2014 DAU period
or beyond, the access charge for the access seeker be based on, either (see following section for
the relevant definitions):
 the applicable existing reference tariff (e.g. a system reference tariff or an existing expansion
tariff) less a distance discount (which may be zero), in cases where the existing reference
tariff is above the access seeker's minimum revenue contribution (MRC) on a nt basis; or
 a varied reference tariff based on the access seeker's MRC.
The exception is where a new expansion tariff is being proposed as part of the access
application. The 2014 DAU proposes the reference tariff applicable to the access seeker be the
new expansion tariff.
The key principle underpinning Aurizon Network's proposal is that customers should pay an
access charge that at least covers the incremental costs of providing them access to the
CQCN.252 In cases where an expansion is triggered by an access seeker, an access charge based
on a new expansion tariff is consistent with this principle. Likewise, where an expansion is not
required, the MRC concept results in the applicable reference tariff at least recovering the
incremental costs of providing the new access rights, as well as a contribution to the common
costs.

Minimum revenue contribution and distance discount
Under the 2014 DAU, the MRC of an access seeker is calculated on the basis of the applicable
existing AT1 reference tariff input plus the higher of:

252

(a)

other incremental costs (to the extent not covered by the AT1 tariff input) incurred by
Aurizon Network as a consequence of providing access to the access seeker; or

(b)

the AT2 input plus 25 per cent of both the AT3 and AT4 inputs of the relevant existing
reference tariff.
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Effectively, the MRC forms the floor price for an access seeker.253 In cases where the applicable
existing reference tariff is above the MRC, the access seeker pays the existing reference tariff
less a distance discount. Aurizon Network said its intent is that, given an access seeker paying
at least the MRC is already covering the incremental costs associated with its access, any
additional contribution to the recovery of the MAR (also known as the CCC) should depend on
that party's capacity to pay.254
Aurizon Network considered a user's capacity to pay is negatively related to:
 the length of the mine-specific spur line
 the mainline haul length from the loading facility to the unloading facility.255
The distance discount formula is presented in the box below.

Box 1: Distance discount
The distance discount formula in the 2014 DAU is a product of three components,
taking into account each of the factors above (cl. 6.2.5(b)):
𝑀𝑎𝑥[𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 , 𝑆𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ]– 𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
)}
𝑆𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 − 𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
∗ {𝑀𝑖𝑛 (1,
)}
𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑒

{𝐴𝑅𝑇– 𝑀𝑅𝐶} ∗ {𝑀𝑖𝑛 (1,

 {𝐴𝑅𝑇– 𝑀𝑅𝐶}
 The total discount is capped at the difference between the applicable existing
reference tariff (ART) and the MRC (meaning all access seekers pay at least their
MRCs).
 {𝑀𝑖𝑛 (1,

𝑀𝑎𝑥[𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ,𝑆𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ]–𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 −𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

)}

 This bracket varies between 0 and 1. A mine that has a spur line shorter or equal to
25km obtains no discount (the bracket equals 0 if 𝑆𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝑆𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 25 km). The
discount increases with spur length, up to a maximum of 100 km (the bracket equals 1
if 𝑆𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ≥ 𝑆𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 100 km).
 {𝑀𝑖𝑛 (1,

𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑒

)}

 This bracket varies between 0 and 1. The discount increases with the mainline haul
length of the mine, up to a maximum of the system average (the bracket equals 1 if
𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ≥ 𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑒 ).256

2010 AU pricing approach
The 2010 AU specified the reference tariff for new coal-carrying train services would be the
higher of (2010 AU, Schedule F, cl. 4.1.2):
(a)

The Reference Tariff for the relevant Individual Coal System Infrastructure; or
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(b)

The sum of ... Private Incremental Costs (if any), the Incremental Costs of using any Rail
Infrastructure specifically related to the new coal carrying Train Service and the required
minimum Common Cost contribution ...

(c)

provided that the Access Charge payable to QR Network for the operation of that new
coal carrying Train Service is calculated as the applicable Reference Tariff less the Private
Incremental costs (if any).

The minimum CCC was defined as the sum of the system reference tariff's AT2 plus 50 per cent
of AT3 inputs (2010 AU, Schedule F, Part B, cl. 4.1.3).
Aurizon Network said one of the key problems with the 2010 AU approach is that it required the
disclosure of private infrastructure costs (see cl. 4.1.2 (b) above).257 Information disclosure had
not been an issue previously, given Aurizon Network had built mine-specific infrastructure on
behalf of customers under access facilitation deeds (AFDs). However, Aurizon Network said it no
longer offers AFDs (mines are typically required to fund and own their mine-specific
infrastructure) and it has had problems obtaining information about private incremental costs
from miners who funded their own spur lines.258 The 2014 DAU addresses this issue because the
assessment of an access seeker's MRC does not require such information.

16.6.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for
new train services utilising a mine-specific spur line connected to the CQCN in the 2014 DAU
period or beyond. We proposed the following amendments to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU:
 Define the MRC as the AT1 tariff plus other incremental costs (to the extent not covered by
the AT1 tariff and other agreements between Aurizon Network and an access seeker) of
providing access (calculated on the basis of forecast nt), but excluding any mine-specific spur
line costs irrespective of infrastructure ownership.
 Remove the distance discount—if an access seeker's MRC is above the applicable existing
reference tariff, the reference tariff applicable to this access seeker will be based on its MRC.
Otherwise, this access seeker pays the existing reference tariff.

2010 AU pricing approach
The intent of the 2010 AU approach was to not determine a user's access charge on the basis of
how its spur line had been funded. Under the 2010 AU approach, the dollar per nt amount
compared to the system reference tariff should be the same regardless of the infrastructure
ownership—mine-specific spur line costs would either be classified as private incremental costs
or incremental costs borne by Aurizon Network. This meant the decision to apply the system
reference tariff or a new reference tariff would be independent of how a spur line was funded.
Nevertheless, in practice, the 2010 AU approach has not resulted in equal pricing treatments.
This is because, by definition, private infrastructure is not part of the declared service and the
associated costs cannot be included in the RAB and the MAR. In contrast, the costs of spur lines
funded under AFDs (hence owned by Aurizon Network) have been included in the regulatory
accounts to form part of system reference tariffs.
Further, information disclosure (due to the reference to private incremental costs) associated
with the 2010 AU approach is an issue, as pointed out by Aurizon Network.
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Moreover, private incremental costs are not subject to an independent assessment of
prudency. Given that paying the minimum CCC lowers a mine's production costs relative to
paying the system reference tariff (holding everything else constant), the 2010 AU approach
might create a perverse incentive for mines with private infrastructure to inflate their reported
private incremental costs.

Minimum revenue contribution
We considered a viable alternative to the 2010 AU approach is to set out a pricing approach
that disregards the value (and its related operating and maintenance costs) of a mine-specific
spur line, irrespective of how it has been funded. This means that instead of treating a private
spur line as if it had been owned by Aurizon Network (hence taking such costs into account
when establishing reference tariffs), this alternative approach treats all spur lines as privately
owned (hence disregarding the associated costs).
This has the advantage of ensuring equal pricing outcomes and not requiring information about
private infrastructure costs.
We considered the MRC concept proposed by Aurizon Network largely aligns with this.
However, we were concerned that the drafting of the 2014 DAU is unclear whether the MRC
should include the costs of a mine-specific spur line where it has been funded by Aurizon
Network. We considered that for clarity purposes the drafting should be amended to exclude
mine-specific spur line costs in all circumstances for new train services.
We also did not consider it necessary to establish a minimum level of CCC. We considered that:
 In cases where incremental costs associated with providing access for an access seeker are
higher than the reference tariffs facing existing users, it is reasonable for the access seeker
to make no CCC. The reference tariff applicable to this access seeker will be a varied
reference tariff based on the party's MRC.
 If the applicable existing reference tariff is higher than the incremental costs, the existing
reference tariff will be applied to the access seeker.
We considered existing users will not be made worse off (financially) as long as an access seeker
covers at least the incremental costs associated with its access. Reflecting this, we considered it
appropriate to define the MRC as the AT1 tariff of the applicable reference tariff plus other
incremental costs (to the extent not covered by the AT1 tariff and other agreements between
Aurizon Network and the access seeker) of providing access (calculated on the basis of forecast
nt), excluding any reference to mine-specific spur line costs irrespective of infrastructure
ownership.

Distance discount
We did not consider that Aurizon Network provided sufficient analysis to justify applying a
distance discount for new train services involving spur lines connected in the 2014 DAU period
or beyond. We considered applying a distance discount for new train services would
substantially increase the complexity of the pricing regime.
We considered that the current structure of reference tariffs already gives rise to a distance
taper effect. We were not convinced there is a need to strengthen the distance taper effect by
applying a distance discount for new train services.
We recognised that since the MAR includes the costs associated with existing spur lines funded
under AFDs, it may seem unreasonable for new users with private infrastructure to pay the full
reference tariffs. However, given that the proportion of the MAR attributable to mine-specific
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spur lines was identified to be less than 10 per cent and expected to fall over time, we did not
consider it sufficiently substantial to justify the inclusion of a distance discount.
Our initial draft decision was to remove the distance discount in the 2014 DAU.
Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 16.6 of the initial draft decision.

16.6.3

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Minimum revenue contribution
Aurizon Network disagreed with removing the minimum CCC element from the MRC
calculation, stating that it will be entirely possible that a new train service's MRC would be
limited to its incremental maintenance costs only (i.e. AT1).259 Aurizon Network considered this
outcome to be conceptually flawed as it would mean that the train service would make no
contribution to fixed costs within the system.260
Distance discount
Aurizon Network disagreed with our recommendation to remove the distance discount, stating
that this will create material price discrimination.261 Aurizon Network said mine-specific
infrastructure costs have previously been included in the RAB and socialised among all users
through the system reference tariff. Therefore, Aurizon Network considered that under our
proposal, new access seekers will be required to fund their own mine-specific infrastructure
costs, and make a contribution towards the mine-specific infrastructure costs of all existing
users via their access charges.
Aurizon Network believed that this outcome is unlikely to promote effective competition in upand downstream markets and therefore would be inconsistent with the object of Part 5 of the
QCA Act. Aurizon Network said that failure to consider a reasonable treatment for new access
seekers discriminates in favour of existing users.262 Aurizon Network considered the distance
discount to be an economically efficient and reasonable way to ensure that new customers are
not unfairly discriminated against.263 Aurizon Network stated that we have not provided any
compelling evidence to justify why the distance discount is inappropriate.
Aurizon Network said it is prepared to re-assess the spur length limits if stakeholders believe
this would be appropriate.264

Other stakeholders
Given spur lines of existing users are included in the RAB, BMA considered under our proposed
approach new users would effectively be cross subsidising existing users as a new mine’s spur is
excluded from the RAB yet they are charged the full reference tariff.265 BMA considered that
this approach would not appropriately balance the interests of access seekers and access
holders.266
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BMA’s preferred approach is to price new spurs using the CCC formula agreed in the 2010 AU.
BMA disagreed that Aurizon Network had difficulty obtaining information on the private costs
of the mine specific infrastructure. BMA said that this information can be audited and
independently assessed in the same manner that Aurizon Network’s capital expenditure is
assessed.267 BMA contended that the new train services that do not involve mainline expansion
should be required to make a CCC.268
The QRC considered that 10 per cent of the MAR is material. The QRC did not share our
concerns regarding complexity in regard to Aurizon Network's proposal.269 The QRC suggested
that either Aurizon Network’s proposal should be approved or the 2010 AU approach should be
retained until the review of reference tariff components has been completed.270

16.6.4

Consolidated draft decision
Our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU
proposed pricing approach for new train services utilising a mine‐specific spur line connected to
the CQCN.
We considered it appropriate that the 2014 DAU is amended to reinstate the 2010 AU pricing
approach, with further amendments to address information disclosure concerns and to make
this approach consistent with the expansion pricing framework.
Our analysis is set out below.

Distance discount
Aurizon Network's approach seeks to provide a discount to new train services that reflects the
inclusion of existing spur lines in the RAB without the 2010 AU requirement for disclosure of
spur line costs. While we accepted there was a case for a discount (given the RAB included
existing spur lines funded by Aurizon Network), the distance discount was based on a formula
that was not necessarily based on costs. We were unsure if the distance discount would lead to
efficient prices that were consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act. Aurizon Network
did not provide evidence to show that its proposed distance discount formula (including the
associated parameters), would yield a more efficient outcome than the 2010 AU approach.
Further, our analysis indicated that any particular user could be paying significantly different
prices depending on whether the 2010 AU or Aurizon Network’s 2014 DAU methodologies were
applied. For example, for a new mine with a spur line of less than 25 kilometres there would be
no distance discount despite private incremental costs that could lead to a significant discount
under 2010 AU approach. Alternatively, the distance discount may result in access seekers
receiving a larger discount than they would otherwise under the 2010 AU approach.
We did not consider that this was in the interests of access seekers or access holders given that
the formula had the potential to result in users paying different prices for access. We
considered that it was generally in the interests of access seekers and the public interests to
have consistent pricing methodologies across regulatory periods, unless there was a strong
justification for change. As such, we did not consider that Aurizon Network's approach was
consistent with section 138(2)(d), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act. We also considered that such an
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approach resulted in price discrimination that did not necessarily aid efficiency, so was
inconsistent with section 168A(b).

2010 AU pricing approach
We noted that an advantage of Aurizon Network's proposed approach was that it did not
require the disclosure of spur line private incremental costs. We considered that this was better
addressed through amendments to the 2010 AU approach.
We proposed to amend the 2010 AU approach to require private incremental costs to be
independently assessed for efficiency/prudency prior to such costs being considered as part of
the assessment of a new train service's reference tariff. This amendment would address the
information disclosure concerns and the lack of an independent prudency assessment for
private incremental costs.
Under our proposed approach an access seeker could choose whether it wanted to submit its
private incremental costs for review—if not, the private incremental costs would be deemed to
be nil.
We considered that this amendment to the 2010 AU balanced the interests of access holders
and access seekers and was consistent with the object of Part 5 of the Act.
We remained of the view that—if Aurizon Network decides to fund a spur line in the future—
Aurizon Network should recover the associated costs through a separate agreement with the
relevant mine, rather than through the reference tariff.

New coal‐carrying train services that trigger a new expansion
We considered that the proposed pricing approach for new train services utilising a
mine‐specific spur line needed to be consistently applied across all users. We considered that
this was in the interest of access seekers and was consistent with the object of Part 5 of the
QCA Act. Therefore, where appropriate, we considered that the private infrastructure costs of
expanding users should be taken into consideration when establishing access charges for
expanding users.
Consistent with the expansion pricing principles (see section 16.5.2 of this final decision), we
considered that access seekers should pay, at a minimum, an access charge that reflected its
share of incremental costs associated with the new coal-carrying train service. For an expanding
user, this would include the incremental costs associated with the expansion.
For access charges to be applied consistently across all users, the minimum revenue
contribution should be set at the same level for all access seekers. Therefore, we considered
that the minimum revenue contribution for all new train services should be calculated as the
sum of the incremental costs of access not arising from an expansion and the higher of either:
any applicable expansion costs; or the sum of AT2 and fifty per cent of AT3 of the relevant
reference tariff (which is equivalent to the minimum CCC in the 2010 AU approach).
Consistent with our pricing approach for new train services utilising a mine‐specific spur line
that do not require an expansion, we considered that expanding users should also obtain a
discount (from the applicable reference tariff) for private infrastructure costs. However, a
discount should only apply to the extent that access charges at least recover the minimum
revenue contribution.
Specifically, to ensure that the proposed pricing approach for new train services utilising a
mine‐specific spur is consistently applied for all users, an access seeker will pay an access charge
reflecting the higher of (on a $/nt basis):
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 the system reference tariff less the discount for private incremental costs
 the minimum revenue contribution—which is calculated as the sum of the incremental cost
of access not arising from an expansion and the higher of:
(a)

AT2 and 50 per cent of AT3 of the applicable reference tariff

(b)

any applicable expansion costs.

We also considered that the access charges associated with AT1 to AT4 tariffs for new train
services should be calculated independently of the access charges associated with the AT5 tariff.
The AT5 tariff is calculated independently from the other tariffs and is solely based on the costs
of electric assets. We considered that not calculating the corresponding access charges for
these tariff groups independently may distort an access seeker's decision of whether to operate
electric or diesel train services. We did not consider that this would be consistent with the
object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
We considered that these amendments to the pricing approach for new mine-specific spur lines
were consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, and appropriately balanced the
interests of access seekers and access holders.

16.6.5

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network considered it unnecessary to include a process requiring an access seeker or
access holder to present its private infrastructure costs to the QCA for approval.271 Rather,
Aurizon Network stated that the QCA should simply inform Aurizon Network of the value of any
private infrastructure costs once approved.
Aurizon Network proposed that a discount for PIC should only be applied where:
 the expansion is socialised with the existing system
 there are multiple expanding users, at least one of whom has mine-specific infrastructure
funded by Aurizon Network and included in the RAB.272
The QRC supported the proposed clause 6.3 in the CDD amended DAU.273

16.6.6

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the pricing approach for new train services utilising a
mine‐specific spur line connected to the CQCN proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
In relation to the requirement that the QCA assess the prudency and efficiency of private
infrastructure costs, we have refined our drafting in the final amended 2014 DAU to address
concerns raised by Aurizon Network.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
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The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 16.13
(1)

(2)

After considering relevant clauses of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, our final decision
is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for new train
services utilising a mine‐specific spur line connected to the CQCN.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to reinstate the 2010 AU pricing approach, with further
amendments (as set out in cl. 6.3 of our final amended DAU) to:
(a)
address information disclosure concerns
(b)

make it consistent with the expansion pricing framework for expanding users.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

16.7

Commercial terms

16.7.1

Aurizon Network’s proposal
The 2014 DAU provides for Aurizon Network to negotiate non-standard arrangements
(commercial terms) in relation to access rights requiring an expansion or a mine-specific spur
line to be funded by Aurizon Network (cl. 6.9).
Under the 2010 AU, Aurizon Network was required to demonstrate access conditions were
necessary to mitigate its exposure to additional financial risks associated with the development
of an expansion or a mine-specific line, and any non-standard arrangements were subject to our
approval.

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network’s proposed commercial term
provisions in the 2014 DAU. We were concerned that the proposed provisions are much more
relaxed than the 2010 AU access condition provisions and could potentially be misused to allow
Aurizon Network to engage in monopoly rent-seeking behaviour.
The QCA cannot require Aurizon Network to fund an expansion unless that requirement is
voluntarily undertaken by Aurizon Network.
Expansion funding can be sourced externally through a SUFA. However, given the transaction
costs associated with a SUFA—especially as it is generally untested—there will be expansions of
the CQCN that Aurizon Network is in the best position to fund. In such circumstances, Aurizon
Network has significant bargaining power when negotiating with access seekers that require
those expansions. Moreover, as pointed out by stakeholders, the commercial term provisions
could potentially be misused to set terms and conditions that discriminate in favour of a related
operator.
It was our view that, given Aurizon Network's unique position as the sole operator of the CQCN,
commercial terms should only be permitted if the intent is to mitigate its exposure to financial
risks associated with funding an expansion. The onus should be on Aurizon Network to
demonstrate the financial risks are legitimate and the proposed commercial terms are
necessary to mitigate these risks.
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Reflecting this, we proposed amendments to the 2014 DAU to reinstate the 2010 AU access
condition provisions, with further amendments to:
 simplify the drafting
 expand its application to all non-standard terms that have cost and risk implications for
Aurizon Network—our approval will be required if Aurizon Network intends to charge an
access charge that varies from the applicable reference tariff
 provide that if the QCA refuses to approve some or all access conditions, Aurizon Network
can enter into negotiations for a separate arrangement with access seekers that will be
regarded as entirely outside of the scope of the access undertaking, and will be subject to
Division 5 of Part 5 of the QCA Act.

16.7.2

Stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network disagreed with expanding the application of commercial terms to all nonstandard terms that have cost and risk implications.274 Aurizon Network stated that conditions
relating to funding are better treated separately to varied terms of access agreements and
having the one mechanism for both sets of circumstances is inappropriate.275
Aurizon Network noted that under our proposal, if access seekers reach a mutually satisfactory
funding arrangement with any other funder, the parties are free to enter into that arrangement
without regulatory approval.276 However, any funding arrangement with Aurizon Network
involves a period of material delay and regulatory risk.277 Aurizon Network did not believe this
can be justified by the claim that user funding is not fully effective as a competitive alternative
to funding by Aurizon Network. Aurizon Network questioned how restrictions in the funding
market provide an outcome that best meets the requirements of section 138(2) of the QCA
Act.278
Aurizon Network said that it is customary for a business operator to take advantage of its
strengths—such as its understanding of the business of investing and operating railway
networks in central Queensland—and this should not be a concern to the regulator.279
Aurizon Network considered that any assessment should be conducted solely on the agreed
access conditions and only commence once that agreement is reached.280 Aurizon Network
questioned the relevance of assessing of the access conditions originally proposed, as the
agreed access conditions would differ following the negotiation process between the parties.281
Aurizon Network considered that the option to undertake negotiations outside of the access
undertaking, for a separate arrangement with access seekers, should be available from the start
of the access conditions process.282 Aurizon Network considered that this has the benefit of no
delays or regulatory risk associated with the approval process—especially where the
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commercial terms agreed with access seekers would not have been approved through the
current process.283 Aurizon Network said that this better meets the criteria of section 138(2) of
the QCA Act.284
Aurizon Network considered that provision 6.13.3(g)(iii) of our proposed changes to the 2014
DAU is unclear.285

Other stakeholders
The QRC supported our proposal, which largely reinstates, but simplifies, the access conditions
clause of the 2010 AU.286 The QRC considered that this helps to ensure Aurizon Network does
not abuse its substantial advantage and significant bargaining power when negotiating access
conditions for projects.287 The QRC said that a SUFA is complex, untested and involves
significant transaction costs.288
Voluntary funding obligation
The QRC supported that Aurizon Network should provide a genuine voluntary funding
obligation in order to signal a willingness to work with the CQCN coal supply chain for its
collective economic benefit. This is particularly critical for small to medium-sized projects, which
will be unsuitable for funding through the SUFA, at least until the SUFA is settled and tested. 289
The QRC also supported that Aurizon Network commit to developing tax-efficient financing
options for access seekers and third party financiers for small to medium expansion projects.290

16.7.3

Consolidated draft decision
We considered regulatory oversight plays a pivotal role in ensuring Aurizon Network did not
leverage its unique position to extract monopoly rents and provide its related parties an unfair
commercial advantage over their respective competitors. We considered that this was in the
interests of access seekers (s. 138 (2)(e) of the QCA Act) and was consistent with Part 5 of the
QCA Act.
The SUFA is designed to limit Aurizon Network's monopoly power in regards to funding
expansions. However, the SUFA is yet to be tested in the CQCN. Therefore, the extent to which
the SUFA is able limit Aurizon Network's monopoly power in regards to expansion funding is
uncertain. Until we could be assured that the SUFA was able to effectively limit Aurizon
Network's monopoly power in regards to funding expansions, we considered that our proposed
amendments provided necessary regulatory oversight to protect access seekers. As such, we
considered that this was consistent with section 138(2)(e) of the QCA Act and the object of Part
5 of the QCA Act.
We were not convinced that this regulatory oversight would result in material delay and
regulatory risk for expansions. We considered that the only regulatory risk faced by Aurizon
Network from our proposed amendments to commercial terms was the potential refusal of
terms deemed to be extracting monopoly rents. In this regard, we considered that our proposal
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balanced the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network with the interests of access
seekers. However, if over time it becomes apparent that the SUFA works effectively to limit
Aurizon Network's monopoly power in funding expansions, we may no longer consider that
such regulatory oversight is necessary.
We acknowledged that other expansion funders were not exposed to the same requirements.
However, the SUFA is untested and Aurizon Network is an established expansion funder. Private
funders of an expansion will need to compete with Aurizon Network to offer better terms and
conditions. While we considered that regulatory oversight was required to limit Aurizon
Network's monopoly power in funding expansions, we did not consider that the same
regulatory oversight was required for other expansion funders.
These provisions do not prevent Aurizon Network taking advantage of its strengths, but rather
are in place to so that Aurizon Network does not abuse its role as the sole operator of the
CQCN.
We considered that the conditions of funding for an expansion and the terms of access
agreements would influence one another, with these terms and conditions affecting the costs
and risks facing the expansion funder. Therefore, we considered that it was appropriate for
both sets of circumstances to be addressed by the same mechanism.
It was our view that an assessment of the proposed access conditions provided further
transparency for access seekers in a more timely manner. While we acknowledged that access
conditions may differ following the negotiation process, assessing these conditions following a
lengthy negotiation period has the potential to delay the expansion process (especially if we
decide not to approve a negotiated outcome). We considered that the avoidance of
unnecessary delays in the assessment process promoted efficient investment in the CQCN,
which was consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
We considered that Aurizon Network should negotiate the terms of an expansion funding within
the requirements of the access undertaking. As noted above, we considered that regulatory
oversight was appropriate to protect access seekers. Given that the SUFA was untested and that
Aurizon Network was not obliged to fund an expansion, we considered that it was in the
interest of access seekers to negotiate the terms of an expansion funding within the
requirements of the access undertaking, as the outcome of the regulatory process may inform
the access seekers' decision. As such, we considered that this proposal was consistent with
section 138(2)(e) of the QCA Act and the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.
We considered that our proposed amendments to the commercial terms strengthened the
credibility of the pricing obligations in the 2014 DAU, by setting out the boundaries for
negotiation of commercial terms, as well as mechanisms to prevent misuse. This is consistent
with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, and appropriately balances the interest of access
seekers, access holders and train operators, with Aurizon Network's legitimate business
interests.
Voluntary funding obligation
We acknowledged the access condition provisions did not fully address the concerns with
respect to expansion funding, which remained given the lack of a funding obligation in the 2014
DAU. As noted in section 12.5.2, we considered that a funding obligation in the 2014 DAU would
be welcomed by stakeholders and would provide a signal of Aurizon Network's commitment to
work collaboratively in seeking economic gains for the CQCN coal supply chain.
Under section 119 of the QCA Act, Aurizon Network cannot be obliged to fund an expansion,
unless all of the requirements of the QCA Act have been satisfied.
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In our IDD amended DAU, we included clause 6.13.3(g)(iii) to meet the requirements of section
119(4), 119(4A) and 119(4B) of the QCA Act. However, we considered that the inclusion of this
clause is no longer necessary.

16.7.4

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network reiterated that it considers it inappropriate for the access conditions to apply
to all non-standard terms that have cost and risk implications, where such terms are not linked
to the provision of funding (discussed in section 16.3 of this final decision).291
Aurizon Network considered that its 2014 DAU commercial terms provisions should be
approved, along with its 2014 DAU proposal for Part 8. Aurizon Network noted that the access
conditions are inextricably linked to the network development and expansion process.292
Aurizon Network considered that it is inappropriate (and is beyond its power) for the QCA to
require Aurizon Network and access seekers to either negotiate on the basis of the access
conditions approved by the QCA, or alternatively enter into negotiations outside the scope of
the undertaking.293 Aurizon Network noted that section 119 of the QCA Act requires the QCA to
make access determinations that are consistent with an undertaking.294 Aurizon Network
proposed that access conditions be amended to preserve the right to either:
 revert to the standard form of the access agreement
 terminate an existing access agreement, where the QCA seeks to impose non-standard
terms, or access conditions not sought by Aurizon Network.295
QRC supported clause 6.13 of our CDD amended DAU.296
Asciano was concerned that Aurizon Network and other parties (including related parties) are
allowed to negotiate alternative arrangements that have reduced regulatory oversight, which
could adversely impact on other access holders.297

16.7.5

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the commercial term provisions proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
We do not consider that negotiations for access conditions should occur unconstrained. We
maintain that regulatory oversight plays a pivotal role in preventing Aurizon Network from
leveraging its unique position to extract monopoly rents and provide its related parties an unfair
commercial advantage over their respective competitors and consider that our proposed
methodology for negotiating access conditions remains appropriate.
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To address Aurizon Network's concerns in regards to negotiating access conditions outside the
scope of the undertaking, we have refined the access conditions provisions in the final amended
DAU.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Part 6 of the 2014 DAU for it to be
approved are set out in the final amended DAU. This includes the further refinements as set out
above.

Final decision 16.14
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposal for the commercial term provisions in
the 2014 DAU, our final decision is to refuse to approve the proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend its 2014
DAU is to reinstate the 2010 AU access condition provisions, with further
amendments (as set out in clause 6.13 of our final amended DAU), to:
(a)

simplify the drafting

(b)

expand its application to all non-standard terms that have cost and risk
implications.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.
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REFERENCE TARIFFS
Reference tariffs and related provisions in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU provide
the basis for determining and recovering access charges. These tariffs apply to Aurizon Network,
access seekers, access holders, and other stakeholders.
Upon applying the factors in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we consider the reference tariffs and
related provisions in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU are not appropriate, so our final
decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed reference tariff arrangements. The
way we consider it appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend its 2014 DAU is to make the
following amendments to Schedule F and related reference tariff calculations:
 Remove the proposed rebalancing of the tariff structure and modify the adjustments that
were made to address the impact of the increase in AT2 tariffs.
 Modify tariff calculations for specific train services based on the appropriate application of
pricing principles.
 Modify selected general reference train service characteristics.
 Modify selected revenue cap adjustments, including the removal of proposed revenue
adjustments to the AT1 tariff that seek to minimise its variability and incorporate this tariff
component in the revenue cap.
 Limit review events to events that are not foreseeable and not within the control of Aurizon
Network.
Our final decision on the pricing arrangements for WIRP train services is presented separately in
Chapter 18.
The detailed drafting of Schedule F attached to this final decision sets out the way in which we
consider it is appropriate to amend the 2014 DAU.
Appendix A summarises our changes to Aurizon Network's proposed modelling assumptions and
methodologies.
Appendix B details our reference tariffs (AT1–AT5), and associated revenue caps, for each system.

17.1

Introduction
Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU reference tariffs comprise:
 charges calculated for reference and cross-system train services derived from reference
tariff inputs298 which may be subject to system discounts
 take-or-pay charges.
As discussed in Chapter 15, the existing multi-part reference tariff structure largely reflects the
tariff structure developed initially for UT1. The tariff structure has seven different reference
tariff inputs.299

298

Reference tariff inputs are AT1, AT2, AT3, AT4, AT5, electric energy charge (EC) and the QCA levy.
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See section 15.2 of our initial draft decision for a more detailed explanation of the existing CQCN tariff
structure.
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Take-or-pay charges are intended to provide a price signal to customers about contracting for
the capacity they will most likely use. The proposed 2014 DAU take-or-pay arrangements are
discussed in further detail in Chapter 19.
The figure below outlines the reference tariff and take-or-pay charges for access to the CQCN as
proposed by Aurizon Network in the 2014 DAU. The take-or-pay charge for a particular access
holder depends on the access undertaking in place when the access agreement was executed.
Figure 3 Reference tariff arrangements in the CQCN

Note: In addition to the tariff components above, a QCA levy recovers costs separate to the approved MAR.

Reference tariff provisions in Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU include:


provisions about reference train service characteristics which
 provide certainty to an access holder that it will pay the reference tariff if it meets the
reference train service characteristics
 facilitate the contracting of access rights for an access seeker.

 revenue cap arrangements which provide Aurizon Network with greater certainty that it will
recover its maximum allowable revenue (MAR) and provide greater certainty and
transparency to access holders as annual reference tariff variations can be expected to
reflect revenue cap adjustment outcomes.
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Overview

17.2.1

Aurizon Network's proposal

Reference tariffs

Reference tariff structure
Aurizon Network did not propose changing the reference tariff structure in Schedule F of the
2014 DAU (cl. 2.2) from the structure in place since UT1, but proposed a major rebalancing of
this tariff structure.
Aurizon Network proposed significant increases to the AT2 reference tariff in various systems; it
said the CQCN is capacity constrained and the AT2 tariff for each system should better reflect
the cost of the next expansion on each system. The increase in the AT2 tariff component
resulted in largely offsetting reductions in the allocative tariff components (AT3 and AT4).
Consistent with pricing arrangements in UT3, Aurizon Network applied a capacity (diesel)
multiplier to adjust the AT2 charge for the incremental capacity consumption of a diesel train
service where applicable.
Aurizon Network proposed that potential adverse implications of the significant increase in the
AT2 tariff be addressed through the following measures:
 changing the calculation of charges for cross-system train services
 changing the calculation of minimum contribution to common costs (CCC)
 setting the AT4 charge for the Newlands system to zero for all years in the UT4 regulatory
period.
Aurizon Network also proposed the use of discounted reference tariffs in place of rebate
arrangements for a number of existing spur line users who have signed access facilitation deeds
(AFD) with Aurizon Network in previous regulatory periods.300 The system discount reflects
contributed capital on a particular single user spur.

Wiggins Island Rail Project (WIRP) Stage 1
In August 2014, as part of the 2014 DAU process, Aurizon Network provided us with a
submission on its proposed revenue and pricing treatment of WIRP Stage 1.301 This submission
contained:
 proposed allocations of capital expenditure, maintenance and operating costs by customer
group (including existing customers)
 revenue smoothing applied from 2015–16 when the WIRP infrastructure is included in the
capital indicator
 WIRP volumes set at 90 per cent of contracts for pricing purposes.
Aurizon Network proposed that the incremental costs associated with WIRP Stage 1 should be
'socialised' within the Moura and Blackwater systems. By 'socialisation' it was meant that all
users of the Moura and Blackwater systems would be required to share the costs and risks of
the WIRP infrastructure, rather than only those users who wanted the expansion. Submissions
from stakeholders on Aurizon Network's submission provided opposing views on whether the
incremental costs of WIRP should be socialised in this manner.

300
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Subsequently, in December 2014, Aurizon Network provided a WIRP pricing proposal based on
the 2010 AU pricing principles.302
In July 2015, we published a supplementary draft decision that considered Aurizon Network's
2014 DAU submission relating to WIRP pricing arrangements under the 2014 DAU ('WIRP draft
decision'). Our final decision on WIRP train services is separately presented in Chapter 18.

Goonyella to Abbot Point Expansion (GAPE) project
In September 2013, we approved Aurizon Network's draft amending access undertaking (DAAU)
to establish the Goonyella to Abbot Point system (GAP) and applicable reference tariffs.303
Our approval was based on our acceptance of the:
 establishment of GAP as a new rail system within the CQCN
 setting of new reference tariffs for the GAP system for the remaining years of the 2010 AU
regulatory period (2011–12 and 2012–13)
 setting of a transitional reference tariff for the GAP system for 2013–14.
Related pricing arrangements outlined in the 2013 GAPE DAAU were deferred to the 2014 DAU
approval process including:
 the proposed allocation of GAPE costs to the Newlands system and resultant pricing
arrangements
 recovery of equity raising costs (considered in Chapter 14)
 cost recovery principles for future new customers connecting to the GAPE infrastructure.
Cost recovery principles for new customers connecting to an existing system are discussed
further in Chapter 16. The remaining aspects are evaluated further in section 17.4.

New reference tariffs
Since the beginning of 2013–14, Aurizon Network has sought approval for new 'transitional'
reference tariffs for new train services between:
 Middlemount mine and Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal (DBCT)
 Caval Ridge mine and Hay Point Services Coal Terminal (HPSCT).
In addition, Aurizon Network proposed its electric investments in the Rolleston branch line be
recovered from the Blackwater AT5 tariff because the forecast incremental cost is lower than
the Blackwater AT5 charge.304

Other Schedule F provisions
Schedule F of the 2014 DAU contains provisions about reference train service characteristics
similar to those in the 2010 AU, modified to clarify specific characteristics and exclude
unnecessary ones.305
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Schedule F of the 2014 DAU also contains processes for amending access charges similar to
those in the 2010 AU, modified to consider factors outside Aurizon Network's direct control
(including demand).306
Aurizon Network proposed revenue adjustments associated with the AT1 tariff to minimise its
variability and incorporate this tariff component in the revenue cap. Aurizon Network advised
that the exclusion of AT1 revenue from the revenue cap exposes it to volume risk because a
significant proportion of its maintenance costs are not sensitive to volume changes in the short
run.307

17.2.2

Outline of the QCA assessment
Our final decisions in this chapter have considered the application of section 138(2) of the QCA
Act as set out in section 15.2.
For the reasons given in Chapter 15, we are concerned that many of the proposed changes in
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU will increase the complexity of pricing arrangements that are
already complex, resulting in adverse and unclear consequences for some customers.
We consider that the existing pricing structures should be simplified. Aurizon Network should
follow a more strategic approach, supported by full customer consultation, to the development
of pricing arrangements for UT5. We therefore propose not to approve the more material
changes that would result in the rebalancing of the tariff structure.
This is consistent with the application of section 138(2)(h) of the QCA Act, relating to matters
affecting access holders and addressing the need for simplicity and clarity. We also consider
this approach to be consistent with Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests (s. 138(2)(b)
of the QCA Act) as it is able to recover its efficient costs. It is also in the interests of access
seekers and holders as it should minimise the level of tariff rebalances which may be needed to
transition to a longer-term pricing arrangement.
This chapter provides our assessment of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU on reference tariff
calculations, reference train service characteristics, revenue cap adjustments and reference
tariff variation events. It also addresses issues on the pricing of new coal carrying train services.
Our detailed consideration of these matters is reflected in the marked-up drafting of Schedule F
of the final amended DAU.
Appendix A summarises our changes to Aurizon Network's proposed modelling assumptions
and methodologies.
Appendix B provides updated reference tariffs and allowable revenues based on our changes for
this final decision.

17.3

Reference tariff structure and derivation
Although Aurizon Network did not propose changing the reference tariff structure in Schedule F
of the 2014 DAU (cl. 2.2), it proposed a major rebalancing of its tariff arrangements.
Our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
rebalancing of its tariff arrangements. We considered it appropriate to amend Schedule F of the
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2014 DAU and Aurizon Network's pricing model by reversing the range of changes proposed and
generally retaining the existing 2010 AU arrangements.
For the reasons outlined in Chapter 15, we consider that Aurizon Network's proposed changes
would result in pricing arrangements that are overly complex. Furthermore, the proposed
changes would result in 'winners and losers' that were difficult to identify. It would be
preferable to take a more strategic approach for UT5, supported by full customer consultation.
Below, we discuss the following tariff issues:
 incremental maintenance charge (AT1 tariff)
 incremental capacity charge (AT2) and associated changes to address the impact of proposed
AT2 increases over UT4
 system discount
 electric access charge (AT5 tariff).

17.3.1

Incremental maintenance charge (AT1)
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network said the AT1 maintenance component (which is levied on a dollar per thousand
gtk basis), should signal the long-run change in maintenance costs that result from an increase
in volume, recognising that some of these costs were fixed in the short run.308
Aurizon Network's proposed AT1 tariff component for the UT4 period was:
 based on the AT1 tariff rate approved as at 1 July 2009 (as part of the 2010 AU)
 escalated yearly by the maintenance cost index (MCI) to the beginning of the UT4 period of 1
July 2013 (equal to a cumulative rate of 19.5 per cent over the period)
 escalated by forecast CPI (2.5 per cent) each year over the UT4 period.
Aurizon Network also proposed including AT1 in the revenue cap in order to reduce its volume
risk.309 This matter is discussed further in section 17.7 of this final decision.

Summary of the initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve the AT1 reference tariff as proposed by
Aurizon Network. While we accepted the base-year AT1 rate as calculated by Aurizon Network
(by escalating the UT3 rate using the MCI), we proposed that the base-year AT1 be escalated
over the UT4 period using the approved forecast MCI from our MAR draft decision.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.3 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed AT 1 calculation approach.
We would approve an amendment to the 2014 DAU, to escalate the AT 1 according to the MCI
over the 2014 DAU regulatory period.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.3 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'Incremental maintenance charge (AT1)'.
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Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision to escalate the AT1 rate according to the
forecast MCI over the 2014 DAU regulatory period. Aurizon Network noted that it would be
exposed to additional volume risk should the MCI vary from forecast.310

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals relating to the AT1 reference
tariff in the 2014 DAU.
Our initial draft decision was that the AT1 reference tariff should remain unchanged from the
approach used in previous access undertakings since UT1.
As Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision and we did not receive any new
information from other stakeholders, our consolidated draft decision was to maintain our initial
draft decision to escalate Aurizon Network's proposed base-year AT1 rate by the approved MCI
over the UT4 regulatory period. We considered our proposed approach provides an appropriate
balance among the interests of Aurizon Network and access seekers and access holders under
section 138(2) of the QCA Act.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with how we determined the initial AT1 for 2013–14. They
proposed to escalate the 2009–10 AT1 reference tariff in accordance with the ‘actual’ MCI
applicable for the UT3 regulatory period.311

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the AT1 reference tariff proposed by Aurizon Network
in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concern raised by Aurizon Network in response to our CDD. We remain
of the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result,
our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
However, we agree with Aurizon Network that a refinement to our escalation approach for the
AT1 tariff is appropriate. In our initial and consolidated draft decisions, we accepted Aurizon
Network’s proposed AT1 tariff component for the UT4 period as we understood it was
calculated by escalating the AT1 tariff rate approved as at 1 July 2009 by the MCI to the
beginning of the UT4 period. Since the CDD, Aurizon Network has said that its proposed 2014
DAU approach derived the MCI factor for the UT3 period using their proposed UT4 MCI
methodology.
We have accepted the revised AT1 tariffs for 2013–14 provided to us by Aurizon Network since
our CDD that have been derived by escalating the approved 2009–10 AT1 tariff using the
approved actual MCI over the UT3 period.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
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The amendments we require to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to be approved are set out in
the final amended DAU. This includes the refinement as set out above.

17.3.2

Incremental capacity charge (AT2)
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed the following based on its view that the CQCN is
capacity constrained:
 For each system, the AT2 tariff should better reflect the cost of the next expansion in order
to provide more effective pricing signals for incremental capacity costs.312
 Expansion costs are now considerably higher and the nature of the forward-looking
investment path had materially changed since the beginning of UT1. For example, the
Blackwater system's investment path had focused on duplication, which would be
completed with the WIRP upgrade.313
 As the AT2 tariff depended on the scope, scale and timing of the expansions considered, the
following common corridor expansions are appropriate for calculating the relevant systemspecific AT2 charge:
 Blackwater: Rocklands to Stanwell and Dingo to Bluff duplication projects
 Goonyella: Goonyella rail expansion project (HPX3) and an additional 30 mtpa to
Dudgeon Point (excluding any port-specific investment)
 GAPE and Newlands: a 25 million tonne expansion to Abbot Point (only considering the
expansion costs in line sections common to both systems).314
 For the Moura System, the existing AT2 tariff should be escalated by CPI. An AT2 charge
based on expanding that system to support WIRP Stage 2 would materially exceed the MAR,
resulting in the long-run marginal cost exceeding the historical total actual cost.315
The table below summarises Aurizon Network's proposed AT2 tariffs for the different coal
systems.
Table 4

AT2 incremental capacity charge ($ per train path, nominal)
2014 DAU
proposed (2013–14)

2010 AU (2012–13)

Variation

Blackwater

5,030

1,970

155%

Goonyella

2,488

1,248

99%

612

590

4%

Newlands

6,976

264

2,544%

GAPE (June 2013 GAPE
DAAU)

6,976

12,249

–43%

System

Moura

Source: 2014 DAU; 2010 AU; June 2013 GAPE DAAU.
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Consistent with pricing under the 2010 AU, Aurizon Network included a capacity (diesel)
multiplier, which estimates the incremental capacity consumption of a diesel train service in
each of the Blackwater and Goonyella systems. The proposed increase in the AT2 tariffs
amplifies the signal from this capacity (diesel) multiplier.
Proposed changes to mitigate AT2 impact
Aurizon Network proposed that the potential adverse implications of the significant increases in
AT2 tariffs should be addressed through such measures as:
 calculating the minimum CCC for existing mines at Minerva, Lake Vermont (to RG Tanna),
Rolleston and Middlemount using a 5 per cent per annum escalation factor over the 2014
DAU regulatory period, and calculating the base CCC using 2012–13 reference tariffs
 reducing the AT4 rate for the Newlands system to zero for all years in the 2014 DAU
regulatory period to offset the reduction in the distance taper resulting from the increase in
the AT2 charge (since both AT2 and AT4 have a pricing unit which is not distance related)316,317
 changing the 2010 AU treatment of tariff components AT3 and AT4 in the calculation of crosssystem train services to ensure that the proposed AT2 increase to the Blackwater and
Goonyella systems does not unreasonably disadvantage cross-system train services.318

Summary of the initial draft decision
Incremental capacity charge (AT2)
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed changes to the
AT2 reference tariffs and related changes that sought to address the consequential effects.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.1 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing matters relating to
the AT2 tariffs. We would approve amendments to the 2014 DAU, to:
(a)

escalate the 2012–13 AT2 tariffs from the 2010 AU by CPI over the 2014 DAU regulatory
period

(b)

remove the adjustments that were made to address the impact of the increase in AT 2
tariffs as follows:
(i)

revert the calculation of the charge for cross‐system train services to the 2010 AU
approved approach for AT3 and AT4 tariffs

(ii)

revert the calculation of minimum contribution to common costs (CCC) to the
2010 AU approved approach

(iii)

reset the AT4 tariffs for the Newlands system to the standard calculation
approach used in other systems for all years in the 2014 DAU regulatory period.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.3 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'Incremental capacity charge (AT2)'.
As outlined in Chapter 15 of the initial draft decision, we considered that the current approach
to reference tariffs was too complex. Prior to changes that will have diverse effects on users, a
more transparent and rigorous review of the future structure of reference tariffs should occur.

316

This adjustment offsets the increase in costs in the AT2 rate with a reduction in costs allocated to the AT4
rate (and an increase in costs allocated to the distance related AT3 rate).
317
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 241–242; sub. 77: 81.
318
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 194.
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Moreover, it was not clear that Aurizon Network's proposed AT2 tariffs were set at the most
efficient level for future expansions. The AT2 tariffs appeared to be based on large rather than
small capacity increments (e.g. Dudgeon Point coal terminal for Goonyella). In addition, a
number of port expansion projects identified by Aurizon Network (for example, Dudgeon Point
coal terminal319) were no longer being considered for development.
As a result, we were not persuaded that the proposed AT2 tariff rates were consistent with the
requirements of section 168A of the QCA Act.
Capacity (diesel) multiplier
Our initial draft decision also considered the application of the 'diesel' multiplier to the AT2
charge for diesel trains in the Blackwater and Goonyella systems. This diesel multiplier was
intended to provide a price signal about the opportunity cost of operating a train that varies
substantially from the standard train and consumes more network capacity than the reference
train.
The capacity multiplier was set in UT1, and reflected the relative performance of electric versus
diesel trains at that time. However, the train fleet has changed considerably since UT1 and the
relative performance of the two forms of locomotive is now similar. As no evidence was
provided that operating a diesel train varied substantially from an electric train and consumes
more network capacity, we were not persuaded that the proposed multiplier rates were
consistent with the requirements of sections 138 and 168A of the QCA Act.
Therefore, we removed the diesel multiplier from our calculation of reference tariffs in our
initial draft decision.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.2 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed capacity 'diesel' multiplier.
We would approve an amendment to the 2014 DAU to remove the capacity 'diesel' multiplier.
We will reconsider this issue if there is evidence to support the continued use of the capacity
'diesel' multiplier.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.3 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'Capacity diesel multiplier'.

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
The table below summarises stakeholders' comments on our initial draft decision on AT2 tariffs.
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NQBP media release: http://www.nqbp.com.au/media-statement-cancellation-of-declaration-for-dudgeonpoint-coal-terminals-project: Cancellation of Declaration for Dudgeon Point Coal Terminals Project.
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Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision on AT2 tariff changes
Issues

AT2 tariffs

Stakeholders' comments
Aurizon Network considered that our AT2 reference tariffs do not provide an
appropriate price signal of the cost of creating network capacity. However, it was
prepared to accept our position on the basis that it has the opportunity to
reassess AT2 as part of any future pricing review. In addition, Aurizon Network
proposed that the AT2 tariff be escalated using the mid-point of the RBA's target
rate of inflation for the remaining years of UT4.320
The QRC had some concerns with our initial draft decision to reject the increase
of revenue recovery through AT2. However, it generally accepted the initial draft
decision pending the completion of a full review of reference tariffs.321

Calculation of charge for
cross-system train services

Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision that the calculation of
the charges for cross-system train services should remain unchanged from the
2010 AU approved approach for AT3 and AT4 tariffs. It contends that its 2014 DAU
approach for calculating cross-system reference tariffs was developed at the
request of QRC to improve consistency between the ways tariffs are derived and
revenues allocated. Aurizon Network reiterated its proposal to:
 calculate the AT3 cross-system reference tariff as the average AT3 in each
system, weighted in accordance with the distance travelled
 set the AT4 cross-system reference tariff equal to the applicable reference
tariff of the origin system.322
The QRC maintained its support for Aurizon Network's proposal to amend the AT3
and AT4 calculation methodologies for cross-system train services. QRC said that
it is not aware of any stakeholders that have an objection to the change, and
does not consider that this improvement should be deferred. 323

Capacity 'diesel' multiplier

While Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision, it sought to clarify
that there is no such thing as a 'diesel multiplier'. It stated that there is only a
capacity multiplier, which is applicable to train services independent of traction
choice.324
The QRC stated that it is relying on the QCA to determine the appropriateness
and magnitude of the diesel multiplier without further comments. 325
Asciano supported removing the diesel capacity multiplier.326

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals relating to the AT2 reference
tariff in the 2014 DAU.
Incremental capacity charge (AT2)
Aurizon Network accepted our initial draft decision on the basis that it will have the opportunity
to reassess AT2 as part of any future pricing review. In addition, we did not receive any new
information from stakeholders.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 245.
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 43–44.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 246–248.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 41–42.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 248.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 44.
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Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 76: 23.
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We therefore maintained our analysis and conclusions from the initial draft decision. Our
consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed changes to
the AT2 reference tariffs and related changes that seek to address consequential effects, with
the exception of the calculation of charges for cross-system train services.
Calculation of charges for cross-system train services
Our analysis of the 2010 AU approach to calculating AT3 and AT4 for cross-system train services
(which we also proposed in our IDD amended DAU) showed that:
 AT3 is set at the maximum of the origin AT3 or destination AT3, while the revenues are largely
allocated according to the distance travelled
 AT4 is set at the maximum of the origin AT4 or destination AT4 while the revenues are fully
allocated to the origin system.
Therefore, cross-system train services that predominantly travel in one system may be exposed
to the higher AT3 and AT4 of the other system.
Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU approach aligns the derivation of the AT3 and AT4 tariffs
with how revenues are allocated; it sets the AT3 based on a weighted average of distance
travelled in the origin and destination systems and sets the AT4 equal to the origin AT4 tariff.
We considered that Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU approach which aligns the
derivation of the AT3 and AT4 tariffs with how revenues are allocated is appropriate and does
not adversely affect other stakeholders. We considered Aurizon Network's proposal provides an
appropriate balance among the interests of Aurizon Network and access seekers and access
holders under section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
Capacity (diesel) multiplier
Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision to remove the diesel multiplier. We did
not receive any new information from other stakeholders that persuaded us to reconsider this
position. Therefore, our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed capacity 'diesel' multiplier.
As our initial draft decision concluded, we were not persuaded that the proposed diesel
multiplier rates are consistent with the requirements of sections 138 and 168A of the QCA Act.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said it was prepared to accept our decision to remove the capacity ‘diesel’
multiplier, provided that the impact is limited to the reference tariff modelling only.327
BMA and Asciano agreed with our decision to remove the capacity 'diesel' multiplier.328 Asciano
said that since Aurizon Network has been applying the multiplier to diesel train services since
the beginning of the UT4 period (i.e. from 2013–14 to 2015–16), these charges should be
refunded to end users.329

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the AT2 reference tariffs, and the related changes
proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 235.
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 122: 8; Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 13.
329
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 13.
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We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result,
remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider that the calculation of a capacity multiplier for any train service should be
developed in accordance with clause 6.2.3(c) of the final amended DAU. This clause is
applicable to both diesel and electric trains which consume more capacity than the reference
train. Given that the specification of the reference train can be either diesel or electric, we
consider that a multiplier should not be applied based on traction choice alone.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we require to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to be approved are set out in
the final amended DAU. This includes the further refinements as set out above.

17.3.3

System discount
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed discounted reference tariffs in place of rebate
arrangements for a number of existing spur users who have signed access facilitation deeds
(AFDs) with Aurizon Network in previous regulatory periods.330
An AFD is a financial agreement stating that a spur user pays upfront capital and interest costs
for the construction of mine-specific infrastructure (MSI) (in order to connect to a rail mainline
for coal export), in which a rebate (with a value equivalent to the return on and return of capital
for that MSI) is then returned to that spur user.
Where a single-user spur (or part thereof) subsequently becomes a multi-user spur, Aurizon
Network proposed to have the relevant portion of those assets included in the system reference
tariff with the discount reduced accordingly. Aurizon Network would then reimburse the
original user through a return to the rebate arrangement.
Aurizon Network submitted that its proposal eliminates the need to rebate revenue that should
not have been collected and avoids the complexity of calculating individual allowable revenues
for each spur line.331

Summary of our initial draft decision
We concluded that there was not strong justification for moving from rebate arrangements to a
system discount applicable to the system reference tariff for mines with contributed capital on
a single-user spur. The rebate arrangements provided a transparent approach to refunding the
capital charge associated with the contributed assets. We were not convinced that the
proposed discount resulted in an equivalent outcome to the existing rebate arrangements. In
addition, maintaining rebates allowed a consistent approach for single-user and multi-user
spurs.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.4 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed system discounts. We
would approve an amendment to the 2014 DAU, to:

330
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Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 238.
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 238.
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remove the system discount and revert to the rebate arrangements in place under the
2010 AU

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.3 of the initial draft decision under the
heading 'System discount'.

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
While Aurizon Network was neutral to the QCA's position on this matter, it believed further
variations to the reference tariffs would not be unduly onerous or confusing, and the system
discount approach promoted effective competition in upstream and downstream markets.332

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we did not consider it appropriate to approve Aurizon Network's proposed system
discounts.
Aurizon Network was neutral to our initial draft decision, which removed the proposed system
discount and maintained the existing rebate arrangements. We also did not receive any new
information from other stakeholders that persuaded us to reconsider our initial draft decision.
We remained unconvinced that the proposed discount leads to an equivalent outcome to the
existing rebate arrangements. Rebates provide transparency for refunding the capital charge
associated with contributed assets, and consistency for single and multi-user spurs.
We considered that a transparent approach to refunding the capital charge is in the interests of
access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act), and also recognises Aurizon
Network's legitimate business interests as it does not adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability
to earn revenue that reflects its efficient costs or reasonable rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g)
of the QCA Act).
For these reasons, our consolidated draft decision was to maintain the existing rebate
arrangements.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said they agree with our CDD conditional on the QCA accepting Aurizon
Network's response to the treatment of rebate adjustments (considered in section 17.7 of this
final decision).333

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the system discount arrangement proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or submissions on this issue in response to
our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in
our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

332
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 249.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 232.
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The amendments we require to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to be approved are set out in
the final amended DAU.

17.3.4

Electric access charge (AT5)
Overview
In April 2013, Aurizon Network submitted the 2013 Blackwater Electric Traction Pricing DAAU to
the QCA for approval under the 2010 AU. This DAAU set out the principles for calculating the
Blackwater AT5 into the future, with Aurizon Network's intention to use these principles to
develop a revised Blackwater AT5 that would be implemented over the UT4 and UT5 regulatory
periods.
In November 2013, we refused to approve the 2013 Blackwater Electric Traction Pricing DAAU.
In January 2014, Aurizon Network withdrew its 2013 DAAU. Aurizon Network said it would
continue to consult with the QCA and industry prior to submitting any further DAAU on
Blackwater AT5 pricing.
In our CDD, we derived the Blackwater AT5 tariff on a consistent basis to previous access
undertakings.

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
In regards to the AT5 tariff, Aurizon Operations stated:
 the use of a fully distributed cost pricing model is not appropriate for substitutable services
 the application of the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act (s. 69E) does not extend to promoting
competition for the declared service
 the cost associated with AT5 for an individual access holder should not be dependent on the
traction choice decisions of other users of the declared service
 the deferral of revenue associated with the application of an efficient price will only reduce
the efficiency of future prices and represent an asymmetric risk to current users of electric
services
 the pricing arrangements must not preclude the service provider from recovering its efficient
investment
 there is a need to obtain objective evidence of the performance differential between electric
and diesel powered locomotives.334
Furthermore, Aurizon Operations said the overhead power system in the Blackwater system
was expanded on the basis of industry consultation and endorsement of the investment.
Aurizon Operations said that it relied on this endorsement to invest in electric traction
locomotives with the continued objective of improving the efficient utilisation of the
infrastructure.335
Aurizon Operations considered that the AT5 tariff for the Blackwater system:
 does not establish an efficient AT5 tariff
 does not promote competition in the rail haulage market

334
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 11–12.
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 12.
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 incorrectly promotes competition for the declared service
 does not promote efficient utilisation of the overhead facilities.336
Noting that the consideration of these matters may be deferred to coincide with a broader
pricing review, Aurizon Operations considered that the final decision should provide
appropriate guidance as to the economic and legal principles that must be satisfied in that
review. Aurizon Operations considered that the final decision should include appropriate
amendments which achieve the following principles:
 Determine efficient AT5 tariffs based on the forecast gross tonne kilometres (GTK) which
operate between an electrified origin and destination.
 Adequately and effectively address any consequential revenue shortfall from differences
between the relevant forecast gtk and the forecast electric gtk to the access provider
without having a distortionary impact on traction choice or discriminatory impact between
system users.337
Aurizon Operations also considered that we should ensure that the undertaking includes
adequate measures which provide for users of electric traction in the Blackwater system to be
compensated for any economic losses arising from the deferral of this issue.338

QCA analysis and final decision
We consider that the structure of the AT5 tariff within the current pricing arrangements
remains, on the whole, appropriate for the remainder of the 2014 DAU period. We consider
that the AT5 tariff is largely consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, the pricing
principles in section 168A of the QCA Act and appropriately balances the interests of Aurizon
Network, access seekers and access holders.
Notwithstanding this, we consider that it is appropriate to review the AT5 tariff arrangements as
part of the longer-term review of pricing arrangements. In particular, we acknowledge that
there may be an issue with the AT5 tariff being an average price, which tends to push up the
price early in the life of an asset, when the efficient economic signal would be a lower price.
Aurizon Network has stated that the pricing arrangements for electric traction will be
considered as part of a comprehensive review of the existing tariff structure.339
We do not consider it appropriate to direct any future review of the AT5 tariff arrangements to
be consistent with the principles stated by Aurizon Operations. Determining the AT5 tariff based
on the forecast gtk which operates between an electrified origin and destination may lead to
material revenue shortfalls from differences between the relevant forecast gtk and the forecast
electric gtk (egtk). This could potentially result in electric infrastructure costs being recovered
from diesel operators, depending on the recovery mechanism. As noted in our draft decision on
the 2013 Blackwater AT5 DAAU, any pricing mechanism that seeks to allocate electric access
costs to diesel operators may not promote effective competition in the above‐rail market in
Blackwater and may adversely affect the interests of some access holders and some customers.
We consider that the AT5 tariff should be constructed to maximise the recovery of the efficient
electric infrastructure costs so that any revenue shortfalls are expected to be immaterial.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 12.
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 13.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 13.
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Overall, we do not consider it appropriate to outline principles that must be applied in a future
review of the AT5 tariff as this may limit the scope of such a review, nor do we consider it
appropriate to state principles without consulting affected stakeholders first.
While we would be supportive of appropriate improvements to the AT5 tariff structure, we do
not consider that users of electric traction in the Blackwater system should be compensated for
maintaining the current arrangements over the remainder of the 2014 DAU regulatory period.
As noted above, we consider that the current AT5 tariff arrangements are appropriate over the
remainder of the 2014 DAU regulatory period and note that electric traction users made
relevant investment decisions under the current arrangements.

17.3.5

Conclusion
Our proposed amendments are in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and
(h) of the QCA Act) because they result in a relatively stable profile of access charges, which
reduces uncertainty. Our proposed amendments also recognise Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests because they do not adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn
revenue that reflects its efficient costs and appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the
QCA Act). Therefore, our proposed changes appropriately balance the interests of Aurizon
Network and access seekers and access holders under section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
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Final decision 17.1
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed changes to its tariff arrangements, our
final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
escalate the 2012–13 AT2 tariffs from the 2010 AU by CPI over the 2014 DAU
regulatory period
(b)

remove the adjustments that were made to address the impact of the increase
in AT2 tariffs as follows:
(i)

revert the calculation of minimum contribution to common costs to the
2010 AU approved approach

(ii)

reset the AT4 tariffs for the Newlands system to the standard
calculation approach used in other systems for all years in the 2014 DAU
regulatory period.

(c)

remove the proposed capacity 'diesel' multiplier

(d)

escalate the approved AT1 tariff as at 2009–10 by the approved actual MCI to
the beginning of the UT4 period

(e)

escalate the AT1 according to the MCI over the 2014 DAU regulatory period

(f)

remove the system discount and revert to the rebate arrangements in place
under the 2010 DAU.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

17.4

Impact of the GAPE project on pricing arrangements

17.4.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed pricing arrangements for the GAPE project are largely
consistent with its 2013 GAPE DAAU proposal. These proposed pricing arrangements affect the
reference tariffs and allowable revenues for the Newlands system (cl. 9) and GAP system (cl. 10)
in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
Key aspects of the pricing arrangements for the GAPE project proposed in Aurizon Network's
2014 DAU price modelling are the:
 inclusion of the GAP system which comprises the rail infrastructure connecting the
Goonyella and Newlands systems340 and infrastructure enhancements required in the
Goonyella and Newland systems
 allocation of GAPE capital costs by customer type to ensure that customers who benefit
from capital works pay for them, in particular:
 application of a GAP system reference tariff to customers who utilise the Goonyella
Newlands Connection (GAPE Deed customers) to reflect all project costs associated with

340

Defined as the Goonyella Newlands Connection in Part 12 Definitions of the 2014 DAU. This is also referred
to as the Northern Missing Link.
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the Goonyella Newlands Connection, Goonyella system enhancements and a
proportion341 of new investment for Newlands enhancements
 application of a Newlands reference tariff to all existing Newlands customers and new
Newlands to Abbot Point Expansion (NAPE) Deed customers that includes the following
GAPE project costs:
○ the difference between the approved UT3 (actual) capital expenditure for the
Newlands system and the approved UT3 (forecast) capital indicator for the Newlands
system342
○ a proportion343 of GAPE project costs for Newlands enhancements
 application of the existing Goonyella system reference tariff to customers located in the
Goonyella system that do not use the Goonyella Newlands Connection.
 recovery of equity raising costs (considered in Chapter 14 on Schedule E Regulatory Asset
Base)
 introduction of cost recovery principles for new customers connecting to the GAPE
infrastructure.
Aurizon Network justified the socialisation of NAPE costs within the Newlands system on the
basis that part of this expenditure would have been required in the Newlands system in the
absence of the GAPE project. Aurizon Network also argued that existing Newlands users derive
a benefit from the GAPE project, including the ability to operate longer and heavier trains.344
The QRC made the following submissions as part of the GAPE 2013 DAAU process (these issues
were deferred for consideration as part of the 2014 DAU approval process):
 Some of the costs allocated to Newlands may have been incurred in the absence of the GAPE
project. In particular, the capital expenditure incurred in 2011–12 and included in the UT3
capital indicator for the Newlands system should be assessed further.345
 Costs incurred for NAPE customers should only be allocated to the Newlands system if this
results in a decrease in tariffs for Newlands customers. If the result is higher tariffs, then
there may be a case for a system premium to be applied to new expanding customers.346

17.4.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals for the pricing
arrangements for the GAPE project. We considered it appropriate that Aurizon Network amend
the 2014 DAU as outlined below.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.5 was:

341

Based on GAPE Deed contract tonnages as a proportion of total GAPE and NAPE Deed contract tonnages
(Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21).
342
Aurizon Network said this amount ($30.3 million in its 2014 DAU modelling) was a proxy estimate for track
renewal works that would have been required in the Newlands system in the absence of the GAPE project.
Aurizon Network said these works were subsequently completed as part of the GAPE scope of works (Aurizon
Network, 2013(a): 21).
343
Based on NAPE Deed contract tonnages as a proportion of total GAPE and NAPE Deed contract tonnages
(Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21).
344
Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21.
345
QRC 2013(a): 4–6.
346
QRC 2013(a): 5.
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Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing matters outlined in
this section. We would approve amendments to the 2014 DAU, to:
(a)

remove NAPE costs from the Newlands system

(b)

create an independent NAP system with a separate reference tariff and the required
access undertaking amendments to recover the tariff revenue

(c)

revise the GAP system tariff so that the AT3 and AT4 tariff components are calculated in a
manner consistent with other CQCN reference tariffs in order to recoup the remainder of
costs not recovered via the AT1 and AT2 tariffs.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.4 of the initial draft decision.
GAP system tariff
Cost allocation and common cost contribution

Our initial draft decision considered that Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed approach to
allocating capital costs to the GAP system was consistent with the requirements of Part 5 of the
QCA Act. The proposed approach allocated capital costs to the GAP system based on the
proportion of total contracted volumes attributable to GAPE customers, including:
 100 per cent of the costs of the Goonyella Newlands Connection, as only GAPE customers
use this infrastructure
 100 per cent of the costs of the Goonyella system enhancements, as these enhancements
are only required due to the construction of the Goonyella Newlands Connection
 81 per cent of the costs of the Newlands system enhancements, reflecting the proportion of
contract tonnes relating to GAPE, rather than NAPE, customers.347,348
Consistent with its GAPE 2013 DAAU proposal, Aurizon Network did not propose an allocation
to the GAP system of common costs from the Goonyella and Newlands systems. Given that
expanding users would already be paying access charges that are higher than the access charges
faced by existing users, we considered it reasonable that expanding users not make a
contribution towards common costs. A requirement to pay common costs would impose an
additional burden that could dissuade investment. In addition, a zero contribution to common
costs from expanding users would not make existing users worse off. This was consistent with
Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing principles in the 2014 DAU that we accepted in
section 16.5.3 of the initial draft decision.
We considered a zero contribution to common costs from expanding users to be consistent with
the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, as it is consistent with the objective of promoting efficient
investment in the CQCN, and appropriately balances the interests of access seekers and access
holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). It also recognises Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests as it does not adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that
reflects its efficient costs including an appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA
Act).
Recovery of Goonyella system enhancements

Our initial draft decision noted that Aurizon Network calculated the AT3 and AT4 tariff
components for GAP system train services in a manner that differed from other CQCN reference

347

This proportion is consistent with the GAPE customer share of contract tonnages as a proportion of total
GAPE and NAPE Deed contract tonnages (Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21).
348
The remaining 19 per cent of costs relating to NAPE customers were allocated by Aurizon Network to the
Newlands system. The allocation of NAPE costs to the Newlands system is discussed further below.
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tariffs. Specifically, Aurizon Network set the GAP system AT3 tariff to recover only Goonyella
system enhancements (including electric costs associated with additional passing loops). The
AT4 tariff recovered the remainder of the GAP costs not recovered from the AT1, AT2 and AT3
tariff components.
We understood that this alternative tariff calculation was meant to provide different pricing
arrangements for customers that do not use the Goonyella system enhancements. In particular,
customers that connected directly to the Goonyella Newlands Connection would not pay the
AT3 tariff.
We did not consider that Aurizon Network had provided sufficient justification for this modified
approach. We considered that a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference
tariffs in the CQCN was in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the
QCA Act). This approach also recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as it
did not adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflected its efficient
costs and appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).
Therefore, our reference tariffs calculated the AT3 and AT4 tariffs for the GAP system on a basis
consistent with other system reference tariffs in the CQCN.
Tariff for NAPE users
Cost allocation and common cost contribution

Our initial draft decision refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed allocation of GAPE
project costs to the Newlands system.
We considered that:
 the inclusion of NAPE costs, and associated new volumes, would materially increase the
Newlands system reference tariff
 Aurizon Network had not provided evidence to justify its claims that:
 existing Newlands users would benefit from the infrastructure enhancements
 part of the renewal works would have been required in the Newlands system in the event
that the GAPE project did not proceed
 NAPE users should be charged at least the incremental cost of their access
 as expanding NAPE users faced an incremental cost that was higher than the access charges
faced by existing Newlands system users, it was reasonable that expanding NAPE users not
make a contribution towards common costs.
We considered that our approach appropriately balances the interests of expanding and
existing users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act), and is consistent with the object of Part 5 of
the QCA Act.
Independent Newlands to Abbot Point (NAP) system for pricing purposes

Our initial draft decision concluded that the application of a system premium (in addition to the
Newlands system reference tariff) could result in existing users potentially bearing a substantial
part of the costs of an expansion. In particular, under-railings by expanding users would result
in higher take-or-pay liabilities or greater revenue shortfalls to be recovered from all users
through the revenue cap adjustment process.
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We considered that it is more appropriate for a separate reference tariff349 to cover the
potential costs and risks of expansion for existing users.
Our pricing arrangements appropriately balanced the interests of expanding and existing users
(s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act), and were consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA
Act. They also recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as they did not
adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflects its efficient costs and
appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

17.4.3

Aurizon Network's comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network's comments on our initial draft decision are summarised in the table below.
Table 6

Aurizon Network comments on the initial draft decision on GAPE pricing
Issues

Cost allocation to existing
Newlands customers

Aurizon Network comments
Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision to remove the $30.3
million350 it proposed to allocate to the Newlands system and allocate this to
NAPE customers. Aurizon Network said we approved their 2013 GAPE DAAU
and their 2011–12 RAB roll-forward which included this amount in the
Newlands system.351
Aurizon Network reiterated that these are not NAPE costs, and are for track
renewal works that would have been required in the Newlands system even if
the GAPE project did not proceed. Aurizon Network noted that these works
were subsequently completed as part of the GAPE scope of works.352

Independent NAP system
for pricing purposes

Aurizon Network proposed that the allowable revenues and volumes
associated with the NAPE share of capital expenditure be removed from its
2014 DAU submission, until such time as there is more certainty regarding the
commencement of NAPE Train Services.353
Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision 17.5(b) to create an
independent NAP system.
It said that when the commencement date becomes clear, they will submit a
DAAU to address the pricing treatment of NAPE Train Services. 354

AT3 and AT4 tariff
components of the GAP
system

Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision 17.5(c) to revise the
GAP system tariffs, citing our approval of its GAP reference tariff structure as a
reason not to change their pricing structure.355
Aurizon Network said the GAP reference tariff structure was established to
provide additional transparency of the access charges associated with the
Goonyella system enhancements costs. The allocation of Goonyella system
enhancement costs to the AT3 tariff (applied on a nt basis) results in the only
difference in charge between train services being due to relative net tonnes.356

349

This separate reference tariff was proposed to be implemented by creating an independent NAP system for
pricing purposes, consistent with the pricing approach for the GAP system.
350
This amount relates to the difference between the approved UT3 (actual) capital expenditure for the
Newlands system and the approved UT3 (forecast) capital indicator for the Newlands system.
351
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 251.
352
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 251.
353
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 252.
354
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 252.
355
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 252–253.
356
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 253.
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Issues

Aurizon Network comments
It suggested we leave the GAP reference tariff structure in its current form as
we have not provided any reasons for the revision, and we have not identified
any stakeholder concerns or objections.357

17.4.4

Other stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Other stakeholders' comments are summarised in the table below.
The GAPE reference tariff structure was established to provide additional transparency to GAPE
train services paying the GAPE reference tariffs. Through this structure, GAPE access seekers
and access holders will be able to independently verify the access charges associated with the
Goonyella System Enhancements.
The pricing structure is also consistent with the operational characteristics of the haul from the
North Goonyella Junction (starting point of the NML). That is, all customers travel the same
distance, so the only differences between train services are due to net tonnes. Aurizon Network
considers that the increased transparency provided via the GAPE Reference Tariff structure is in
the interest of GAPE access seekers and access holders.
Table 7

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision on GAPE pricing
Issues

Cost allocation to existing
Newlands customers

Stakeholders' comments
BMA agreed with our assessment that Aurizon Network's justification for
allocating $30.3 million to the Newlands asset base was not robust.358
QCoal questioned whether the QCA's allocation of the $30.3 million to NAPE
Deed customers is consistent with the allocation approach set out in the
original GAPE pricing decision.359
QCoal argued that this amount should not be apportioned entirely to NAPE
customers, but included in the total project capital cost and then allocated
across all GAPE project customers.360

Other cost allocation
issues

QCoal said that Aurizon Network's allocation of common or indirect costs of
the GAPE actual project costs between the various systems is not transparent
and appears to be inconsistent with direct expenditure allocations.361
QCoal suggested that an independent assessment of the apportionment of
project costs should be undertaken prior to the finalisation of reference tariffs.

Sustaining capital
expenditure to upgrade
the Newlands system

QCoal contended that it is logical that any sustaining capital expenditure that
upgrades the Newlands system be allocated between all systems—Newlands,
GAPE and NAPE—utilising the infrastructure on a proportional basis. QCoal
questioned how sustaining capital, operating and maintenance expenditure
are to be allocated in the future, as the concept of Newlands system tariff is
now blurred.362,363

Independent NAP system
for pricing purposes

QCoal disagreed with our initial draft decision 17.5(b) to create an
independent NAP system. They submitted that the NAPE Deed was signed on
the basis of a socialised Newlands tariff.364

357

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 252–253.
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 78: 10.
359
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 80: 5.
360
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 81: 2–5.
361
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 80: 6.
362
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 80: 5.
363
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 81: 2, 5–6.
364
QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 81: 2, 7–10.
358
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Consolidated draft decision
Having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholders' submissions, we refused to
approve Aurizon Network's proposed GAPE pricing arrangements in the 2014 DAU.
We concluded that, for some of the issues raised in our initial draft decision, we did not receive
any new information or arguments that compelled us to change our initial draft decision. For
these issues, our consolidated draft decision was to confirm the amendments to Aurizon
Network's 2014 DAU and associated pricing model set out in the initial draft decision.
Where new information or arguments resulted in changes to our initial draft decision, our
consolidated draft decision was to incorporate the amendments set out below.
Cost allocation to existing Newlands customers
Although we accepted Aurizon Network's Newlands capital indicator in the UT3 undertaking
period, the amount to be included in the roll-forward is subject to an ex post prudency and
efficiency review. Based on this review, we approved a total capital expenditure of $11.9 million
for Newlands in 2011–12. Aurizon Network reallocated the difference ($30.3 million) between
its approved (forecast) Newlands capital indicator ($42.2 million) and its approved (actual)
Newlands capital expenditure ($11.9 million) from GAPE project costs to Newlands.
We stated in our decisions for the 2013 GAPE DAAU365 and the 2011–12 RAB roll-forward366 that
the appropriate allocation of GAPE assets included in the Newlands system RAB for reporting
purposes would be considered as part of the UT4 approval process.
We considered that while the UT3 capital indicator may have included an amount for Newlands
for the purpose of assessing reference tariffs, this does not imply acceptance of this amount of
capital expenditure in the Newlands RAB. The 2010 AU (Schedule A, cl. 2.3) clearly states that
the inclusion of expenditure in the capital indicator does not imply the acceptance of this level
of capital expenditure in the RAB.
As Aurizon Network did not provide evidence to justify its claim that this difference between
forecast and actual would have been required in the Newlands system if the GAPE project did
not proceed367, we maintained our initial draft decision that this difference ($30.3 million)
should not be directly attributable to the Newlands system.
Cost allocation to NAPE Deed customers
We previously approved Aurizon Network's 2013 GAPE DAAU, where it proposed that 19 per
cent of the Newlands enhancements sub-project be allocated to NAPE Deed and Newlands
(existing) customers. The figure below summarises Aurizon Network's 2013 GAPE DAAU.

365

QCA, 2013(f): 13.
QCA, 2013(h): 2.
367
That is, the infrastructure was required by existing Newlands customers.
366
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Figure 4 Aurizon Network 2013 GAPE DAAU
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However, in the pricing model underlying its 2014 DAU, Aurizon Network allocated 19 per cent
of Newlands enhancement costs solely to NAPE Deed customers. Aurizon Network also
proposed that an additional $30.3 million368 be allocated to Newlands as discussed above. Given
its 2014 DAU proposal to socialise NAPE costs within the Newlands system, this results in a total
Newland enhancement costs allocated to the Newlands system of approximately 23 per cent
(19 per cent plus the $30.3 million discussed above). The figure below summarises Aurizon
Network's 2014 DAU modelling approach.
Figure 5 Aurizon Network 2014 DAU price model
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QCoal proposed that, should the QCA reject Aurizon Network's proposal to allocate the $30.3
million to Newland's system customers, this cost should be included in the top level GAPE

368

Reflecting the difference between the approved (forecast) Newlands capital indicator ($42.2 million) and the
approved (actual) Newlands capital expenditure ($11.9 million).
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project cost and allocated across all GAPE project customers, as the assets represented by this
cost are not required only by NAPE customers.369
Our initial draft decision reallocated all costs allocated to the Newlands system in Aurizon
Network's 2014 DAU (including the $30.3 million) to NAPE Deed customers. However, further
evidence suggests that this cost is not directly attributable to any particular customer group.
For our consolidated draft decision, we considered that this amount should therefore be
allocated to both GAPE and NAPE customers that use the Newlands enhancements.
Our consolidated draft decision was to allocate the costs to GAPE and NAPE Deed customers as
shown in the figure below.
Figure 6 QCA proposed allocation of GAPE project costs
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Allocation of common or indirect GAPE project costs
We also considered QCoal's proposal that GAPE project costs should be allocated between the
Goonyella Newlands connection and Newlands enhancements sub-projects based on final
project costs. QCoal also proposed that common or indirect GAPE project costs should be
allocated between these two sub-projects based on contracted train paths.
To allocate common or indirect GAPE project costs, we requested further information on the
actual costs spent on these two sub-projects of the GAPE project from Aurizon Network. In
response to our information request, Aurizon Network said its 2014 DAU proposed capital
allocations are consistent with those approved as part of our final decision on the 2013 GAPE
DAAU. Aurizon Network said it does not intend to revise the calculations because of the
consequences of re-opening past decisions.370
We noted that what we approved as part of the 2013 GAPE DAAU was the basis of allocation to
GAPE and NAPE Deed customers. Under the approved approach:
 Goonyella enhancement costs were fully allocated to GAPE Deed customers

369
370

QCoal, 2014 DAU, sub. 81: 2–5.
Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (15 September 2015).
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 Goonyella Newlands Connection costs were fully allocated to GAPE Deed customers
 Newlands enhancement costs were allocated between GAPE and NAPE Deed customers
based on respective contract tonnages.
We did not, however, approve the respective costs of the three sub-projects of the GAPE
project. Although we approved the GAPE tariffs proposed by Aurizon Network for the
remainder of UT3, these were based on forecast costs that were incorporated in an updated
UT3 capital indicator. We noted that any variance between the capital indicator and the
approved capital expenditure amounts371 would be reflected in the UT3 capital carryover
account balance and, as a result, in future tariffs approved as part of the UT4 process.372
In the absence of further information from Aurizon Network, we reviewed the detailed capital
expenditure underlying the report prepared by our consultant.373
Our analysis of the detailed project cost breakdown underlying the SKM report374 showed that
around 52 per cent of the total GAPE project cost for 2011–12 of $960.3 million (excluding IDC)
was directly attributable to the Newlands enhancement sub-project,375 37 per cent to the NML
sub-project, 1 per cent to Goonyella enhancements, and 10 per cent are common and indirect
costs.
This compares with Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposal—based on its 2013 DAAU proposal—
to allocate 56.5 per cent of the total GAPE project cost for 2011–12 to the Newlands
enhancement sub-project and the remaining 43.5 per cent to the NML sub-project.
We did not consider that the apportionment of common and indirect costs between the two
sub-projects would lead to an overall capital split that was materially different to the split that
has been used in Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposal. As a consequence, we retained our
initial draft decision allocation of total GAPE project costs between the Newlands enhancement
and the NML sub-projects.
Sustaining capital expenditure related to the Newlands system
We considered QCoal's argument that any sustaining capital expenditure in the Newlands
system should be allocated between GAPE, NAPE and Newlands systems. We noted that the
Newlands capital indicator over UT4 is comprised largely of state-wide capital expenditure that
has been allocated over Blackwater, Goonyella, Newlands and Moura based on the respective
forecast gtk of each system. Given that the Newlands capital indicator has been calculated
based on Newlands gtk only, we did not consider that a portion of this amount should be
allocated to the GAP system.
Aurizon Network has since clarified that state-wide capital expenditure is not allocated to the
GAP system, consistent with our 2013 DAAU GAPE decision that the GAP system tariff only
recovers incremental system costs and does not make a contribution towards common costs. 376
Given that GAP system access charges remain significantly higher than existing Goonyella and

371

We refer here to the approved capital expenditure amounts from the 2011–12 and 2012–13 ex post capital
reviews.
372
QCA, 2013(f): 13.
373
SKM, 2013.
374
SKM, 2013: 186–208.
375
Consistent with our 2013 GAPE DAAU final decision, this sub-project was comprised of Abbot Point to Bogie
River and Bogie River to Newlands.
376
Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (30 October 2015).
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Newlands access charges, we considered it reasonable that GAPE customers continued to only
pay their incremental system costs over UT4.
We would reassess this issue in the context of WIRP and GAP pricing in the next undertaking
approval process.
We considered a zero contribution to common costs from GAP system users to be consistent
with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, as it is consistent with the objective of promoting
efficient investment in the CQCN, and appropriately balances the interests of access seekers
and access holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). It also recognises Aurizon Network's
legitimate business interests since it does not adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn
revenue that reflects its efficient costs or reasonable rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the
QCA Act).
For future expansion projects, this allocation would be set out as part of the pricing proposal
that is required to be submitted to the QCA, as required in clause 6.4.3 of our final decision
amended DAU (see section 16.5 of this final decision).
Independent NAP system for pricing purposes
We accepted stakeholders' submissions that the recovery of allowable revenue associated with
NAPE train services be deferred until railing commences. This left open the question whether or
not independent NAP reference tariffs will apply in the future.
We said that we will assess a NAPE reference tariff proposal if the NAPE train services
commence in the UT4 period. We considered that any proposal that seeks to socialise NAPE
within the Newlands system will need to go through stakeholder consultation, including
consultation with existing Newlands customers.
GAP system tariff
Our analysis confirmed that the Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU calculation methodology for GAPE
AT3 and AT4 reference tariffs is consistent with its initial 2013 GAPE DAAU approach. In
addition, our analysis showed that Aurizon Network's alternative calculation approach for GAPE
reference tariffs does not result in a materially different access charge across all GAPE
customers as compared with the standard CQCN approach.
Based on the additional information provided by Aurizon Network in its response to our initial
draft decision, we considered that the GAP reference tariff structure provides increased
transparency of the costs attributable to different GAP train services.
Our consolidated draft decision was therefore to accept Aurizon Network's proposed alternative
pricing approach for GAP system reference tariffs.
We accepted that in the interests of certainty and predictability (s. 138(2)(h) of the QCA Act)
and the interests of access seekers (s. 138(2)(e) of the QCA Act), the 2013 GAPE pricing
approach should apply. This signified a change from our initial draft decision.

17.4.6

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD. Aurizon Network said that its proposed allocation of
$30.3 million to the existing Newlands system remains a reasonable reflection of the scope of
works required in the absence of the GAPE project. They also said that we have not taken into
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account the benefits to Newlands customers from the GAPE project as stated in their response
to our initial draft decision.377
Aurizon Network said that in the event that we disagree with its proposed allocation to the
existing Newlands system, they confirm that our CDD allocation of this amount to all GAPE and
NAPE Deed customers is appropriate.378

17.4.7

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the pricing arrangements associated with the GAPE
project proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or submissions on this issue in response to
our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in
our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 17.2
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed pricing arrangements for the GAPE
project, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
adjust the allocation of costs so that the difference between the Newlands
capital indicator and approved capital expenditure for 2011–12 is allocated to
all GAPE and NAPE Deed customers.
We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

17.5

New reference tariffs

17.5.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network did not propose discounted reference tariffs for Middlemount and Caval Ridge
loading points in either its 2013 DAU or 2014 DAU submissions. Clause 7.2(b) of Schedule F in
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU presented the loading points in the Goonyella system for which
discounted reference tariffs were proposed.
However, since its initial 2013 DAU submission, Aurizon Network has sought approval, under
the 2010 AU process, for transitional reference tariffs for new train services between:
 the Middlemount mine and the DBCT379
 the Caval Ridge mine and the HPSCT.380

377

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 236.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 236.
379
Aurizon Network, 2014(a).
378
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For the Middlemount mine to DBCT train service, we approved Aurizon Network's proposals to
establish new reference tariffs for 2011–12 and 2012–13, and transitional tariffs for 2013–14
and 2014–15. These tariffs were based on the 2010 AU pricing principles in place at the time of
our decision, with discounts provided to the Goonyella system reference tariffs to reflect
Middlemount's investment in its own private rail infrastructure.381
For the Caval Ridge to HPSCT train service, we approved Aurizon Network's proposal to
establish a new transitional reference tariff for 2014–15.382 This transitional reference tariff was
also consistent with 2010 AU pricing principles in place at the time of our decision, with
discounts provided to the Goonyella system reference tariffs to reflect the investment in private
rail infrastructure by BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance (BMA).
In addition, Aurizon Network proposed a single AT5 electric access charge for all users of electric
train services in the Blackwater system which included costs associated with new investment for
electrification of the Rolleston branch line.
Aurizon Network submitted that there were incremental benefits in the Rolleston electrification
investment, with electric train services from the Rolleston branch line expected to make a
positive contribution to common system costs.383 In conducting this incremental cost test,
Aurizon Network assumed long-run system railings of 85 per cent of contracted volumes.

17.5.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's approach to new
reference tariffs. Rather, we considered it appropriate that a reference tariff would be
calculated for each new train service based on the pricing principles in force at the
commencement of operations of each train service.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.6 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed new reference tariff
arrangements. We would approve amendments to the 2014 DAU, to:
(a)

derive an alternative reference tariff for the Middlemount to DBCT train service based on
the 2010 AU pricing principles

(b)

derive the reference tariff for the Caval Ridge to HPSCT train service based on 2014 DAU
pricing principles

(c)

apply an incremental cost test to Rolleston electric assets using forecast volumes rather
than with reference to 85 per cent of contract volumes.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.5 of the initial draft decision.
Reference tariffs for new train services
Middlemount to DBCT

The Middlemount to DBCT train service commenced operations in November 2011 prior to the
start of the UT4 regulatory period. We therefore considered that the reference tariffs for this
train service should be based on 2010 AU pricing principles.
Our June 2014 final decision on new reference tariffs for the Middlemount to DBCT train service
stated that:

380

Aurizon Network, August 2014.
QCA, 2014(e).
382
QCA, October 2014.
383
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 158–159.
381
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We agree with BMA's view that it is appropriate to apply the UT3 pricing principles to the
proposal, which the owners of the Middlemount mine would have relied on in costing rail access
requirements, given that changes to the pricing principles proposed in UT4 have not as yet been
approved. However, future proposals will need to be considered in the context of the timing and
nature of the particular application, and how that might relate to the pricing principles in an
approved undertaking in force at the time.384

For the prudency assessment of private incremental costs, we noted that:
Given the non-material impact of the proposal on other Goonyella system users, we do not
consider a full prudency assessment is warranted, and are prepared to accept the costs reported
by Middlemount as being prudent.385

However, any future application for additional train services from Middlemount to DBCT should
be based on 2014 DAU pricing principles.
We considered that a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN was in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act),
and recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as it did not adversely affect
Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflected its efficient costs and appropriate rate
of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).
Caval Ridge to HPSCT

The Caval Ridge to HPSCT train service qualified as a new loading point under clause 6.3.1 IDD
amended DAU because it commenced operations in the 2014 DAU regulatory period.386 Under
our IDD amended DAU clause 6.3.1, the applicable access charge was the higher of the relevant
existing reference tariff and the minimum revenue contribution derived as the incremental
costs of providing access (excluding mine-specific spur line costs).
Under this test, the applicable access charge for the Caval Ridge to HPSCT train service was the
Goonyella system reference tariff over the 2014 DAU regulatory period. We note that the same
pricing outcome would eventuate under Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
We considered the 2014 DAU pricing principles explicitly dealt with issues relating to the
interpretation, and prudency and efficiency assessment, of private incremental costs. We also
considered our approach was simple and transparent, and facilitates efficient pricing outcomes.
Rolleston electric assets
Our MAR draft decision included the Rolleston electric investment in our 2014 DAU capital
indicator.
Consistent with the approach followed for Rolleston non-electric assets, we considered that the
AT5 electric tariff for the Rolleston loading point needed to cover incremental costs. However,
rather than using Aurizon Network's assumption of 85 per cent of contracted volumes for
electric train services on the Rolleston branch line, we considered it more appropriate to use
forecast volumes consistent with our MAR draft decision.
Users of Rolleston electric investment would pay a system premium when the incremental cost
of the new investment results in a higher tariff than the Blackwater AT5 tariff. When users'
incremental cost does not result in a higher Blackwater AT5 tariff, they would pay a socialised
Blackwater AT5 electric tariff in 2015–16 and 2016–17.

384

QCA, 2014(e): 5.
QCA, 2014(e): 5.
386
This train service also qualified as a new loading point under clause 6.2.5 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
385
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We considered that a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN was in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
This also recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as it did not adversely
affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflected its efficient costs and
appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

17.5.3

Aurizon Network's comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network's comments on our initial draft decision are summarised in the table below.
Table 8

Aurizon Network comments on the initial draft decision on new reference tariffs
Issues

Aurizon Network comments

Using 2014 DAU pricing
principles to calculate
reference tariff for Caval
Ridge to HPSCT train
services

Aurizon Network said that the reference tariff for this train service should be
based on the pricing principles known to the relevant parties when the decision
to invest was made. Aurizon Network questioned why the 2014 DAU pricing
principles, which were neither approved nor in effect when these train services
commenced operation, should be backdated. Aurizon Network maintained that
our initial draft decision was inconsistent with Part 5 of the QCA Act.387

Pricing for Rolleston
electric assets

Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision to apply an incremental
cost test to Rolleston electric assets using forecast volumes. Aurizon Network
said that the pricing principles applied to Rolleston electric assets should reflect
the principles in place at the time the investment decision was made. 388
Aurizon Network sought to correct our assertion that pricing for Rolleston assets
was based on volumes set at 85 per cent of contract389, and submitted the
volumes it had adopted for pricing purposes. Expressed as a percentage of
contracted gtk, Aurizon Network said these were 39 per cent, 75 per cent and 82
per cent of contract gtk for 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17, respectively.390

Revenue smoothing for
Rolleston electric assets

17.5.4

Aurizon Network said that our initial draft decision allowed for a full year return
for Rolleston electric assets in 2014–15, even though electric railings did not
commence until December 2014. To address this, Aurizon Network proposed
that the MAR associated with Rolleston electric assets be smoothed consistent
with the ramp-up profile of Rolleston electric train services. Aurizon Network
maintained that this approach was consistent with the objective of Part 5 of the
QCA Act.391

Other stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Other stakeholders' comments are summarised in the table below.

387

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 254.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 255.
389
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 255.
390
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 256.
391
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 256.
388
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Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision on new reference tariffs
Issues

Using 2014 DAU pricing
principles to calculate
reference tariff for Caval
Ridge to HPSCT train
services

Stakeholders' comments
The QRC encouraged further consultation on the pricing proposals for
Middlemount and Caval Ridge. The QRC did not comment on the reasonableness
or advantages and disadvantages of the pricing proposals.392
BMA disagreed with our approach to base the calculation of reference tariff for
Caval Ridge on the 2014 DAU pricing principles. BMA said that its investment in
Caval Ridge and the negotiation of its access occurred during UT3, under the
terms of the UT3 and based on prices estimated using the UT3 pricing principles.
BMA maintained that our approach was inconsistent with the QCA Act.
BMA said that it cooperated closely with Aurizon Network when asked to provide
information on the capital cost of spurs.
BMA also said that the principles designed to protect existing users from the
effects of a major expansion are not necessarily applicable to the pricing of mines
where the costs of the spur is explicitly excluded from the RAB.
BMA proposed the following for pricing of new spurs under the 2014 DAU:
 include a component of CCC, as agreed in UT3, if spur costs are to be excluded
from the RAB.
 reduce the discount to AT3 and AT4 over time (perhaps 10 years) to
appropriately balance the interests of access seekers and access holders in the
longer term.393

Revenue smoothing for
Rolleston electric assets

Aurizon Operations said the final decision should include the electric costs and
volumes associated with WIRP, including those originating on the Rolleston
branch line.394
Aurizon Operations also said there was a misalignment between a full year return
for Rolleston electric assets in 2014–15, even though electric railings did not
commence until the second half of 2014–15. Aurizon Operations said the
additional revenue can be smoothed within the tariff profile for the entire
regulatory period.395

17.5.5

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals relating to the pricing of new
train services in the 2014 DAU.
We considered that:
 the Middlemount train service should have reference tariffs derived based on 2010 AU
pricing principles consistent with our June 2014 decision on Middlemount transitional tariffs
 the Caval Ridge train service should have UT4 reference tariffs based on 2010 AU pricing
principles consistent with our October 2014 decision on Caval Ridge transitional tariffs
 the requirement for a system premium for Rolleston should be reassessed based on updated
allowable revenues and volumes, with revenue smoothing applied over the last three years
of UT4 to deal with the mid-year commissioning of this infrastructure in 2014–15.
Our consolidated draft decision was therefore to require Aurizon Network to amend its 2014
DAU to explicitly present alternative reference tariffs for these train services.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 44–45.
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 78: 1–5.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 93: 11–12.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 93: 12.
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Middlemount to DBCT

Having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholders' submissions by Aurizon Network,
we concluded that there was no new information or arguments that warranted us changing our
initial draft decision. Therefore, our consolidated draft decision confirmed our initial draft
decision.
Caval Ridge to HPSCT

We noted that at the time of investment, the 2010 AU pricing principles were relevant to inform
the decision to invest, and were appropriate for the nature of the investment. We also noted
that our pricing principles in the consolidated draft decision retained the pricing methodology
within 2010 AU pricing principles for new mine-specific spur lines which do not require an
expansion. As a result, we considered that the pricing methodology within the 2010 AU pricing
principles should apply for this train service.
The key difference between 2010 AU and our proposed 2014 DAU pricing principles with
respect to a new mine-specific spur line is the additional 2014 DAU requirement for an
independent prudency assessment of private incremental costs. Given the non‐material impact
on other Goonyella system users of applying a discount for the Caval Ridge tariff, we were
prepared to accept the private incremental costs reported as being prudent.
We considered this pricing treatment to be in the interests of certainty and predictability (s.
138(2)(h) of the QCA Act) and the interests of access seekers (s. 138(2)(e) of the QCA Act).
While we approved the application of subclause 4.1.2 from the 2010 AU in the case of the Caval
Ridge train service, we considered section 138(2) factors and stakeholders' submissions in our
consolidated draft decision on appropriate pricing arrangements for WIRP train services. As
outlined in chapter 18 of our consolidated draft decision, our view was the 2010 AU pricing
principles were not able to be applied to an expansion of the nature of WIRP.
Rolleston electric assets

Our initial draft decision did not assert that Aurizon Network used 85 per cent of contracted
volumes to calculate Rolleston AT5. Rather, we noted that Aurizon Network adopted 85 per cent
of contracted volumes for its incremental cost test, as set out in its 2013 DAU.396
We considered that the proposed tariff mechanism should be based on volumes that will not
introduce a material bias for either under- or over-recovery of allowed revenues. For this
reason, we used forecast volumes—updated by Energy Economics—for the incremental cost
test and setting the Rolleston AT5 tariff.
To address the mid-year commissioning of the Rolleston electric assets in 2014–15, we
smoothed the Rolleston electric revenues over 2014–15 to 2016–17 based on ramp-up
volumes. This was consistent with our smoothing of WIRP revenues over the ramp-up period.
We reassessed whether a system premium is required for the AT5 for Rolleston train services
(see section 18.6.2 of our consolidated draft decision). This analysis incorporated the electric
costs and volumes associated with WIRP, and shows that a system premium should apply to the
AT5 electric tariff for Rolleston over the UT4 regulatory period.
We considered that a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN is in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). It
also recognises Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as it does not adversely affect
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Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 158–159.
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Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflects its efficient costs and appropriate rate of
return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

17.5.6

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Table 10 Stakeholders' comments on our approach to new reference tariffs in our
consolidated draft decision
Issues

Stakeholders' comments

Middlemount to DBCT

Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD.397

Caval Ridge to HPSCT

Aurizon Network and BMA agreed with our CDD.398

Rolleston electric
assets

Aurizon Network reiterated its concern with our proposed pricing arrangements for
Rolleston train services. Aurizon Network said that their in-house financially modelling
indicated that Rolleston train services should not be required to pay a system
premium on the AT5.399
Aurizon Operations said that based on the CDD, the AT5 tariffs for Rolleston and other
users in the Blackwater system are significantly influenced by either revenue
smoothing or volumes, neither of which are sufficiently transparent for stakeholders
to form any view of their reasonableness. Aurizon Operations maintained a view that
all QCA models and assumptions should be provided to the access provider to allow
the party giving the undertaking to have sufficient information to assess the CDD
against the requirements of section 138(2) of the Act and to allow it to comply with
various obligations in the undertaking which would rely on the use of that
information.400

17.5.7

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the new reference arrangements proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
Since our CDD, Aurizon Network has indicated that the electric utilisation percentage for WIRP
Rolleston train services was incorrectly set in the financial modelling underlying its December
2014 WIRP pricing proposal. Aurizon Network's revised electric utilisation percentages for WIRP
Rolleston are materially higher than their December 2014 estimates. However, we consider
that these revised percentages look reasonable as they broadly align with year-to-date electric
utilisation for WIRP Rolleston train services in 2015–16.401
In addition, Aurizon Network's 2014–15 capital expenditure claim has excluded Rolleston
electrification costs. We have deferred this expenditure to 2015–16 in our 2014 DAU capital
indicator (see section 26.1 of this final decision).
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 236.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 236; BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 122: 8.
399
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 236–237.
400
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 11.
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Since our CDD, Aurizon Network has provided updated electric utilisation percentages for all WIRP and nonWIRP Blackwater train services. Given these closely align with year-to-date electric utilisation in 2015–16, we
have also updated these factors so that our assessment of the Rolleston AT 5 system premium uses electric
volume estimates derived on a consistent basis.
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We have reassessed whether a system premium is required for the AT5 for Rolleston train
services (see section 18.6.2 of this final decision). As a result of the change in these inputs, our
modelling shows that a system premium no longer should apply to the AT5 tariff payable by
Rolleston train services in 2015–16 and 2016–17.
Subsequent to our CDD, we have responded to Aurizon Network's requests for information to
clarify the changes we have made to Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU financial models to reflect
our proposed changes to assumptions and calculations.402 We consider that we have provided
Aurizon Network with information with which to assess our CDD and comply with our final
decision.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 17.3
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed new reference tariff arrangements,
our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
derive an alternative reference tariff for the Middlemount to DBCT train
service based on the 2010 AU pricing principles
(b)

derive the reference tariff for the Caval Ridge to HPSCT train service based on
2010 DAU pricing principles

(c)

apply an incremental cost test to Rolleston electric assets using forecast
volumes rather than with reference to 85 per cent of contract volumes.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

17.6

Reference train service characteristics

17.6.1

Aurizon Network proposal
General train service characteristics
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed general train service characteristics that are broadly
similar to the 2010 AU. However, some additions and amendments to the criteria for a
reference train service have been proposed as outlined in the table below.

402

As outlined in Appendix A in Volume III of our CDD.
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Table 11 Aurizon Network's proposed general train service characteristics
Issue

Aurizon Network's proposal

Direct operating route (cl.
1.3(b)(vii))

Aurizon Network proposed a new provision in its 2014 DAU requiring a
reference train service to operate from its origin directly to its destination using
the most direct route.

Capital costs (cl.
1.3(b)(viii))

Initially added in Aurizon Network's proposed 2013 DAU with amendments in
its 2014 DAU, this operational characteristic requires that the capital costs
incurred in relation to providing access rights for the train service be included in
the calculation of reference tariffs, other than:
 capital costs that the QCA refused to accept
 capital costs for which the QCA's acceptance will not be sought
 capital costs that the QCA has accepted but has not allocated in relation to
the provision of access rights for the relevant train service.

Coal loss management
standard (cl. 1.3(b)(x))

Modified requirement for reference train service to comply with Aurizon
Network's coal loss management standard (as published by Aurizon Network
from time to time) in using measures to minimise coal spillage and leakage and
coal dust emissions en-route.

Commercial terms of
access (cl. 1.3(d))

Proposed requirement for reference train service to operate in accordance with
an access agreement on the same terms as a standard access agreement
applicable to coal carrying train services.

Train service entitlement
(cl. 1.3(e))

Proposed requirement for reference train service to have a train service
entitlement (TSE):
 based on trains being available for operation 24 hours per day and 360 days
per year
 specified in terms of cyclic traffic which will:
 operate in accordance with the distribution set out in the master train
plan
 have regard to planned possessions and any other matters agreed
between Aurizon Network and other service providers in the coal supply
chain
 comply with the applicable scheduling procedures as set out in the NMP.

System-specific train service characteristics
System-specific train service characteristics are similar to those in the 2010 AU and include
criteria such as maximum train length, maximum axle load, traction type, separation time and
below-rail transit time.

17.6.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision approved Aurizon Network's proposed system-specific train service
characteristics but refused to approve its proposed general reference train service
characteristics.
The reference train is the benchmark for estimating access charges and establishing the
circumstances for allowing price differentiation in the 2014 DAU. For this reason, we considered
that variations to the reference train service were appropriate only when they reflected clear
differences in service and cost.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.7 was:
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Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed reference train service
characteristics in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU. We would approve amendments to the 2014 DAU,
to:
(a)

remove the requirement for a reference train service to operate using the most direct
route or provide justification for retaining this requirement

(b)

remove the requirement relating to capital costs or provide justification for retaining this
requirement

(c)

amend the requirement relating to conditions of access as set out in the marked changes
to Schedule F attached to this Draft Decision.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.6 of the initial draft decision.
General reference train service characteristics
We considered that most of the characteristics proposed were appropriate. However, we had
concerns with those characteristics that either lacked clarity or were not relevant for defining a
reference train service.
Direct operating route

Our initial draft decision agreed with the QRC that Aurizon Network's proposal that a reference
train service should use the most direct route was unclear. Also, Aurizon Network did not
provide an explanation for its proposal. We considered that a clear and transparent approach to
the specification of reference train services was necessary to appropriately balance Aurizon
Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Capital costs

In the absence of an explanation by Aurizon Network, we did not accept this proposal as we
were not convinced that this provision was an operational characteristic for a reference train.
We considered that a clear and transparent approach to specifying reference train services was
necessary to appropriately balance Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s.
138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Coal loss management standard

We considered that this proposal should be amended to align with the coal loss mitigation
provisions (CLMPs) because compliance with the coal loss management standard was
interlinked with Aurizon Network's proposed CLMPs, and we made an interim decision to
include the CLMPs in the access undertaking rather than in the standard rail connection
agreement.
Commercial terms of access

We considered that this provision was appropriate because it encouraged alignment between
access agreements and standard access agreements.
Access charges that deviate from a particular reference tariff would be considered appropriate
only when the differences between an access agreement and the standard access agreement
have a material impact on cost or risk.
The use of the wording 'commercial terms' without capitalisation as a defined term may create
confusion in the application of commercial terms as defined in Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
We reverted to the 2010 AU terminology 'conditions of access' to remove any potential
misunderstanding.
These changes appropriately balanced Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s.
138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
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Train service entitlement (TSE)

We considered that this provision was appropriate because a reference train service should
have its TSEs clearly specified.
We noted that other stakeholders raised issues with the determination of TSEs under this
provision which were covered in Aurizon Network's proposed NMP in Schedule G of the 2014
DAU.
System-specific reference train service characteristics
We considered that these characteristics were appropriate because they concerned rail
operation within the rail systems and were similar to the characteristics in the 2010 AU. Clearly
defined requirements for a train service that pays a reference tariff can reduce the transaction
costs associated with negotiating an access price, and help address the information asymmetry
between an access seeker or holder and Aurizon Network. Therefore, we considered these
changes appropriately balanced the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network with the
interests of access seekers and access holders (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We approved Newlands' below-rail transit time in our final decision on Aurizon Network's GAPE
DAAU application in September 2013.

17.6.3

Aurizon Network's comments on the initial draft decision
Table 12 Aurizon Network comments on the initial draft decision on reference train service
characteristics
Tariff issues

Aurizon Network's comments

Direct operating route

Aurizon Network maintained its position that a reference train service should
operate using the most direct route between an origin and destination. Aurizon
Network said that a train service which travels to multiple 'origins' on the way to
its destination may consume additional network capacity and/or create
additional interface risks relative to a train service which operates using a direct
route.403

Capital cost

As Aurizon Network anticipated no material consequences, it agreed with our
initial draft decision.404

Conditions of access

As Aurizon Network anticipated no material consequences, it agreed with our
initial draft decision.405
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 256.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 256.
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Other stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Table 13 Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision on reference train service
characteristics
Tariff issues

17.6.5

Stakeholders' comments

Direct operating route

The QRC agreed with our initial draft decision.406

Capital cost

In a system with more than one reference tariff, the QRC understood that the
intent of clause 1.3(viii) was to determine which reference tariffs would apply to
particular access rights. In these circumstances, the applicable reference tariff
would be the reference tariff which reflected the capital costs associated with
providing the particular access rights. The QRC suggested that if this clause is
deleted, it should be dealt with somewhere else. 407

Coal loss management
standard

The QRC agreed with our initial draft decision.408

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we:
 refused to approve Aurizon Network's general train service characteristics in the 2014 DAU
 approved Aurizon Network's specific train service characteristics in the 2014 DAU.
General reference train service characteristics
Direct operating route

Our initial draft decision removed the requirement for a reference train service to operate using
the most direct route. Although Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision, it did
not provide evidence to substantiate its claim that a train that travels to multiple 'origins'
consumes additional network capacity and/or creates additional interface risks.409 Therefore,
we did not consider it appropriate to accept this proposal because it remained unclear why this
provision is required.
A clear and transparent approach to the specification of reference train services is necessary to
appropriately balance Aurizon Network's and users' rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h)
of the QCA Act).
Capital costs

Our initial draft decision removed the requirement relating to capital costs. Aurizon Network
agreed with our initial draft decision.410 However, the QRC said it understood that in a system
with more than one reference tariff, this clause would be used to determine which of the
reference tariffs would apply to particular access rights. The QRC also suggested that if this
clause is deleted, then this matter should be addressed elsewhere.411
Concerning the QRC's comments, we noted that clauses 7 to 11 of Schedule F of our CDD
amended DAU clearly outlined which reference tariff would apply to each particular access
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 41.
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 41.
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QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 41.
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right. In the case of a new train service, Aurizon Network is required to submit a proposed new
reference tariff to us under clause 6.5 of our CDD amended DAU.
As Aurizon Network agreed with us, and we did not receive any new and compelling
information from other stakeholders to the contrary, we remained unconvinced that this
provision is an operational characteristic for a reference train.
We considered that a clear and transparent approach to the specification of reference train
services is necessary to appropriately balance Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests
(s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Coal loss management standard

Our initial draft decision considered that a reference train service should comply with Aurizon
Network's CLMPs, instead of the coal loss management standard proposed by Aurizon Network.
As we did not receive any new information from Aurizon Network or other stakeholders to the
contrary, our consolidated draft decision confirmed our initial draft decision.
Commercial terms of access

Our initial draft decision amended the requirements for conditions of access and Aurizon
Network agreed with that decision.412 As we did not receive any new information from other
stakeholders to the contrary, our consolidated draft decision confirmed our initial draft
decision.
We considered that these changes will appropriately balance Aurizon Network’s and users’
rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Train service entitlement

As we did not receive any new information on this provision, our consolidated draft decision
confirmed our initial draft decision acceptance of Aurizon Network's proposal.
System-specific reference train service characteristics
The system-specific reference train characteristics are important to access seekers and access
holders because they define the parameters of a train service that pays a reference tariff. We
would expect that other stakeholders would have made adverse submissions to our initial draft
decision to accept Aurizon Network's proposal had they considered that the parameters
proposed by Aurizon Network were unreasonable or inaccurate. As we did not receive any
submissions on this matter, we inferred that the parameters proposed by Aurizon Network
were reasonable and acceptable to other stakeholders.
These provisions will appropriately balance the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network
with the interests of access seekers and access holders (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).

17.6.6

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
With the exception of the issues outlined in the table below, Aurizon Network agreed with our
CDD.413
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Table 14 Aurizon Network comments on our approach to reference train service
characteristics in our consolidated draft decision
Issues

Aurizon Network's comments

Direct operating route

Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD. It said that this requirement is necessary
because network capacity is assessed on the basis that a train service loads at a single
mine, and then runs direct to the port to unload. Aurizon Network also provided an
example whereby they have received access enquiries from a customer wishing to
load at two geographically different mines, prior to travelling to the port. It said that
this type of operation is clearly inconsistent with a reference train, as it increases
scheduling complexity, consumes more network capacity and creates additional
interface risks.414
In its drafting, Aurizon Network reiterated that this is an important criteria because a
train service that does not satisfy this criterion may lead to different costs and risks
compared to a reference train.415

Conditions of access

Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD. It said that a reference train is a yardstick
for price differentiation, and that our reference to 'substantially the same terms'
creates uncertainty and may lead to disputes. A change may not be substantial yet
increases costs and risks compared to a reference train. Issues relating to
differentiation based on costs and risks are addressed in Part 6, not Schedule F, and
not a criterion for a reference train.416

System-specific
reference train service
characteristics

Aurizon Network said that the requirement for Blackwater and Goonyella system
reference trains to operate to 'Nominated Separation Time over the Constrained
Section of no greater than 20 minutes' has been deleted from the QCA's CDD
amended undertaking compared to the IDD amended undertaking. It said that this
requirement should be reinstated as it is highly appropriate, e.g. a failure to meet it
impacts other access holders and access seekers and erodes the network's
efficiency.417 The requirement is also a critical factor for determining available capacity
over the constrained section.418
Aurizon Network said that the QCA has not provided justification for the use of 'length'
in place of 'comparative length' in describing the system specific train characteristics.
It said that 'comparative length' should be reinstated as it is consistent with the past
regulatory treatment of length over many years, and it incorporates a degree of
tolerance which allows for immaterial variances (e.g. minor differences in wagon
design, and couple stretch).419

17.6.7

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the reference train characteristics proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
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General reference train service characteristics
Direct operating route

We note that Aurizon Network has not provided any new and compelling information regarding
direct operating route, other than provide an example of an access enquiry received. We
understand that if an access seeker wishes to load at two geographically different mines, prior
to travelling to the port, they can negotiate all the parameters (e.g. sectional run times) prior to
signing an access agreement with Aurizon Network.
We consider Aurizon Network's proposal may lead to unintended consequences. For example, a
train that diverts from the most direct route for provisioning may not be considered a reference
train.
Conditions of access

While Aurizon Network disagreed with our conditions of access in the CDD, we note that it
agreed to it in our IDD, despite the fact that our drafting has not changed. As Aurizon Network
has not provided new and compelling information, we maintain our IDD and CDD position that
this provision should only apply when the differences between an access agreement and the
standard access agreement have a material impact on cost or risk.
We consider that the interests of other stakeholders are promoted by greater price certainty
and stability, as well as maintaining continuity in the manner in which reference tariffs have
been historically applied in relation to the CQCN. We consider that the use of the word
‘material’ achieves an appropriate balance between the benefits of pricing flexibility to Aurizon
Network and the benefits of price certainty to other stakeholders.
System-specific reference train service characteristics
We also note that Aurizon Network has not provided new and compelling information regarding
the constrained sections and nominated separation times. As a result, we reiterate our IDD
analysis, that Aurizon Network has not provided evidence to support the automatic designation
of two sections as constrained sections (where the nominated separation time would apply).
However, we agree with Aurizon Network that a refinement is appropriate. We consider
Aurizon Network’s explanation on comparative length to be reasonable. We also note that no
stakeholders raised any issues with the use of the defined term ‘comparative length’ in
response to Aurizon Network’s original 2014 DAU submission.

Conclusion
Having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholders' submissions by Aurizon Network,
we have concluded that no new information or submissions were submitted that warrant us
changing our consolidated draft decision. Therefore, our final decision confirms our
consolidated draft decision to refuse to approve the reference train characteristics proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
With respect to the general reference train characteristics, we note that an unduly narrow
definition of the reference train gives Aurizon Network scope to deviate from the reference
tariff by application of clause 6.2.2(b)(i) in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU. Aurizon
Network could discriminate against access seekers by defining the reference train in a manner
that more precisely reflects Aurizon Network's own above-rail services, hence resulting in
charges higher than the reference tariff being applied to access seekers that do not precisely
match the same train characteristics as Aurizon Network. As a result, and against the
background of our final decision on price discrimination (Chapter 16 of this final decision), we
consider it inappropriate to accept the general reference train characteristics discussed above.
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We consider this is consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, and appropriately
balances the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network with the interests of access
seekers, access holders, and train operators.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU. This includes the further refinements as set
out above.

Final decision 17.4
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed changes to its reference train service
characteristics, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
remove the requirement for a reference train service to operate using the
most direct route
(b)

remove the requirement relating to capital costs

(c)

align a reference train to comply with Aurizon Network's coal loss mitigation
provisions

(d)

amend the requirement relating to conditions of access

(e)

remove the requirement for Blackwater and Goonyella system reference
trains to operate to a nominated separation time over the constrained section
of no greater than 20 minutes.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

17.7

Revenue cap adjustments

17.7.1

Aurizon Network proposal
Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU contains provisions for the calculation of Aurizon
Network's adjusted allowable revenues and total actual revenues as part of the annual revenue
cap adjustment process. Any over- or under-recovery of Aurizon Network's adjusted allowable
revenues leads to tariff adjustments as part of a separate process (i.e. the annual review of
reference tariffs).
Aurizon Network proposed the following revenue adjustments associated with the AT1 tariff
that seek to minimise its variability and incorporate this tariff component in the revenue cap:
 As part of the annual review of reference tariffs, an adjustment to allowable revenue at the
beginning of each year to account for any changes in short-run variable maintenance costs
based on the difference between approved volume forecast and revised volume forecast.
 As part of the revenue cap adjustment process, an adjustment to allowable revenue to
account for the difference between approved AT1 revenue and actual AT1 revenue
received.420
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Other provisions relating to the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue are similar to the
2010 AU other than the inclusion of additional adjustments to account for the difference
between:
 forecast and actual audit costs
 forecast and actual rebates paid by Aurizon Network.
Aurizon Network proposed that the adjustment for its over- or under-payment of rebates to
AFD holders be moved from the calculation of total actual revenue (2010 AU, Schedule F, cl.
3.2.3(c)) to the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue (2014 DAU, Schedule F, cl.
3.3(b)(v)).421 Aurizon Network submitted that this change results in the recovery of its under- or
over-payment of rebates via the revenue cap adjustment process, rather than through take-orpay charges which were limited to UT3 access holders as this adjustment was introduced in the
2010 AU.422 Aurizon Network also stated that this change aims to shift the volume risk
associated with the payment of rebates from UT3 access holders to all users of the particular
system.423
Other provisions relating to the calculation of total actual revenue are similar to the 2010 AU,
with the intent and purpose seemingly unchanged.
Aurizon Network also proposed an additional circumstance in which it can earn an increment, as
compared to the 2010 AU terms, to align with an additional element of its proposed incentive
mechanism that was submitted to us in April 2012 (2014 DAU, Schedule F, cl. 3.4(a)(i)).

17.7.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision included overload charges and ancillary revenues as part of total actual
revenue. We refused to approve the proposed adjustments for short-run variable maintenance
costs, AT1 revenue, audit costs, and rebates, as well as the proposed approach to calculating
and applying performance increments.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 17.8 was:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed revenue cap adjustments
in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU. We would approve amendments to the 2014 DAU to:
(a)

remove proposed revenue adjustments in relation to:
(i)

short‐run variable maintenance costs

(ii)

AT1 revenue

(b)

reflect in the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue the cost of audits required under
this undertaking by the QCA, but only to the extent that the QCA has approved these
costs as being efficient incurred and these costs are not recoverable elsewhere in this
undertaking.

(c)

remove rebate adjustments from the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue

(d)

include overload charges and ancillary revenues in the calculation of total actual revenue

(e)

remove the increment calculation and application.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 17.7 of the initial draft decision.
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Short-run variable maintenance cost and AT1 revenue cap adjustments
We were not convinced by Aurizon Network's analysis of its proportion of fixed versus variable
maintenance costs. Consequently, we were not confident that these adjustment provisions
would serve their intended purpose.
Should the fixed and variable maintenance cost proportions turn out to be significantly
inaccurate, the arbitrary creation of 'winners and losers' would result under a revenue cap
arrangement. For this reason, we required a more detailed build-up (bottom-up approach) of
the short-run variable costs before these adjustment provisions could be considered for
inclusion.
While Aurizon Network was exposed to volume risk under existing arrangements with the AT1
tariff excluded from the revenue cap, we considered such risk to be minimal. It was difficult to
see how this risk would be significant for Aurizon Network unless there was a considerable
shock to Aurizon Network's rail system (which had a low probability). In this regard, we noted
Aurizon Network's view that the probability of actual volumes falling 8 per cent or more below
forecast volumes was negligible without a material exogenous shock.424
Our initial draft decision removed revenue adjustments associated with short-run variable
maintenance costs and the AT1 tariff. We considered that this change appropriately balanced
Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Audit costs
We noted Aurizon Network's concerns about unplanned audits in our MAR draft decision.425 We
accepted that any unplanned audit costs that Aurizon Network incurred could be treated as a
cost pass-through and reflected in adjustments to allowable revenue, with reviews on a caseby-case basis to ensure that such costs had been efficiently incurred.
We accepted Aurizon Network's proposal on the basis that it will appropriately balance Aurizon
Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Treatment of rebate adjustments
We were not convinced that all users should be subject to volume risk with respect to possible
under- or over-payment of rebates resulting from an AFD arrangement between Aurizon
Network and a particular AFD holder.
An AFD is an agreement between Aurizon Network and a particular customer, and the volume
risk for associated payments should be limited to these two parties.
Our initial draft decision excluded this adjustment from the calculation of both adjusted
allowable revenue and total actual revenue. We considered this change appropriately balanced
Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Overload charges and ancillary revenues
We could not establish whether the costs associated with Aurizon Network's overload charges
and ancillary revenues were included in the cost forecasts because sufficient information to
assess this was not provided by Aurizon Network. Potentially, this could result in the doublecounting of these costs—that is, recovered once through reference tariffs and again via
mechanisms outside of reference tariffs.
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Therefore, we considered it appropriate to include overload charges and ancillary revenues in
the total actual revenue, whether material or not, given that it was not clear whether
associated costs are excluded from cost forecasts used to calculate MAR and reference tariffs.
Waiver of relinquishment fees
Under Aurizon Operations' proposed provision, the waiving of relinquishment fees by Aurizon
Network for an access holder in a particular system would transfer costs to other access holders
in that system. We considered such a provision was inconsistent with the interests of access
holders as they should not be penalised for reasons unrelated to them (including a waiver of
relinquishment fees).
We considered Aurizon Operations' proposed provision in section 11.6.3 of our initial draft
decision. As outlined in that section, we did not consider that a cost shift from a rail operator to
the remainder of the network would necessarily promote the efficient use of and investment in
significant infrastructure.
Performance incentives
Our initial draft decision removed the increment calculation and application, and noted that an
incentive arrangement should be considered as part of the development of a more
comprehensive incentive mechanism as outlined in section 3.8 of the initial draft decision.
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Aurizon Network's comments on the initial draft decision
Table 15 Aurizon Network comments on allowable revenues and total actual revenues
Issues

Aurizon Network's comments

Short-run variable
maintenance cost
(SRVC) and AT1 revenue
cap adjustments

Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision to remove its SRVC
adjustment to allowable revenues as part of the annual reference tariff variation as it
believed it was inconsistent with other adjustments associated with changes in
volume forecasts. However, it acknowledged that the SRVC rate could be better
aligned to volumes and further analysis was required. Aurizon Network said that if
we were willing to work with it to confirm these amounts, then this clause should be
reinstated and amended to reflect the revised SRVC rate. The SRVC would only be
applied to the 2016–17 reference tariff variation.426
Aurizon Network also disagreed with our initial draft decision to exclude AT1 from the
revenue cap adjustment process, but accepted our initial draft decision subject to a
review of reference tariffs prior to the commencement of UT5.427

Audit costs

Aurizon Network accepted our initial draft decision to require that such costs should
be efficiently incurred and not recovered elsewhere in the undertaking.428

Treatment of rebate
adjustments

Aurizon Network said that we misinterpreted the purpose of their proposal which
excluded from allowable revenues both forecast revenues attributable to rebateable
assets and actual rebates paid. Aurizon Network said that if we want to reflect our
intent to isolate volume risk to the Access Facilitation Deed (AFD) holder, then we
should allow rebate adjustments to be retained, as the sole purpose of the rebate
adjustment is to ensure that volume risk is isolated to the AFD holder.429
Aurizon Network also said that it was difficult for them to renegotiate the terms of
each AFD so rebate over- or under-recoveries could be settled between the two
parties subject to the AFD.430

Overload charges and
ancillary revenues

Aurizon Network accepted our proposed inclusion of ancillary revenues in the total
actual revenues to the extent that the ancillary services are related to provision of
access for coal-carrying train services.
Aurizon Network said it could agree with our definition of ancillary revenues in the
calculation of total actual revenue subject to the following amendments:
 the removal of the word 'storage' from the definition of ancillary services, since
storage is not part of the declared service and is not included in their MAR
 the removal of the words 'relating to maintaining connections to private
infrastructure', since these words are unnecessary as these connections are
covered by the Standard Rail Connection Agreement which states that costs
associated with maintenance of those connections will be included in the MAR. 431
Aurizon Network accepted our proposed inclusion of overload charges on the basis
that ballast cutting costs associated with overloaded wagons on trains are allowed by
the QCA as part of the UT4 maintenance allowance.432

Waiving of
relinquishment fees

Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision and said its view was that a
change is required to the current relinquishment fee provisions to help facilitate
operator efficiency improvements.433

Performance incentives

Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision. 434
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Other stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Table 16 Stakeholders' comments on allowable revenues and total actual revenues
Issues

Stakeholders' comments

Short-run variable
maintenance cost
(SRVC) and AT1 revenue
cap adjustments

The QRC supported our initial draft decision and considered that an approach
involving extensive consultation and assessment of the needs of the system should
be developed, rather than be a formula-based adjustment.435 The QRC also
supported our position to exclude AT1 from the revenue cap adjustment process to
reflect differences between actual and forecast AT1 revenues.436

Audit costs

The QRC supported our initial draft decision.437

Treatment of rebate
adjustments

The QRC supported our initial draft decision.438

Overload charges and
ancillary revenues

The QRC supported our initial draft decision and said that the calculation of 'Total
Actual Revenue' requires the inclusion of ancillary revenue.439

Waiving of
relinquishment fees

Aurizon Operations said that:
 it maintained its position that there should be a mechanism whereby a
component of a relinquishment fee attributable to the ntk and the nt can be
waived where it is associated with above-rail productivity improvements and the
total contracted ntk and nt are unchanged
 there should be a mechanism whereby the rail operator can seek a rebate on the
AT2 component of a relinquishment fee which is commensurate with any benefits
arising from an above rail productivity improvement and the total ntk and nt are
unchanged
 the pricing principles in section 168A of the QCA Act require that prices for access
to the service should provide incentives to reduce costs or otherwise improve
productivity.440
BMA disagreed with our initial draft decision and noted that supply chain participants
are working together to improve the efficiency of the network by introducing new
operating practices. BMA considered our initial draft decision was likely to
significantly reduce investment in this research.441

Performance incentives

17.7.5

The QRC supported our initial draft decision requiring the removal of increment, and
reasoned that Aurizon Network should not be in a position to claim performance
bonuses until a symmetrical suite of performance incentives is introduced. 442

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals relating to revenue cap
adjustments in the 2014 DAU.
After considering the submissions of Aurizon Network and other stakeholders we concluded
that, in the main, we did not receive new information or arguments that compel us to change
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our initial draft decision. Therefore, most of the reasons contained in our initial draft decision
remained relevant.
Short-run variable maintenance cost and AT1 revenue cap adjustments
Our initial draft decision removed revenue adjustments associated with the short-run variable
maintenance costs, for the reasons contained in section 17.7 of the initial draft decision.
Although Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision, it recognised that the shortrun variable maintenance cost rate could be better aligned to volumes. Aurizon Network said
that if we were willing to work with it to confirm these amounts, then this provision should be
reinstated.443
In our initial draft decision, we said we would require a more detailed build-up of the short-run
variable costs before these adjustment provisions would be considered for inclusion. As we did
not receive this information from Aurizon Network, we maintained our position that the
revenue adjustments associated with the short-run variable maintenance costs should be
removed.
Our initial draft decision also refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposal to include the AT1
revenue in the revenue cap adjustment process. While disagreeing with this decision, Aurizon
Network accepted it subject to a review of reference tariff arrangements prior to the
commencement of UT5.444 Additionally, we did not receive any new information or arguments
from other stakeholders to the contrary; therefore, our consolidated draft decision was to
maintain our position to exclude the AT1 revenue from the revenue cap adjustment process.
This change appropriately balances Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s.
138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Audit costs
Our initial draft decision accepted Aurizon Network's proposal that the cost of unplanned audits
should be included in adjustments to allowable revenue, subject to our reviews on a case-bycase basis that such costs have been efficiently incurred. As Aurizon Network agreed with our
initial draft decision, and as we did not receive any new information from other stakeholders to
the contrary, our consolidated draft decision was to confirm our initial draft decision for the
reasons contained in section 17.7 of the initial draft decision.
We accept Aurizon Network's proposal on the basis that it appropriately balances Aurizon
Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s. 138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Treatment of rebate adjustments
Our initial draft decision excluded the under- and over-recovery of rebates from the calculation
of both adjusted allowable revenue and total actual revenue.
In its submission to our initial draft decision, Aurizon Network said that we misinterpreted its
proposal. Aurizon Network said that if our intention is to isolate volume risk to the AFD holder,
then we should allow the retention of rebate adjustments, as the sole purpose of the rebate
adjustment is to ensure that volume risks is isolated to the AFD holder.445
We sought further clarification from Aurizon Network and considered that we did not
misinterpret their proposal. Our approach would remove variations between forecast and
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actual rebates from the take-or-pay and revenue cap adjustment processes, limiting the volume
risk to the parties involved in the AFD agreement. Therefore, our consolidated draft decision
was to confirm our initial draft decision for the reasons contained in section 17.7 of the initial
draft decision.
This change appropriately balances Aurizon Network’s and users’ rights and interests (s.
138(2)(b), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Overload charges and ancillary revenues
In our initial draft decision, we considered it appropriate to include overload charges and
ancillary revenues in the calculation of total actual revenue.
In its submission to our initial draft decision, Aurizon Network said it could agree with our initial
draft decision subject to removal of the word 'storage' from the definition of ancillary revenues,
and removal of the words 'relating to maintaining connections to private infrastructure' from
the definition of total actual revenue.446
Storage

It was our understanding that storage does not form part of access and is excluded from access
agreements. However, we undertook further analysis to ensure that the costs associated with
Aurizon Network's storage services were not double-counted—that is, are incorporated in the
MAR and recovered through reference tariffs and again through a storage fee that is charged to
customers.
In response to Aurizon Network's submission447, we sought from Aurizon Network further
information on the storage services it provides. Aurizon Network said that these services
include long-term storage of locomotives or empty wagons in locations where tracks are not in
use (i.e. using existing infrastructure).448
Aurizon Network also provided the following additional information regarding these services:
 Storage locations are optimised to minimise disruption to the network.
 The provision of storage means trains operators avoid these costs.
 The storage fee is a nominal charge rolled forward by CPI from prior to 2010.
 The same methodology is applied to all customers to ensure consistency and fairness.
 Storage charges are based on nominal rates, revenues earned are immaterial, and the
incremental costs incurred are negligible.
Based on the new information we received, we understood that Aurizon Network has not built
new infrastructure solely to accommodate the storage of locomotives. While particular CQCN
assets may be used as part of providing the storage service, the use of these assets for storage
activities does not have a material impact on CQCN train services.
From our analysis, it did not appear that costs incorporated in the MAR included the
incremental costs incurred by Aurizon Network for the provision of storage services.
Therefore, we accepted Aurizon Network's comment that 'storage' should be removed from the
definition of ancillary revenues.
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Connections to private infrastructure

Aurizon Network has provided detailed information on connections to private infrastructure
including:449
 Connections which are required to facilitate the movement of coal-carrying train services,
including to and from private infrastructure, are covered by the SRCA. This means the costs
associated with maintenance of these connections are to be included in Aurizon Network’s
maintenance cost allowance. Aurizon Network has confirmed that the maintenance
allowance submitted for UT4 includes these costs.
 The costs associated with maintaining connections which are required to facilitate the
movement of non-coal train services have been excluded from the UT4 maintenance cost
allowance.
Aurizon Network confirmed the maintenance allowance it submitted for UT4 included the costs
associated with maintaining connections to private infrastructure for coal-carrying train
services. Therefore, the same cost should be included in the calculation of total actual revenue
to avoid double counting.
As the costs of maintaining connections to private infrastructure for non-coal train services have
been excluded from the UT4 maintenance cost allowance, we agreed that the same costs
should be excluded from the calculation of total actual revenue.
Overload charges

The ballast cutting costs contained in Chapter 24 did not distinguish between regular-loaded
wagons and overloaded wagons. Therefore, the ballast cutting allowance we proposed included
the costs associated with overloaded wagons. However, this did not imply that we have made
an in-principle decision to include it in future maintenance allowances.
Waiving relinquishment fees
Our initial draft decision did not allow Aurizon Network to waive relinquishment fees for an
access holder.
The benefits associated with improving efficiency should be assessed against the associated
cost which should reflect the payment of relinquishment fees. Other users unrelated to this
decision should not be adversely affected by the waiving of this relinquishment fee.
The reasons we provided in our initial draft decision remain relevant, and were consistent with
our consolidated draft decision contained in Chapter 11.
Performance incentives
Our initial draft decision removed the increment calculation and application. As Aurizon
Network agreed with our initial draft decision, and we did not receive any new information or
arguments to the contrary, our consolidated draft decision was to confirm our initial draft
decision for the reasons provided in section 17.7 of the initial draft decision.

17.7.6

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Stakeholder submissions in response to our CDD are summarised in the table below.
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Table 17 Stakeholders' comments on our approach to allowable revenues and total actual
revenues in our consolidated draft decision
Issues

Stakeholders' comments

Short-run variable
maintenance cost
(SRVC) and AT1 revenue
cap adjustments

Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD.450

Audit costs

Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD and said that this limits its ability to be
compensated for efficient costs.451 In its drafting, Aurizon Network proposed it
should not be prevented from recovering its legitimate costs through an ex post
process.452

Conditions based
assessment

Aurizon Network submitted that the adjusted allowable revenue should include the
actual costs for a conditions based assessment; unless its forecast costs have been
used in the setting of reference tariffs, in which case, it should allow for the
difference between the actual and forecasts costs. Aurizon Network said it should
not be prevented from recovering legitimate costs imposed on it by the regulatory
process through an ex post exclusion process.453

Treatment of rebate
adjustments

Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD and said this would expose it to volume
risks that are outside of its control.454
Aurizon Network provided an example whereby the TAR is below the SAR due to an
AFD holder not railing. When this occurs, Aurizon Network said the QCA's decision to
remove rebate adjustments from the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue
means that Aurizon Network is overcompensated. When the opposite occurs (i.e.
TAR is above the SAR due to an AFD over-railing), Aurizon Network is
undercompensated.
Aurizon Network said that if the QCA retains its CDD, then Aurizon Network will pay
the AFD holder the exact amount of the SAR that relates to rebateable assets,
irrespective of railings. They said this will lead to other system users compensating a
non-railing AFD holder for its rebate payment, or other system users will benefit from
the additional revenue generated by an over-railing AFD holder.455

Overload charges and
ancillary revenues

Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD, subject to an amendment. Specifically, they
proposed amending the definition of Ancillary Revenues to clarify that ancillary
revenues will only be included in the calculation of TAR to the extent that the same
costs has been included in its MAR allowance.456 In its drafting, Aurizon Network said
the ancillary revenues regarding connections for private infrastructure should not be
included in the calculation of TAR if they were not included in its MAR allowance.457

Waiving of
relinquishment fees

BMA and Aurizon Operations reiterated their concerns that the lack of provisions for
Aurizon Network to waive relinquishment fees does not promote productivity
improvements in the above-rail market.458 Aurizon Operations also submitted that
the above-rail operator would not be compensated if another access seeker acquired
the relinquished capacity after the relinquishment fee was paid.

Performance incentives

Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD.459
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Issues
Electric energy charge
(EC )

Stakeholders' comments
Aurizon Network amended the definition of the EC and submitted that for
transparency the EC for a particular year should take into account any over- or underrecovery in the previous year.460
Additionally, Aurizon Network said that the environment compliance charge has
nothing to do with the EC. As a result, they have proposed to:
 delete cl. 2.2(e) of our CDD's Schedule F drafting which states that 'when Aurizon
Network publishes the EC, it must separately identify the level of the environment
compliance charge within the EC' and instead
 clarify its obligation under cl. 2.2(a) of our CDD's Schedule F drafting. That is,
when a environment compliance charge applies, Aurizon Network must separately
identify this amount.461

MAR implications of
QCA's CDD

17.7.7

Aurizon Network submitted that it is likely to incur a number of additional costs as
the QCA has proposed substantial changes to the regulatory framework that imposes
burden and additional costs. Aurizon Network proposed that some of these costs
should be included in the final MAR. Aurizon Network said compliance costs that it
incurs that were not allowed in the MAR (e.g. dynamic assessment requirements
related to network development plan options) should be recovered through the
revenue cap process.462

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the revenue cap adjustments proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
However, we agree with stakeholders that some refinements to the way we consider the 2014
DAU should be amended are appropriate. These are set out below.
Treatment of rebate adjustments
We consider the new information provided by Aurizon Network in support of its 2014 DAU
proposed treatment of rebate adjustments to be reasonable. That is, other system users should
not compensate a non-railing or under-railing AFD holder for the amount of its rebateable
assets, and conversely should not benefit from an over-railing AFD holder.
We consider that Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU approach is an improvement on the
2010 AU where the under- or over-payment of rebates through take-or-pay charges were
limited to UT3 access holders. We also note that the QRC, in its initial submission to Aurizon
Network's 2013 DAU, supported this proposed clause, and no stakeholders have raised any
issues with this over the course of our consultation process.
Overload charges and ancillary revenues
We consider Aurizon Network's proposal to clarify that ancillary revenues will only be included
in the calculation of TAR to the extent that the same costs have been included in its MAR
allowance, to be reasonable.
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Audit and conditions based assessment costs
In our initial and consolidated draft decisions, we included the cost of audits in the calculation
of adjusted allowable revenue, but only to the extent that the QCA has approved these costs to
be efficiently incurred and not recoverable elsewhere in the undertaking. We note that Aurizon
Network agreed with our initial draft decision, but since then, Aurizon Network has changed its
mind without providing new information or submissions.
We accept that a conditions based assessment could be treated as a cost pass-through and
could be reflected in adjustments to allowable revenue. However, similar to our position on the
cost of audits, this would apply only to the extent that such costs have been efficiently incurred.
Waiving of relinquishment fees
For the reasons set out in Chapter 11 of this final decision, we maintain our view from our initial
and consolidated draft decisions to not allow Aurizon Network to waive relinquishment fees for
an access holder.
Electric energy adjustment
We consider Aurizon Network's proposal to amend the definition of the electric energy charge
(EC) for a particular year to account for any over- or under-recovery in the previous year to be
reasonable. We note that this is consistent with QRC's view in its 2014–15 revenue cap
submission that, for UT4, EC over- or under-recoveries should be adjusted against future EC
charges.463
Recovery of additional compliance costs
We do not accept some of Aurizon Network's proposed cost items relating to compliance with
our amended DAU, as we consider that such additional costs:
 are no longer material or relevant due to our final decision proposing refinements to our
CDD amended DAU
 would not be significant or can be absorbed within our proposed cost allowances.
We acknowledge that some of Aurizon Network's cost items reflect additional processes
relating to compliance with our final decision and would incur additional costs. However, we
have not been provided with evidence showing the proposed cost estimates are efficient. As a
result, we have not accepted Aurizon Network's proposal to include its estimate of costs likely
to be incurred in the final MAR.
We have made proposed amendments to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU in order to allow some of
these costs to be considered as part of the revenue cap adjustment process for 2016–17. While
Aurizon Network proposed the recovery of these additional compliance costs within the review
event process in its proposed amendments to our CDD amended DAU, we consider that the
review event process should be limited to events that are not foreseeable and not within the
control of Aurizon Network.
Our detailed assessment of each additional cost item proposed by Aurizon Network is outlined
in Appendix D of this volume.
Conclusion
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
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The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU. This includes the further refinements as set
out above.

Final decision 17.5
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposal for revenue cap adjustments in
Schedule F of the 2014 DAU, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon
Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

remove proposed revenue adjustments in relation to
(i)

short-run variable maintenance costs

(ii)

AT1 revenue

(b)

include in the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue the cost of audit and
conditions based assessment costs required under this undertaking by the
QCA, but only to the extent that the QCA has approved that these costs have
been efficiently incurred and these costs are not recoverable elsewhere in this
undertaking

(c)

include in the calculation of adjusted allowable revenue the recovery of
compliance costs required in this undertaking by the QCA, but only to the
extent that the QCA has approved that these costs have been efficiently
incurred and these costs are not recoverable elsewhere in this undertaking

(d)

include overload charges and ancillary revenues in the calculation of total
actual revenue

(e)

remove the increment calculation and application.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

17.8

Reference tariff variation events

17.8.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU contains provisions that require Aurizon Network to
submit a reference tariff variation application within 60 days after it becomes aware of an
endorsed variation event or a review event. In the event that Aurizon Network fails to do so, we
may require Aurizon Network to submit a reference tariff variation application. The reference
tariff variation events are discussed below.
Endorsed variation events
Endorsed variation events are similar to those in the 2010 AU except for the removal of the
variation in the EC as a result of a change in pricing by an electricity retailer. Aurizon Network's
2014 DAU proposed instead that our approval be sought for updates to the EC by the end of the
May preceding the particular financial year (cl. 2.2(a)).
Review events
Aurizon Network's proposed review events are different to those in the 2010 AU and include,
among other things:
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 maintenance costs that have been prudently and efficiently incurred, but are greater than
the maintenance cost allowance, including maintenance costs that relate to:
 a change in maintenance practices as reasonably requested by an access holder or
customer subsequent to the commencing date
 a competitive process, engaging or otherwise appointing a third party, or an Aurizon
party (on arms-length terms), to perform any maintenance activities
 force majeure that has a similar definition to that contained in the 2010 AU and further
includes storm surge, cyclone, tornado, severe weather conditions and natural calamity.

17.8.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed reference tariff
variation events.
We adopted the principle that reference tariff variation events should be limited to events that
are not foreseeable and not within the control of Aurizon Network. This principle was consistent
with our approach to distribute financial risks between parties that can effectively mitigate
them, and appropriately balanced the interests of Aurizon Network and access holders (s.
138(2)(b) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We considered that, in applying this principle, Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU should include
reference tariff variation events that comprise:
 a change in law or relevant taxes with a 2.5 per cent materiality threshold
 a change in the pricing related to distribution and/or transmission entities with a 2.5 per
cent materiality threshold
 a review of the QCA levy
 force majeure.

17.8.3

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our initial draft decision to retain its proposed list of endorsed
variation events.464
However, Aurizon Network disagreed with our initial draft decision to limit review events to
events that are not foreseeable and not within the control of Aurizon Network. In its
submission, Aurizon Network said that our initial draft decision is inconsistent with the pricing
principles outlined in section 168A of the QCA Act. It also stated that its proposal helps
customers by providing additional flexibility when dealing with changes in circumstances and
considers that the following review events should be reinstated:465
 Aurizon Network's ability to recover maintenance costs that have been prudently and
efficiently incurred, but are greater than the maintenance cost allowance (subject to a 2.5
per cent materiality threshold)
 provisions relating to the expansion pricing framework (cl. 4.3 (e) of the 2014 DAU)
 provisions relating to a material change in volumes or other circumstances where there are
reasonable grounds to amend a Reference Tariff (cl. 4.3 (f) and (g) of the 2014 DAU).

464
465

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 261.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 261.
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The QRC supported our initial draft decision which limits review events to force majeure events
only.466
While Anglo American does not disagree with the theoretical concept behind the review event
process, it disagrees with the way the concept is being used. Anglo American said that review
events represent an insurance mechanism to pass through claims at a regulated rate of return
rather than the simple escalation of costs of what are now relatively frequent flooding
events.467
Anglo American expressed the following concerns:
 the practical implications of having the review event process at all
 flooding is now relatively common and industry, Aurizon and the QCA have to accept that
there will be more flooding in the future
 Aurizon Network should not be able to immediately recover the value of repair in one lump
sum from users
 the costs of the repair and construction works should be attributed as replacement capital
expenditure (or the renewals program) and these costs should be optimised into the RAB.468

17.8.4

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposals relating to reference tariff
variation events in the 2014 DAU.
We have considered the submissions of Aurizon Network and other stakeholders and have
concluded that we did not receive new and compelling information or arguments that would
change our initial draft decision.
We maintained the principle that reference tariff variation events should be limited to events
that are not foreseeable and not within the control of Aurizon Network. This principle was
consistent with our approach to distribute financial risks between parties that can effectively
mitigate them, and appropriately balanced the interests of Aurizon Network and access holders
(s. 138(2)(b) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We noted that our initial draft decision left out the endorsed variation event related to a change
in the pricing related to distribution and/or transmission entities, while it was included in our
marked changes to Schedule F of the initial draft decision. We rectified this internal
inconsistency by updating our consolidated draft decision.
Based on the reasons above, our consolidated draft decision was to confirm our initial draft
decision.
Our changes appropriately balanced the interests of Aurizon Network and access holders (s.
138(2)(b) and (h) of the QCA Act).

17.8.5

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with the proposed list of endorsed variation events in our CDD.

466

QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 43.
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 95: 42–43.
468
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 95: 42–43.
467
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However, Aurizon Network submitted that review events should be expanded beyond force
majeure, specifically:
 Where maintenance costs have been prudently and efficiently incurred, but are above the
maintenance cost allowance, leading to an impact of greater than 2.5 per cent. Aurizon
Network said that it is not aware of any reasonable basis to exclude this from being a review
event.469
 When a material change occurs in the assumed forecast contracted volumes relevant to the
existing capital indicator. Aurizon Network said it is unclear why this would be
inappropriate.470 For example, a mine closure, resulting in a material change in volume, is an
unforeseeable event and is not within the control of Aurizon Network.471
 When any other material change in circumstances occur that Aurizon Network can
reasonably demonstrate may give rise to a need to vary the relevant reference tariff.472
Anglo American reiterated its view from previous submissions that the review event provision is
not the most appropriate manner to address natural events. Anglo American said that Aurizon
Network is using the review event as a cost mitigation mechanism to pass through claims at a
regulated rate of return whilst preserving approved allowances for capital renewals and
maintenance.473

17.8.6

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the reference tariff variation events proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. However, we
remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate and the
additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

469

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 33.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 34.
471
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 241.
472
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 34.
473
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 127: 40.
470
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Final decision 17.6
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed suite of reference tariff variation
events in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU, our final decision is to refuse to approve
Aurizon Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to limit reference tariff variation events to:
(a)

a change in law or relevant taxes with a 2.5 per cent materiality threshold

(b)

a change in the pricing related to distribution and/or transmission entities
with a 2.5 per cent materiality threshold

(c)

a review of the QCA levy

(d)

force majeure.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.
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REFERENCE TARIFFS FOR WIRP TRAIN SERVICES
The proposed 2014 DAU pricing arrangements for WIRP train services were outlined in Aurizon
Network's August 2014 guidance note. In December 2014, Aurizon Network submitted an
updated pricing proposal (under the 2010 AU process) which set out pricing arrangements for
WIRP train services that differed from those in its 2014 DAU proposal.
This chapter discusses our assessment of the appropriateness of Aurizon Network's proposed
pricing arrangements for WIRP train services under the 2014 DAU, having regard to the factors
set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
Our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed WIRP reference tariff
arrangements. The way in which we consider it appropriate to amend Schedule F to reflect our
proposed WIRP pricing arrangements is to:
 modify the allocation of WIRP capital expenditure to existing customers to only include those
costs that have clear benefits attributable to existing users
 modify the operating and maintenance costs for WIRP train services to equal those proposed
by Aurizon Network in December 2014
 adopt the forecast volumes for WIRP and non-WIRP train services consistent with Aurizon
Network's revised February 2016 forecasts with an adjustment to WIRP Moura volumes
 address the impact of WIRP users that are not expected to rail during the UT4 period, by
application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanisms
 apply a system premium for WIRP train services, if applicable, in addition to the relevant
Blackwater or Moura system reference tariffs.
Appendix A provides a summary of our proposed changes to Aurizon Network's proposed
modelling assumptions, including those related to WIRP pricing arrangements. Appendix B
details our reference tariffs (AT1–AT5) for the whole CQCN including WIRP train services.

18.1

Introduction
The Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal (WICET) is an industry-funded terminal integrated
within the existing infrastructure at the Port of Gladstone. Being built in stages, WICET aimed to
deliver 27 million tonnes per year of export capacity to a consortium of eight coal exporters
with the completion of its first stage.474
Significant rail infrastructure is required in conjunction with WICET in the Moura and Blackwater
coal systems. Wiggins Island Rail Project (WIRP)475 refers to a series of individual geographically
distinct rail infrastructure projects in the southern Bowen Basin. These projects are collectively
known as the WIRP Stage 1 expansion and consist of six project segments, including a new
balloon loop, track duplications and upgrades.
New and existing users of the CQCN have contracted below-rail capacity for access to WICET.
These parties, referred to as WIRP users, consist of:

474

The eight users involved in WICET Stage 1 were Aquila Resources, Bandanna Energy, Caledon Resources,
Cockatoo Coal, Glencore Xstrata, Northern Energy Corporation, Wesfarmers Curragh and Yancoal.
475
References to 'WIRP' throughout this chapter refer collectively to all WIRP Stage 1 expansion projects.
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 WIRP Blackwater—customers who have contracted train services under WIRP arrangements
and are geographically located in the Blackwater system
 WIRP Moura—a customer who has contracted train services under WIRP arrangements and
is geographically located in the Moura system
 WIRP NCL—a customer who has contracted train services originating from the Colton mine
to WICET (referred to as the North Coast Line (NCL) train service) under WIRP arrangements.
Train services to WICET, referred to as WIRP train services, commenced in March 2015.
Further detail on WIRP is set out in our draft decision titled 'Aurizon Network 2014 DAU:
Reference Tariffs for Wiggins Island Rail Project Train Services', dated 31 July 2015 ('WIRP draft
decision').

18.2

Overview

18.2.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
2014 DAU submission
In its 2014 DAU submission, Aurizon Network proposed pricing arrangements for WIRP train
services. As part of its 2014 DAU submission in August 2014, Aurizon Network provided a
separate guidance note which outlined the revenue and pricing treatment of WIRP train
services under its proposed 2014 DAU. This proposal was similar to the treatment set out under
Aurizon Network's withdrawn 2013 DAU. Aurizon Network said that its proposed pricing
approach was guided by pricing principles in the 2014 DAU and the legislative requirements of
the QCA under section 138 of the QCA Act.476
Aurizon Network proposed the incremental costs associated with WIRP be socialised across all
users within the Moura and Blackwater systems. This would result in all users (WIRP or nonWIRP) of the Moura and Blackwater systems sharing the costs and risks of the WIRP
infrastructure.477 Subsequent stakeholder submissions reflected strongly opposing views as to
whether the incremental costs of WIRP should be shared across all system users or borne only
by WIRP users.
On 26 November 2014, in response to stakeholder submissions, we asked Aurizon Network for a
more comprehensive tariff proposal for WIRP that could be used for further stakeholder
consultation in the context of our consideration of the 2014 DAU.
December 2014 pricing proposal
On 18 December 2014, Aurizon Network submitted a pricing proposal for WIRP train services
pursuant to clause 6.4.2 of the 2010 AU, rather than as a submission on the 2014 DAU. The
proposal comprised 'transitional' reference tariffs under the 2010 AU for 2014–15 through to
2016–17.478

476

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 2–3.
Aurizon Network also proposed an alternative reference tariff for the NCL train service, based on the Colton
to Barney Point Alternative Access Charge proposal that we approved in March 2012 (Aurizon Network
December 2013 Financial Model; QCA, 2012(e)).
478
At the time, proposing tariffs for 2015–16 and 2016–17 was beyond the term of the 2010 AU (the 2010 AU
has since been extended via two separate proposals and will expire 30 June 2016).
477
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On 20 February 2015, we sought further advice from Aurizon Network on the legal basis for this
proposal, given that it was unclear how reference tariffs for periods beyond the term of the
2010 AU could be consistent with the 2010 AU as required by clause 6.4.2(g)(i) of the 2010 AU.
On 6 March 2015, Aurizon Network acknowledged we do not have the power to approve
reference tariffs beyond the 2010 AU period under clause 6.4.2 of the 2010 AU. Aurizon
Network clarified that the purpose of the pricing proposal was to seek our approval of:
 Aurizon Network's proposed methodology to be applied to calculate WIRP tariffs, as well as
our confirmation that WIRP tariffs in the 2014 DAU would be determined on the basis of the
methodology outlined in the pricing proposal
 'transitional' WIRP tariffs for the rest of the 2010 AU period.
Under this pricing proposal, for 2014–15 the existing transitional reference tariff for the
Blackwater and Moura systems would be applied to WIRP train services originating from the
respective systems. Any access revenues received from these train services in 2014–15 would
be credited against WIRP allowable revenues for the succeeding year.
For 2015–16 and 2016–17, Aurizon Network proposed:
 a socialised Blackwater system reference tariff for both WIRP and non-WIRP train services in
the Blackwater system
 a system premium on top of the Moura system reference tariff for WIRP train services in the
Moura system
 an alternative reference tariff for the NCL train service based on the pricing approach that
we approved in March 2012 for the Colton to Barney Point train service.
On 22 April 2015, we approved Aurizon Network's proposed WIRP transitional reference tariff
for 2014–15 under the 2010 AU. At the time, the 2010 AU had not been extended beyond the
30 June 2015, so we could not approve tariffs beyond this. This was followed by our decision on
5 June 2015, where we approved Aurizon Network's proposal to extend the 2010 AU until 29
February 2016, as well as transitional reference tariffs for coal-carrying train services, including
WIRP for 2015–16.479

18.2.2

Scope of the QCA assessment
This chapter provides our assessment of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU in terms of WIRP pricing
arrangements. Our final decisions in this chapter have considered the application of section
138(2) of the QCA Act as set out in section 15.2 of this final decision.
We have provided an overview of the legislative framework and its application in a pricing
context in Chapter 2 (Legislative framework) and in Chapter 15 (Pricing arrangement for rail
access), as well as Chapters 16 and 17. We have adopted that analysis for the purposes of our
analysis of the WIRP pricing arrangements.
For the purposes of section 138(2)(h) of the QCA Act, we consider the following additional
issues to be relevant to the proposed WIRP pricing arrangements beyond the matters already
identified in the previous chapters:
 the interests of access holders

479

On 17 February 2016, we subsequently approved Aurizon Network's proposal to extend the 2010 AU to 30
June 2016.
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 the historic level and extent of customer engagement by Aurizon Network, including
representations made
 historic expectations regarding the appropriate regulatory framework, including the extent
to which the pricing principles approved in the 2010 AU should be used as a benchmark for
the WIRP infrastructure
 appropriate allocation of risk between different stakeholders (where not already addressed
by section 138(2))
 the possibility of shifting existing volumes to WIRP infrastructure
 the need for transparency and certainty—the WIRP pricing approach should be as
transparent as practicable and minimise complexity, to ensure all stakeholders have
certainty as to how costs are allocated and how access charges are derived
 market conditions—as the CQCN continues to face globally competitive conditions, a
balance has to be struck between preserving individual stakeholders' business interests and
promoting the public interest (i.e. ensuring the CQCN's medium- to long-term competitive
position in the global coal markets).

18.3

Historical context and implications
In forming our view on WIRP pricing arrangements, we reviewed and considered:
 the relevance of the 2008 Coal Rail Infrastructure Master Plan (CRIMP)
 the relevance of WIRP access conditions
 any regulatory pricing principles contained in the access undertaking that applied at the
relevant time.

18.3.1

CRIMP in the context of WIRP
Aurizon Network's proposal
Total WIRP forecast capital costs include $424.8 million relating to duplications to the
Blackwater system.480
Aurizon Network said the Blackwater duplications were deemed to be prudent and accepted by
incumbent Blackwater system customers as part of the 2008 CRIMP and, as a result, received
scope pre-approval from the QCA. Aurizon Network noted both these approvals were granted in
the absence of the additional capacity created by WICET.481
Aurizon Network also claimed the request from the Gladstone Coal Exporters Executive (GCEE)
in December 2010 to recommence the Blackwater duplication project reinforced the view the
duplications remained prudent in the absence of WIRP train services.482
Accordingly, Aurizon Network said that the customer endorsement of the 2008 CRIMP justified
an allocation of the Blackwater duplication costs to the existing Blackwater users.483

480

Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 7.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 8.
482
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 9.
483
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 18; Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 3.
481
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Summary of the WIRP draft decision
Based on the available information, we did not consider existing users' endorsement of the
Blackwater duplications as part of the 2008 CRIMP to be a determinative factor in forming our
view on the appropriate allocation of WIRP costs to existing Blackwater users.
We recognised existing users of the Blackwater system endorsed the scope of seven mainline
duplications as part of the 2008 CRIMP process. Nevertheless, in the two-year period following
the 2008 CRIMP, circumstances and assumptions on which the 2008 CRIMP had been developed
significantly changed. For example, Aurizon Network amended the timing and number of
Blackwater duplications required on numerous occasions and within various forums, based on
the results of updated analysis and capacity modelling it had undertaken.
We understood that existing Blackwater customers were not availed the opportunity to vote
again to endorse the various changes in scope and the assumptions on which these changes
were based. We considered that this was contrary to the interests of all or some of the relevant
access holders and access seekers (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) who would have been
entitled, through the voting process, to express their view on Aurizon Network's revised
proposals.
We considered the fact that Aurizon Network did not conduct subsequent voting processes—
based on information that has improved since the 2008 and subsequent CRIMPs—is counter to
the requirement to ensure efficient investment in the CQCN and therefore does not align with
the object of the access regime and the public interest (ss. 69(e) and 138(2)(a) and (d) of the
QCA Act).
Accordingly, for the reasons outlined above, we considered that customer endorsement of the
2008 CRIMP is negated and is no longer determinative as the basis for forming our view on
allocating WIRP costs. We considered that this position does not conflict with Aurizon Network's
legitimate business interests as it can still recover the efficient costs of providing the
infrastructure, including a regulated return on the investment commensurate with the
regulatory and commercial risks involved, over the estimated economic life of the asset.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network said the QCA should not seek to negate the effect or relevance of the vote
given the following:484
 Our WIRP draft decision effectively ignored the past customer group vote under the 2010 AU
that endorsed the Blackwater duplications.
 Our WIRP draft decision would set a precedent that would diminish regulatory certainty for
existing and future investors in the CQCN.
 There were no changes in the scope of the relevant capital projects that are sufficiently
material to warrant negating the vote.
Further, Aurizon Network said its correspondence with the GCEE in the lead-up to WIRP
supported the view that existing customers recognised the benefits from the Blackwater
duplications and were willing to consider contributing to the associated costs.485

484
485

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 6.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 31–32.
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Other stakeholders

WIRP users did not comment specifically on the relevance of the 2008 CRIMP customer
endorsement.
Asciano and Idemitsu agreed that the 2008 CRIMP customer endorsement does not mean that
the WIRP cost should be allocated to existing Blackwater users.486 Additionally, not all impacted
stakeholders were consulted in the 2008 CRIMP process.
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholder submissions, we did not
consider it appropriate to treat the 2008 CRIMP customer endorsement as a determinative
factor when forming our view on the appropriate allocation of WIRP costs to existing
Blackwater users.
Upon gaining customer endorsement, Aurizon Network significantly amended the scope and
circumstances on which the 2008 CRIMP had been developed. As outlined in our WIRP draft
decision, Aurizon Network indicated on numerous occasions the assumptions underlying the
2008 CRIMP were no longer relevant and updated modelling showed a materially reduced
requirement for below rail infrastructure for existing Blackwater train services.487
This reduced requirement for WIRP infrastructure for existing Blackwater train services is
apparent in the correspondence between the GCEE and Aurizon Network in the lead-up to
WIRP. Aurizon Network said that this correspondence reinforced their view that the Blackwater
duplications provided benefits to existing Blackwater customers and these benefits were valued
by existing Blackwater users.
However, we considered the context of the correspondence was unclear, as also noted by
various stakeholders.488 We noted the following:
 On 14 December 2010, the GCEE sought clarification from Aurizon Network with respect to
the scope and timing of the Blackwater duplication program, after being informed in
November 2010489 that all seven duplications included in the 2008 CRIMP would no longer
be required for existing train services.490
 On 20 December 2010, Aurizon Network confirmed to the GCEE that the seven duplications
included in the 2008 CRIMP were not required for current Blackwater capacity and instead
were required for capacity expansion associated with WICET. Specifically, only three
Blackwater duplications, or potentially four, would be required for WICET Stage 1, and the
remaining duplications would be developed as demanded (such as WICET Stage 2 or Stage
3).491
 On 24 December 2010, the GCEE expressed its concern regarding the timing of the
duplications and said ' a critical window of opportunity will be missed'. It urged Aurizon
Network to 'complete these duplications during a period when system throughput is

486

Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 1; Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 5.
Letter from the Queensland Treasurer to GCEE, November 2010; letter from Aurizon Network to GCEE, May
2010.
488
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 71: 2; Anglo American, sub. 72: 4.
489
Letter from the Queensland Treasurer to GCEE, November 2010; letter from Aurizon Network to GCEE, May
2010.
490
GCEE, letter to QR National, 14 December 2010.
491
QR National, letter to GCEE, 20 December 2010.
487
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expected to be relatively low and before a forecast surge in railing requirements' to
minimise disruptions due to construction. It said that the GCEE members would be 'willing to
consider the inclusion of costs of the duplications in the RAB, despite the fact they may be
constructed earlier than would otherwise have been the case'.492
We considered that the letter dated 24 December 2014 was not clear in terms of whether it was
referring to the timing of the three to four Blackwater duplications required for WICET Stage 1
(also referred to as WIRP Stage 1), or the remaining duplications that Aurizon Network did not
plan to construct as part of WIRP Stage 1 at that time.
In addition, it was not clear whether any 'benefit' referred to by the GCEE was only a reference
to the 'critical window of opportunity' if Aurizon Network built the Blackwater duplications
during a period of low system throughput.
Unclear references aside, we also considered the GCEE letter was non-definitive in terms of the
GCEE members’ willingness to contribute to the duplication costs. The GCEE stated only that the
members 'are willing to consider' rather than commit to contributing to the duplication costs.
Further, based on available information we understood that Aurizon Network did not formally
respond to that GCEE letter.
Aurizon Network did not seek to gain further approval from existing users after the 2008 CRIMP.
In fact, Aurizon Network had previously cited the lack of regulatory pre-approval of WIRP as one
of the justifications for its proposed WIRP access conditions.493 At that time, Aurizon Network
said that it would be willing to apply for regulatory pre-approval of the WIRP scope at the
request of WIRP users, but this process might delay the agreement of WIRP commercial terms
and the commencement of WIRP.494
Accordingly, while all seven Blackwater duplications ultimately formed part of the WIRP scope,
we considered there was a lack of evidence that existing users were consulted in a meaningful
manner regarding such inclusion following the 2008 CRIMP process. Particularly, existing users
were not consulted on how the associated costs would be allocated, even though Aurizon
Network indicated during the development of the WIRP access conditions that some (if not all)
of the duplications would only be required for WIRP train services.
On this basis, we considered Aurizon Network's proposal (i.e. to use 2008 CRIMP customer
endorsement to justify an allocation of the Blackwater duplication costs to existing Blackwater
users) is unlikely to be consistent with the interests of existing users (who represent a subset of
the access seekers and access holders). We noted that it may be in the interest of WIRP users
(who also represent a subset of the access seekers and access holders), given that it might result
in lower tariffs for these customers.
We also considered that our consolidated draft decision did not conflict with Aurizon Network's
legitimate business interests, or the pricing principles in section 168A of the QCA Act. Aurizon
Network could still recover the efficient costs of providing the infrastructure, including a
regulated return on the investment commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks
involved, over the estimated economic life of the asset.
We did not consider that our consolidated draft decision with respect to the 2008 CRIMP
undermines regulatory certainty and investment confidence. In our view, there was some
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GCEE, letter to QR Network, 24 December 2010.
Aurizon Network, 2011(a): 14.
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Aurizon Network, 2011(a): 14.
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evidence that the 2008 CRIMP process was already undermined due to the lack of consultation
with existing users leading up to WIRP. In light of the discussion above, to use the 2008 CRIMP
customer endorsement to justify allocating some WIRP costs to existing users could result in a
loss of faith in the legitimacy of the customer endorsement process, and potentially promote
incentives to inappropriately use the mechanism for other expansion projects. We considered
such outcomes were unlikely to be consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act—
particularly with respect to promoting efficient investment—as well as public interest.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said that our decision undermines the customer voting and investment preapproval processes, which were relied upon by Aurizon Network and WIRP customers when
making their respective investment decisions.495
WIRP users said that while some circumstances and assumptions have changed since the 2008
CRIMP, the elements that were endorsed within the 2008 CRIMP continue to be contained
throughout subsequent CRIMP revisions. In particular, WIRP users said the requirement for at
least two duplications to meeting existing Blackwater capacity remained consistent in
succeeding iterations of the CRIMP and in AN's representations to customers.496
They also said that Aurizon Network's April 2010 stakeholder forum presentation as part of the
2010 CRIMP consultation supported the view in its September 2015 submission that the state of
the existing Blackwater network prior to the construction of WIRP was not sufficient to deliver
the existing contracted capacity on a sustainable or reliable basis.497
WIRP users said that the 2008 CRIMP vote should remain determinative for elements voted
upon within the 2008 CRIMP process to the extent that those elements continued to exist
throughout subsequent variations.498
WIRP users acknowledged that significant ambiguity had unfortunately stemmed from Aurizon
Network’s mismanagement of the CRIMP process, resulting in doubt as to what duplications
were required for existing train services and WIRP. WIRP users also said that the GCEE
correspondence in December 2010 supported the view that duplications were required for
existing train services.499
WIRP users said that the QCA's view does not fully address sections 138 and 168A of the QCA
Act to allow for the efficient allocation of costs to all relevant access holders and access seekers
who utilise the relevant infrastructure.500
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is that we do not consider it appropriate to treat the customer endorsement
of the 2008 CRIMP as a determinative factor in forming our view on the appropriate allocation
of WIRP costs to existing Blackwater users.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We note that
in its response to our CDD, Aurizon Network reiterated its concerns previously raised. We have
addressed these concerns in our CDD.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 243.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 5–6.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 6.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 7.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 6–7.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 7.
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Of particular relevance is that WIRP users submitted while circumstances and assumptions
changed after the 2008 CRIMP vote, the succeeding iterations of the CRIMP after 2008, and
Aurizon Network’s representations, supported part of the 2008 endorsed WIRP scope.
However, after considering the WIRP users' submission, we have not changed our view on
whether the customer endorsement of the 2008 CRIMP should be treated as a determinative
factor in considering the allocation of WIRP costs.
In our view, based on the documents noted in the WIRP users' submissions outlined in the table
below, Aurizon Network's view regarding whether or not the Blackwater duplications would be
required for existing train services in the absence of WIRP indeed changed over the period
between the 2008 CRIMP process and the finalisation of WIRP access conditions. In particular:
 The 2008 and 2009 CRIMPs refer to Blackwater duplications being required in order to
support overall system capacity requirements.
 The documents between the 2009 and 2010 CRIMPs include statements from Aurizon
Network about the Blackwater duplications, but do not provide any degree of certainty
about the circumstances in which those duplications may be required. For example, the
2010 CRIMP only stated that the Blackwater duplications 'may be required' to support the
possible increase in exports from Gladstone ports.501
 Later correspondence from Aurizon Network and from the Treasurer to GCEE in November
and December 2010 firmly indicates that Aurizon Network had formed the view that,
contrary to the 2008 CRIMP, the Blackwater duplications were only required for the purpose
of WIRP and would not otherwise be necessary. As acknowledged by WIRP users, at the
time of the drafting of the WIRP access conditions in June 2011 Aurizon Network had
produced modelling that indicated that the Blackwater duplications were not required in the
absence of WIRP.502 We note that the conditional agreements associated with WIRP access
conditions were executed in September 2011.

501
502

Aurizon Network, 2010: 43.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 50.
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Table 18 Key documents relating to the requirements of the Blackwater duplications
Date
October
2008

Document
Aurizon Network's
2008 CRIMP

Key information relating to the requirements for Blackwater duplications
Aurizon Network (then known as QR Network) released the 2008 CRIMP to existing users. It outlined the proposed scope and
rationale for upgraded rail infrastructure in the Blackwater system.
This included, firstly, a project to complete two duplications503 to ensure sufficient capacity to allow for the implementation of new
possession regimes during the UT3 period.504
A separate project proposed an additional five duplications505 to:
 provide greater robustness to handle unforeseen variability in the system
 allow for construction of the duplications to be programmed in the most efficient way
 facilitate the WICET project for coal customers looking to expand their coal operations.506
Aurizon Network identified the seven duplications would need to be completed by 2012.

Aurizon Network's
2008 CRIMP
customer vote
process

Aurizon Network sought customer endorsement for seven Blackwater duplications. Aurizon Network identified: 507

October
2009

Aurizon Network's
2009 CRIMP

In the 2009 CRIMP, Aurizon Network noted that seven Blackwater duplications had received customer endorsement as part of the
2008 CRIMP process, and the 2008 CRIMP had specified two duplications were meant 'to support 76 mtpa of export coal with a robust
system'.509 Aurizon Network said it planned to complete the duplications progressively between 2010 and mid–2013.

February
2010

Aurizon Network's
submission on the

Aurizon Network had initially included the costs of four Blackwater duplications510 in its proposed 2009 DAU capital indicator.511

December
2008

 The Rocklands–Gracemere and Walton–Bluff duplications would provide buffer against the yet-to-be defined impact of new UT3
track possessions regime.
 The remaining five duplications would provide increased system robustness508, support future WICET project, and minimise impact
of construction closures due to staging of expansion works.

Subsequently, in its submission on the QCA draft decision on the 2009 DAU, Aurizon Network proposed to amend its 2009 DAU capital

503

These two duplications comprised Rocklands – Gracemere and Walton – Bluff.
Aurizon Network, 2008: 93.
505
These comprised Kabra – Gracemere, Stanwell – Kabra, Dingo – Umolo and Walton – Parnabal – Umolo.
506
Aurizon Network, 2008: 98.
507
Aurizon Network, CRIMP 2008 Customer Vote Process: 8.
508
Aurizon Network defined the term 'system robustness' as the ability to cope with adverse incidents and demand variability.
509
Aurizon Network, 2009: 54–55.
510
These comprised Rocklands – Gracemere, Walton – Bluff, Kabra – Gracemere and Stanwell – Kabra.
511
Aurizon Network, 2009 DAU, Volume 2 Attachments, August 2008: 14.
504
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Document

Key information relating to the requirements for Blackwater duplications

QCA draft decision
on the 2009 DAU

indicator to remove the costs of the four Blackwater duplications that it said were 'now only required to support the WICET'.512

March
2010

GCEE's letter to
Aurizon Network

The GCEE (representing existing users) wrote to Aurizon Network expressing concerns at the delay in the Blackwater duplication
program, reflected in the removal of Blackwater duplications from the UT3 capital indicator. The GCEE requested that Aurizon
Network give serious consideration to reinstating its original duplication program.513

April 2010

Aurizon Network's
2010 CRIMP
stakeholder
engagement forum

Aurizon Network's presentation slides noted that the purpose of the forum was to provide some details of the 2010 CRIMP due to be
released later in that year. There were four slides each with the heading 'Chapter 6 Potential Port Expansion Options', and two of
them indicated:514
 Two Blackwater duplications (i.e. Rocklands–Gracemere and Gracemere–Kabra) were mentioned in the 'RG Tanna to 75 mtpa'
option.
 Three Blackwater duplications (i.e. Rocklands–Gracemere, Gracemere–Kabra and Walton–Bluff) were mentioned in the 'Wiggins
Island to 30 mtpa' option.

May 2010

Aurizon Network's
letter to the GCEE

In response to the GCEE's letter on 26 March 2010, Aurizon Network said capacity modelling assumptions continued to be reviewed to
facilitate the expansion of export capacity at Gladstone (which included RG Tanna, Barney Point and WICET).515
Aurizon Network said its new modelling indicated that three duplications (i.e. Rocklands–Gracemere, Gracemere–Kabra and Walton–
Bluff) were required to support WICET stage 1. It also noted that the remaining duplications were still in the concept stage, and would
be developed further to support WICET Stage 2.

October
2010

Aurizon Network's
2010 CRIMP

The 2010 CRIMP identified three Blackwater duplications (i.e. Rocklands–Gracemere, Gracemere–Kabra and Walton–Bluff) would be
required for WICET Stage 1.516 The remaining four duplications were listed under future long-term growth options.517
It also noted that the Gladstone Ports Corporation had indicated a desire to increase the export capacity of RG Tanna from 69 to 75
mtpa. It said that in combination with the first stage of WICET (and Barney Point closing down) this would make exports from
Gladstone ports to 94–99 mtpa. It said that progressive duplications of the remaining Blackwater duplications 'may be required' to
support this increase in throughput.518

512

Aurizon Network, 2009 DAU, Response to QCA draft decision, Volume 2 – Pricing related matters: 37–39.
GCEE, letter to QR Network Access, 26 March 2010.
514
Aurizon Network, CRIMP 2010 stakeholder engagement forum: 19–20.
515
Aurizon Network, letter to the GCEE, 11 May 2010.
516
Aurizon Network, 2010: 38.
517
Aurizon Network, 2010: 59.
518
Aurizon Network, 2010: 43.
513
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Date

Document

Key information relating to the requirements for Blackwater duplications

November
2010

Queensland
Treasurer's letter to
the GCEE

The GCEE wrote to the Queensland Treasurer in October 2010, expressing concerns over Aurizon Network's failure to complete the
2008 CRIMP approved Blackwater duplications.519 In response, the Queensland Treasurer said based on the information provided by
Aurizon Network, it would appear that the requirement and timing for the duplications in the Blackwater system, as detailed in the
2008 CRIMP, were no longer relevant.520

December
2010

Aurizon Network's
letter to the GCEE

Aurizon Network advised the GCEE that:521
 the seven duplications in the Blackwater system, as detailed in the CRIMP 2008, were not required for current Blackwater capacity
and instead were required for capacity expansion associated with WICET developments
 three Blackwater duplications, or potentially four, would be required for WICET Stage 1 (pending final capacity assessments).
 the remaining duplications to be developed as demanded (i.e. such as WICET Stage 2 or Stage 3).

June 2011

Aurizon Network's
WIRP user group
update

As acknowledged by WIRP users, at the time of the drafting of the WIRP access conditions in June 2011 Aurizon Network had
produced modelling that indicated that the Blackwater duplications were not required in the absence of WIRP.522 We have reviewed
the relevant confidential Aurizon Network documents provided to WIRP users and have confirmed the presentation of these capacity
modelling results.

519

GCEE, letter to the Queensland Treasurer, 12 October 2010.
The Queensland Treasurer, letter to the GCEE, 17 November 2010.
521
Aurizon Network, letter to the GCEE, 20 December 2010.
522
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 50.
520
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Upon review of all relevant documents available to us (see above), it is apparent to us that
Aurizon Network's view regarding the requirements of the Blackwater duplications for existing
train services indeed changed over the period between the 2008 CRIMP process and the
finalisation of WIRP access conditions, and that the common understanding of all stakeholders
involved was that Aurizon Network did not consider the Blackwater duplications would be
required to deliver existing contractual obligations. Further, we note that not all CRIMPs were
subject to customer endorsement.
We can only reasonably form the view that the two Blackwater duplications identified by WIRP
users would have been required in the absence of WIRP if there is sufficient logically probative
evidence to support that view. The question of whether or not those duplications would have
been required in the absence of WIRP is a question of fact. In reaching our view, we have
reviewed and considered all the materials provided to us, including those obtained by exercising
our powers under section 185 of the QCA Act. Based on those materials, some of which are
summarised above, our view is that none of the Blackwater duplications would have proceeded
in the absence of the WIRP project.
We therefore remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains
appropriate and the additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed
undertaking contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains
unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider our final decision appropriately balances the interests of existing and WIRP users.
We also consider our final decision does not conflict with Aurizon Network's legitimate business
interests, as it can still recover the efficient costs of providing the infrastructure. In light of the
discussion above (and including our CDD analysis), to use the 2008 CRIMP customer
endorsement to justify allocating some WIRP costs to existing users could result in a loss of faith
in the legitimacy of the customer endorsement process, and such outcomes are unlikely to be
consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act as well as the public interest.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.1
(1)

18.3.2

Our final decision is that we do not consider it appropriate to treat the customer
endorsement of the 2008 CRIMP as a determinative factor in forming our view on
the appropriate allocation of WIRP costs to existing Blackwater users.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

WIRP access conditions
Aurizon Network's proposal
In September 2011, Aurizon Network and WIRP access seekers agreed upon a set of access
conditions required by Aurizon Network for it to expand its rail network to provide sufficient
capacity to support WICET Stage 1. The detailed terms of the agreed access conditions were
contained in individual deeds (WIRP deeds) between Aurizon Network and each of the WIRP
access seekers.
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The WIRP deeds included a fee (the WIRP fee) applied to each WIRP access seeker's share of the
total cost of the WIRP project. The WIRP fee was based on a set proportion of the cost of the
Blackwater duplications, and allocated to access seekers accordingly.523
Aurizon Network did not consider the access conditions to be relevant to WIRP pricing
arrangements. Aurizon Network said this is because the access conditions are designed to
mitigate its exposure to risks it has taken in addition to those outlined in the standard terms and
conditions of the access agreement and, in the case of WIRP:
 the access condition is in the form of an incentive based fee (WIRP fee) linked to the timing,
cost and delivery of the installed capacity524
 the WIRP fee is paid by WIRP users only, and the arrangements do not allow Aurizon
Network to pass the WIRP fee through to other access holders.525
In addition, Aurizon Network said the existence of access conditions does not preclude CQCN
infrastructure costs being shared:
The risk of sharing CQCN infrastructure costs between users is an accepted part of the standard
regulatory framework. In the context of WIRP, this risk must be kept separate and distinct from
any discussion around access conditions.526

Summary of the WIRP draft decision
In principle, we agreed with Aurizon Network's position that the existence of access conditions
does not necessarily preclude the cost of assets from being socialised. Pricing principles can still
be applied to determine how WIRP capital costs should be recovered from new and existing
users. In addition, there are no arrangements in the 2010 AU preventing the socialisation of
assets where access conditions apply.
In this instance, however, Aurizon Network and WIRP users agreed that additional risks were
involved in developing the WIRP project and that Aurizon Network should be compensated for
this via access conditions (a WIRP fee). We considered this factor relevant in forming our view
on which WIRP costs should be allocated to WIRP users.
In coming to this view we noted both Aurizon Network and WIRP users had decided that it was
in their individual interests to agree to the WIRP fee. By contrast, we considered it was not
immediately clear what is in the interests of non-WIRP users given the presence of the WIRP fee
and the complexities in developing WIRP pricing.
As such, we considered that when developing our initial draft decision on WIRP pricing and
balancing the interests of all relevant access seekers, access holders and the public interest (s.
138(2)(d), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act), it would not be appropriate to exclude an assessment of
the WIRP access conditions when forming our decision. Further, we saw no reason why this
would conflict with Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests (s. 138(2)(b) of the QCA
Act).

523

Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 15, 19.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 14–15.
525
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 15.
526
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 15.
524
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Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed that we are entitled to consider the WIRP access conditions. However,
it considered the access conditions to be of little relevance to the WIRP pricing proposal and
made the following comments:
 The access conditions are an incentive-based payment related to Aurizon Network's delivery
of the relevant capacity with respect to time and cost because these matters were of
considerable importance to the relevant WIRP users.
 The access conditions do not relate to the entire scope of the WIRP programme.
 The QCA approved the access conditions and should not act in a way that unwinds them or
places additional risks on Aurizon Network.
 Only existing WIRP users are subject to the access conditions, and Aurizon Network has not
proposed to seek compensation from non-WIRP users.527
Other stakeholders

Asciano and Anglo American agreed with our WIRP draft decision.528
WIRP users said the scope in the WIRP deed was used to determine the WIRP fee to be paid by
WIRP users and it does not reflect the WIRP users' view on cost allocation between WIRP and
non-WIRP users.529
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholder submissions, we did not
consider it appropriate to exclude the consideration of the terms of the WIRP access conditions
when forming our view on which WIRP costs should be allocated to WIRP users.
Under the WIRP access conditions, Aurizon Network and WIRP users agreed to an incentivebased payment scheme linked to the delivery of the WIRP program. We acknowledged the
WIRP fee did not cover the entire scope of the WIRP program, nevertheless, it was unclear to us
how that would deem the access conditions irrelevant to our assessment. Instead, we
considered that the extent to which the WIRP scope was covered under the access conditions
was itself a relevant factor in forming our view on which WIRP costs should be allocated to
WIRP users. The 2010 AU did not preclude the terms of an approved access condition from
being considered as part of regulatory pricing assessment.
We also did not consider our consolidated draft decision unwinds the WIRP access conditions.
Aurizon Network was still entitled to the WIRP fee agreed under the WIRP access conditions.
On this basis, we were of the view that our consolidated draft decision balanced Aurizon
Network's legitimate business interests and the interests of all relevant access seekers and
access holders (s. 138(2)(b), (d) and (e) of the QCA Act).
We considered that our consolidated draft decision was unlikely to conflict with the object of
Part 5 of the QCA Act—particularly with respect to promoting efficient investment—as well as
public interest, given that our consolidated draft decision was not inconsistent with the 2010
AU and did not unwind the WIRP access conditions.

527

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 33.
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 5; Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 111: 3.
529
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 7.
528
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Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue, subject to amendments. In its submission,
Aurizon Network suggested that the QCA should consider the limitations of the WIRP access
conditions in seeking to appropriately balance the business interests of Aurizon Network with
the interests of the relevant access holders.530 In this respect, Aurizon Network submitted that
we should not defer revenue associated with WIRP project costs not subject to WIRP access
conditions
While WIRP users agreed with our decision, they had concerns with how we had made
reference to WIRP access conditions in our considerations.
For example, they disagreed with how we considered the relevance of the WIRP scope and the
allocation of costs to WIRP users. Specifically, they said that the QCA was behaving
inconsistently in considering that the WIRP deeds were relevant while the 2008 CRIMP was not
a determinative factor, when both had received stakeholder or customer approval.531
WIRP users said we had gravely misunderstood the purpose of the WIRP commercial
arrangements.532 They said they had serious concerns that any reference was made to the
commercial arrangements that form the access conditions as:
 non-WIRP users were not party to the access conditions, therefore the access conditions
cannot be interpreted as an agreement to cost allocations between WIRP and non-WIRP
users
 although the non-WIRP users were offered the opportunity to comment on the access
conditions as a part of the QCA approval process, they were not consulted during the
negotiation
 the access conditions are a commercially negotiated arrangement in which numerous
concessions were made by WIRP users to ensure WIRP would proceed
 if WIRP users knew that the access conditions would influence the QCA's decision on cost
allocation, they may have not reached the same outcome
 cost allocation should be conducted independent of the access conditions
 WIRP users did not contemplate these arrangements, could in any way in the future,
determine cost allocation.533
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is that it would not be appropriate to exclude the consideration of the terms
of the WIRP access conditions when forming our view on which WIRP costs should be allocated
to WIRP users.
We note that in their respective responses to our CDD, Aurizon Network and WIRP users
reiterated concerns previously raised. No new information or arguments have been provided on
this issue in response to our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains
unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis above.

530

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 246.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 7.
532
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 14.
533
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 8.
531
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We emphasise that neither the QCA Act nor the 2010 AU contemplates we must ignore existing
commercial arrangements when forming a regulatory decision. In assessing WIRP pricing, we
have considered all the information available to us, including the WIRP access conditions.
We do not agree with the WIRP users' view that our decision in this context is inconsistent with
our decision with respect to the relevance of the 2008 CRIMP. The 2008 CRIMP customer
endorsement was not an approval for Aurizon Network to construct any rail infrastructure at
any time. Rather, the endorsement was tied to a specified infrastructure project consistent with
the nature and scope of the approval. As detailed in section 18.4.1, we have formed the view
that it would be inappropriate to treat the customer endorsement of the 2008 CRIMP as a
determinative factor in determining the appropriate allocation of WIRP costs to existing
Blackwater users.
We also recognise that the WIRP access conditions were a set of commercially negotiated
arrangements between Aurizon Network and WIRP users. For that reason, while we consider
the terms within the WIRP access conditions relevant, we have not treated them as
determinative for the purpose of assessing WIRP cost allocations. Hence, it is unclear to us how
WIRP users formed the view that we had 'gravely misunderstood' the purpose of the WIRP
access conditions.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.2
(1)

18.3.3

Our final decision is that it would not be appropriate to exclude consideration of the
WIRP access conditions when forming our final decision.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Applicable access undertaking for regulatory pricing principles
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network provided us with two separate documents outlining their proposed pricing and
revenue treatments for WIRP train services:
 a submission that outlines its revenue and pricing treatment of WIRP in its 2014 DAU
submission (August 2014)
 a proposal for 'transitional' tariffs for WIRP train services pursuant to clause 6.4.2 of the
2010 AU (December 2014).
Under these proposals, Aurizon Network applied different assumptions (e.g. cost allocations,
volumes, etc.) and methodologies when assessing prices for WIRP train services. Aurizon
Network's proposed methodologies for each of its two separate pricing proposals are described
at a high level below.
August 2014 submission

Aurizon Network said that its proposed pricing treatment for WIRP under its 2014 DAU was
guided by the 'pricing limit' principle proposed under the same draft access undertaking.
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU required the access charges to be set (2014 DAU, cl. 6.3.2(a)):
(i)

no less than the level that will recover the expected Incremental Costs of
providing Access ...; and
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no more than the level that will recover the expected Stand Alone Cost of
providing Access ...

Aurizon Network said that these bounds allowed for a number of pricing outcomes and it had
sought a reasonable outcome that it considered balanced the interests of different
stakeholders.
Aurizon Network applied the 'socialisation' test as proposed in its 2014 DAU to determine
whether WIRP expansion costs should be socialised with existing system tariffs for the
Blackwater and Moura systems. Clause 6.2.4(i) of Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU
required the comparison, on a $/nt basis, between the existing system reference tariff (without
the expansion) and the same tariff once incremental costs and volumes arising from the
expansion are socialised within the system.534
Aurizon Network said the outcome of this socialisation test was that the 'socialised' tariffs for
both the Blackwater and Moura systems would be lower (on a $/nt basis) than the respective
existing system reference tariffs. Aurizon Network said this analysis indicated that WIRP should
be socialised within the Blackwater and Moura systems. As a result, Aurizon Network's 2014
DAU submission proposed 'socialised' tariffs for both the Blackwater and Moura systems.535
December 2014 pricing proposal

In its December 2014 pricing proposal, Aurizon Network applied the 2010 AU provisions for
pricing WIRP train services, rather than the provisions in Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU. Aurizon
Network said that WIRP users supported the application of the 2010 AU provisions for setting
reference tariffs for WIRP train services.
With respect to the application of the 2010 AU provisions under its December 2014 proposal,
Aurizon Network said:
 the investment decisions in relation to WIRP and WICET had relied on the 2010 AU
provisions, hence it would not be appropriate to retrospectively apply Aurizon Network's
proposed 2014 DAU provisions to pricing WIRP train services
 applying the 2010 AU provisions to WIRP pricing is consistent with the existing approach to
assessing the prudency of capital expenditure, where the assessment is based on
information available to the parties at the time of making the decision
 the final form of the 2014 DAU provisions is not known, and the 2010 AU provisions will still
be in effect when WIRP train services commence in 2014–15.
Aurizon Network applied a specific provision of the 2010 AU, which required that the applicable
reference tariff for a new coal-carrying train service would be expressed on an $/ntk basis, as
stated in 2010 AU (Schedule F, Part B, cl. 4.1.2):
In order to reflect the requirements of Subclause 4.1.1, the Reference Tariff applicable for a new
coal carrying Train Service will be the higher of (on a $/ntk basis):
(a)

the Reference Tariff for the relevant Individual Coal System Infrastructure; or

(b)

the sum of the new coal carrying Train Service's Private Incremental Costs (if any), the
Incremental Costs of using any Rail Infrastructure specifically related to the new coal
carrying Train Service and the required minimum Common Cost contribution ...

534

Clause 6.2.4(i) has references to the 'Highest Reference Tariff'. In cases where no existing expansion tariff is
associated with the system, the system reference tariff is the highest reference tariff.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 6.
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provided that the Access Charge payable to QR (now Aurizon) Network for the operation of that
new coal carrying Train Service is calculated as the applicable Reference Tariff less the Private
Incremental Costs (if any).

This provision (subclause 4.1.2) was applied to WIRP train services in the Blackwater and Moura
systems, but not to the NCL train service, which originates from the Queensland Rail network
(Aurizon Network proposed an alternative reference tariff for this train service).
Aurizon Network said that, consistent with the requirements of subclause 4.1.2, a socialised
system reference tariff should be applied to WIRP train services in the Blackwater system, and
an incremental reference tariff (i.e. a system premium on top of the Moura system reference
tariff) should apply in the Moura system.
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We emphasised in our WIRP draft decision that our analysis is occurring under the 2014 DAU
process. Therefore, we considered whether the reference tariffs for WIRP identified by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU results in a draft access undertaking that we consider to be
appropriate having regard to the matters under section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
In doing so, we considered submissions from some stakeholders that the pricing principles set
out in the 2010 AU should apply rather than those set out in the 2014 DAU. We also considered
arguments based on historic expectations.
Ultimately, while we recognised the relevance of the 2010 AU provisions to WIRP pricing, we
did not consider these provisions to be determinative in this context. We did not consider that
the pricing principles set out in the 2010 AU should apply rather than those set out in the 2014
DAU.
The factors that informed our view were:
 the applicability of subclause 4.1.2, Schedule F, Part B of the 2010 AU ('subclause 4.1.2') to
WIRP train services
 the general intent of the 2010 AU and 2014 DAU pricing principles.
Applicability of subclause 4.1.2

We did not consider the new WIRP train services should be priced in accordance with subclause
4.1.2. We considered that subclause 4.1.2 should not be applied in the WIRP context as it was
not designed for such a purpose.
Broad applicability

Subclause 4.1.2 was approved by us in the context of a new train service (an origin–destination
pair) with individual coal system infrastructure specifically related to the new train service.536 It
was not envisaged that this test would be applied for major step changes in capacity such as the
integrated duplications associated with WIRP.
Cost and risk could potentially differ significantly between providing access for a single train
service by way of a mine-specific spur, and providing access for a combination of new train
services arising from a major expansion of the network. In the latter case, if a train service
subsequently under-railed, there may be a significant adverse impact on other users. Given this,
we considered that the strict application of subclause 4.1.2 to establish prices for WIRP train
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QCA, 2009: 162–63.
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services without the consideration of other relevant factors disregards the magnitude of costs
and risks associated with the project.
In particular, we considered it unreasonable for the economic viability of a mine that is already
operating to be adversely impacted by a material increase in access charges resulting from an
expansion triggered by other users. Existing users should, to the extent practicable, be
confident of a relatively stable risk and access charge profile over time.
Therefore, we did not consider the application of subclause 4.1.2 to a major expansion such as
WIRP would be appropriate when having regard to the statutory criteria under section 138(2)
the QCA Act.
Specific issues in interpretation

WIRP users suggested there would be a lack of clarity if subclause 4.1.2 were to apply to the
interpretation of the term 'specifically related to' with respect to the concept of incremental
costs. WIRP users questioned whether incremental mainline costs are relevant for the purposes
of the test outlined in subclause 4.1.2.537
In its 2013 DAU submission, Aurizon Network also suggested that there was uncertainty among
stakeholders with respect to the meaning of incremental costs in the context of applying
subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP.538 In particular, Aurizon Network said there was confusion over
whether 'specifically related to' referred to only those expansion costs for infrastructure unique
to the new train service, or whether it also includes an allocation of expansion costs for
common-use infrastructure attributable to the new train service.539
We considered that the difficulty Aurizon Network and WIRP users were experiencing in
interpreting 'specifically related to' in the context of applying subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP is
because this clause was not designed or intended to be applied in the context of a major
expansion. Our reasoning is outlined below.
In its 2013 DAU submission, Aurizon Network explained the application of the words 'specifically
related to' as follows:
This requirement is based on an expectation that AT 2 is representative of the mainline expansion
costs and therefore not within the construct of incremental costs (as it is a cost that is common
across multiple users).540

This was broadly consistent with our interpretation of the application of subclause 4.1.2 in our
approval of this test in our draft decision on the 2009 DAU:
[T]he incremental cost used in the system test calculations is based on the asset value and
operating cost of the spur, rail loop and other infrastructure which is specifically dedicated to a
particular mine. It does not encompass any amount for the train paths on the shared or mainline
part of the network, which are required to transport the mine’s coal to its destination. Therefore,
if train services only paid their incremental cost, they would ‘free ride’ on the cost of the shared
network.
... QR Network’s proposed [Common Cost Contribution (CCC)] threshold in the 2009 DAU provides
for a mine to pay at least a minimum portion of the shared infrastructure cost, which is difficult
or impossible to differentiate between individual users. This means that, in effect, the minimum
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CCC is a way of estimating those incremental costs that relate to a train service’s use of the
mainline segments of a coal system.541

In this respect, we were concerned that the minimum contribution to common costs (CCC) as
calculated in accordance with subclause 4.1.2 would reflect the incremental costs associated
with WIRP if these costs were not included as part of incremental costs 'specifically related to
the new coal carrying Train Service'. We considered this issue highlights the fact that subclause
4.1.2 was not designed or intended to be applied in the context of a major expansion, and
therefore is not an appropriate alternative to the pricing proposal for the 2014 DAU.
Intent of the 2010 AU and 2014 DAU provisions

We considered there are alternative approaches to subclause 4.1.2 that address issues
associated with WIRP pricing arrangements and are consistent with the 2010 AU pricing
principles and the QCA Act.
A key pricing principle common to both the 2010 AU and 2014 DAU (as well as under our
proposed amendments to the 2014 DAU) is the pricing limit principle, which states that the
relevant access charge for a train service will at least cover the expected incremental costs of
providing access for that train service. Both the 2010 AU and proposed 2014 DAU define
incremental costs as:
… those costs of providing Access, including capital (renewal and expansion) costs, that would
not be incurred (including the cost of bringing expenditure forward in time) if the particular Train
Service or combination of Train Services (as appropriate) did not operate, where those costs are
assessed as the Efficient Costs and based on the assets reasonably required for the provision of
Access.

This definition applies the concept of avoidable costs to address how a floor price can be
established for new train services that require an expansion.
This treatment of incremental costs for a major expansion was reflected in Aurizon Network's
2013 DAAU pricing proposal for Goonyella to Abbot Point Expansion (GAPE) train services,
where it was proposed that the incremental costs associated with GAPE infrastructure be
allocated to expanding customers. This approach is also consistent with the principles proposed
by Aurizon Network for the expansion pricing framework in the 2014 DAU.
This provides a precedent regarding the treatment of incremental costs for a major expansion
under the 2010 AU that does not relate to existing arrangements in the 2010 AU (i.e. clause 4.1
relating to pricing for new train services including cross‐system traffics).
Aurizon Network said that this precedent does not apply to WIRP as there were different
considerations for GAPE pricing including:
 As part of GAPE negotiations, it was agreed that separate revenue and take-or-pay caps
would apply to GAPE train services.
 Pricing principles were consistent between UT2 (when the GAPE project was endorsed) and
UT3 (when the GAPE Draft Amending Access Undertaking (DAAU) was approved).542
However, we did not consider Aurizon Network's suggestion that these factors differentiate
GAPE from WIRP to be compelling. With regard to the first factor, the outcome of negotiations
between Aurizon Network and expanding GAPE customers was not a key consideration in
accepting the development of a separate GAPE system and tariff. We considered this was a
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reasonable and appropriate approach in our approval of the GAPE DAAU because the proposed
tariff was largely based on the incremental costs of the GAPE infrastructure, and avoided
sharing the cost of GAPE with other users that did not benefit from the GAPE infrastructure.543
With regard to the second factor, we did not consider that the pricing principles under the 2010
AU (when WIRP was endorsed) and 2014 DAU are inconsistent with each other in the manner
suggested by Aurizon Network.
It was our view that the approved GAPE pricing arrangements provide a precedent that could
appropriately be applied to the proposed WIRP pricing arrangements, as the GAPE expansion
has several similar characteristics, including that it involves a substantial increase in capacity
with a ramp-up period.
We also considered some of the issues in Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU (as well as our proposed
amendments) are highly relevant to WIRP pricing arrangements and may lead to a better pricing
outcome for all parties. These issues included:
 assessing the impact on existing users (in terms of expected access charge) of an expansion
triggered by other users
 the take-or-pay risk for existing users if forecast expansion volumes fail to materialise
 determining whether a CCC should apply for expanding users.
In summary, we were of the view that we are under no obligation to apply subclause 4.1.2 when
considering our WIRP draft decision for WIRP pricing. We noted the GAPE expansion pricing
process under the 2010 AU did not adopt such an approach. Overall, we did not consider that
injudicious adherence to a single clause in the 2010 AU would be appropriate given the range of
factors we are required to have regard to under section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network disagreed with our WIRP draft decision and said:544
 the 2010 AU was the only regulatory regime that parties could base their investment
decisions on
 it would be inappropriate for the QCA to assess its WIRP pricing proposal under 2014 DAU
because it was not drafted at the time the WIRP arrangements were agreed
 the concept of an expansion tariff under the 2014 DAU was not contemplated by any parties
at the time the investment decisions were made, and if it were, some projects may not have
proceeded
 the WIRP train services commenced in the last quarter of 2014–15 when the 2010 AU was in
effect.
Further, Aurizon Network said that there is nothing in subclause 4.1.2 that excludes its
operation where access for the new train service involves a major expansion, and hence it
considered that the QCA must apply subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP train services.545
We also note that Aurizon Network maintained that the 'WIRP Pricing Proposal' should be
considered by QCA under the 2010 AU and that 'it would be inappropriate for the QCA to assess
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the WIRP pricing proposal in the context of the 2014 DAU'.546 Aurizon Network submitted that
following application of the 2010 AU 'the resulting Reference Tariffs, will need to be updated to
reflect the financial metrics and inputs confirmed as part of the QCA’s final decision on the 2014
DAU'. Aurizon Network considered that 'this is an appropriate and reasonable way of
incorporating the WIRP pricing arrangements as part of the finalisation of the 2014 DAU'.547
Other stakeholders

WIRP users disagreed with our WIRP draft decision and said it would seriously threaten future
investments in the CQCN. They said the expansion principles did not exist in the 2010 AU and
'could not be reasonably anticipated when WIRP was conceptualised or even when WIRP was
agreed to by the WIRP users themselves'. They believed our WIRP draft decision is a
contravention of the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act.548
Asciano agreed that subclause 4.1.2 is not an appropriate test to apply to WIRP train services.549
Anglo American agreed that the pricing principles in the 2014 DAU are most relevant for the
following reasons:550
 The provisions in the 2014 DAU are the first to substantively consider the pricing of
expansions with the experience gained with the GAPE and WIRP projects.
 The 2014 DAU balances the interests of all the parties by taking into account the experience
gained with the GAPE and WIRP projects.
 It is well known that a review of all relevant provisions, including pricing provisions, occurs at
each regulatory reset.
 The issue of whether socialisation should continue was brought up by Anglo American in
their submission to the draft UT3, and said that socialisation should be considered on a caseby-case basis.
Idemitsu said while the 2010 AU pricing principles should be applied to WIRP, they also
accepted our WIRP draft decision that subclause 4.1.2 should not be applied to major
expansions such as WIRP. It considered that the 2010 AU (cl. 6.2.2) should result in a pricing
decision in which WIRP users pay for the full incremental cost, including mainline cost, such that
existing users are not adversely impacted.551
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the section 138(2) factors and stakeholder submissions, our consolidated
draft decision was that the 2010 AU provisions—while highly relevant—did not waive the
regulatory requirement that we must have regard to the factors under section 138(2) of the
QCA Act when assessing WIRP pricing arrangements. We set out our analysis of the application
of the section 138(2) factors in detail in our WIRP draft decision and we adopted that analysis
for the purposes of this decision.
Moreover, as noted in our WIRP draft decision, we are required by the QCA Act to consider the
appropriateness of the 2014 DAU as actually proposed by Aurizon Network and we must
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approve or refuse to approve the 2014 DAU as submitted. The December 2014 pricing proposal
was submitted after the date that the 2014 DAU was submitted. The December 2014 pricing
proposal was also submitted under the 2010 AU processes in that undertaking, not the 2014
DAU process in the QCA Act. The QCA Act only allows the QCA to approve the undertaking given
to it (see section 136(4)) and, as the December 2014 pricing proposal is not part of the 2014
DAU as submitted, we cannot approve the proposal in the manner Aurizon Network suggested.
However, as noted in our WIRP draft decision, if we were to refuse to approve the application of
the 2014 DAU to WIRP, we are required under section 136(5)(b) of the QCA Act to state the way
in which we consider it appropriate to amend the 2014 DAU. We considered that the 2010 AU
provisions and the December 2014 pricing proposal submitted by Aurizon Network were both
highly relevant to our consideration of the way in which it was appropriate to amend the 2014
DAU. We summarise some of our analysis below.
We acknowledged that the 2010 AU provisions were heavily relied upon by Aurizon Network
and WIRP users in the lead-up to WIRP. Accordingly, we accepted that the pricing principles
approved in the 2010 AU were influential when assessing the WIRP pricing arrangements
presented by Aurizon Network in the context of the 2014 DAU. However, this does not
necessarily imply that subclause 4.1.2 should be applied mechanistically to WIRP train services,
particularly given our comments above that it was the 2014 DAU as proposed by Aurizon
Network that we were considering, not the 2010 AU.
Moreover, even if we were considering the application of the 2010 AU, then, as explained in our
WIRP draft decision, we did not consider the application of subclause 4.1.2 to a major expansion
such as WIRP would necessarily be appropriate. Subclause 4.1.2 was approved by us in the
context of a new train service with mine-specific spur line. We considered that the provision
was not envisaged to be applied for major step changes in capacity such as the integrated
duplications associated with WIRP, where the magnitude of associated costs and risks is likely to
be more significant relative to the case of mine-specific spur lines. Our WIRP draft decision, for
example, noted that Aurizon Network and WIRP users experienced difficulty in interpreting the
terms in subclause 4.1.2 in the context of WIRP train services.
We also considered that strict application of subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP train services, without
consideration of other relevant factors, could lead to the economic viability of existing mines
being adversely impacted by major below-rail infrastructure upgrades triggered by WIRP users.
When considered in the context of section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we considered that the strict
application of subclause 4.1.2 was unlikely to promote the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act under
section 138(2)(a) or the public interest under section 138(2)(d). We also considered that this
subclause 4.1.2 would not appropriately balance the interests of access seekers and access
holders under sections 138(2)(e) and (h).
Notwithstanding subclause 4.1.2, in our WIRP draft decision we also noted that the 2010 AU
pricing limit principle specified that the relevant access charge for a train service should at least
cover the expected incremental costs of providing access for that train service. This treatment
of incremental costs for a major expansion was previously reflected in Aurizon Network's 2013
DAAU pricing proposal for GAPE train services, which did not adopt the existing arrangements in
the 2010 AU (i.e. subclause 4.1.2 or the equivalent provision for cross-system train services).
Aurizon Network said the QCA must apply subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP train services as nothing in
subclause 4.1.2 excludes its operation where a major expansion is involved. Putting aside the
fact that we were required by the QCA Act to consider the 2014 DAU and not the 2010 AU, we
considered this assertion was inconsistent with Aurizon Network's own previously proposed
arrangements for GAPE train services. At that time, Aurizon Network said:
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As Aurizon Network is submitting the GAPE Reference Tariff as a DAAU and not in accordance
with the requirements of Clause 6.4.2 it is not an explicit requirement that proposed reference
tariff must conform to the relevant provisions of the Aurizon Network Undertaking. The tariff has
been developed to reflect the commercial and economic matters relevant to users of the service
in a manner consistent with the intention of those provisions. 552

We considered our approved GAPE pricing arrangements provided a relevant precedent that
subclause 4.1.2 was not determinative in circumstances where a major expansion was involved.
In this manner, Aurizon Network has itself recognised that it was not the case that existing
arrangements in the 2010 AU (such as subclause 4.1.2) should always be applied to major
expansions.
We did not accept that our consolidated draft decision undermines regulatory certainty and
investment confidence:
 First, Aurizon Network and other stakeholders were aware at all times of the terms and
conditions of the 2010 AU and its finite duration. Aurizon Network has discretion under the
QCA Act to submit voluntary access undertakings with longer duration if it requires greater
investment certainty.
 Second, Aurizon Network has had a variety of steps open to it under the various access
undertakings in place to obtain sufficient certainty that it would recover its costs. As
identified above, Aurizon Network did not make appropriate use of the CRIMP processes so
did not avail itself appropriately of some of these steps.
 Third, the QCA Act itself requires, as a pricing principle in section 168A, that the price of
access to the declared service should generate expected revenue for the service that is at
least enough to meet the efficient costs of providing access to the service and include a
return on investment commensurate with the regulatory and commercial risks involved.
Aurizon Network is not in a negative NPV scenario, so can invest with confidence that it is
recovering at its WACC.
 Finally, notwithstanding our comments above, as outlined in more detail in later sections,
our recommended amendments to the 2014 DAU would in fact deliver an outcome that is
consistent with the pricing principles in the 2010 AU. As identified below, we considered
that this was appropriate after having regard to the factors under section 138(2) of the QCA
Act.
We noted that our WIRP draft decision proposed to adopt the expansion pricing principles
previously established in our IDD amended DAU. We were of this view after having regard to
the factors under section 138(2) of the QCA Act. We have clarified in later sections that these
principles are also consistent with the 2010 AU provisions.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue, subject to the partial socialisation and
system premium pricing approach being retained for the final decision.553 However, they said
that regulatory decisions must place a significant weight on the approved principles at the time
of investment decisions being made.
WIRP users disagreed with our CDD on this issue. They maintain that only the 2010 AU pricing
principles are relevant and said:
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 the 2010 AU pricing principles were the only pricing principles known and contemplated at
the time, and WIRP users relied upon them in its decision making process
 the 2014 DAU pricing principles were not considered at the time, as WIRP users committed
to the project around 12 months prior to Aurizon Network commencing drafting its 2013
DAU (or 18 months prior to its submission to the QCA)
 the QCA has been inconsistent because it has applied the 'known arrangement' logic to
short-term capacity transfers and come to a different conclusion compared the relevant
pricing principles applying to WIRP
 the decision of the QCA to apply the 2014 DAU pricing principles to a 2010 AU expansion will
create uncertainty for all future investment decisions, decreasing investment stability within
the CQCN.554
Further, WIRP users also considered that the amalgamation of WIRP specific and 2014 DAU
specific issues in the CDD have unfairly complicated the separate specific matters in both
cases.555 They said these issues were stand-alone, separable and independent matters. WIRP
users considered this amalgamation highlights a major process breakdown and the inconsistent
application of various principles adopted by the QCA, compounding the degree of regulatory
uncertainty.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is that while the 2010 AU provisions relating to WIRP pricing are relevant to
our consideration of the reference tariffs for WIRP under the 2014 DAU, we do not consider
these provisions are determinative.
While in response to our CDD some stakeholders reiterated concerns previously raised, no new
information or arguments have been provided on this issue in response to our CDD. As such, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
We note WIRP users submitted that the amalgamation of WIRP specific and 2014 DAU specific
issues in the CDD has unfairly complicated the separate specific matters in both cases. Aurizon
Network had previously raised a similar concern in its response to our WIRP draft decision.556
We already addressed this issue in our WIRP draft decision and consolidated draft decision.
As discussed previously, we are required by the QCA Act to consider the appropriateness of the
2014 DAU as actually proposed by Aurizon Network, and we must approve or refuse to approve
the 2014 DAU as submitted. The December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal was submitted after the
date that the 2014 DAU had been submitted, and it was also submitted under a process in the
2010 AU, not the 2014 DAU process in the QCA Act. The QCA Act only allows the QCA to
approve the undertaking given to it (see s. 136(4) of the QCA Act) and, as the December 2014
pricing proposal is not part of the 2014 DAU as submitted, we cannot approve the proposal in
the manner Aurizon Network suggested.
However, as noted in our WIRP draft decision and consolidated draft decision, if we were to
refuse to approve the application of the 2014 DAU to WIRP, we are required under section
136(5)(b) of the QCA Act to state the way in which we consider it appropriate to amend the
2014 DAU. We considered that the 2010 AU provisions and the December 2014 pricing proposal
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submitted by Aurizon Network were both highly relevant to our consideration of the way in
which it was appropriate to amend the 2014 DAU in order to appropriately provide for the
pricing of WIRP. WIRP pricing is an integral component of the 2014 DAU and therefore it is
appropriate that our decision on the 2014 DAU as a whole includes the way in which we
consider it appropriate for Aurizon Network to amend the DAU regarding WIRP pricing. We
consider that, in fact, this approach promotes regulatory certainty as it ensures a consistent
approach is applied to all pricing issues.
In section 18.5.5 of the CDD, we explained strict application of subclause 4.1.2 to WIRP train
services would be inappropriate. Our approved GAPE pricing arrangements (which were
addressed under a 2010 AU process) provide a relevant precedent that subclause 4.1.2 is not
determinative in circumstances where a major expansion is involved. We remain of the view
that our assessment approach for WIRP train services is broadly consistent with the principles
that were applied in the GAPE context under the 2010 AU, as well as the intent of the 2010 AU
pricing principles.
We consider that our proposed arrangements for WIRP train services would have remained
largely similar if they had been addressed under the 2010 AU process. Our assessment of WIRP
pricing is detailed in section 18.5 of this final decision.
In regard to comparisons with our approach to short-term transfers, we note that we have in
fact in our final decision changed aspects of the short-term transfer mechanism since the UT3
approach (see Chapter 11). In any case, any analysis that incorporates elements of 'known
arrangement' logic does not imply that the conclusions should be the same, as other factors
also need to be taken into account. In this case, pricing arrangements were not locked in and
remained subject to regulatory oversight and any potential changes in the regulatory approach.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.3
(1)

Our final decision is that while the 2010 AU provisions relating to WIRP pricing are
relevant to our consideration of the reference tariffs for WIRP under the 2014 DAU,
we do not consider these provisions are determinative.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.4

WIRP costs and volumes

18.4.1

Capital indicator
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal provided an updated capital indicator
for WIRP capital costs of $945.3 million, inclusive of interest during construction (IDC). This is
$4.4 million lower than Aurizon Network's December 2013 estimate of $949.7 million, which we
included in the capital indicator for the purpose of developing our MAR draft decision.557
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Aurizon Network said the amounts presented in its updated capital indicator for WIRP adopt the
post-tax nominal vanilla WACC when calculating IDC, consistent with our MAR draft decision.558
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We did not seek to assess the prudency and efficiency of WIRP project costs. The prudency and
efficiency of WIRP capital expenditure will be considered on an ex post basis via another process
following the commissioning of the WIRP infrastructure.
In terms of using forecast capital expenditure to determine a tariff, Aurizon Network's approach
was consistent with approaches applied to other reference tariff approval processes in the past
(e.g. the GAPE system reference tariff). Once capital expenditure is approved, Aurizon Network
can apply to have future tariffs (and revenues), adjusted for any over- or underspending relative
to forecast. Accordingly, we accepted that it is appropriate to use an estimated capital
expenditure amount for WIRP when calculating the reference tariff.
In a letter to Aurizon Network in November 2014, we requested updated capital expenditure
estimates for WIRP as part of a comprehensive tariff proposal for WIRP train services.
For the purposes of the WIRP draft decision, we:
 accepted Aurizon Network's updated capital expenditure forecasts for WIRP related projects
 retained the 2014 DAU capital indicator estimates for non-WIRP infrastructure that we used
in the calculation of reference tariffs in our January 2015 initial draft decision.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision.559 Other stakeholders did not provide
comments.
Consolidated draft decision
Given that Aurizon Network accepted our WIRP draft decision, and no other stakeholders
provided any new information or arguments, our consolidated draft decision refused to approve
Aurizon Network's proposed capital indicator for WIRP in the 2014 DAU.
We considered it appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its capital indicator to calculate the
IDC using the post-tax nominal vanilla WACC, consistent with the updated capital indicator for
WIRP capital costs of $945.3 million.560
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue.561 No other stakeholders commented
specifically on this issue.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the capital indicator for WIRP proposed by Aurizon
Network in its 2014 DAU.
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Stakeholders did not provide any new information or arguments on this issue in response to our
CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our
CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.4
(1)
(2)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed capital indicator for WIRP in the 2014
DAU, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original proposal.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

adjust the capital indicator for WIRP to use the post-tax nominal vanilla WACC
for calculating interest during construction.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.4.2

Allocation of capital expenditure between WIRP users
Aurizon Network's proposal
In both of its WIRP pricing proposals, Aurizon Network said it allocated capital expenditure for
shared WIRP project segments across the users of the segment based on their share of
contracted gross tonne kilometre (gtk) attributable to the particular project segment.
The key difference between Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU and December 2014 proposals relates
to the allocation of NCL project costs. In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network allocated this
expenditure only to WIRP users located in the Blackwater system. However, in its December
2014 proposal it allocated this expenditure to all WIRP users.
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We accepted the 2014 DAU approach to allocate NCL upgrade capital expenditure as this is
consistent with the commercial arrangements between Aurizon Network and WIRP users. We
considered these arrangements to reflect the agreement between Aurizon Network and each
WIRP customer on the incremental capital cost attributable to the particular customer.
Stakeholders' comments on WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network said it agreed with our WIRP draft decision subject to their proposed
amendment of allocating shared capital expenditure between WIRP users using updated
information on gtk at full contract utilisation.562
Other stakeholders did not provide comments.
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we retained our WIRP draft decision to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
capital cost allocation approach for WIRP users as set out in the 2014 DAU.
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We updated our cost allocation between WIRP users based on updated information provided by
Aurizon Network on gtk at full contract utilisation. We noted that this did not have material
impact on the cost allocated between WIRP customers.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue.563 No other stakeholders commented
specifically on this issue.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to approve the capital cost allocation approach for WIRP users proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or arguments on this issue in response to our
CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our
CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.5
(1)

18.4.3

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed capital cost allocation approach for
WIRP users, our final decision is to approve Aurizon Network's original proposal.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

Allocation of capital expenditure to non-WIRP users
Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network said, with the exception of the Wiggins Island balloon loop and the Moura
West upgrades, capital expenditure for WIRP relates to mainline upgrades that will be utilised
by both new and existing customers.564
Aurizon Network said all customers (both WIRP and non-WIRP) will receive operational benefits
from WIRP, including:
 additional train paths, leading to greater planning flexibility, fewer contested paths and
greater ability to recover from day of operation losses and maintenance activities
 added optionality and reduced system closures, as maintenance will be able to occur while
still allowing trains to be scheduled on the duplicate section
 reduced speed restrictions and track failures as a result of rail replacement, renewals and
strengthening.565
As a result, Aurizon Network said the full capital cost of the Blackwater duplications should not
be treated as costs that are incremental to WIRP train services.566
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In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network allocated one-seventh of the total capital cost of
Blackwater duplications to existing customers for the purposes of assessing the impact of
socialisation.567 By contrast, in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal under the 2010 AU,
Aurizon Network proposed to allocate 50 per cent of the total capital cost of Blackwater
duplications to existing Blackwater system customers.
Aurizon Network said the 50 per cent allocation was appropriate for the following reasons:
 The Blackwater duplications provide operational benefits to both WIRP and non-WIRP users.
 The WIRP volumes at full utilisation would only comprise one-third of the total tonnes that
use the Blackwater duplications.
 The Blackwater duplications were previously endorsed by non-WIRP users as part of the
2008 CRIMP process in the absence of committed WIRP capacity.568
Aurizon Network said the existence of WIRP access conditions does not limit the sharing of
infrastructure costs between WIRP and non-WIRP users.569
Aurizon Network has not proposed to allocate any costs associated with WIRP Moura to nonWIRP users in the Moura system.
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
For capital expenditure associated with WIRP infrastructure, we considered that an allocation of
expansion costs to existing (non-WIRP) users may be appropriate if:
 there are clear benefits to existing users based on the evidence provided
 existing users have stated they want the benefits and are willing to pay for it.
This is consistent with the notion that users pay a price reflective of the service they receive. We
considered this promotes efficient infrastructure investment (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA
Act) and appropriately takes into account the interests of existing and expanding users (s.
138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Blackwater

It was evident that there was no clear consensus, among stakeholders, as to whether the WIRP
infrastructure provides a benefit to non-WIRP users.
We considered three options for allocating a share of the Blackwater duplication cost to nonWIRP users as shown in the table below.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 3.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 20.
569
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 15.
568
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Table 19 Possible allocations of Blackwater duplication costs to existing users
Share of Blackwater
duplication costs

Basis

QCA analysis

0 % to non-WIRP

The default option, in the case
where no evidence has been
provided that existing users will
enjoy clear benefits; existing users
wanted the benefits; and existing
users are willing to pay a share of
the cost to attain them.

This option was consistent with our
conclusion that neither Aurizon Network nor
WIRP users provided sufficient evidence that
existing customers wanted the relevant
benefits or agreed to meet a share of the
cost.

One-seventh share to
non-WIRP

Proposed by Aurizon Network in
its August 2014 guidance note on
2014 DAU treatment of WIRP.

No evidence was provided by Aurizon
Network or WIRP users to quantify this level
of benefits to existing users.
There was insufficient evidence that existing
customers agreed to meet a one-seventh
share of the cost.

50 % to non-WIRP

Proposed by Aurizon Network in
its December 2014 submission.

No evidence was provided by Aurizon
Network or WIRP users to quantify this level
of benefits to existing users.
There was insufficient evidence that existing
customers agreed to meet a 50 % share of
the cost.

Evidence

We noted in our initial draft decision that neither Aurizon Network nor WIRP users attempted
to estimate the monetary value of the operational benefits to non-WIRP users (e.g. increased
reliability or savings from maintenance over time). Further, Aurizon Network did not provide
any transparency on its capacity modelling and assessments to verify and assist stakeholders in
understanding capacity requirements pre- and post-WIRP.
Additionally, we did not consider the customer endorsement of Blackwater duplications as part
of the 2008 CRIMP to provide guidance on the appropriate allocation of WIRP capital costs,
given changes in the scope and circumstances that followed the initial customer endorsement.
Capacity modelling

We were of the understanding that Aurizon Network's capacity modelling, completed prior to
the time of the investment decision, showed that the Blackwater duplications were only
required in the presence of WIRP train services. In late 2010, Aurizon Network indicated to the
GCEE that, as a result of updated capacity modelling, none of the Blackwater duplications would
be required for existing Blackwater system capacity.570
Overall assessment

On the basis of information available, we considered that all WIRP Blackwater capital costs
should be allocated to WIRP train services.
However, we considered that a portion of the Wiggins Island balloon loop costs should be
allocated to existing Blackwater train services, reflecting the expected use of this infrastructure
by existing Blackwater train services as reflected in WIRP commercial arrangements.

570

Letter from the Queensland Treasurer to GCEE, November 2010; letter from Aurizon Network to GCEE, May
2010.
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Moura

We were not presented with any proposal to allocate a portion of WIRP costs to existing Moura
users. As a result, we accepted Aurizon Network's proposal that no WIRP capital costs should be
allocated to existing Moura customers.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network said that one of the factors that we used to determine cost allocation to nonWIRP users in our WIRP draft decision—i.e. that existing users have stated they want the
benefit and are willing to pay for it—creates a free-riding problem.571 Expanding users could
effectively be forced to subsidise improvements to existing services if they wish to proceed with
an expansion and existing users refuse to state they want the benefit and are willing to pay for
it.
Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to allocate a portion of the cost of the
Wiggins Island balloon loop costs to an existing (non-WIRP) train service to reflect that existing
train paths are expected to use this segment.572
In contrast, Aurizon Network disagreed with our WIRP draft decision that the Blackwater
duplication costs should only be borne by WIRP users. It considered that our decision with
respect to the Wiggins Island balloon loop cost allocation was inconsistent with our approach to
cost allocation of other WIRP project segments.573 Aurizon Network said:
 the cost of all the project segments should be borne by all Blackwater or Moura customers
who may use the infrastructure, and that the appropriate cost allocation must have regard
to section 69E, Part 5 of the QCA Act
 a key question for the QCA to consider is whether it is economically efficient for incumbent
users to contribute to the costs of infrastructure that will deliver significant operational
efficiencies to the supply chain
 the duplications were endorsed by the incumbent users, which Aurizon Network and the
WIRP users relied upon when making their respective investment decisions
 the WIRP infrastructure will be extensively used by non-WIRP users and they will benefit
from the WIRP program.574
In addition, Aurizon Network provided details of the supply chain benefits of the WIRP program
to existing users, as outlined in the table below.575
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 41–42.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 39.
573
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 39.
574
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 39–42.
575
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 18–27.
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Table 20 Aurizon Network's description of supply chain benefits of WIRP to existing users
Category

Aurizon Network's description of benefits
Operational efficiencies

General
benefits of the
WIRP program
to the network

 It will increase the available daily train paths on the mainline from 48 to 72 in the
Blackwater system, and 48 to 96 paths on the NCL, resulting in greater planning
flexibility, fewer contested paths, and a greater ability to recover from day of
operations losses and maintenance activities.
 The WIRP Moura East project scope included rail replacement, renewals and
strengthening of the existing Moura system which has reduced speed restrictions, track
failures, and will therefore provide a throughput benefit as the rail network will be
available more often.

Reductions in
operational
delays

 The Blackwater duplications will reduce reliance on passing loops and passing
manoeuvres.

Signalling
renewals

Aurizon Network has renewed the signalling equipment in the Blackwater system and on
the NCL as part of the WIRP program. Aurizon Network said that the signal delays per train
service in the Blackwater system has been trending downwards since the start of 2014.

Improvements
in performance
to plan and
cancellation
measures576

Aurizon Network said 'the operational efficiencies created as a result of the WIRP program
have resulted in strong improvements in below-rail cancellations and performance to plan'.
The figures provided for the Blackwater and Moura systems are:

 The Blackwater duplications have contributed to an improved cycle time of up to 60
minutes, and improved train service delays previously due to crossing activities.

 performance to plan annual percentages from 2012–13 to 2015–16 YTD
 all cancellations annual percentages from 2012–13 to 2015–16 YTD
 below rail cancellations annual percentages from 2012–13 to 2015–16 YTD
 improvements in weekly performance to plan percentages from January 2014 to August
2015.
Network efficiencies

General
benefits

Prior to the WIRP program, maintaining infrastructure in single line sections often required
extensive network closures. Duplication of the remaining single line sections will minimise
the occurrence of whole system closures and provide greater flexibility for maintenance
activities.
This will also create flow on effects such as:
 reducing asset wear and tear, as volumes are spread across two tracks instead of one,
thus slowing the rate of tonnage-driven maintenance requirements
 maintenance cost savings which have been incorporated onto the maintenance cost
allowances proposed by Aurizon Network as part of the 2014 DAU.

Improvements
in network
resilience

The WIRP program implemented new track design methods in the Moura East segment,
which has improved the network resilience during severe flooding, as demonstrated by the
significantly lower damage resulting from Tropical Cyclone Marcia in 2015 compared to
Tropical Cycle Oswald in 2013.

Improvements
in flood
immunity

The WIRP program included the installation of culverts to decrease the risk of flooding.

Capital expenditure efficiencies
General

576

The WIRP project has created cost savings associated with non-WIRP renewal works in the
Blackwater system.

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 22.
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WIRP users

In response to our WIRP draft decision, WIRP users undertook the following analysis to quantify
the system wide benefits associated with WIRP capital works:
 Dynamic capacity modelling—to determine the minimum WIRP infrastructure for the
delivery of WIRP volumes and acceptable performance standards (e.g. average cycle time,
delay per cycle and below-rail transit time (BRTT)), with capital works beyond this level
deemed to be of benefit of all users of the particular system.577
 Scope and cost allocation review—to identify WIRP capital costs that would have been
better classified as renewals or system enhancements, and allocated outside of the WIRP
costs.
WIRP users later submitted an addendum to clarify certain matters in its original submission on
our WIRP draft decision. As part of this addendum, WIRP users provided new information to
demonstrate the difference in dynamic capacity modelling results between 'without closures'
and 'with closures' scenarios.
Dynamic capacity modelling

The table below summarises WIRP users' interpretation of their dynamic capacity modelling
results, for the Blackwater system across five scenarios.578
Table 21 Summary of WIRP users' capacity modelling resultsa
Scenario

Description

Results of the capacity modelling

Pre-WIRP scenarios (with and without 5mtpa access queue)
1a

This scenario sought to represent pre-WIRP
operations where the Blackwater volume
target was set at 70 mtpa (64 mtpa export plus
6 mtpa domestic).

WIRP users said modelling results showed a 2.5
mtpa shortfall in export demand target. This
indicated that the Blackwater system (pre-WIRP)
had a capacity deficit.579

2a

This scenario sought to assess the impact of
the pre-WIRP access queue on pre-existing
system performance.

WIRP users said results showed that the
additional three consists delivered an additional
5.5 mtpa, delivering the increased demand but
only reducing the pre-existing capacity deficit
from 2.5 to 2 mtpa. The deficit was not
eliminated due to greater congestion compared
to scenario 1a, reflected in the noticeable
deterioration in system performance metrics.580

The volume target included 70 mtpa from the
base case (1a) and the additional 5 mtpa
access queue. Three additional consists were
included in this scenario.
2b

This scenario represented scenario 2a plus two
duplications (Rocklands–Gracemere and
Umolo–Parnabal).
This sought to analyse whether the additional
infrastructure would reduce capacity shortfall
and improve system performance.

WIRP users said the results showed the addition
of two duplications were beneficial in enabling
the 2 mtpa shortfall to be achieved with
improved system performance compared to
scenario 2a.581

WIRP scenarios

577

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 8.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107.
579
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 20.
580
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 24–25.
581
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 26–27.
578
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Description

Results of the capacity modelling

The target tonnages comprised 75 mtpa from
scenario 2a plus the WIRP volume (23.5 mtpa).
The additional infrastructure included two
holding roads and five Blackwater
duplications.b This scenario also assumed
seven additional consists to attempt to achieve
the target tonnages.

3b

This comprised scenario 3a plus the balance of
the WIRP program to make up the full WIRP
scope. The balance included the last two
Blackwater duplications to make up the full
seven duplications.

WIRP users said the results showed that the
minimum WIRP scope (five duplications) was
able to deliver the WIRP volume forecast and
maintain non-WIRP users' throughput.
The minimum WIRP scope also improved the
system performance, through the creation of
additional train paths, relative to scenario 2a.582
WIRP users said the results showed that the full
WIRP scope achieves the benefits of scenario 3a
plus:
 additional system robustness derived from
minimising track delays (improvement in
system performance metrics)
 provides capability to optimise rollingstock
allocations to meet demand including
operating over-length consists
 enables additional track maintenance which
reduces risk of volume loss.583

a WIRP users said given the uncertainty surrounding the accuracy of input data for track closures, its
comparative analysis has not applied track closures. b Comprised of: Rocklands–Gracemere (also in scenario
2b); Gracemere–Kabra (also in scenario 2b); Kabra–Stanwell; Umolo–Parnabal; and Walton–Bluff.

WIRP users provided a number of caveats regarding its capacity modelling results including:
 Due to confidentiality and unavailability of input data, the inputs and assumptions applied to
the capacity modelling (e.g. payloads, track closures and speed restrictions data) may be
inconsistent with WIRP capacity modelling undertaken by Aurizon Network. For example,
the comparative analysis did not apply track closures.
 Direct comparison of these results and Aurizon Network's capacity modelling is expected to
produce different values as Aurizon Network has developed their capacity model over
around 15 years with continual improvement to the operating logic.
 The limited time available to deliver this capacity modelling has restricted the ability to
perform calibration work that would normally precede this type of modelling task. This could
produce inconsistent data values between different scenarios.584
Despite these limitations, WIRP users said that this modelling exercise provides useful
information on the relative performance of different demand and infrastructure scenarios:
 The modelling results suggested two duplications (Rocklands–Gracemere and Umolo–
Parnabal) would have been required to reliably and sustainably deliver the increased
demand (5 mtpa) arising from the pre-WIRP access queue, hence it is unreasonable to solely
allocate the associated costs to WIRP volumes.
 Similarly, the modelling results also showed that the final two duplications (Dingo–Umolo
and Parnabal–Walton) benefit all Blackwater users (e.g. improvements in cycle time and
BRTT).585

582

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 29–30.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 31–32.
584
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 11.
585
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107 (Addendum): 10.
583
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In its submission, WIRP users proposed to allocate the costs of the final two duplications to
existing users ($100.2 million, excluding IDC) based on its capacity modelling results.
Scope and cost allocation review

In addition to its capacity modelling analysis, WIRP users also identified a number of cost items
(amounting to around $65.0 million, excluding IDC)586 that they said should be removed from
WIRP costs and allocated to all Blackwater or Moura system customers. These related to either:
 works undertaken to replace or enhance existing assets (WIRP users said it was Aurizon
Network's advice that some of these costs would be excluded from WIRP costs)
 works that do not form part of the WIRP project scope as outlined in the WIRP deed.587
Overall proposed allocation

Overall, WIRP users proposed the following adjustments to our cost allocations:
 For the Blackwater system, $150.0 million (excluding IDC) should be removed from the WIRP
cost as it represents:
 the costs of the two duplications (Dingo–Umolo and Parnabal–Walton) that WIRP users
deem to benefit all users ($100.2 million, excluding IDC)
 costs related to asset and system enhancements that WIRP users said should be removed
from WIRP costs ($49.8 million, excluding IDC).
 For the Moura system, $15.2 million (excluding IDC) should be removed from the WIRP
costs. WIRP users said that the track upgrade works undertaken at Moura East, as explicitly
stated in the WIRP deed, do not provide additional capacity.588
Other stakeholders

Other stakeholders agreed with our WIRP draft decision that WIRP costs should not be allocated
to non-WIRP users. Nevertheless, they questioned the validity of allocating a portion of the
Wiggins Island balloon loop to existing Blackwater users.589
Idemitsu said that capital costs should not be allocated to existing users until the benefits to
existing users can be reliably demonstrated and quantified.590
Aurizon Operations said there are clear and evident efficiency offsets associated with
electrification of the Rolleston branchline and WIRP.591 Aurizon Operations considered that
where Rolleston is required to pay an AT5 rate which is consistent with its incremental costs, the
value of these benefits should be transferred to the system price.592
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we retained our WIRP draft decision to:
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 46–47.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 35.
588
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 46–47. Note that WIRP users did not include IDC in their detailed cost
estimates. In addition, WIRP users advised that there may be some double counting in its cost estimates
given that some cost items were embedded in the duplication costs.
589
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 6; Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 111: 5; BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 105: 1.
590
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 2.
591
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 6.
592
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 6.
587
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 refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed capital cost allocation approach for the
Blackwater duplications project segment as set out in its 2014 DAU.
 allocate a portion of the capital expenditure for the Wiggins Island balloon loop to an
existing Blackwater train service to reflect its expected use of this segment as reflected in
WIRP commercial arrangements.
We made a slight modification to our cost allocation for WIRP following our assessment of new
information provided by WIRP users.
The analysis underlying our consolidated draft decision is presented below.
Evidence of benefits to existing users

Our view was that an allocation of expansion costs to existing users may be appropriate if there
are clear benefits to existing users based on the evidence provided. We established a number of
factors that we have regard to when assessing the evidence of benefits to existing (non-WIRP)
users:
 Were the capital works reasonably required by existing users in the absence of WIRP (e.g.
asset renewals)?
 Would the operational benefits reasonably and tangibly translate into economic benefits to
the existing users?
 Was there evidence that existing users agreed to bear the costs of the particular capital
works?
We considered that these criteria are consistent with the notion that users pay a price reflective
of the service they receive. We considered this appropriately balances the interests of existing
and expanding users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). Further, this is likely to promote the
object of Part 5 of the QCA Act (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA Act).
The allocation of costs was particularly relevant to our consideration of the pricing principles
contained in section 168A(b) of the QCA Act which provides that prices should allow for multipart pricing and price discrimination, when it aids efficiency.
We acknowledged Aurizon Network's claim that it may create a free-rider problem if the
necessary condition for capital costs to be allocated to existing users is that they are willing to
cover such costs. We considered that the willingness and appropriateness of existing users
bearing specific costs associated with an expansion needs to be assessed with regard to the
above three factors on a case-by-case basis. In the WIRP context, we considered that there was
no clear evidence that existing users have been behaving unreasonably in refusing to pay a
proportion of the WIRP costs. Submissions from existing users suggested that their key concern
was the lack of clarity and evidence that they would benefit from WIRP.593 Existing users have
not indicated that they would be unwilling to pay for the benefits if it was appropriate.
We noted that Aurizon Network and WIRP users did not appear to agree on the benefits of the
WIRP project to existing users. In submissions on our WIRP draft decision:
 Aurizon Network has maintained its view that 50 per cent of the Blackwater duplications
project segment ($212.4 million, including IDC) should be allocated to existing users. It has
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Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 72: 3–5; Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 69: 9; Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 71: 2;
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 2.
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also agreed with our proposed allocation of a portion of the Wiggins Island balloon loop to
an existing Blackwater train service ($29.4 million, including IDC).594
 WIRP users have proposed that costs associated with the Blackwater duplications ($109.7
million, excluding IDC)595 should be allocated to existing users. In addition, WIRP users have
proposed allocating costs to existing customers for the following WIRP project segments:
 Wiggins Island balloon loop ($12.1 million, excluding IDC)
 NCL upgrade ($28.2 million, excluding IDC)
 Moura East track upgrade ($15.2 million, excluding IDC)596
Performance metrics – Aurizon Network

While Aurizon Network has provided more detailed information to describe the operational
benefits of WIRP, we considered that it did not provide sufficient evidence to justify this claim
or quantify the extent of benefits to existing users. It did not attempt to estimate the monetary
value of the operational benefits to non-WIRP users (e.g. increased reliability or savings from
maintenance over time) to justify its claim that 50 per cent of Blackwater duplications should be
allocated to existing Blackwater customers.
We were not convinced of the quantitative evidence provided by Aurizon Network in its
submission. For example:
 There did not appear to be a significant increase in trend demonstrated for the
improvements to weekly performance to plan597, with metrics broadly similar between
2013–14 (before WIRP operational commissioning) and 2015–16 year to date (post WIRP
operational commissioning). Further, we were not convinced that the operational gains are
not simply translated to additional capacity that is required for WIRP users.
 The metrics only presented the results over approximately three years, which was
insufficient to draw robust conclusions from.
 The submission was made in September 2015, which meant that the improvements in 2015–
16 YTD only represented a small part of the year.
We would expect the 2015–16 YTD improvements, given the under-utilisation of newly
commissioned WIRP infrastructure during the WIRP ramp-up period. However, without further
robust analysis, we could not conclude whether this short-term benefit would continue into the
future as WIRP approaches full utilisation, or whether the benefits would disappear.
It was unclear to us why Aurizon Network had not undertaken a capacity modelling exercise—as
attempted by WIRP users—to quantify the operational benefits, especially given that:
 Aurizon Network is likely to be in the best position to undertake any capacity modelling
 Aurizon Network's December 2014 proposal was to allocate a significant portion of the
Blackwater duplication costs ($212.4 million, including IDC) to existing users.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 42.
This includes $100.2 million (excluding IDC) associated with the costs of the final two duplications (Dingo–
Umolo and Parnabal–Walton) and an additional $9.5 million (excluding IDC) relating to asset and system
enhancements.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 46–47. Note that WIRP users did not include IDC in their detailed cost
estimates.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 22–23.
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Our understanding was that, leading up to WIRP, Aurizon Network's capacity modelling results
indicated that the Blackwater duplications were only required for WIRP train services. Aurizon
Network has not provided any further clarification on such a matter throughout the 2014 DAU
process.
In the absence of additional robust evidence, including an estimation of the monetary value of
the operational benefits, we were of the view that we could not rely on this information
provided by Aurizon Network to allocate additional costs to existing non-WIRP users.
Capacity modelling – WIRP users

We were encouraged by WIRP users' attempt to put forward a more comprehensive submission
to quantify the benefits of WIRP to existing users. We considered that this type of analysis,
coupled with the ability to monetise specific benefits to existing users, is critical in
demonstrating that there are clear economic benefits to existing users.
Nevertheless, we considered the WIRP users' capacity modelling analysis to be incomplete and
inconclusive. Accordingly, we did not consider this analysis provided sufficient evidence to
justify the allocation of the costs of the Blackwater duplications to the existing users.
We did not consider that the modelling results provided in WIRP users' submission were
sufficiently developed to seek independent expert advice on the validity of the modelling
outcomes.
We understood that WIRP users' capacity model had been developed independent of Aurizon
Network's and other stakeholders' inputs. We had concerns with the reliability and robustness
of the results given the information gaps in developing model inputs and the short timeframe
for the development of this model, an issue also acknowledged by WIRP users. It was not clear
to what extent these may impact on the conclusions drawn from this analysis. We were
concerned about the extent to which model inputs align with realistic parameters or those
contained in Aurizon Network's capacity model that according to WIRP users had been subject
to extensive review and refinement over a long period of time.
We were also not clear on how closely the modelling scenario results align with actual historical
performance or even with the capacity modelling undertaken by Aurizon Network at the time of
WIRP consideration. Without this detailed review of the modelling results, we could not identify
whether the WIRP users' model was an accurate representation of the system.
Based on the information provided to us, our analysis of WIRP users' capacity modelling is
summarised in the table below.
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Table 22 QCA analysis of the WIRP users' capacity modelling issues
Issue

QCA analysis

Tonnage shortfall in
scenario 1a and 2a

WIRP users said the modelling results suggested that there was a capacity deficit in
the Blackwater system prior to WIRP (scenarios 1a and 2a).598 We note however
that the magnitude of this deficit could be partially driven by the anomaly in the
model where the domestic tonnage target was overachieved.

Tonnages for WIRP
Blackwater users

Moving from scenario 3a (minimum WIRP scope) to scenario 3b (full WIRP scope)
has resulted in lower tonnes delivered for WIRP Blackwater users. WIRP users
explained this anomaly as due to how the model allocates services on a system
basis to meet demand. They considered that this was not a material issue that could
be rectified with further calibration of their model.599
The under-delivery of the WIRP Blackwater tonnes is closely matched by the overdelivery of the existing Blackwater tonnes. WIRP users said that this is modelling
anomaly resulting from the limited time available to fine tune the model.600
Despite the explanations provided by WIRP users, we remain concerned that these
examples demonstrate that the model is incomplete and not accurate to a level that
could be relied upon as the basis for making a material change to the WIRP cost
allocation.

Existing tonnages and
system performance in
the Moura system

All post-WIRP scenarios (i.e. 3a and 3b) result in worsening performance metrics for
existing Moura export users as compared with all pre-WIRP scenarios. WIRP users
explained that the increases are within acceptable limits and that system continues
to achieve desired performance levels.601 However, without more information, we
are not convinced that these increases are within acceptable limits, and we note
that the tonnes delivered falls short of the 12.5 mtpa target.
WIRP users explained the decline in non-WIRP Moura volumes is due to a technical
modelling anomaly associated with the Barney Point Coal Terminal, which is not
intended for ongoing use for coal exports.602
Despite the WIRP users' explanation, we remain concerned that these examples
demonstrate that the model is incomplete and not accurate to a level that could be
relied upon as the basis for making a material change to WIRP cost allocations.

Tonnages for WIRP
Moura users

We note that it appears that the WIRP Moura users will generally be better off as a
result of the track upgrades, compared to the existing Moura users.

With versus without
track closure assumption

In the addendum to its initial submission, WIRP users compared the Blackwater
system performance outcomes, without applying the track closure assumption, and
then applying track closures.603 We note that when comparing scenario 2a (preWIRP) to scenario 3a (minimum WIRP scope), the difference between the without
and with track closure assumption, are relatively large compared to the other
comparisons which are relative to the base case scenario 1a.
This suggests that the comparison between scenarios 2a and 3a is potentially more
sensitive to the track closure assumption than the others.
We also note that information on this comparison (with versus without track
closure assumption) has not been provided for the comparison between scenario 3a
and 3b—the key scenario in terms of the WIRP users' proposed allocation of costs
to existing users.
As a result, we are not convinced that there is as close a relationship between the
relative and absolute outputs as WIRP users claimed.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 20–24.
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Notwithstanding the modelling issues above, we were not convinced that the relative
improvements in the Blackwater system performance (without track closure assumption)
between scenarios 3a (minimum WIRP scope) and 3b (full WIRP scope), as presented in WIRP
users' submission, were significant enough to justify allocating the costs of the two Blackwater
duplications (Dingo–Umolo and Parnabal–Walton) to the existing users. As shown in the table
below, the relative improvement in Blackwater system performance between scenarios 3a and
3b (refer to the final two rows) appeared to be minimal.
Table 23 Comparison of the WIRP users’ dynamic capacity modelling results for the existing
Blackwater export tonnages by scenario (without track closure assumption)
Scenario

Tonnes
delivered (mtpa)

Target tonnes
(mtpa)

Avg. cycle time
(hh:mm)

Avg. delays per
cycle (hh:mm)

Avg. BRTT (%)

Blackwater export coal (excluding WIRP)
1a

60.5

63.0

22:26

0:35

119.9%

2a

66.1

68.0

23:39

0:49

125.6%

2b

67.2

68.0

23:11

0:46

121.1%

3a

68.3

68.0

23:09

0:44

112.7%

3b

71.0

68.0

23:04

0:41

111.0%

Source: WIRP users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107.

Comparatively, the impact on system performance arising from the access queue (refer to the
first two rows) appeared to be more significant. WIRP users' modelling suggested that the
delivery of the additional 5 mpta would result in:
 the average BRTT increasing from 119.9 per cent to 125.6 per cent (which was close to the
BRTT threshold in the Blackwater system)
 the average cycle time also increasing by more than one hour
 a capacity deficit remaining in the Blackwater system.
Whilst this could suggest that some of the Blackwater duplications would be reasonably
required in the absence of WIRP, we considered WIRP users' analysis incomplete. These findings
also appeared to contradict with Aurizon Network's previous advice that the provision of the
additional 5 mpta would only require the construction of the Lilyvale passing loop.604
We also considered that there needs to be a clear link between operational benefits to the
system and the quantification of specific economic benefits to existing users.
As mentioned above, we did not consider this analysis provided sufficient evidence to justify the
allocation of the costs of the Blackwater duplications to the existing users.
Nevertheless, we sought stakeholders' view on WIRP users' capacity modelling results,
particularly with respect to the access queue that existed prior to WIRP.
We considered that this exercise demonstrates the necessity for an effective and detailed
baseline capacity analysis to be undertaken. This would remove doubts about whether or not an
expansion effectively addressed an existing capacity shortfall.
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Analysis of individual cost items

We assessed the cost items that WIRP users believed should be removed from WIRP costs and
allocated to all existing system users. Appendix C provides an outline of our detailed analysis of
the cost items proposed for reallocation to existing users.
Overall, we made a slight modification to our cost allocation for WIRP following our assessment
of new information provided by WIRP users, with $9.2 million of capital expenditure items of a
renewal nature now shared with existing users. We considered that the following cost items
should be reallocated from the WIRP capital indicator to the Blackwater system capital
indicator:
 cross-drainage enhancement, culvert strengthening/replacement (Blackwater duplications
project segment)
 upgrades to signalling equipment room at Mt Larcom and Mt Miller (NCL upgrades)
 level-crossing removals (Blackwater duplications project segment).
We considered it appropriate to treat these works as asset renewals that were reasonably
required in the absence of WIRP. For the purposes of modelling for the consolidated draft
decision, we adjusted the WIRP capital indicator to remove the estimated $9.2 million
associated with these costs.
However, we considered it inappropriate to allocate other cost elements to existing non-WIRP
users, on the basis of a lack of clear evidence of the benefits for existing users associated with
these cost items.
Allocation of Wiggins Island balloon loop costs

We noted that while Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to allocate a portion
of the costs of the Wiggins Island balloon loop to an existing Blackwater train service, it
considered that our decision to allocate these costs based on the use of this infrastructure by an
existing train service was inconsistent with our approach to allocation of costs for other WIRP
project segments. Other non-WIRP users were also concerned with the basis for allocating a
portion of these costs to non-WIRP users.
We considered that our approach to allocating the costs of the Wiggins Island balloon loop is
consistent with our approach to allocating costs for other WIRP project segments. As was the
case for other WIRP project segments, we allocated the costs of the Wiggins Island balloon loop
between customers based on the proportional share of the gtk contracted under WIRP
arrangements.
Our view was informed by confidential information provided to us.
This decision was consistent with our principles for allocating expansion costs to existing train
services. We considered that the agreement to access conditions provides clear evidence that
the existing train service derives benefits associated with this expansion and is willing to pay for
them.
Therefore, our consolidated draft decision was to maintain our position that this portion of
Wiggins Island balloon loop costs should be allocated to the existing Blackwater train services.
Overall assessment

On the basis of information available, we considered that some WIRP cost items should be
removed from WIRP costs and allocated to all existing system users. Our consolidated draft
decision was to remove these cost items from the WIRP capital indicator and reallocate them to
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the Blackwater capital indicator. For the purposes of modelling prices for the consolidated draft
decision, we used the cost estimates provided by WIRP users ($9.2 million).
We noted that our consolidated draft decision to reallocate some cost items to existing system
users did not result in any WIRP capital costs being reallocated to existing Moura customers.
Consistent with our WIRP draft decision, we considered that a portion of the Wiggins Island
balloon loop costs should be allocated to existing Blackwater train services, reflecting the
expected use of this infrastructure by existing Blackwater train services as reflected in WIRP
commercial arrangements.
We considered that our proposed cost allocation is consistent with the notion that users pay a
price reflective of the service they receive. We considered this promotes efficient infrastructure
investment (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA Act) and appropriately takes into account the
interests of existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network disagreed with our decision to remove its proposed capital allocation of
Blackwater duplication costs to existing Blackwater system customers. Aurizon Network
maintained that the Blackwater duplication program has resulted in material operational
benefits in the Blackwater system, including:
 a significant reduction in crossing delay minutes
 scheduling efficiencies and improved cycle times for access holders.605
Aurizon Network said that the realisation of scheduling efficiencies has the potential to deliver
up to $14 million per annum in benefits to access holders.606 Aurizon Network said that it
derived this quantum of benefits using the following approach:
 Reduced average cycle time per train (down 0.75 hours, from 25 to 24.25 hours) ultimately
creates additional network capacity because access holders can now operate more trains per
week with the same rollingstock (therefore avoiding additional investment costs).
 Over the year, the 'value per train service' provides a conservative measure of the additional
annual access charges that Aurizon Network could receive as a result of increased network
utilisation.607
Aurizon Network agreed with our decision to remove the cost items we identified as renewals in
nature from the WIRP capital indicator and reallocate them to the Blackwater capital indicator.
Aurizon Network agreed with our decision to allocate a portion of the costs of the Wiggins
Island balloon loop to an existing Blackwater train service.608
WIRP users

WIRP users disagreed with our CDD, and said that costs should be allocated to existing users in
accordance with its September 2015 submission.609
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 248–249.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 248.
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Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (4 March 2016).
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 247.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 8–9.
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WIRP users said that Aurizon Network’s supply chain briefing paper (released 11 January 2016)
adds further confirmation of benefits to existing users, as well as providing unequivocal support
for the analysis presented in the WIRP users’ September 2015 submission.610
WIRP users also disagreed with our conclusion that the analysis provided in its September 2015
submission did not provide sufficient clear evidence to justify the allocation of the costs of the
Blackwater duplications to existing users.611 WIRP users maintained that they had provided
comprehensive analysis to demonstrate that approximately $149 million and $15 million, in the
Blackwater and Moura systems respectively, could be prudently allocated to existing users.612
In this respect, WIRP users requested that the QCA indicate how evidence that existing users
have derived benefits from WIRP has not been clear.613
WIRP users said that the QCA may lack the expertise to interpret the evidence it provided in
September 2015 due to the complexity of dynamic capacity based simulation modelling. They
said that the QCA should undertake an independent assessment of the technical information
presented to it regarding the appropriate allocation of costs between new and existing users.
WIRP users said that not doing so is inconsistent with our retention of experts Energy
Economics to assess volume forecasts and CMT Solutions to review Aurizon Network’s capital
expenditure claim.614
WIRP users said that we had not presented a clear rationale of why the existing non-WIRP users
would not benefit from the WIRP duplications and enhancements.615
WIRP users questioned whether they had been afforded procedural fairness and natural justice.
They said that simply consulting is insufficient – the QCA is required to analyse (with the
appropriate level of skill) the information provided by WIRP users.616
WIRP users said they would expect the QCA to identify what information it has been provided,
what information it is missing, request any further or missing information, then provide all
information to an independent expert for assessment.617
WIRP users did not consider our decision to be an effective interpretation and application of the
QCA Act, or to promote infrastructure investment as required by sections 69E and 138(2), nor to
appropriately consider the interests of both existing and expanding users as required by
sections 138(2)(e) and (h).618
WIRP users further said they are being allocated a greater proportion of costs due to Aurizon
Network's inability to provide clear evidence of benefits to existing users. WIRP users also
questioned why they should carry the onus of proof and be effectively penalised as a result of
Aurizon Network failing to act prudently to managing its assets.619
WIRP users also requested that we provide a correction to an incorrect statement in the CDD.
Specifically, they said that our CDD stated that part of the WIRP users’ November 2015
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 10.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 10.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 11.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 11.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 13.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 13.
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addendum provided new information to demonstrate the difference in dynamic capacity
modelling results between ‘without closures’ and ‘with closures’ scenarios. WIRP users said that
no new information was provided and the addendum was submitted to us at our request to
clarify the September 2015 submission.620
Finally, WIRP users disagreed with our allocation to existing Blackwater train paths of a portion
of the Wiggins Island balloon loop costs only. WIRP users queried why the same approach
cannot be applied to the duplication and enhancement costs. They said that the QCA is cherrypicking arguments from within commercial arrangements to substantiate its views.621
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the allocation of WIRP capital costs proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns and new information from stakeholders in response to our
CDD. We remain of the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD are
appropriate and as a result, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that
set out in our CDD analysis above. The remainder of this section considers the following issues:
 WIRP users' concerns regarding the robustness of our CDD analysis
 the appropriateness of whether WIRP users should bear the onus of proof
 new information provided by Aurizon Network and WIRP users as part of their submissions
on the CDD.
Concerns regarding the QCA CDD analysis

We acknowledge WIRP users have submitted that we did not appropriately consider their
submission in September 2015 as part of our CDD analysis.622 We do not agree with the WIRP
users' view.
As part of our CDD analysis, we considered the evidence available to us to determine whether
or not WIRP infrastructure provides tangible and documented economic benefits to existing
users, for the purpose of forming a view on the allocation of WIRP capital costs. The factors that
we had regard to when assessing the evidence of the economic benefits to existing (non-WIRP)
users included:
 Would the capital works have reasonably been required by existing users in the absence of
WIRP (e.g. asset renewals)?
 Would any established operational improvements reasonably and tangibly translate into
economic benefits to the existing users?
 Was there evidence that existing users agreed to bear the costs of the particular capital
works?
We discussed these factors in the context of the QCA Act in our CDD.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 14.
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We also note that WIRP users requested us to correct our statement in the CDD that the WIRP users'
November 2015 addendum contained 'new information'. We do not consider a correction is required as the
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contained in their September 2015 submission.
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We gave appropriate consideration to the WIRP users' September 2015 submission and
November 2015 addendum as they were highly relevant to our consideration of the appropriate
cost allocation. Our review of the WIRP users' submission identified a number of issues in
relation to its capacity modelling analysis, as set out in Table 81 of our CDD. Notwithstanding
these issues, we sought to assess whether the WIRP users' submission provided evidence of the
matters referred to in the three bullet points above.
Would the capital works have reasonably been required by existing users in the absence of WIRP?

While not specifically part of the $149 million in costs that WIRP users proposed to allocate to
existing Blackwater users, we noted in our CDD that WIRP users' modelling results suggested
that two Blackwater duplications would have been required for existing volumes (including the
access queue) in the absence of WIRP train services. However, as identified in our CDD, such
results appeared to contradict Aurizon Network's recent advice to us that the provision of the
additional five mpta for the pre-WIRP access queue only required the construction of the
Lilyvale passing loop.623
Similarly, as detailed in section 18.3.1 of this final decision, in the lead-up to the finalisation of
WIRP access conditions Aurizon Network had advised stakeholders on multiple occasions that
none of the Blackwater duplications would be required for existing train services. Aurizon
Network's view with respect to the requirements of the Blackwater duplications was based on
its capacity modelling analysis undertaken at that time, while WIRP users' analysis represented
an attempt to describe historical capacity performance.
The difference between these benefits for existing users derived by Aurizon Network and WIRP
users does not reflect a 'slight divergence' as claimed by the WIRP users.624
After considering the material available to us, as set out in the CDD, the evidence suggesting the
need for Blackwater duplications in the absence of WIRP train services was, in our view, not as
compelling as the evidence to the contrary.
We did not consider it was necessary to engage an expert to assess the reasonableness of WIRP
users' capacity modelling results in relation the requirement of the Blackwater duplications in
the absence of WIRP, as submitted by WIRP users. Our reasoning was as follows:
 WIRP users acknowledged in its September 2015 submission that, at the time of the drafting
of the WIRP access conditions, Aurizon Network's capacity modelling had indicated that the
Blackwater duplications were not required in the absence of WIRP.625 We have reviewed the
relevant confidential Aurizon Network documents provided to WIRP users and have
confirmed the presentation of these capacity modelling results.
 WIRP users also acknowledged there were differences in Aurizon Network's modelling inputs
and assumptions relative to their own, and Aurizon Network had developed their modelling
over many years with continual improvement to the operating logic.626 The clear implication
of this is that Aurizon Network's capacity modelling results appeared to be, by the WIRP
users' own admission, more closely reflective of the capacity requirements of the CQCN.
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 WIRP users did not justify why its September 2015 capacity modelling would represent
conclusive evidence that two Blackwater duplications would have been required in the
absence of WIRP train services, in light of Aurizon Network's capacity modelling prior to the
construction of WIRP which suggested the contrary.
 As a result, we considered all that could be gained from engaging an independent expert to
review the WIRP users' capacity modelling was confirmation, or otherwise, that the outputs
of WIRP users' capacity modelling were 'reasonable' given their modelling inputs and
assumptions.
Given the information available to us, in the CDD we considered WIRP users' capacity modelling
outputs, even if considered to be reasonable by independent review, would not provide
sufficient evidence to support the WIRP users' proposed allocations to existing users for the
above reasons.
As we noted in section 18.3.1 above, based on our review of all the materials it was practicable
to obtain—including exercising our powers under section 185 of the QCA Act—our view is that
none of the Blackwater duplications would have proceeded in the absence of the WIRP project.
Further, as part of our CDD analysis, we also assessed the costs items that WIRP users
considered should be removed from WIRP costs and allocated to all existing system users (see
Appendix C). We identified approximately $9.2 million of capital expenditure items of a renewal
nature. We considered it appropriate to treat these works as reasonably required in the
absence of WIRP, and adjusted the WIRP capital indicator to remove the associated costs.
Would any established operational improvements reasonably and tangibly translate into economic benefits to
existing users?

Notwithstanding the modelling issues identified in Table 81 of our CDD, both WIRP users' and
Aurizon Network's submission indicated that there would likely to be some operational
improvements (e.g. reduction in crossing delay minutes, scheduling efficiencies and reduction in
cycle times) in the Blackwater system as a result of the Blackwater duplications.
However, as noted in our CDD, we considered that we had not been provided a robust
methodology to reasonably translate operational benefits to economic benefits. We did not
consider that the submissions demonstrated a causal link between the operational
improvements identified by both Aurizon Network and the WIRP users (in particular, reduced
cycle times) and the economic benefits that must be present before cost allocation to existing
users can properly occur.
We note that in their November 2015 addendum, WIRP users estimated that the improvement
in cycle time would lead to a reduction to rail-related costs of approximately $0.10–0.15 per
tonne because one less consist would be required in the system, keeping constant other
factors.627 However, as discussed previously, in the CDD we considered WIRP users' analysis was
incomplete. The WIRP users' addendum provided insufficient detail to support their estimated
cost savings, including how a decrease in above-rail asset requirements would reasonably
translate into cost savings passed on to existing below-rail access holders.
Further, we note that the WIRP users' submission on our CDD decision contended that our CDD
had not identified what information had been missing for the purpose of our assessment.628 Our
CDD identified the modelling issues with respect to the WIRP users' capacity modelling and that
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there was an inadequate causal link between the operational improvements and economic
benefits to existing users. If further information was required, WIRP users have had reasonable
opportunity to contact us since the CDD to better understand what information was required,
and to address the issues identified, or to provide additional information regarding our
concerns. WIRP users' have chosen not to use these opportunities.
Was there evidence that existing users agreed to bear the costs of the particular capital works?

In the CDD, we considered this question and considered there was insufficient evidence to
support a conclusion that existing users had agreed to bear the costs of the WIRP duplications
prior to the construction of such infrastructure.
In section 18.3.1 above, our final decision maintains our CDD view that it would not be
appropriate to treat the customer endorsement of the 2008 CRIMP as a determinative factor in
relation to the appropriate allocation of WIRP costs to existing Blackwater users.
We considered there was a lack of evidence that existing non-WIRP customers agreed to meet a
share of Blackwater duplication costs on the basis of any improvement in capacity attributable
to them. The capacity modelling work done by WIRP users and further consultations did not
convince us that, in the absence of such an agreement, non-WIRP users benefited sufficiently
that they should otherwise meet a share of costs (other than those renewals items we
attributed). We considered we had sufficient information to reach this conclusion.
We note that the WIRP users have said our proposed allocation of the WIRP balloon loop costs
is inconsistent with our approach to the allocation of Blackwater duplication costs. We do not
agree with this view. In contrast to the Blackwater duplications, as explained in our CDD, there
is clear evidence that the existing train service derives benefits associated with the WIRP
balloon loop. In our CDD, we formed this view based on confidential information which
extended beyond the WIRP access conditions. Aurizon Network has agreed with our proposed
allocation with respect to the WIRP balloon loop costs.
Overall, we do not agree the WIRP users' view that we did not appropriately consider their
submission in September 2015 as part of our CDD analysis.
Onus of demonstrating benefits to existing users

WIRP users questioned why they should be carrying the onus of proof in the context of showing
that the existing Blackwater users would benefit from WIRP infrastructure.629
As outlined in section 16.5.2, we do not consider that there should be any particular onus
imposed on expanding users to prove that the expansion will result in clear economic benefits
to existing users. We may only approve a proposed pricing arrangement that forms part of an
undertaking if we consider it appropriate to do so having regard to the factors in section 138(2)
of the QCA Act.
Having considered these factors, we are of the view that in order for the allocation of WIRP
infrastructure costs to existing users to be considered appropriate, we must be affirmatively
satisfied, based on all the material placed before us, that there will be clear economic benefits
to those existing users. This necessarily means that affirmative evidence needs to be put
forward on this point by WIRP users or Aurizon Network, as it will not be sufficient simply to
assert that there are economic benefits without providing supporting material.
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Indeed, it is WIRP users that have suggested non-WIRP users derive benefits from WIRP and it is
reasonable to expect any party that asserts such benefits exist to provide adequate evidence.
We consider our position appropriately balances the interests of existing and WIRP users.
New information

In making our final decision we have considered the various stakeholders' submissions. This
includes the information provided by Aurizon Network and WIRP users regarding the
operational improvements (e.g. reduction in cycle time) arising from the Blackwater
duplications. While we acknowledge that operational improvements are likely the outcome of
the duplications, Aurizon Network and WIRP users have not provided evidence linking these
operational improvements to economic benefits for existing (non-WIRP) users.
While Aurizon Network has presented analysis to show that the Blackwater duplications have
enabled up to $14 million in benefits to access holders, it has not demonstrated how any
portion of this amount could be reasonably attributed to existing users. Aurizon Network's
analysis appears to show that reduced cycle times ultimately create additional network
capacity. Aurizon Network has derived its proposed benefit as equal to the additional belowrail access revenue that Aurizon Network could receive as a result of the additional network
capacity. However, unless existing users are actually gaining additional contracted capacity as a
result of WIRP, it is not clear how they could reasonably be assigned a portion of benefit arising
from the additional network capacity.
We consider that at times of high capacity utilisation, for operational improvements to translate
into economic benefits, existing users would need to have access to the additional train paths
that exist. No compelling evidence has been provided to show the extent to which non-WIRP
users would have access to such paths at times of high capacity utilisation, what would be a fair
distribution of those train paths between WIRP and non-WIRP users and the dollar-value that
should be attributable to those train paths. Indeed, it is entirely possible that all such train paths
will be utilised by WIRP users. In such a scenario it is not clear that non-WIRP users derive any
tangible economic benefit from WIRP infrastructure.
As noted above, WIRP users also asserted that the improvement in cycle time would lead to a
reduction to rail-related costs in their November 2015 addendum, but WIRP users have not
advanced this analysis in their more recent submission.
Our final decision with respect to the allocation of WIRP capital costs remains the same as our
CDD. We consider that our proposed cost allocation is consistent with the notion that users pay
a price reflective of the service they receive. In our view, this promotes efficient infrastructure
investment (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA Act) and appropriately balances the interests of
existing and WIRP users (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
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Final decision 18.6
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed capital cost allocation to non-WIRP
users, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate to amend the 2014 DAU is as follows:
(a)

Adjust the capital allocation for the WICET balloon loop to reflect that existing
Blackwater train paths are expected to use this project segment.

(b)

Remove the capital allocation of Blackwater duplication costs to existing
Blackwater system customers, for the purposes of defining incremental capital
costs associated with WIRP infrastructure.

(c)

Remove the $9.2 million of capital expenditure items of a renewal nature (as
identified in Appendix C) from the WIRP capital indicator and reallocate them
to the Blackwater capital indicator.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.4.4

Operating and maintenance costs
Aurizon Network's proposal
In its August 2014 guidance note on its 2014 DAU pricing treatment of WIRP, Aurizon Network
proposed that the maintenance and operating cost allocations to WIRP be calculated by
expressing WIRP gtk as a percentage of total gtk (WIRP and non-WIRP) in the relevant
system.630
However, in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, Aurizon Network proposed zero
incremental operating costs for WIRP train services. Aurizon Network said:
 it expects to make a number of productivity improvements over the 2014 DAU period and it
has not costed any additional train control resources for WIRP train services
 given the WIRP related infrastructure is integrated with the existing Blackwater and Moura
coal systems, it expects that the additional WIRP train services can be accommodated within
its existing operating cost budget.631
In addition, Aurizon Network significantly reduced its proposed maintenance costs for WIRP
train services compared with its 2014 DAU proposal. Aurizon Network said it now expects
minimal maintenance work will be required for new infrastructure constructed as part of the
WIRP program, and the incremental maintenance task will be limited to scheduled preventative
works in the absence of a major weather or other event. Aurizon Network also said that the
renewals and replacement of existing assets in the Blackwater and Moura systems included in
the WIRP program should result in a reduction in future maintenance costs.632
The table below compares the operating and maintenance costs allocated to WIRP train
services in each of Aurizon Network's WIRP pricing proposals.
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Table 24 Allocation of operating and maintenance costs to WIRP ($ million, nominal)
WIRP costs

2015–16

2016–17

WIRP operating costs
Aurizon Network–December 2013

13.6

15.3

Aurizon Network–December 2014

–

–

WIRP maintenance costs
Aurizon Network–December 2013

31.7

34.8

Aurizon Network–December 2014

1.8

2.6

Source: Aurizon Network December 2013 Financial Model; Aurizon Network 2014(g).

Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We assessed the appropriateness of Aurizon Network’s proposed operating and maintenance
costs in both WIRP pricing proposals in the context of the factors set out in section 138(2) of the
QCA Act.
We considered that the operating and maintenance costs assigned to WIRP train services
should, as closely as possible, align with the concept of incremental costs defined in the
undertaking. That is, these costs should reflect the costs that would not be incurred in the
absence of WIRP train services. We were of the view that this meets the requirements of the
pricing principles in section 168A of the QCA Act.
We did not consider Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposal to allocate operating and
maintenance costs between new and existing customers on a gtk basis consistent with the
concept of incremental costs. We further assessed the appropriateness of Aurizon Network's
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal as outlined below.
Incremental operating costs

We agreed with Aurizon Network's proposition in its December 2014 proposal that incremental
operating costs for WIRP train services should be immaterial. As a result, we accepted Aurizon
Network's December 2014 proposal which presented zero incremental operating costs for WIRP
train services.
We considered this position to be appropriate, having regard to the factors set out in section
138(2) of the QCA Act, including the interests of access seekers, access holders and the
legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network.
Incremental maintenance costs

We accepted the incremental maintenance costs proposed by Aurizon Network in its December
2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
Aurizon Network said it expected that the new infrastructure constructed as part of the WIRP
program will initially require a low level of maintenance work. Aurizon Network said that this
view is consistent with the views the QCA and industry stakeholders expressed as part of our
consideration of the GAPE DAAU.
We accepted that an existing mainline and a duplication of part of that mainline may have
differing maintenance requirements. Newer infrastructure could require a lower level of
maintenance work simply because it is newer. This would indicate a lower incremental cost,
particularly in the short to medium term.
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We assessed Aurizon Network's approach to forming its incremental maintenance estimates
and considered the estimates were derived on a consistent basis to the direct maintenance
costs we assessed in our MAR draft decision.
Accordingly, we accepted Aurizon Network's December 2014 proposed WIRP maintenance costs
for 2015–16 and 2016–17. We considered this position to be appropriate, having regard to the
factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, including the interests of access seekers, access
holders and the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision provided these cost will not be deducted
from the operating and maintenance cost allowance proposed by Aurizon Network in its
response to our MAR draft decision.633
Other stakeholders

Asciano agreed with our WIRP draft decision to accept Aurizon Network's operating cost of
zero, on the basis that the incremental operating cost is immaterial. However, this should be
revisited should the costs become material.634
While Idemitsu accepted our WIRP draft decision, it also raised the following general concerns:
 Aurizon Network has not provided evidence to show that the substantial increase in its
operating and maintenance costs across the CQCN is largely attributable to volume
increases.
 Aurizon Network's view on the relationship between costs and volumes appears to be
inconsistent across submissions.635
BMA would like the QCA to clarify:
 how the zero operating cost and minimal maintenance cost would be applied going forwards
 if the maintenance allowance in the MAR draft decision would be reduced as a result of the
reduced capital indicator, and lower operating and maintenance cost associated with WIRP
train services. 636
WIRP users agreed with our WIRP draft decision and emphasised that the maintenance costs
should continue to remain low in the short to medium term.637
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed allocation of operating and
maintenance costs to WIRP train services in the 2014 DAU.
Our proposed operating and maintenance cost allowances in Chapters 22 and 23 related to the
provision of efficient services for the whole of the CQCN including WIRP train services.
Therefore, the operating and maintenance costs associated with WIRP train services would be a
component of these overall cost allowances.

633

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 8.
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 7.
635
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 2–3.
636
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 105: 1–2.
637
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 52.
634
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We considered that the operating and maintenance costs assigned to WIRP train services going
forward should continue to align, as closely as possible, with the concept of incremental costs
defined in the undertaking. We noted that the pricing limit principle in the 2010 AU and the
2014 DAU specified that the relevant access charge for a train service should at least cover the
expected incremental costs of providing access for that train service. We were of the view that
this met the requirements of the pricing principles in section 168A of the QCA Act.
Given that Aurizon Network accepted our WIRP draft decision, and no other stakeholders have
provided any new information or arguments that would change our position, our consolidated
draft decision remained to accept Aurizon Network's December 2014 proposed WIRP operating
and maintenance costs for 2015–16 and 2016–17.
We considered this position to be appropriate, having regard to the factors set out in section
138(2) of the QCA Act, including in particular the interests of access seekers, access holders and
the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue.638 No other stakeholders commented
specifically on this issue.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the allocation of operating and maintenance costs to
WIRP train services proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or arguments on this issue in response to our
CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our
CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.7
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed allocation of operating and
maintenance costs to WIRP train services, our final decision is to refuse to approve
Aurizon Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
use Aurizon Network's December 2014 proposed WIRP operating and
maintenance costs for 2015–16 and 2016–17.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.4.5

Volumes for WIRP train services
Aurizon Network's proposal
In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network proposed that volume forecasts for WIRP train
services be set at 90 per cent of contracted tonnages through WICET in the relevant year. We

638

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 244.
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rejected these volume forecasts in our MAR draft decision, instead proposing to adopt the
CQCN volume forecasts provided by our consultant, Energy Economics.639
In its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, Aurizon Network expressed the following concerns
about our MAR draft decision volume forecasts for WIRP train services:
 Our proposed volume forecasts did not adequately reflect the impact of take-or-pay
obligations.
 Energy Economics did not engage with WIRP users directly in setting its volume forecasts.
 A level of forecast error is contained in our forecasts given the significant discrepancy
between actual CQCN railings in 2013–14 and the corresponding Energy Economics forecasts
released in April 2013.640
As a result, Aurizon Network proposed revised forecasts for WIRP train services, based on the
findings of an independent production review undertaken by John T Boyd Company (JT Boyd). JT
Boyd's report was prepared for WICET's financiers to assess each mine's ability to satisfy their
allocated WICET Stage 1 capacity. It focused on supply-side factors such as mine approval
processes, ramp-up schedules and the availability of supporting infrastructure.641
The different volume forecasts for WIRP train services are presented in the table below. The
exception is the revised volumes proposed by Aurizon Network in the December 2014 pricing
proposal, which are excluded due to confidentiality restrictions.642
Table 25 Volume forecasts for WIRP train services (Mt)
Volume forecasts

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Aurizon Network—April 2013

9.0

18.7

24.3

Energy Economics—April 2014

2.1

6.7

10.8

Source: Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 20; Energy Economics, 2014.

Summary of the WIRP draft decision
Consultant's assessment

For our supplementary draft decision on WIRP train services, we engaged Energy Economics to
produce an independent assessment of volume forecasts of WIRP train services to mitigate
stakeholder concerns regarding any risk of bias. As part of our engagement with Energy
Economics, we also updated the volume forecasts for all train services in the Blackwater and
Moura systems. In developing its updated estimates, Energy Economics said it considered
various factors including mine and port capacity, take-or-pay rail and port contracts, production
rates, coal reserves and resources, potential mining and/or market issues and mine expansion
plans.
Energy Economics sought to engage with relevant stakeholders including WIRP and non-WIRP
users to ensure that all available information is incorporated in the revised estimates.
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QCA, 2014(h): 41–42.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 30–31.
641
WICET, 2014 DAU, sub. 56.
642
The JT Boyd report was provided to us by WICET Pty Ltd as part of its submission on our MAR draft decision.
WICET Pty Ltd said the volume forecasts should be kept confidential by the QCA. A redacted version of this
report is available on our website with other submissions on our MAR draft decision.
640
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The table below summarises Energy Economics' updated volume forecasts developed for our
WIRP draft decision.
Table 26 Energy Economics' updated (July 2015) volume forecasts (Mt)
Volume forecasts

2015–16

2016–17

Moura

13.6

14.3

Blackwater

63.9

67.8

12.1

18.6

By system

WIRP
WIRP train services

Note: Blackwater and Moura volume forecasts include volumes associated with WIRP train services. Source:
Energy Economics, 2015(a).

A key point raised by Energy Economics was the incentive for WIRP users to prioritise fulfilment
of WICET obligations over railings to other destinations. Energy Economics' forecasts for WIRP
train services included redirection of some tonnage from other destinations to WICET.643 This
was driven by what appears to be more stringent take-or-pay conditions on WICET throughput
allocations relative to other destinations, meaning that WIRP users that have access to other
destinations in addition to WICET are expected to give precedence to fulfilling WICET take-orpay volumes.
QCA analysis

We considered the incremental volumes associated with WIRP train services should reflect
additional coal railings that would not have occurred in the absence of WIRP contracted
capacity. This is consistent with our view on incremental costs which relate to additional costs
incurred by Aurizon Network (or to the extent funded under a Standard User Funding
Agreement) in fulfilling these train service entitlements (TSEs).
However, in measuring the volumes associated with WIRP infrastructure, a key issue that
emerged from Energy Economics' assessment is the substitutability of train services and the
implications this has for defining incremental volumes. The alternative approaches to estimating
a reasonable volume associated with WIRP are discussed below.
Our WIRP draft decision was to adopt Energy Economics' forecast of expected railings of WIRP
train services, capped to below-rail contract entitlements, as a proxy of WIRP incremental
volumes. It was our view this is the most appropriate approach to setting volumes associated
with WIRP train services.
Substitutability of train services

The estimation of incremental volumes is relatively straightforward for WIRP train services
associated with new mines that only have TSEs to WICET. Any forecast coal railings associated
with these new mines would be treated as incremental volume for pricing purposes.
However, the situation is more complicated for existing brown-field mines that have been
operating prior to WIRP. These mines have both WIRP (i.e. to WICET) and non-WIRP (i.e. to
other Port of Gladstone terminals) TSEs, which are largely substitutable. The incremental
volume associated with WIRP train services is not easily observable in this case.

643

Energy Economics, 2015(a): 6.
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In effect, we were of the view that it is not possible to derive a true incremental volume when
there are substitutable train services of this type. We therefore considered whether it is
possible to derive proxy incremental volumes to enable us to estimate a reasonable volume
associated with WIRP.
Approaches to estimating proxy incremental volumes

We identified two alternative approaches to estimating proxy incremental volumes for mines
with WIRP and non-WIRP TSEs where substitutability is an issue:
 Adopt the best estimate of these mines' expected railings of WIRP train services.
 Develop an apportionment mechanism.644
We assessed the advantages and disadvantages of these options in the table below.
Table 27 Options for proxy incremental volumes
Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

Expected railings of
WIRP and non-WIRP
train services

 Volumes will more accurately reflect
actual railings to WICET.

 Volume splits based on expected
railings could lead to a material
increase in existing (non-WIRP) users'
access charges. This is because they are
based on the assumption that
individual mine production volumes will
be prioritised to WIRP train services
before existing (non-WIRP) train
services (as WIRP and non-WIRP train
services are substitutable).

Apportionment
mechanism

 This method may be used to
manage the impact on existing nonWIRP users.

 An objective method that does not
require arbitrary adjustments and
provides certainty should volume
forecasts change.

 This method would be appropriate
if there was general industry
agreement on how the
apportionment would apply to
WIRP and non-WIRP railings.

 This method is somewhat arbitrary and
could be skewed to a desired outcome.
 This option would result in derived
volumes being different to expected
railings for WIRP and non-WIRP train
services. This could lead to adverse
implications for take-or-pay obligations
and/or revenue cap adjustments for
non-WIRP users if a separate reference
tariff for WIRP was implemented.645
 To address this, an adjustment
mechanism to reduce these impacts on
non-WIRP users would be necessary,
however this would increase the
complexity of the pricing
arrangements.

Overall we considered that the option of expected railings of WIRP and non-WIRP volumes is
the appropriate method for deriving a proxy incremental volume.

644

For example, the forecast railings allocated to WIRP train services could be based on an estimate of the net
increase in the mine's total coal railings as compared with a base level reflecting its historical railings prior to
the commissioning of WIRP.
645
It is possible that WIRP users may over-rail to WICET and under-rail to other Port of Gladstone terminals
relative to our derived volumes for pricing. If a separate reference tariff was implemented for WIRP (with
separate take-or-pay and revenue cap arrangements), it could trigger system take-or-pay or lead to material
under-recovery of revenue in the non-WIRP system.
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We noted that the expected railings to WICET at the individual train service level, as forecast by
Energy Economics, is in some instances higher than the volumes actually contracted to WICET.
This could mean that tariffs for existing users are increased to a level that is not representative
of contracted volumes, which we regarded as an unreasonable outcome, and one that we
considered to be inappropriate, having regard to the factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA
Act.646 As a result, we proposed that the WIRP volumes be amended by ensuring substitution of
tonnages to WICET does not exceed the volumes actually contracted to WICET for the purposes
of determining tariffs.
We considered this method to be appropriate, having regard to the factors set out in section
138(2) of the QCA Act, including the interests of access seekers and access holders.
Proposed WIRP volume forecasts

When applying our preferred methodological approach, our WIRP draft decision adopted
Energy Economics' volume forecasts at both the aggregate and individual mine levels. We also
adjusted Energy Economics' volume forecasts at the individual train service level (i.e. the mine
to port level) to cap volumes for WIRP train services at the contracted volume ramp-up in
below-rail access agreements. Our reasons were the following:
 We considered Energy Economics' forecasts to be the best available as they are based on
more up-to-date information and a bottom-up approach to developing forecasts at an
individual mine level. In addition, we considered Energy Economics' forecasts to be more
transparent, with visibility of WIRP forecasts and the underlying justification for all affected
stakeholders.
 At the individual train service level, we compared Energy Economics' forecasts with the
contracted volume ramp-up negotiated between Aurizon Network and each individual WIRP
user reflected in WIRP access agreements. We considered that prices for WIRP train services
should reflect the use of TSEs in WIRP access agreements, and that this negotiated ramp-up
reflects a cap to the shifting of tonnages to WICET.
Accordingly, we adjusted Energy Economics' forecasts for WIRP train services as summarised in
the table below.647
Table 28 QCA proposed volume forecasts in the WIRP draft decision—WIRP train services
(Mt)
Volume forecasts

2015–16

2016–17

Energy Economics—July 2015

12.1

18.6

QCA WIRP draft decision adjustments

(1.1)

(2.1)

QCA proposed volume forecasts in the WIRP draft decision

11.0

16.5

Source: Energy Economics, 2015(a); QCA analysis.

646

While WIRP users may be able to transfer additional TSEs to WICET, capping provisions in Aurizon Network's
2014 DAU (or our proposed amendments to this) would not allow the user to offset revenue from overrailings to WICET against take-or-pay liabilities associated with under-railings in non-WIRP train services.
647
This adjustment to WIRP volumes will be exactly offset by a corresponding adjustment to non-WIRP train
services, maintaining the Energy Economics' volume forecasts at the individual mine and aggregate levels.
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Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to use expected WIRP railings as a proxy
for incremental volumes provided that our methodology is only limited to calculating the
incremental volumes for WIRP train services, and not non-WIRP train services.
Aurizon Network said while they could agree with our WIRP draft decision to cap WIRP volumes
to contracted volumes, they could not comment on the reasonableness of the WIRP draft
decision due to insufficient information. Aurizon Network said, if we intend to apply a cap on
WIRP volumes, then the non-WIRP volumes should be treated on a consistent basis and also be
capped.648
Aurizon Network did not agree with our decision to use Energy Economics' volumes forecasts on
the basis that they were not provided with detailed volume forecasts to assess the validity of
these forecasts. Aurizon Network said it was concerned that we had refused to provide them
with detailed volume forecasts, as it was impossible for them to assess the validity of the
forecasts and it may adversely impact their ability to comply with the QCA's final decision on the
2014 DAU. Aurizon Network said the QCA should approve Aurizon Network's proposed WIRP
forecasts in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, given that these are not materially
different from the Energy Economics' forecasts at the aggregate level.649
Other stakeholders

Asciano stated they would like clarification on how the substitutability of train services affects
take-or-pay, and whether one path (WIRP or non-WIRP) can offset the take-or-pay liability of
another path (WIRP or non-WIRP).650
WIRP users were of the view that volume forecasts should be set equal to contracted
entitlements as this is the best proxy for the remainder of UT4 and UT5 as WIRP and WICET
matures.651
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed volume forecasts for WIRP
train services in the 2014 DAU. Our consolidated draft decision was to adopt Energy Economics'
forecast of expected railings of WIRP train services, capped to below-rail contract entitlements.
Since our WIRP draft decision, Energy Economics provided revised and up-to-date volumes
forecasts for all coal systems in the CQCN. While no changes have been made to the volume
forecasts for WIRP train services, there have been some small changes to the volume forecasts
for existing Blackwater train services.
We noted that Aurizon Network's December 2014 volume forecasts for 2015–16 and 2016–17
were higher for all coal systems in the CQCN, compared with the corresponding estimates
prepared by Energy Economics. We considered that overestimating volumes would not reflect
the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network and would not be in the public interest or
the interests of relevant stakeholders.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 43–44.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 44–45.
650
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 7.
651
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 60.
649
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The table below compares volume forecasts provided by Aurizon Network in December 2014
with the October 2015 Energy Economics forecasts for the Moura and Blackwater catchment
areas.
Table 29 Volume forecasts for Blackwater and Moura (Mt)
Volume forecasts

2015–16

2016–17

Aurizon Network forecasts—December 2014
Moura

13.5

15.8

Blackwater

68.3

70.6

Total

81.8

86.4

Energy Economics forecasts—October 2015
Moura

13.6

14.3

Blackwater

66.2

67.8

Total

79.8

82.1

–2.0

–4.3

–2.4%

–5.0%

Difference
Absolute difference (total)
% difference

Note: Blackwater and Moura volume forecasts include volumes associated with WIRP train services. Source:
Aurizon Network December 2014 WIRP Financial Model; Energy Economics, 2015(b).

The following table presents the different volume forecasts for WIRP train services.
Table 30 Volume forecasts for WIRP train services (Mt)
Volume forecasts

2015–16

2016–17

Aurizon Network—2014 DAU

18.7

24.3

QCA initial draft decision—September 2014

6.7

10.8

Aurizon Network—December 2014 WIRP proposal

13.7

16.3

Energy Economics—October 2015

12.1

18.6

QCA—CDDa

11.0

16.5

a The QCA CDD volume forecasts differ from the Energy Economics' estimates due to the capping of WIRP
volumes to contracted levels. Source: Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 20; Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub.
109; Energy Economics, 2015(b).

While the JT Boyd forecasts for WIRP train services were not materially different to our
proposed volume forecasts at the aggregate level, we noted there were differences at the
individual train service level. JT Boyd's report was prepared for WICET's financiers to assess
each mine's ability to satisfy their allocated WICET Stage 1 capacity. It focused on supply-side
factors such as mine approval processes, ramp-up schedules and the availability of supporting
infrastructure.652 It did not appear to have taken into account demand side factors or the
impacts of take-or-pay rail and port contracts, and did not raise the possibility this may lead to
existing volumes being transferred from non-WIRP train services (due to the substitutability of
WIRP and non-WIRP train services for brownfield expansions).

652

WICET, 2014 DAU, sub. 56.
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This issue of substitutable train services is illustrated in Energy Economics' volume forecasts,
with WIRP volume forecasts comprised of both 'incremental' and 'existing' (transferred from
another destination) tonnages.
We also noted that Aurizon Network applied a different estimation approach for WIRP and nonWIRP train services. Given the substitutability of train services for brownfield expansions, we
considered that it was important to have a consistent estimation approach so that total (WIRP
and non-WIRP) train services for a particular mine aligns with the expected mine production
volume. We considered that using Energy Economics' forecasts enabled comparison of the unit
costs of WIRP and non-WIRP train services as part of an assessment of socialisation impacts
using volume forecasts that were consistent in accounting for transfers of forecast tonnages
between WIRP and non-WIRP train services.
In addition, we also considered that Energy Economics' volume forecasts were more up-to-date
and took into account changing market and mine-specific conditions that occurred since the JT
Boyd report was compiled in late 2014.
In terms of Aurizon Network's concerns with not being provided access to our detailed volume
forecasts, we were satisfied for the reasons outlined above that our detailed volume forecasts
were the best available volume forecasts for pricing purposes. As outlined in our consolidated
draft decision, the detailed forecast information requested by Aurizon Network was confidential
as it was based on information provided to our volumes consultant that were provided on a
confidential basis. That is, the underlying volume forecast information for future periods relied
on by the QCA was provided to the QCA on the basis that it would be kept confidential by the
QCA.
We considered the use of independent volume forecasts for pricing purposes was appropriate
in balancing the interests of access seekers and access holders under section 138(2) of the QCA
Act. We also considered this to be consistent with section 137(1A) (cost allocation) and section
168A (pricing principles).
We considered that by setting volume forecasts based on actual volumes and up-to-date data,
our proposed amendments also appropriately balanced Aurizon Network's interests, the public
interest, and the interests of relevant stakeholders (s. 138(2)(b), (d), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Capping of WIRP volumes

We did not consider that capping was relevant for non-WIRP volumes, as we understood
volumes were being shifted from non-WIRP to WIRP train services. We confirm that all nonWIRP train services were forecast to rail within contracted volumes. We noted that Aurizon
Network applied a similar approach in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, using a WIRP
Moura forecast that was lower than the JT Boyd forecast to reflect discussions with the relevant
customer with respect to deferring their contracted volume ramp-up.653
We did not consider it appropriate to apply the approach suggested by WIRP users to set
volumes for WIRP train services for pricing purposes based on the full contract entitlement. We
considered there was limited evidence that this was a reasonable estimate of expected
utilisation. Under this approach, the non-WIRP forecast would be based on expected railings
and the WIRP forecast set at contractual entitlements, which would increase the likelihood of
triggering take-or-pay liability for existing Blackwater and Moura system users, as expected
utilisation would be lower than the forecast.

653

Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 32.
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By setting volume forecasts based on all available data including contractual entitlements for
individual train services, our proposed capping adjustment would also appropriately balance
Aurizon Network's interests, the public interest, and the interests of relevant stakeholders (s.
138(2)(b), (d), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said it agreed with our CDD. However, they said they are unable to give effect
to this, as it does not have access to the detailed forecasts for each origin and destination
combination.654
No other stakeholders commented specifically on this issue.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the volume forecasts for WIRP train services proposed
by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD are, for the most part, appropriate
and as a result, our analysis, reasoning and decision, for the most part, remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
However, we acknowledge Aurizon Network's concern that it is not able to fully comply with
our CDD as it does not have access to our proposed volume forecasts for each origin and
destination combination. While we have provided Aurizon Network with our detailed volume
forecasts since our CDD, a small number of train service volumes have been aggregated due to
confidentiality claims by producers.
Aurizon Network has provided us with its revised volume forecasts for each individual train
service for 2015–16 and 2016–17, consistent with Table 21.2 in its response to our CDD.655
Based on our assessment, we note that the only differences to our CDD proposed estimates are
for those train services for which we suppressed volumes to preserve confidentiality. We note
that these differences are not material, and that Aurizon Network's proposed volumes are
consistent with our CDD estimates at the aggregate level.
However, as detailed further in section 18.6.3, we consider that there should be amendments
to Aurizon Network's revised volume forecasts for Baralaba (including WIRP Moura train
services). Therefore, for the final decision we propose to adjust Aurizon Network's revised
volume estimates (as provided in its response to our CDD) on the assumption that there will be
no more train services (WIRP or non-WIRP) from Baralaba over the remainder of 2015–16 and
2016–17.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

654
655

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 249.
Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (7 March 2016).
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Final decision 18.8
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed volume forecasts for WIRP train
services, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

use expected railings of WIRP and non-WIRP volumes option rather than an
apportionment mechanism

(b)

adopt the forecast volumes for WIRP and non-WIRP train services consistent
with Aurizon Network's revised volume forecasts with an adjustment to WIRP
Moura railings.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.5

Assessment of WIRP pricing options

18.5.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network has applied two different approaches to determining the reference tariff
applicable to WIRP train services:
 Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU submission was guided by the pricing principles in its 2014 DAU
and legislative requirements of the QCA under section 138 of the QCA Act, applying a
socialisation test consistent with what was proposed in clause 6.2.4(i) of its 2014 DAU.
 Aurizon Network's December 2014 pricing proposal applied subclause 4.1.2 of the 2010 AU.
Both approaches involved applying a test to assess if costs associated with WIRP train services
should be socialised within the Blackwater and Moura systems and hence whether the system
reference tariffs should apply to these train services.

18.5.2

Summary of the WIRP draft decision
QCA assessment approach
In our WIRP draft decision, we considered that Aurizon Network's assessments of WIRP pricing
in its 2014 DAU and December 2014 proposals were too narrow to provide a sufficient basis for
us to make an informed decision on WIRP pricing arrangements. Consequently, we considered it
to be necessary to review a range of potential approaches to pricing WIRP train services.
We identified three pricing options:
 socialised pricing approach — all WIRP and non-WIRP train services pay the same system
reference tariff (with combined take-or-pay arrangements and revenue cap)
 system premium approach – a system reference tariff is set, but in addition, WIRP users pay
a premium to reflect their higher incremental costs (combined take-or-pay arrangements
and revenue cap still apply as described above in the socialised pricing approach)
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 separate reference tariff — allocating WIRP costs and volumes to a new coal system656 or
separate expansion tariff for pricing purposes (with separate take-or-pay arrangements and
revenue cap).
For the NCL train service657, we assessed whether it was appropriate to apply similar pricing
arrangements to those we approved for the Colton to Barney Point train service in April 2012
(see section 18.6).658
To evaluate these pricing options, we developed a set of assessment criteria to take into
account the statutory requirements under the QCA Act.
Assessment criteria

The table below presents the set of assessment criteria we applied to evaluate alternative
pricing and cost allocation options for WIRP train services. We were of the view these were
consistent with achieving an appropriate balance of the section 138(2) matters which we are
required to have regard to under the QCA Act.
Table 31 QCA approach to assessing WIRP pricing arrangements
Assessment criterion
Do the pricing arrangements
allow Aurizon Network to
recover its efficient costs?

Rationale
The WIRP pricing arrangements should allow Aurizon Network to recover
at least its efficient costs, as provided for in section 138(2)(b) and
168(A)(a) of the QCA Act.
However, given the other statutory factors set out in section 138(2), we
also considered the WIRP pricing arrangements should also allow Aurizon
Network to recover no more than its efficient costs, as identified earlier in
this final decision (Chapter 15).

Are the pricing and tariff
arrangements cost reflective?

The WIRP pricing arrangements should support cost reflective pricing.

Do the pricing arrangements
reflect an appropriate
allocation of risk between
access holders, access seekers
and Aurizon Network?

An appropriate allocation of risk between WIRP users, non-WIRP users
and Aurizon Network is an important consideration in developing the
pricing arrangements to apply to WIRP and non-WIRP users.

Do the pricing and cost
allocation arrangements
promote transparency and
certainty, and minimise
complexity?

The pricing and cost allocation arrangements should be transparent and
certain, and limit complexity, to the extent practicable. This promotes
confidence in the regulatory arrangements.

If the price for access is not cost reflective pricing signals can lead to
undesirable responses. For instance, access seekers and holders may have
the incentive to over contract (if they are not paying the full cost of access
to that part of the network) or may pay more than their efficient costs.
This is not consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act, the public
interest or the interests of access seekers and access holders.

Risk allocation should consider the implications of any existing risk
allocation arrangements and the extent to which access holders who do
not require the expansion should bear any risk associated with the
expansion.

656

Consistent with the pricing approach for the Goonyella to Abbot Point (GAP) system.
This refers to the Colton to WICET train service.
658
QCA, 2012(e).
657
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Previous considerations of expansion pricing

We noted that we had previously considered the pricing treatment of a major expansion in the
context of GAPE train services. At that time, we approved Aurizon Network's proposal to
establish a separate GAPE system and tariff. The approach adopted for GAPE was consistent
with our view then on how best to price capital expansions in rail and ports. Our discussion
paper, Capacity Expansion and Access Pricing for Rail and Ports, reflected that view and
introduced the proposition of 'averaging down/incremental up'—which later played a role in
the expansion pricing framework under Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.659
When we assessed Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing framework for our initial
draft decision on its 2014 DAU, we established that certain principles should form the basis of
the expansion pricing framework. The principles are:
 The user(s) requiring the expansion should generally pay an access charge that reflects at
least the full incremental costs (capital and operating) of access.
 Existing users should not experience a material increase in tariffs due to an expansion
triggered by access seekers.
 If new/expanding users face a higher cost than existing users, a zero CCC from expanding
users is generally acceptable.
 An allocation of expansion costs to existing users may be appropriate where an expansion
has clear benefits to those users.
Our initial draft decision also proposed no future expansions be socialised within an existing
system until we could apply a more stringent take-or-pay regime (which we termed as the
'fixed-cost' regime) to all train services. We considered under the current take-or-pay regime,
existing users might still bear part of the costs of the expansion, even if the expansion initially
led to lower tariffs for those users.
However, in our WIRP draft decision we recognised that the ability to isolate an expansion660 is
complicated when existing and expansion train services are substitutable. As a result, the
decision about whether to socialise an expansion into an existing system becomes less clear-cut,
and we therefore took into account other factors when we made our WIRP draft decision.
In certain circumstances, even if an expansion fails a simple mechanistic socialisation test,
socialisation may be the best option. These issues are considered below.
Overall assessment approach

Overall, we considered that:
 requiring WIRP train services to bear at least incremental costs is consistent with costreflective pricing arrangements and appropriately allocating costs without unfairly
differentiating in a material way between access holders and seekers

659

This proposition specifies that if average costs are decreasing substantially with capacity, adding the
expansion costs to the cost base of the established capacity will usually provide an acceptably efficient and
fair outcome. Conversely, if average costs are increasing substantially with capacity, a separate access price
should normally be calculated and charged to those whose capacity underwrites the new tranche of capacity
that reflects the average cost of that new capacity.
660
In the manner described in our initial draft decision on Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
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 allocating WIRP costs to non-WIRP users where WIRP has clear benefits to them is consistent
with cost-reflective pricing arrangements and appropriate allocation of costs
 minimising the impact on existing users (non-WIRP users) of an expansion triggered by other
users (WIRP users) is consistent with appropriate allocation of costs and risks
 imposing a CCC on WIRP users is not necessarily required for cost-reflective pricing
arrangements and appropriate allocation of risks and costs. This is because a zero CCC from
WIRP users, other things equal, does not make non-WIRP users 'worse off'.
(Refer, for example, to sections 137(1A)(a), 138(2)(d), (e), (g), and (h) and 168A(b) of the QCA
Act).
We noted that this was consistent with the four principles previously established in our WIRP
draft decision on Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU for the expansion pricing framework. We were
also of the view that it is consistent with our assessment criteria and the factors set out in
section 138(2) of the QCA Act.
We considered it was necessary to firstly assess whether WIRP should be socialised using a
simple mechanistic socialisation test. If that test suggested WIRP should not be socialised, we
would consider what the potential implications of not socialising WIRP were. We would then
consider whether these implications should influence the decision about whether to socialise
WIRP and, if so, how socialisation could be undertaken.
Against this background, we assessed whether WIRP should be socialised based on adopting
mechanistic socialisation tests. Thereafter we considered the implications of the result of this
with respect to:
 under-utilisation of WIRP TSEs
 volume risks and substitutability of train services
 complexity, transparency and certainty of pricing arrangements.
Assessment of socialisation impacts
We assessed whether a socialised outcome (i.e. all WIRP train services pay the system reference
tariff) would increase the baseline system reference tariff for existing non-WIRP train services in
Blackwater and Moura. We undertook our assessment in two steps:
(1)

We established the baseline system reference tariff (on a $/nt basis excluding costs
allocated to WIRP train services) for the Blackwater and Moura systems.

(2)

We compared the baseline system reference tariff to the same tariff (on a $/nt basis)
once the WIRP costs and volumes are socialised within the system.661

Establish the baseline system reference tariff

The baseline system reference tariff reflects the tariff that would apply to existing users if we
completely isolated existing users from the costs and volumes associated with WIRP.662
We established the baseline system reference tariff for the Blackwater system by firstly
assessing whether incremental Rolleston spur costs should be included in the calculation of the

661

We have applied a revenue smoothing factor for WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of this socialised
price, consistent with Aurizon Network's proposed approach.
662
That is, the price that would apply to existing users if a separate reference tariff was applied to WIRP train
services that recovered all of the costs and volumes associated with WIRP train services.
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baseline Blackwater system reference tariff.663 In our January 2015 initial draft decision, we
excluded costs associated with existing Rolleston train services in our calculation of the nonelectric tariff components (i.e. AT1 to AT4) of the Blackwater system reference tariff.664 This is
because the existing Rolleston train service failed our application of the 2010 AU 'system entry'
test.665
The Moura system did not have this complication and we have derived the baseline system
reference tariff based on all costs and volumes excluding those allocated to WIRP train services.
Application of subclause 4.1.2 to existing Rolleston spur line (Blackwater system)

Under subclause 4.1.2 of Schedule F, Part B of the 2010 AU:
In order to reflect the requirements of Subclause 4.1.1, the Reference Tariff applicable for a new
coal carrying Train Service will be the higher of (on a $/ntk basis):
(a)

the Reference Tariff for the relevant Individual Coal System Infrastructure; or

(b)

the sum of the new coal carrying Train Service's Private Incremental Costs (if any), the
Incremental Costs of using any Rail Infrastructure specifically related to the new coal
carrying Train Service and the required minimum Common Cost contribution ...

provided that the Access Charge payable to QR (now Aurizon) Network for the operation of that
new coal carrying Train Service is calculated as the applicable Reference Tariff less the Private
Incremental Costs (if any).

In Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposal, its application of subclause 4.1.2 resulted in a system
premium being required for the Rolleston (non-WIRP) train service. However, in its December
2014 WIRP pricing proposal, no system premium was applied.
The table below presents our application of subclause 4.1.2 for existing Rolleston train services.
Criterion (a) in the table was derived on a similar basis to the Blackwater system reference tariff
presented in our initial draft decision—that is; excluding costs associated with existing Rolleston
train services (and excluding costs associated with WIRP). Criterion (b) in the table shows the
alternative reference tariff that would apply to Rolleston if it exactly covered its incremental
costs and minimum CCC.666
Table 32 Application of subclause 4.1.2 for Rolleston non-electric tariff ($/ntk, nominal)
Application of subclause 4.1.2

2015–16

2016–17

Rolleston—non-electric ($/ntk, nominal)
Criterion (a)—reference tariffa

0.0132

0.0139

Criterion (b)—incremental costs + CCC

0.0169

0.0183

a Base system reference tariff, after an adjustment to remove the incremental costs and minimum CCC
attributable to Rolleston train services. We note that in Aurizon Network's December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal, it did not deduct the minimum CCC in deriving criterion (a). However, this does not affect the outcome
of this test using our proposed costs and volumes.

663

This is applied to the non-electric tariff only, as the system premium that eventuates from the 'system entry'
test is applied to the AT3 which is a non-electric tariff component.
664
Rolleston train services were assigned a higher reference tariff that covered their spur line incremental costs
and a minimum CCC. This higher reference tariff was presented in the form of a system premium in addition
to the Blackwater system reference tariff.
665
The 2010 AU 'system entry' test refers to the application of subclause 4.1.2 of Schedule F of the 2010 AU.
666
The minimum CCC is defined in subclause 4.1.1 of Schedule F of the 2010 AU as equal to the sum of AT2 and
50 per cent of AT3 for the distance the particular train service will travel on the Blackwater system mainline.
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The table above shows the tariff required to cover Rolleston spur line incremental costs and
minimum CCC (criterion (b)) is higher than the baseline system reference tariff (criterion (a)).
This means:
 existing Rolleston train services should continue to pay a system premium in addition to the
non-electric component of the Blackwater system reference tariff to ensure they pay at least
the incremental costs and minimum CCC attributable to their train service
 the baseline system reference tariff for the Blackwater system (excluding costs allocated to
WIRP train services) should not include the costs and volumes associated with existing
Rolleston train services.
As existing Rolleston train services did not pass the system entry test, for the purposes of the
analytical exercise we excluded the associated costs (including CCC) from the calculation of the
baseline Blackwater system reference tariff used in our comparisons below.
Baseline system reference tariff for Blackwater and Moura

The table below shows the baseline system reference tariffs we applied in the next section, in
our assessment of socialisation impacts.
Table 33 Baseline system reference tariff for Blackwater and Moura ($/nt, nominal)
Baseline system reference tariff

2015–16

2016–17

Non-electric only (AT1–AT4)a

4.91

5.15

Total non-electric and electric (AT1–AT5)b

6.60

6.49

3.23

3.59

Blackwater system

Moura system
Total non-electric and electric (AT1–AT5)

a Base system reference tariff, after the adjustment to remove the minimum CCC attributable to Rolleston train
services. b Excludes Rolleston electrification costs.

Compare the baseline and socialised system reference tariff

In this step, we applied a mechanistic socialisation test to compare the average access charge,
on a $/nt basis, applicable to existing customers under:
 the baseline system reference tariff (excluding costs allocated to WIRP train services)
 the same tariff once the WIRP costs and volumes are socialised within the system.
We applied this test separately for Blackwater and Moura systems, over the remaining years of
the 2014 DAU post-WIRP commissioning (2015–16 and 2016–17). Our analysis showed that a
socialised outcome would result in an increase in the Blackwater and Moura system reference
tariffs; that is, existing users would pay more. This indicated that, based on cost and volume in
our WIRP draft decision, the pure socialisation approach is not consistent with our assessment
criteria.
The table below compares the average access charge for existing non-WIRP train services667
with and without socialisation of WIRP costs and volumes.

667

We undertook this analysis from the perspective of those existing train services that pay the system
reference tariff (with no system premium). For the Blackwater system, the average system reference tariff.
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Table 34 Comparison of average access charge for existing train services ($/nt, nominal)
Average access charge

2015–16

2016–17

Existing system excluding WIRPa

6.60

6.49

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)b,c

6.79

6.75

Difference (%)

2.9%

4.1%

Existing system excluding WIRP

3.23

3.59

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)c

3.29

3.72

Difference (%)

1.9%

3.7%

Blackwater system

Moura system

a Excludes existing (non-WIRP) Rolleston train services, for which an additional system premium would apply. b
Excludes Rolleston WIRP and non-WIRP train services, for which an additional system premium would apply. c
We have applied a revenue smoothing factor for WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of this socialised
price, consistent with Aurizon Network's proposed approach. Source: QCA analysis.

Assessment of WIRP pricing options
While the preceding analysis provided a strong argument against pure socialisation for the
Blackwater and Moura systems, we undertook further analysis to take into account:
 under-utilisation of WIRP TSEs
 volume risks and substitutability of train services
 complexity and transparency of pricing arrangements.
Under-utilisation of WIRP train service entitlements

In the context of our WIRP draft decision under-utilisation relates to the circumstances where
contracted uptake for an expansion occurs over a ramp-up period resulting in spare capacity
being available for a time.
An option to address under-utilisation is to align WIRP-related revenue with the ramp-up of
WIRP volumes. In both of its WIRP pricing proposals, Aurizon Network proposed a form of
revenue smoothing factor so that revenue is escalated at the same percentage increase as
volumes, where volumes are specified according to the forecasts provided in Aurizon Network's
submission.668 We also applied this revenue smoothing factor to WIRP allowable revenue in our
assessment and calculation of reference tariffs for WIRP train services.
We noted that Aurizon Network also proposed a revenue deferral approach in 2013 in the
context of the Newlands to Abbot Point expansion (NAPE) customer share of GAPE project
costs.669 The rationale put forward by Aurizon Network in the GAPE DAAU application was that:

would not apply to Rolleston train services, as these would face an additional system premium under both
the baseline and socialised scenarios.
668
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 5; Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 26; This approach derives a smoothed
revenue profile over 2015–16 and 2016–17 with an equivalent present value as the unsmoothed revenue
stream. Aurizon Network proposed this approach in both its 2014 DAU and December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal.
669
In addition to this measure for NAPE train services, GAPE pricing arrangements also included the deferral of
all depreciation associated with this $1.0 billion project over the initial two years (2011–12 and 2012–13).
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 customers operating during the ramp-up period would benefit as they would not be subject
to the 'full cost recovery' tariff at a time when capacity would not be fully utilised
 the purpose was to ensure that existing users did not see a material impact in their access
charge
 this would otherwise be the case if the NAPE customer share of GAPE capital costs were
included immediately in the applicable reference tariff
 deferring this portion of GAPE project capital would better align the inclusion of capital to
the tonnage ramp-up profile; presenting a clear benefit to customers.
We considered that a similar capital expenditure deferral approach may be justified to take into
account under-utilisation in the context of WIRP pricing arrangements.
Volume risks and substitutability of WIRP train services

Under a socialised price or system premium approach, non-WIRP users are exposed to volume
risks associated with WIRP. On this basis, establishing a separate reference tariff (with separate
take-or-pay arrangements and revenue cap) for WIRP train services would normally provide
greater protection for non-WIRP users from this volume risk.
However, this protection is compromised when WIRP access holders have WIRP and non-WIRP
TSEs and these are substitutable. Further, as noted in our discussion regarding volumes, some
WIRP users may have incentives to prioritise WIRP TSEs over existing entitlements.
WIRP users who have both existing and WIRP access entitlements have the option of choosing
the order and extent to which they use each of their entitlements. In addition, this choice is
influenced by the matching port obligations and it is reasonable to assume a user would seek to
maximise tonnage while minimising costs (both rail and port).
We considered users may, given the choice, prioritise fulfilment of WIRP obligations first. 670
Assuming this, and faced with lower than expected volumes, the use of WIRP access
entitlements may lead to an under-utilisation of existing access entitlements resulting in:
 under a system premium approach—every user in the system (WIRP and non-WIRP) bears
the take-or-pay liability if the system take-or-pay is triggered due to WIRP volumes failing to
materialise
 under a separate tariff approach—take-or-pay may only be triggered in the existing system
but not the WIRP system. This means:
 existing users would bear the extent of any under-recovery of the system revenue cap
caused by WIRP users choosing to use WIRP, over existing access entitlements
 WIRP users with only WIRP (no existing) access entitlements, would be shielded from this
volume and substitutability risk.
We were of the view that without a rule that prioritises WIRP users' existing TSEs over WIRP
entitlements for billing purposes, existing users could effectively bear the down-side risks
associated with WIRP volumes, particularly under the separate tariff approach.
Beyond the 2014 DAU period, there could be an increase in volumes transferred from other
destinations to WICET as contracted access volumes increase, and/or if coal market conditions
worsen. WIRP users could still have the incentive to transfer coal railings from other

670

Due to more stringent take-or-pay obligations at WICET.
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destinations to WICET, and this could lead to a further significant increase in existing (nonWIRP) users' access charges.
We considered that prioritisation of access entitlements for billing purposes may be an option.
Complexity, transparency and certainty

In our WIRP draft decision, we considered establishing a separate reference tariff is more
complicated than adopting the socialised or system premium approach as it results in the
creation of a set of additional system tariffs. However, this is a lesser concern, given this
approach has a precedent in the form of pricing arrangements for GAPE train services. In
general, although more complex, separate tariffs are more transparent and provide greater
certainty in terms of cost reflectivity than socialised tariffs. However, transparency issues still
arise, mainly in how to determine incremental volumes in a system where train services are
substitutable.
Evaluation of options against the criteria
Our WIRP draft decision analysis is summarised in the table below. In this table, we evaluated
the three options against our assessment criteria.
Table 35 Potential options for pricing WIRP train services in the Blackwater and Moura
systems
Approach

Supporting points

Socialised pricing
(system reference
tariff applied to
all WIRP and nonWIRP users)

 Ease of application as everyone pays
the same tariff and avoids
complexities associated with
creating a new system for WIRP.

 Our modelling results show a socialised
outcome would result in an increase in
the Blackwater and Moura system
reference tariffs for existing users.

 Would avoid the issue of
substitutability of WIRP train
services as both WIRP and nonWIRP train services pay the same
tariff.

 Existing users will be exposed to the
volume risk associated with WIRP users. If
WIRP is under-utilised or WIRP users
under-rail, under-recoveries may be
shared across all users via revenue cap
mechanisms.

System premium
(partial
socialisation)

 Ease of application as partial
socialisation results in the same
tariff being applied for most
customers. Also, avoids complexities
with creating a new system for
WIRP.

 The substitutability of train services
means that we cannot derive a true
measure of WIRP incremental volumes.

Separate
reference tariff

Opposing points

 WIRP users, as a group, pay an
access charge that reflects at least
the full incremental costs of access.

 Existing users will be exposed to the
volume risk associated with WIRP users. If
WIRP is under-utilised or if WIRP users
under-rail, under-recoveries will be
shared across all users via revenue cap
mechanisms.

 WIRP users, as a group, pay an
access charge that reflects at least
the full incremental costs of access.

 The substitutability of train services
means that we cannot derive a true
measure of WIRP incremental volumes.

 Consistent with positions we have
established previously, including our
position regarding GAPE train
services.

 The substitutability of WIRP train services
means that part of this volume risk
associated with WIRP train services may
still be effectively passed to existing
users. If WIRP users prioritise WIRP over
non-WIRP train services, this could lead to
under-railings in the existing system being
recovered from a smaller group of users
than under a system premium approach.
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Summary of the WIRP draft decision
Based on an analysis of all available information, and having regard to the factors set out in
section 138(2) of the QCA Act, we did not consider that it is appropriate to fully socialise WIRP
costs within the existing coal systems. We considered that WIRP costs are significant and would,
if added to existing system costs, result in a socialised tariff that is higher for all users, including
existing users.
As such, both the system premium and separate tariff are viable options that would be
consistent with economic efficiency and cost reflectivity as they allow for incremental pricing
options where practical.
However, we considered the system premium option has clear advantages over separate tariffs
as:
 it is less complex—it does not result in additional system tariffs
 from a volume and risk sharing perspective—while all parties share the cost and volume risk
of WIRP to some extent, this approach minimises the impact volume substitutability could
have on existing users.
It was our view that the proposed WIRP pricing arrangements should use the system premium
approach. This approach is appropriate as it takes into account, and provides a balance
between, the interests of Aurizon Network, access seekers and access holders, and is generally
consistent with the other factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act.

18.5.4

Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network
The table below summarises Aurizon Network's comments on our assessment of WIRP pricing
options.
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Table 36 Aurizon Network's comments on our WIRP draft decision on WIRP pricing options
Issues

Aurizon Network's comments

Assessing the baseline
system reference tariff

Aurizon Network disagreed with our modelling approach to deduct the Rolleston
contribution to common cost from the Blackwater baseline system reference
tariff. It said the CCC would still be incurred in the absence of Rolleston, and
should therefore be recovered from the baseline tariff. Aurizon Network's own
calculation, based on not deducting Rolleston's CCC from the system reference
tariff, indicated that existing Rolleston train services should be socialised within
the Blackwater system.671

Application of socialisation
test

Aurizon Network said that we have applied an inconsistent approach to assess
non-WIRP and WIRP Rolleston train services because average prices were
expressed in dollars per ntk and dollars per nt respectively. It is concerned that
this can create different outcomes for different customers. 672

System premium approach
for pricing WIRP train
services

Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to apply a system premium
approach to WIRP train services.673
However, it reiterated the provisions of the 2010 AU should prevail and that
subclause 4.1.2 does not exclude access for new coal carrying trains that involves
a major expansion.674 Aurizon Network's submission concluded that under
subclause 4.1.2 both WIRP Blackwater and WIRP Rolleston should be socialised
into Blackwater, and WIRP Moura should pay a system premium in addition to
the Moura reference tariff.675

Other stakeholders
The table below summarises other stakeholders' comments on our proposed WIRP pricing
approach.
Table 37 Stakeholders' comments on our WIRP draft decision on WIRP pricing options
Issues
System premium approach
for pricing WIRP train
services

Stakeholders' comments
The QRC said that stakeholders, and particularly WIRP users, have suffered an
extended period of uncertainty regarding the pricing of WIRP train services. It
considered that we should provide our current thinking on the pricing of WIRP
train services under future undertakings, specifically:
 clarification of whether we would re-run the socialisation test under UT5 that
may result in WIRP Blackwater customers being required to pay a system
premium, or whether socialisation will simply be maintained
 the circumstances that would Aurizon Network to commence charging for the
deferred revenues.676
While Asciano supported a system premium approach, it also said:
 there should be a separate and transparent system premium for WIRP
Blackwater and WIRP Rolleston users so that existing Blackwater users are not
exposed to the volume risks, and therefore take-or-pay liabilities, of WIRP
users
 when an access holder has both WIRP and non-WIRP TSEs, the non-WIRP TSEs
contracted prior to WIRP, should be exhausted before the TSEs of WIRP

671

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 50–53.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 50–53.
673
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 8.
674
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 50–53.
675
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 50–53.
676
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 114: 1–2.
672
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Issues

Stakeholders' comments
 realistic volume forecasts should be used to minimise take-or-pay liability.677
Anglo American said WIRP should adopt the same approach as GAPE–that is, a
separate system tariff, with priority billing as raised by the QCA. It also said that
there is a reasonable risk of WIRP users under-railing.678
Idemitsu consider that the volume risks of a system premium approach to be
manageable over the remaining UT4 period. However, it supported a separate
system reference tariff approach beyond the UT4 regulatory period.679
BMA supported a system premium approach as it appropriately balances the
interests of WIRP and non-WIRP users. However, BMA would like the QCA to
clarify the proposed pricing principles beyond the UT4 regulatory period. 680
The WIRP users disagreed with our WIRP draft decision, and based on their own
assessment, they said:
 a fully socialised pricing approach is the most effective, fair and prudent
pricing option for the long-term pricing of WIRP related train services
 a fully socialised pricing approach (without the proposed allocation of WIRP
Blackwater cost to existing users) will result in lower tariffs for all Blackwater
users across all years except 2015–16 (results modelled to 2025–26) with the
results becoming more favourable once the proposed allocations are applied
 the results of a fully socialised pricing approach for Moura, was found to be
similar to that of Blackwater, with the results becoming more favourable once
the proposed allocations are applied.681
Based on their assessment, the WIRP users concluded that no system premiums
are required in the Blackwater or Moura systems.

18.5.5

Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed socialisation of WIRP costs
within existing coal systems in the 2014 DAU. We considered that WIRP costs were significant
and would, if added to existing Blackwater and Moura system costs, result in socialised tariffs
that were higher for all users, including existing users.
We undertook our analysis of WIRP pricing options based on our consolidated draft decision
costs and volumes, taking into account stakeholder submissions we received since our WIRP
draft decision.
Assessment approach
We considered that our proposed set of assessment criteria for evaluating alternative pricing
options for WIRP train services (as outlined in section 18.5.2 above) were consistent with
achieving an appropriate balance of the section 138(2) matters which we were required to have
regard to under the QCA Act.
We also considered that Aurizon Network's proposed expansion pricing principles were
consistent with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act. We considered that these expansion pricing
principles promote economically efficient investment in the network (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of

677

Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 8–9.
Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 111: 6.
679
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 2.
680
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 105: 1.
681
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 55–57.
678
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the QCA Act) and appropriately balances the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network
and existing and expanding users (s. 138(2)(c), (e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
As outlined in section 18.3.3, we considered that the GAPE pricing arrangements provided a
precedent that existing arrangements in the 2010 AU (i.e. subclause 4.1.2 or the equivalent
provision for cross-system train services) were not determinative in circumstances where a
major expansion was involved. As part of the GAPE pricing arrangements that we approved as
an amendment to the 2010 AU, we considered it reasonable that:
 new users did not pay less than the cost their incremental demand causes682
 expanding customers did not make a contribution to common costs, since the expanding
users faced a higher cost than existing users and this contribution would increase the cost
burden on expanding customers683
 costs associated with the expansion were not shared with other users that do not use or
benefit from the expansion.684
We considered that our assessment approach for WIRP train services was broadly consistent
with these principles that were applied in the GAPE context under the 2010 AU.
We considered that WIRP pricing arrangements should reflect an appropriate balance of the
section 138(2) matters which we were required to have regard to under the QCA Act. We
considered that our assessment approach reflected these matters and (bearing in mind our
earlier comments regarding the relevance of the 2010 AU) was consistent with the 2010 AU
pricing principles relating to price differentiation, price limits and revenue adequacy, as outlined
in the table below.

682

QCA, 2013(f): 13.
QCA, 2013(f): 17.
684
QCA, 2013(f): 20.
683
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Table 38 Application of 2010 AU pricing principles in our assessment approach
2010 AU principle

Description

Consistency with our assessment approach

Limits on price
differentiation (2010
AU, cl. 6.1.2)

Aurizon Network may not
differentiate access charges between
access seekers or between access
seekers and access holders unless
there is a difference in cost or risk in
providing access for the train service.

We consider that requiring WIRP train
services to bear at least incremental costs
will allow price differentiation for expanding
train services that reflects the cost of
capacity expansion.

Application of pricing
limits (2010 AU, cl.
6.2)

Price limits apply to establishing
access charges for a train service
over the evaluation period that:

Under our assessment approach, WIRP train
services will be required to bear at least
incremental costs. This is consistent with
meeting the lower price limit of the pricing
limits principle in the 2010 AU.

(a)

(b)

Revenue adequacy
(2010 AU, cl. 6.3.2)

may not fall below the level
that will recover the expected
incremental cost for providing
access to that train service; and
may not exceed the level that
will recover the expected standalone costs of providing access
for that service.

Provided that Aurizon Network
complies with the pricing constraints
in clauses 6.1.2 and 6.2, Aurizon
Network is entitled to earn revenue
from the provision of access that is
sufficient to achieve full recovery of
efficient costs.

Our proposed approach also ensures that
WIRP train services pay no more than their
full incremental cost or the system reference
tariff. We note the system reference tariffs
are not designed to recover more than the
stand-alone costs of the system.
Under our assessment approach, WIRP train
services will be required to pay the efficient
costs associated with its access.
Aurizon Network is able to recover the
efficient costs of providing the infrastructure
over the estimated economic life of the
asset.

We considered our assessment approach consistent with the 2010 AU (as amended to account
for the GAPE DAAU decision), and to be appropriate after having regard to the factors under
section 138(2) of the QCA Act. We have therefore retained our assessment approach outlined
in section 18.5.1 for our consolidated draft decision.
Assessment of socialisation impacts (for Blackwater and Moura)

Based on our consolidated draft decisions on MAR and volumes and taking into account
stakeholder submissions, we have reassessed whether a socialised WIRP outcome would
increase the baseline system reference tariff for existing non-WIRP train services in Blackwater
and Moura.
Application of subclause 4.1.2 to existing Rolleston spur line (Blackwater system)

We were not convinced by Aurizon Network's claim that we should not have deducted the
minimum CCC from the baseline system reference tariff. We considered that our treatment of
the minimum CCC reflected the underlying principle for the subclause 4.1.2 test (i.e. subclause
4.1.1, which states that a particular train service will be expected to pay a reference tariff that
covers, in addition to its mine-specific incremental costs, at least a minimum CCC).685 This may
not always be the case if we instead compared the incremental cost plus minimum CCC to the
base system reference tariff (with no adjustment to exclude the CCC).686

685

Subclause 4.1.1 of the 2010 AU requires that coal-carrying train service will pay at least its incremental costs
and a minimum CCC. The ‘system entry test’ outlined in subclause 4.1.2 aims to reflect the requirement of
subclause 4.1.1.
686
For instance, at the point at which the base system reference tariff (excluding the CCC) just equals the
incremental cost plus minimum CCC, the system reference tariff will apply to the new train service. However,
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We noted that our treatment of the minimum Rolleston CCC in deriving criterion (a) of
subclause 4.1.2 in our WIRP draft decision was consistent with the corresponding treatment in:
 our January 2015 initial draft decision approach to deriving criterion (a) for existing Rolleston
train services
 Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU modelling approach in which it deducted the minimum CCC
attributable to Rolleston train services from the base system reference tariff (criterion (a)) in
calculating its proposed reference tariffs in Schedule F of its 2014 DAU.687
In both cases above, the outcome of the subclause 4.1.2 test was to apply a system premium to
existing Rolleston train services over the UT4 period.688
The table below presents our application of subclause 4.1.2 for existing Rolleston train services,
based on MAR and volumes consistent with our consolidated draft decision. We noted that if
we were to apply Aurizon Network's modified treatment of the Rolleston minimum CCC689, the
same outcome would still apply using our proposed costs and volumes.
Table 39 Application of subclause 4.1.2 for Rolleston non-electric tariff ($/ntk, nominal)
Application of subclause 4.1.2

2015–16

2016–17

Rolleston—non-electric ($/ntk, nominal)
Criterion (a)—reference tariffa

0.0140

0.0152

Criterion (a)—reference tariff (modified approach)b

0.0147

0.0158

Criterion (b)—incremental costs + CCC

0.0170

0.0186

a Base system reference tariff, after an adjustment to remove the incremental costs and minimum CCC
attributable to Rolleston train services. b Base system reference tariff, calculated using Aurizon Network's
modified approach which removes the incremental costs but not the minimum CCC attributable to existing
Rolleston train services.

The above table shows the tariff required to cover Rolleston non-electric incremental costs and
minimum CCC (criterion (b)) is higher than the baseline system reference tariff (criterion (a)).
This means:
 existing Rolleston train services should continue to pay a system premium in addition to the
non-electric component of the Blackwater system reference tariff to ensure they pay at least
the incremental costs and minimum CCC attributable to their train service
 the baseline system reference tariff for the Blackwater system (excluding costs allocated to
WIRP train services) should not include the costs and volumes associated with existing
Rolleston train services.
We noted that Aurizon Network's updated assessment of the existing Rolleston non-electric
access charges against subclause 4.1.2 indicated that a socialised Blackwater system reference

the resultant tariff payable (after socialisation of the incremental costs and volumes) would not cover the
incremental cost plus minimum CCC.
687
Aurizon Network said it had removed the CCC from its calculation of the base system reference tariff as
these costs would still be incurred if Rolleston was not railing. However, it said that incremental maintenance
costs were deducted as these costs could arguably be avoided without Rolleston volumes.
688
In the case of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposal, it also applied a subsequent discount to Rolleston train
services to reflect its proposed application of a discount in place of rebates for its mine-specific spur line
costs.
689
As applied by Aurizon Network in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
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tariff should apply for existing Rolleston train services.690 However, a key driver of this outcome
appears to be Aurizon Network's proposed allocation of 50 per cent of Blackwater duplication
costs to existing Blackwater users (resulting in a higher baseline system reference tariff in
criterion (a)).
Comparison of the baseline and socialised system reference tariff

In this next step, we compared the average system reference tariff applicable to existing
customers under:
 the baseline system reference tariff (excluding costs allocated to WIRP train services)
 the same tariff once the WIRP costs and volumes are socialised within the system.
In our WIRP draft decision, we undertook this analysis of average tariffs on a $/nt basis,
consistent with the approach followed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU WIRP pricing
proposal.691 Aurizon Network said it was concerned that we had assessed existing (i.e. nonWIRP) Rolleston train services on the basis of a $/ntk calculation, while WIRP was assessed
using a $/nt approach, possibly creating different outcomes for different customer groups.
We confirmed that the outcomes of the average price analysis in our WIRP draft decision
remained unchanged whether we used a $/nt or $/ntk approach. We acknowledged Aurizon
Network's concern that an inconsistent approach to assessing unit costs may result in different
outcomes for different customer groups. Our assessment in the consolidated draft decision also
assessed WIRP using a $/ntk basis so that a consistent approach was applied.
We reassessed whether a socialised WIRP outcome would increase the baseline system
reference tariff for existing non-WIRP train services in Blackwater and Moura. The table below
compares the average access charges on a $/nt basis for existing non-WIRP train services692,
with and without socialisation of WIRP costs and volumes.
Table 40 Comparison of average access charge for existing train services ($/nt, nominal)
Average access charge

2015–16

2016–17

Existing system excluding WIRPa

6.69

6.88

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)b,c

6.81

7.06

Difference (%)

1.8%

2.7%

Existing system excluding WIRP

3.03

3.35

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)c

3.09

3.50

Difference (%)

2.1%

4.3%

Blackwater system

Moura system

a Excluding existing (non-WIRP) Rolleston train services. b Excluding Rolleston WIRP and non-WIRP train
services. c We have applied a revenue smoothing factor for WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of this
socialised price, consistent with Aurizon Network's proposed approach. Source: QCA analysis.

690

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 50.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 6–7.
692
We have undertaken this analysis from the perspective of those existing train services that pay the system
reference tariff (with no system premium). We separately assess Rolleston train services in section 18.6.2.
691
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The table below compares the average access charges on a $/ntk basis for existing non-WIRP
train services with and without socialisation of WIRP costs and volumes.
Table 41 Comparison of average access charge for existing train services ($/ntk, nominal)
Average access charge

2015–16

2016–17

Existing system excluding WIRPa

0.0199

0.0200

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)b,c

0.0204

0.0209

2.9%

4.3%

Existing system excluding WIRP

0.0188

0.0204

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)c

0.0190

0.0207

1.0%

1.6%

Blackwater system

Difference (%)
Moura system

Difference (%)

a Excluding existing (non-WIRP) Rolleston train services. b Excluding Rolleston WIRP and non-WIRP train
services. c We have applied a revenue smoothing factor for WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of this
socialised price, consistent with Aurizon Network's proposed approach. Source: QCA analysis.

The comparisons for Blackwater in the tables above are partly influenced by lower unit
incremental costs for WIRP electric assets. However, some train services in the Blackwater
system do not use electric traction services. The table below presents the impact on the
average access charge for Blackwater customers with non-electric train services.
Table 42 Comparison of average non-electric access charges– Blackwater excluding Rolleston
($ per NT, nominal)
Average access charge

2015–16

2016–17

Blackwater excluding Rolleston ($/nt)
Existing system excluding WIRPa

5.11

5.63

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)b,c

5.31

5.86

Difference (%)

4.0%

4.0%

Existing system excluding WIRPa

0.0152

0.0164

Existing system including WIRP (socialised)b,c

0.0159

0.0173

5.2%

5.7%

Blackwater excluding Rolleston ($/ntk)

Difference (%)

a Excluding existing (non-WIRP) Rolleston train services. b Excluding Rolleston WIRP and non-WIRP train
services. c We have applied a revenue smoothing factor for WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of this
socialised price, consistent with Aurizon Network's proposed approach. Source: QCA analysis.

Our analysis showed that a socialised outcome would result in an increase in the Blackwater
and Moura system reference tariffs, that is, existing users would pay more. In addition, this
analysis showed that a socialised outcome would not result in WIRP train services bearing at
least the full incremental costs of access. This indicated that, based on MAR and volume
estimates in our consolidated draft decision, the pure socialisation approach was not consistent
with our assessment criteria (see section 18.5.2).
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We noted that this outcome remains unchanged if we were to apply the test outlined in
subclause 4.1.2 of the 2010 AU to assess whether the incremental cost of the new WIRP train
services were higher than the existing system reference tariff (on a $/ntk basis). In our
application of this test in the table below, we have not imposed a minimum CCC on WIRP train
services. As noted in our assessment approach, we considered a zero CCC from expanding users
may be acceptable if expanding users face a higher cost than existing users.
The table below shows the outcomes of this test for WIRP Blackwater (excluding WIRP
Rolleston) and WIRP Moura train services.
Table 43 Application of subclause 4.1.2 for WIRP non-electric tariffs ($/ntk, nominal)
Application of subclause 4.1.2

2015–16

2016–17

WIRP Blackwatera - non-electric ($/ntk, nominal)
Criterion (a)—reference tariffb

0.0167

0.0181

Criterion (b)—incremental costsc

0.0263

0.0269

Criterion (a)—reference tariffb

0.0172

0.0189

Criterion (b)—incremental costsc

0.0217

0.0223

WIRP Moura ($/ntk, nominal)

a Excludes Rolleston WIRP train services, as the incremental cost of this train service is compared with the
Rolleston reference tariff (on a $/ntk basis). b Base system reference tariff (on a $/ntk basis), using the
characteristics of the WIRP Blackwater or WIRP Moura train services (e.g. forecast nt and gtk). c Does not
impose a CCC on WIRP Blackwater or WIRP Moura train services.

Assessment of WIRP pricing options

We acknowledged that the incremental volume associated with WIRP train services was not
easily observable due to the issue of substitutable train services. This could lead to non-WIRP
users being exposed to volume risks associated with WIRP.
Use of an apportionment mechanism

Without an apportionment mechanism that prioritises WIRP users' existing TSEs over WIRP
entitlements for billing purposes, existing users could effectively bear the down-side risks
associated with WIRP volumes, particularly under the separate tariff approach. In response to
us seeking views on this issue in our WIRP draft decision, some non-WIRP stakeholders693
proposed the use of a priority rule whereby existing TSEs would be deemed to be used for
billing purposes before WIRP TSEs.
However, we did not consider that such a threshold would be equitable given that most existing
users did not rail up to 100 per cent of their contracted entitlement. This issue could potentially
be overcome using a threshold based on a percentage of contracted volume. However, the
setting of a threshold would be somewhat arbitrary, with different thresholds having material
differences across customer groups.
We considered that an apportionment mechanism would be appropriate if there was general
industry agreement on how the apportionment would apply to WIRP and non-WIRP railings.
For future expansion projects, this type of mechanism could be set out as part of the Pricing

693

Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 112: 8–9; Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 111: 6.
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Proposal that is required to be submitted to the QCA, as required in clause 6.4.3 of our CDD
amended DAU (see section 16.5).
Volume risks and substitutability of train services

As outlined in our WIRP draft decision, the substitutability of train services meant that existing
users would be exposed to the volume risk associated with WIRP train services under either a
system premium or separate reference tariff approach.
We considered that the volume risk associated with WIRP train services was manageable under
a system premium approach over the remainder of the UT4 period for the following reasons:
 The contracted WIRP volume ramp-up, in combination with our proposed capping of WIRP
volumes to contracted volumes, would constrain the substitution of WIRP tonnages over the
UT4 period, for the purposes of determining tariffs.
 We considered that our proposed volume forecasts were a realistic view of expected
volumes at the individual train service level over the remainder of the UT4 period. These
forecasts were based on an independent assessment of volume forecasts at the individual
train service level, taking into account factors such as input from individual customers, upto-date information on market and mine-level conditions and take-or-pay obligations.
However, beyond the UT4 period there could be an increase in existing volumes transferred to
WIRP as contracted below-rail access volumes increase. In addition, if expansion volumes did
not eventuate or coal market conditions worsen, substitution of volumes could lead to a further
significant increase in existing (non-WIRP) users' access charges.
We therefore considered that the pricing approach for WIRP train services should be reassessed
as part of the UT5 approval process.
Conclusion
It remains our view that WIRP pricing arrangements are based on the system premium
approach over the remainder of the UT4 period. If a separate reference tariff is applied in the
Blackwater and Moura systems, the substitutability of volumes could have the effect of shifting
volume risk to existing customers.
This approach is appropriate as it takes into account, and provides a balance between, the
interests of Aurizon Network, access seekers and access holders, and is generally consistent
with the other factors set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act.

18.5.6

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said it is prepared to agree with our CDD on this issue, subject to our
confirmation of the outcomes of its financial analysis for the pricing arrangements of WIRP train
services (specifically, its financial analysis in response to our CDD 18.10, 18.11 and 18.12).694
WIRP users disagreed with our CDD on this issue. They considered that our analysis
demonstrates that the impact of pure socialisation is not material, and therefore we have not
provided strong arguments against socialisation. They said that the impact is below 4.5 per cent,
which we have previously approved for revenue smoothing in the 2010 AU, and also applied to
WIRP allowable revenues.695

694
695

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 250.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 121: 15.
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QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the socialisation of WIRP costs within existing coal
systems proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. However, we
remain of the view our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate and the
additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
In terms of the concerns raised by WIRP users, we do not consider that it is appropriate to apply
a materiality threshold for WIRP train services. We consider that consistent with the pricing
limit principle which is common to both the 2010 AU and 2014 DAU, the pricing arrangements
for WIRP train services should at least cover the incremental WIRP costs. This is consistent with
the system premium approach in the 2010 AU, which has no materiality threshold in
determining whether a system premium applies.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.9
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP train
services, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

use a system premium pricing approach.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.6

Pricing arrangements for WIRP train services

18.6.1

2014–15 WIRP train services
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
For the small number of WIRP train services that operated in 2014–15, and consistent with the
transition arrangements proposed in Aurizon Network's December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal,
we considered it to be appropriate that the relevant Blackwater or Moura system reference
tariffs apply given:696
 volumes for WIRP train services are minimal and did not commence until March 2015
 the commissioning date of the WIRP infrastructure, as accepted in our MAR draft decision,
is 2015–16 for pricing purposes.697

696

As presented in our January 2015 initial draft decision (QCA, 2015(a)).
This timing is also consistent with the updated WIRP capital indicator provided by Aurizon Network in its
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, which we accepted in our consolidated draft decision.

697
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Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Stakeholders did not comment on our WIRP draft decision.
Consolidated draft decision
As we have not received any new stakeholders' submissions on this provision, our consolidated
draft decision confirmed our WIRP draft decision acceptance of Aurizon Network's December
2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
We considered that any access revenues received for WIRP train services in 2014–15 should be
considered as part of the revenue cap adjustment process for 2015–16. As a result, this would
require no changes to Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
No stakeholders commented specifically on this issue.
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to confirm our CDD acceptance of Aurizon Network's proposed pricing
arrangements for WIRP train services in 2014–15, as outlined in its December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or arguments on this issue in response to our
CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our
CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

18.6.2

WIRP train services in Blackwater—2015–16 and 2016–17
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
Tariff derivation steps

The table below outlines the key steps we undertook in our WIRP draft decision in determining
the applicable reference tariff for WIRP and non-WIRP train services in the Blackwater system.
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Table 44 QCA's proposed tariff derivation approach for Blackwater
Step

QCA analysis

Apply subclause 4.1.2 of the 2010
AU to existing mine-specific spur
lines

We considered that the existing Rolleston train services should continue
to pay a system premium in addition to the non-electric component of
the Blackwater system reference tariff so that they pay at least the
incremental costs and minimum CCC attributable to their train service.
In addition, existing Rolleston electric train services would need to pay a
system premium in addition to the Blackwater electric AT5 tariff to cover
the incremental costs attributable to Rolleston electrification.

Assess whether a system
premium is applicable for WIRP
train services

In this step, we assessed whether WIRP train services should be subject
to a system premium in addition to the Blackwater system reference
tariff for the following train services:
WIRP Rolleston
Our analysis showed that both the non-electric and electric incremental
cost associated with the WIRP Rolleston train service was less than the
incremental cost associated with the existing Rolleston train service.
However, when WIRP and non-WIRP Rolleston train services were
combined, our analysis showed higher incremental costs than the
existing non-electric and non-electric components of the Blackwater
system reference tariff.
WIRP Blackwater
When doing a similar comparison for other WIRP Blackwater customers,
our analysis showed the costs associated with WIRP Blackwater resulted
in a higher tariff than the existing Blackwater system reference tariff.

WIRP Blackwater customers had a higher incremental cost, primarily because some WIRP train
services were not expected to rail for the remainder of the 2014 DAU period. Our assessment of
the appropriateness of applying a revenue deferral mechanism during this period is set out
below.
Revenue deferral

Our view was there is a significant impact on the tariff for railing WIRP Blackwater customers if
the timing of the recovery of the return on and of WIRP capital expenditure is not adjusted to
reflect short-term expected low volume profiles. If the revenue recovery profile is not adjusted
to reflect this, it results in a premium for all WIRP users in the Blackwater system. This premium
would effectively cover the cost of WIRP users not railing. In this respect, we noted that one
WIRP user (Bandanna Energy Limited)698 has gone into administration and another is not
expected to rail in the UT4 regulatory period.
Against this background, we considered it to be appropriate to defer the inclusion of the capital
costs of all WIRP train services not expected to rail during the 2014 DAU period.
The benefit of this approach is that customers that do rail will not be impacted by customers
who are not railing. Further, the under-recovery will be capitalised at the approved 2014 DAU
WACC for the remainder of the regulatory period. This ensures that Aurizon Network recovers
the return on and of WIRP infrastructure over the estimated economic life of the asset in a net
present value neutral manner.

698

Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 32.
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We noted that Aurizon Network proposed a similar arrangement in 2013 in the context of the
NAPE customer share of GAPE project costs.699
We considered our WIRP draft decision appropriately balanced the interests of access seekers,
access holders with Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests (s. 138(2)(b), (d) and (e) of
the QCA Act). We also considered this provides temporary assistance in maintaining the
competitiveness of Queensland's mining industry on the global coal market which is in the
public interest and aligns with object of Part 5 of the QCA Act (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) and(d) of
the QCA Act).
We also considered the temporary nature of revenue deferral is consistent with the application
of the pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(g) and 168(A) of the QCA Act). Indeed, the fact that Aurizon
Network is able to recover the efficient costs of providing the infrastructure over the economic
life of the asset aligns with its legitimate business interests (s. 138(2)(b) of the QCA Act).
Summary of proposed approach

In developing our proposed WIRP pricing approach, a key principle we applied (consistent with
the GAPE pricing decision under the 2010 AU) is the incremental up/socialise down approach.
That is, if an expansion results in higher average costs for existing users, we set a higher charge
for the new user. If the expansion results in lower average costs, we apply a lower average price
for all customers.
For this reason, our proposed pricing arrangements for WIRP train services were:
 for WIRP Blackwater users (excluding WIRP Rolleston users)–the Blackwater system
reference tariff will apply. This tariff is able to socialise a portion of WIRP Blackwater costs
within the existing Blackwater system by deferring the recovery of the remaining WIRP
Blackwater costs that relate to WIRP train services not expected to operate in UT4.
 for WIRP Rolleston users–a system premium in addition to the Blackwater system reference
tariff will apply for both WIRP and non-WIRP Rolleston train services. This reflects the higher
costs associated with Rolleston train services, including costs associated with WIRP.
This resulted in each customer grouping in the Blackwater system being allocated, to the extent
practicable, the costs related to their access. In particular:
 WIRP Blackwater users (excluding WIRP Rolleston)—the allocation of the WIRP project costs
attributable to the additional access rights for train services unloading at WICET, excluding
Rolleston and those customers for which revenue has been deferred, as outlined above.
 Rolleston users—the total of
 Rolleston mine-specific spur line costs plus a minimum CCC for the access rights for train
services unloading at non-WICET destinations
 the allocation of WIRP project costs attributable to the additional access rights for train
services unloading at WICET
 Rolleston electrification costs, since the incremental cost of this new electric investment
results in a higher tariff than the Blackwater AT5 tariff.
 Existing Blackwater users—all remaining costs associated with the Blackwater system. This
comprises costs associated with existing Blackwater system assets, excluding Rolleston.

699

Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21.
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We also applied the revenue smoothing factor to WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of
reference tariffs for WIRP train services.700
We considered this to be a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs
in the CQCN and, as such, is in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of
the QCA Act).
Under the system premium approach and our proposed revenue deferral:
 Rolleston train services (both WIRP and non-WIRP) will pay a system premium in addition to
the Blackwater system reference tariff
 all other train services (both WIRP and non-WIRP) will pay the Blackwater system reference
tariff.
We considered this approach to be appropriate over the remainder of the 2014 DAU period
given the existing pricing and take-or-pay arrangements. The alternative approach of a separate
reference tariff may increase the risk that non-WIRP users would face higher take-or-pay
charges as a result of the substitution effect. These non-WIRP users may in effect be forced to
assume the risk of under-railings, which we consider is not appropriate since these users are not
best placed to manage such risk.
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to socialise WIRP Blackwater with
Blackwater. However, they said that WIRP Rolleston train services should not be subject to a
premium, and considered instead that these train services should also pay a socialised
Blackwater system reference tariff.701
Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision to defer revenues for WIRP trains that are
not expected to rail over the UT4 period, on the condition that the quantum of the deferral is
calculated with reference to their own volume forecasts, and there is an explicit end date. They
recommended this end date be set at 30 June 2017.702
Other stakeholders

The QRC were also concerned that customers that are not expected to rail under UT4 would still
be subject to take-or-pay charges if take-or-pay is triggered at the overall system level. The
take-or-pay for these non-railing customers may be substantial, yet their contributions are not
recognised in Aurizon Network's 'revenue received' calculation. This means if these customers
are subject to a system premium in UT5, they would effectively be paying high prices for access
due to the failure to recognise revenue received from these customers during the UT4
period.703
BMA supported our WIRP draft decision to defer revenues associated with WIRP train services
not expected to rail during the UT4 regulatory period.704

700

This approach derives a smoothed revenue profile over 2015–16 and 2016–17 with an equivalent present
value as the unsmoothed revenue stream. Aurizon Network proposed this in both its 2014 DAU and its
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 55–56.
702
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 57.
703
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 114: 2.
704
BMA, 2014 DAU, sub. 105: 2.
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WIRP users disagreed with our WIRP draft decision and said a fully socialised pricing approach
will result in lower tariffs for all Blackwater users across all years except 2015–16.705 They said
they could not comment on the suitability of the revenue deferral mechanism; however, if
applied, a sunset date should be set.706
Aurizon Operations considered that our WIRP draft decision does not sufficiently detail the
nature, quantum or allocations of the costs pertaining to the overhead power system.707
Aurizon Operations sought further information as to whether the critical assumptions that
underpin the WIRP draft decision outcomes for AT5 result in Rolleston being required to make a
contribution to the common costs for overhead systems.708
Aurizon Operations said that the WIRP draft decision does not independently assess the
socialisation impacts of electric and non-electric investments.709 In doing so, Aurizon
Operations considered that the WIRP draft decision can yield price outcomes that are
inconsistent with promoting the efficient use of, operation and investment in overhead power
systems.710 Aurizon Operations considered that the QCA's proposed expansion pricing
principles would not require expanding users to pay a system premium on AT5—as the existing
user’s AT5 tariff is lower than it otherwise would be without the expanding user.711
Aurizon Operations said that there was no reason for Rolleston electric train services to make a
contribution to common (electric) costs if its incremental electric costs exceed the Blackwater
system AT5 rate. Aurizon Operations said that a zero contribution to common electric costs is
consistent with previous undertakings, and is also consistent with the QCA's expansion pricing
principles.712
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP
train services in Blackwater in the 2014 DAU.
We reassessed the applicable reference tariffs for WIRP and non-WIRP train services in the
Blackwater system based on the consolidated draft decision MAR and volumes.
Revenue deferral

We considered it was appropriate to defer the inclusion of the capital costs of all WIRP train
services not expected to rail during the 2014 DAU period for the following reasons:
 WIRP Blackwater customers that do rail will not be impacted by customers who are not
railing.
 The under-recovery will be capitalised at the approved WACC for the remainder of UT4,
ensuring that Aurizon Network recovers the return on and of WIRP infrastructure over the
estimated economic life of the asset in a net present value neutral manner.
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WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 55–57.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 59.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 2.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 3.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 2.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 2.
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Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 110: 3.
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Consistent with our WIRP draft decision, we had set the capital expenditure deferral amount
equal to the WIRP capital expenditure allocated to the two WIRP train services not expected to
rail during the 2014 DAU period. This allocation approach was consistent with how we have
allocated capital expenditure between all WIRP users—that is, using contract gtk at full
utilisation that Aurizon Network used to allocate WIRP capital expenditure in its submission to
our WIRP draft decision.713
We said we would consider the continued applicability of this capital deferral mechanism as
part of our UT5 approval process. Amongst other factors, we will consider whether non-railing
WIRP users over UT4 will be expected to rail over UT5, and whether increased volume ramp-up
for other WIRP Blackwater customers can absorb these costs without increasing the existing
Blackwater system reference tariff.
QRC noted that a system premium approach can lead to non-symmetrical risk outcomes in
specific circumstances.714 This includes the situation where non-railing WIRP Blackwater
customers are required to pay take-or-pay charges due to forecast volumes not being achieved
by other Blackwater customers. We considered that all customers, including non-railing
customers, should bear a level of take-or-pay risk proportionate to their level of under-railings
to full contract entitlement. The pricing of these customers will be considered in detail in UT5.
We also retained the revenue smoothing factor to WIRP allowable revenue in our calculation of
reference tariffs for WIRP train services.715
We considered that the revenue deferral approach was in the interests of WIRP access holders
as it prevented the implementation of a full cost recovery tariff during a period of potential
under-utilisation (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). This promotes the economically efficient
operation of WIRP (which accords with the object of Part 5 of the QCA Act) by maximising the
early usage of WIRP by keeping user costs down.
Further, we were of the view that this provided temporary assistance in maintaining the
competitiveness of Queensland's mining industry on the global coal market, thereby seeking to
minimise any potential under-utilisation. We considered this was in the public interest and
aligned with object of Part 5 of the QCA Act (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) and (d) of the QCA Act).
We also considered the temporary nature of revenue deferral was consistent with the
application of the pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(g) and 168(A) of the QCA Act). Indeed, we
considered that the fact that Aurizon Network is able to recover the efficient costs of providing
the infrastructure, including a regulated return on the investment on a net present value
neutral basis, over the estimated economic life of the asset aligns with its legitimate business
interests (s. 138(2)(b) of the QCA Act).
Assessment of WIRP pricing arrangements

We also separately assessed whether WIRP Blackwater users (excluding WIRP Rolleston users)
and Rolleston users (WIRP and non-WIRP) should pay a system premium in addition to the
Blackwater system reference tariff. Note that the analysis in this section was undertaken after
the application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanism.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 38, 42; Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for
Information (November 2015).
714
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 114: 2.
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This approach derives a smoothed revenue profile over 2015–16 and 2016–17 with an equivalent present
value as the unsmoothed revenue stream. Aurizon Network proposed this in both its 2014 DAU and its
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
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Non-electric access charges

The table below shows the outcomes of this test for WIRP Blackwater (excluding WIRP
Rolleston) and Rolleston train services. We have outlined this in $/ntk terms for consistency
with Aurizon Network's presentation of results in its response to our WIRP draft decision.716 This
table shows that Rolleston is required to pay a system premium in addition to the Blackwater
system reference tariff in 2015–16 only.
Table 45 Comparison of average non-electric access charges ($/ntk, nominal)
Average access charge

2015–16

2016–17

WIRP Blackwatera - non-electric ($/ntk, nominal)
Blackwater system reference tariff (excluding WIRP)b

0.0167

0.0181

WIRP Blackwater non-electric incremental costsc

0.0141

0.0145

Rolleston – non-electric ($/ntk, nominal)
Blackwater system reference tariff (excluding WIRP)b

0.0140

0.0152

Rolleston non-electric incremental costsc,d

0.0145

0.0147

Note: This comparison has been undertaken after the application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanism.
a Excludes WIRP Rolleston train services. b Base system reference tariff (on a $/ntk basis), using the
characteristics of the WIRP Blackwater or WIRP Moura train services (e.g. forecast nt and gtk). c Does not
impose a CCC on WIRP train services. d Includes a CCC on existing Rolleston non-electric train services.
Electric access charges

In our WIRP draft decision, we proposed that all Rolleston users (i.e. both WIRP and non-WIRP)
pay a system premium since the incremental cost of the new Rolleston electrification
investment resulted in a higher tariff than the Blackwater AT5 tariff.
We considered that users of Rolleston electric investment should pay a system premium when
the incremental cost of the new investment resulted in a higher tariff than the Blackwater AT5
tariff. When users' incremental cost did not result in a higher Blackwater AT 5 tariff, they would
pay a socialised Blackwater AT5 electric tariff in 2015–16 and 2016–17.
With the smoothing of Rolleston electric MAR over the UT4 period (as discussed in section
17.5.5 of our CDD), our analysis showed that a system premium should apply in addition to the
Blackwater AT5 electric tariff over the UT4 period (see table below).
Table 46 Comparison of average electric access charge ($/'000 egtk, nominal)
Average access charge ($/egtk)

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Blackwater system reference tariff

3.29

3.46

2.71

Rolleston electric incremental costs

4.23

4.34

4.44

Existing system excluding WIRP Rollestona

3.29

3.38

2.62

Rolleston electric incremental costsb

4.23

3.44

2.86

Pre-WIRP

Post-WIRP

Note: This comparison has been undertaken after the application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanism.
a Includes WIRP Blackwater train services. b Includes WIRP Rolleston train services. Source: QCA analysis.
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We agreed with Aurizon Operations' concerns that the socialisation test for the AT5 rate should
be conducted independently from the non-electric investments. We confirm that our
assessment of whether a system premium for the AT5 was applicable for Rolleston electric train
services was on a $/egtk basis as outlined above in both our initial draft decision and WIRP draft
decision.
We considered that a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN was in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).
This also recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests as it did not adversely
affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflected its efficient costs and
appropriate rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).
Proposed pricing approach

Our proposed pricing arrangements for WIRP train services were:
 for WIRP Blackwater users (excluding WIRP Rolleston users)—the Blackwater system
reference tariff will apply. This tariff socialises a portion of WIRP Blackwater costs within the
existing Blackwater system, while deferring the recovery of some WIRP Blackwater costs.
 for Rolleston users (both WIRP and non-WIRP):
 for the non-electric component of the reference tariff, a system premium in addition to
the Blackwater system reference tariff will apply in 2015–16 only.
 for the electric component of the reference tariff, a system premium in addition to the
Blackwater system reference tariff will apply in both 2015–16 and 2016–17.
These arrangements result in each customer grouping in the Blackwater system being allocated,
to the extent practicable, the costs related to their access.
We considered this to be a transparent and consistent approach to calculating reference tariffs
in the CQCN and, as such, was in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h)
of the QCA Act).
We considered this approach to be appropriate over the remainder of the 2014 DAU period
given the existing pricing and take-or-pay arrangements. The alternative approach of a separate
reference tariff may increase the risk that non-WIRP users would face higher take-or-pay
charges as a result of the substitution effect. These non-WIRP users may in effect be forced to
assume the risk of under-railings, which we considered was not appropriate since these users
were not best placed to manage such risk.
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network said it was concerned that the QCA had not approved its proposal to limit the
duration of the revenue deferral. It said that the QCA’s CDD creates additional regulatory
uncertainty for both Aurizon Network and network investors, and is inconsistent with the
pricing principles in section 168A(a) of the QCA Act. It said that risks associated with revenue
deferral are biased against the legitimate business interests of Aurizon Network and network
investors, who are penalised for risks that are entirely outside of their control and were not
contemplated at the time of making the investment decision.
Aurizon Network said the proposed WIRP deferral is a primary example of its exposure to asset
stranding risks for which it is not compensated.
Aurizon Network proposed:
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 the revenue deferral should not apply to WIRP infrastructure that was exempted from the
WIRP fee arrangements
 the WIRP revenue deferral will cease to apply from 1 July 2017.717
Aurizon Network agreed with the application of Blackwater system reference tariffs to WIRP
Blackwater users.718
However, it disagreed with the application of a system premium to WIRP Rolleston train
services, as its financial modelling indicated that WIRP Rolleston should pay the Blackwater
system reference tariff.719
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the pricing arrangements for WIRP Blackwater train
services proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. With the
exception of the electric utilisation factor for WIRP Rolleston train services, we view that our
analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD, remains appropriate and the additional issues
raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking contained in our CDD.
Revenue deferral

Aurizon Network has submitted that our proposal would increase asset stranding risk. Our view
is that Aurizon Network has not provided compelling evidence that assets in the Blackwater
system are stranded, or will become stranded in the near future. It is unclear how our proposed
revenue deferral mechanism, which is NPV neutral, would change Aurizon Network's asset
stranding risk.
We acknowledge that revenue deferral increases the cash flow variability that Aurizon Network
faces over the ramp-up period, but consider such variability to be different from asset stranding
risk. We consider such variability acceptable given there are only two years remaining in this
regulatory period.
In addition, we consider that Aurizon Network has not provided any justification for its proposal
that the revenue deferral should not apply to WIRP infrastructure that was exempted from the
WIRP fee arrangements. Upon query, Aurizon Network has not provided any justification for
why WIRP infrastructure that was exempted from the WIRP fee arrangements should be treated
differently to other WIRP infrastructure.
The pricing arrangements for the period beyond the term of the 2014 DAU—including the
continued applicability of pricing mechanisms such as the revenue deferral mechanism—will be
considered as part of future approval processes. Many of the variables on which reference
tariffs for the next regulatory period would be based are unknown at this time. As part of our
assessment in our next approval process, we will consider, amongst other factors, whether
increased volume ramp-up for railing WIRP users in the Blackwater system can absorb the costs
attributable to non-railing WIRP users.
We consider that Aurizon Network should consult with all affected stakeholders—including
both WIRP and non-WIRP users—to develop its proposed reference tariffs for the next
regulatory period. This consultation could consider a broader range of pricing options if the
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 250–251.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 251.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 251.
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volume ramp-up remains subdued over the next regulatory period. We note that we have
identified the issue of substitutable train services in previous sections, and we consider it would
be beneficial for Aurizon Network to consult its stakeholders on this matter.
We note the overarching approach described above is consistent with the position our final
decision has adopted in relation to managing demand deterioration (Schedule E).
We have already discussed our proposed revenue deferral in the context of QCA Act in the
consolidated draft decision. We remain the view that our proposal is approval after having
regard to each of the matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in
our analysis above.
Assessment of WIRP pricing arrangements

Our proposed pricing arrangements for the non-electric access charge for WIRP train services in
the Blackwater system remain broadly unchanged from the CDD. However, the outcome of our
assessment of whether a system premium applies to the electric access charge paid by
Rolleston train services (including WIRP train services) has changed since our CDD, as outlined
below.
Since our CDD, Aurizon Network has indicated that the electric utilisation percentage for WIRP
Rolleston train services was incorrectly set in the financial modelling underlying its December
2014 WIRP pricing proposal. However, as mentioned in section 17.5.7, we consider that these
revised percentages look reasonable as they broadly align with year-to-date electric utilisation
for WIRP Rolleston train services in 2015–16.720
Combined with our removal of the Rolleston electric investment in 2014–15 (see Chapter 26),
the table below shows that a system premium no longer should apply to the AT5 tariff payable
by Rolleston train services in 2015–16 and 2016–17.
Table 47 Comparison of average electric access charge ($/'000 egtk, nominal)
Average access charge ($/'000 egtk)

2015–16

2016–17

Blackwater system reference tariff

3.80

3.10

Rolleston electric incremental costs

4.95

5.52

Blackwater system reference tariffa

3.59

2.89

Rolleston electric incremental costsb

2.95

2.67

Pre-WIRP

Post-WIRP

Note: This comparison has been undertaken after the application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanism.
a Excludes WIRP Rolleston train services. b Includes WIRP Rolleston train services. Source: QCA analysis.

We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above. We have
already discussed our proposed revenue deferral mechanism, as well as the broader pricing
arrangements for WIRP Blackwater train services, in the context of the QCA Act in the CDD.

720

Since our CDD, Aurizon Network has provided updated electric utilisation percentages for all WIRP and nonWIRP Blackwater train services. Given these closely align with year-to-date electric utilisation in 2015–16, we
have also updated these factors so that our assessment of the Rolleston AT 5 system premium uses electric
volume estimates derived on a consistent basis.
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Final decision 18.10
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP train
services in the Blackwater system, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon
Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

address the impact of WIRP users that are not expected to rail during the 2014
DAU period, by application of our proposed revenue deferral mechanism to
address the impact on expanding users resulting from the underutilisation of
WIRP capacity over the remainder of the 2014 DAU period

(b)

apply the pricing arrangements outlined in this chapter for WIRP users,
including applying a system premium for Rolleston train services.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.6.3

WIRP train services in Moura
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We also considered the application of a system premium for WIRP train services in Moura to be
appropriate in order to ensure WIRP users pay efficient costs and to minimise the impact on
existing Moura customers.
While this approach differs to that proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU, it is consistent
with the approach put forward by Aurizon Network in its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.
We did not consider that a revenue deferral mechanism is appropriate in this case as the system
premium reflects the share of WIRP project costs attributable to the one WIRP customer in
Moura. Hence, any price changes due to under-railing of WIRP volumes would not affect other
WIRP users (as is the case in the Blackwater system where there are multiple WIRP users). In
the Moura system, the risk of under-railings would flow to the party that is best placed to
manage this risk.
We considered that a transparent, certain and consistent approach to calculating reference
tariffs in the CQCN to be in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of
the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network

Aurizon Network agreed that WIRP Moura train services should pay a system premium,
however the premium should be reduced.721
Other stakeholders

Anglo American said that the WIRP Moura customer should be subject to a separate reference
tariff, system allowable revenue and take-or-pay arrangement from existing Moura customers.
In addition, it said that existing train service entitlements should be prioritised over WIRP
entitlements for calculating take-or-pay and billing purposes. They said that the GAPE approach
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 58.
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should be applied to Moura as both situations are similar (i.e. there are no benefits to existing
users and the expansion was built for expanding users).722
WIRP users disagreed with our WIRP draft decision and said a fully socialised pricing approach
will result in lower tariffs for all Moura users.723
Consolidated draft decision
After having regard to the criteria listed in section 138(2) of the QCA Act and stakeholders'
submissions, we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP
train services in Moura in the 2014 DAU.
We reassessed the applicable reference tariffs for WIRP and non-WIRP train services in the
Moura system based on the consolidated draft decision MAR and volumes.
We acknowledged that there were some differences between the volume risks faced by existing
customers in the Blackwater and Moura systems. The extent to which WIRP volumes could be
substituted from existing volumes in the Moura system was reduced as compared with the
Blackwater system. In addition, there was only one WIRP customer in the Moura system, so
there was no volume risk between expanding users.
We retained our view in the WIRP draft decision that the volume risk associated with WIRP train
services was manageable under a system premium approach over the remainder of the UT4
period as we considered our proposed volume forecasts to be a realistic view of expected
volumes at the individual train service level. These forecasts were based on an independent
assessment of volume forecasts at the individual train service level, taking into account factors
such as input from individual customers, up-to-date information on market and mine-level
conditions and take-or-pay obligations.
We noted, however, the WIRP Moura customer (Cockatoo Coal) was placed into administration
on 16 November 2015. At the time of the consolidated draft decision, there was not sufficient
information available for us to assess the implications of this and as such we have not reflected
this in our consolidated draft decision. We considered that the full implications of this
development may require amendments to our proposed volume forecasts for WIRP Moura and
additional mechanisms to ensure that existing Moura customers do not experience a material
impact in their access charge associated with the WIRP expansion.
We considered that a transparent, certain and consistent approach to calculating reference
tariffs in the CQCN to be in the interests of access seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of
the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD position with respect to pricing arrangements for WIRP
Moura train services.724 However, they were concerned that the we may make further changes
in response to Cockatoo Coal being placed in administration.
Aurizon Network said that if we were contemplating to apply a revenue deferral for WIRP
Moura train services then we should bear in mind:
 Any deferral must be limited to Cockatoo Coal's share of the WIRP capital costs specific to
the Moura system only
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Anglo American, 2014 DAU, sub. 111: 6–7.
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 Cockatoo Coal's share of the WIRP balloon loop should be reallocated among all WIRP
customers forecast to rail during the 2014 DAU period
 The deferral must be for a defined period.725
QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the pricing approach for WIRP train services in the
Moura system proposed by Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
In our CDD, we noted that the full implications of the only WIRP Moura customer (i.e. Cockatoo
Coal) being placed into administration in November 2015 may require:
 amendments to our proposed volume forecasts for WIRP Moura
 additional mechanisms to ensure that existing Moura customers do not experience a
material impact in their access charge associated with the WIRP expansion.
Subsequently, since February 2016, Cockatoo Coal's Baralaba mine has been placed into care
and maintenance, and Cockatoo Coal has remained in administration. Aurizon Network said it is
working with Cockatoo Coal to understand timing and future requirements.726 Thus, at present
we do not have a clear understanding of the implications of this development, including
whether Cockatoo Coal would be able to fulfil the terms of its access agreement.
We note that in the CDD we proposed to apply a system premium for WIRP Moura train
services, and under such arrangements if WIRP Moura significantly under-railed against
forecast, then (keeping everything else constant) existing Moura users would bear a significant
take-or-pay liability due to system take-or-pay being triggered, or would pay a higher tariff
through the revenue cap mechanism. As discussed above, it is not clear when Baralaba mine will
resume operation.
Thus, for this final decision, we propose to:
 adjust Aurizon Network's revised volume estimates (as provided in its response to our CDD)
on the assumption that there will be no more train services (WIRP or non-WIRP) from
Baralaba over the remainder of 2015–16 and 2016–17 (as indicated in section 18.4.6).
 set a 2015–16 tariff for WIRP Moura based on revised 2015–16 volumes and revised costs
derived as a proportion727 of the CDD proposed allowable revenue for WIRP Moura
 capitalise any shortfall in revenue recovered from WIRP Moura train services (relative to the
CDD proposed allowable revenue) that has resulted from the production cessation.
We note Aurizon Network proposed to reallocate WIRP Moura's share of the WIRP balloon loop
among all WIRP customers forecast to rail during the 2014 DAU period, with the remainder of
the WIRP Moura costs deferred for the remainder of the 2014 DAU period. We do not consider
it reasonable to reallocate these costs to other WIRP users, in the absence of Aurizon Network
providing a comprehensive proposal that fulsomely addresses the implications of the only WIRP
user in the Moura system ceasing railings. Aurizon Network's proposal was not supported with
sufficient information for us to understand the full implications of Baralaba's cessation of
production.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 251–252.
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Once further information is available, Aurizon Network may provide an alternative pricing
proposal (including the treatment of the WIRP infrastructure costs allocated to Cockatoo Coal)
that reflects the relevant information. We consider that consultation with affected stakeholders
is necessary to ensure that any decision on the treatment of the WIRP Moura capital costs is
based on full consideration of all relevant information. We consider our proposal appropriately
balances the interests of all parties involved, including Aurizon Network's legitimate business
interests.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.11
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP train
services in the Moura system, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon
Network's original proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)

address the impact of the WIRP Moura users that may not rail for the
remainder of the 2014 DAU period, by application of our proposed revenue
deferral mechanism to address the impact on existing users.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

18.6.4

WIRP train services—NCL
Summary of the WIRP draft decision
We recognised the unique circumstances of the Colton to Gladstone Port train service in our
March 2012 consolidated draft decision on Aurizon Network's proposed alternative access
charge for this train service. In particular, the rationale for an alternative approach to
developing a reference tariff for this train service had regard for the unusual characteristics of
this train service, including:
 the relatively short (eight kilometre) section of Aurizon Network’s rail network being used
 use of significantly shorter trains than those operating on the Blackwater and Moura
systems.
We considered that the pricing arrangements do not appear to adversely impact on existing
access holders' rights and entitlements. We considered that the strict application of undertaking
requirements would likely lead to an adverse outcome for the Colton customer, without
providing any benefits to existing access holders.728
We noted that the CCC calculation outlined in subclauses 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of the 2010 AU do not
appear reasonable for Colton, as the train service will only use a short distance of track. We
accepted the escalation of the existing CCC for Colton train services, but consider a more
appropriate escalation factor to be CPI, consistent with our escalation of many other cost
components.
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No stakeholder has provided any reasons to oppose Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach.
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As a consequence, we considered that it be appropriate to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
approach to pricing arrangements for WIRP NCL, and to recommend that the escalation factor
used be amended to be in accordance with CPI over the 2014 DAU regulatory period.729
We considered this to be appropriate to balance the interests of Aurizon Network and access
seekers/holders under section 138(2) of the QCA Act, and consistent with the application of the
pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(g) and 168(A) of the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the WIRP draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision.
Idemitsu provided the following comments:730
 WIRP NCL should be allocated a portion of the WICET balloon loop cost.
 Despite the short use of track, WIRP NCL customers will prevent other users from using this
section of the network and occupy time at the unloading facility, consuming more system
capacity than their relative use of track.
WIRP users agreed with our WIRP draft decision.731
Consolidated draft decision
As Aurizon Network agreed with our WIRP draft decision and we did not receive any new
information from other stakeholders, our consolidated draft decision was to maintain our WIRP
draft decision on the pricing of WIRP NCL train services.
In relation to the comments from Idemitsu:
 We confirm that the WIRP NCL train service was allocated a portion of the WICET balloon
loop cost in accordance to their contracted gtk at full utilisation.
 We previously considered in our final decision on Colton train services that the CCC
calculation approach resulted in an access charge that represented a reasonable reflection
of the opportunity cost of train paths that will be utilised by the Colton train service.732
We considered this to be another example in which we did not consider it appropriate to
mechanistically apply the undertaking provisions without having regard to section 138(2)
factors of the QCA Act.
We considered the pricing approach for WIRP NCL train services was appropriate in terms of
balancing the interests of Aurizon Network and access seekers/holders under section 138(2) of
the QCA Act, and was consistent with the application of the pricing principles (ss. 138(2)(g) and
168(A) of the QCA Act).
Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD on this issue.733 No other stakeholders specifically
commented on this issue.

729

We note these prices have been developed using contracted volumes, consistent with the pricing approach
in our final decision on the Colton train service (QCA, 2012(e)).
730
Idemitsu, 2014 DAU, sub. 113: 3.
731
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 57.
732
QCA, 2012(e): 5.
733
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 246.
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QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve the pricing arrangements for WIRP NCL proposed by
Aurizon Network in its 2014 DAU.
Stakeholders did not provide any new information or arguments on this issue in response to our
CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our
CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.

Final decision 18.12
(1)

(2)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed pricing approach for WIRP NCL train
services from Colton, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
original proposal.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
apply the approach outlined in Aurizon Network's December 2014 WIRP
pricing proposal, with the CCC for WIRP NCL train services escalated in
accordance with CPI over the 2014 DAU regulatory period.
We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.
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TAKE-OR-PAY ARRANGEMENTS
Take-or-pay arrangements aim to encourage efficient use of infrastructure by providing
incentives for users to only contract for capacity that they are likely to need and to make surplus
capacity available to other potential users. Clause 2.4 of Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014
DAU outlines the proposed take-or-pay arrangements that apply for contracted train services.
By applying the factors in section 138(2) of the QCA Act, and determining that we do not
consider the take-or-pay provision in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU to be
appropriate, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed take-or-pay
arrangements. We require amendments to clause 2.4 of Schedule F to:
 remove proposed operator capping arrangements
 improve the clarity and consistency of the proposed mine capping arrangements
 remove special arrangements for access holders with UT1 access agreements for the
purposes of calculating take-or-pay charges
 make specific drafting changes to improve the transparency and certainty of take-or-pay
arrangements.
The detailed drafting of our proposed clause 3 of Schedule F attached to this final decision is
consistent with our approach and shows all of the amendments required.

19.1

Introduction
Access holders contract with Aurizon Network to receive train service entitlements (TSEs),
which are rights to operate a number of train services from an origin to a destination over a
year.
When an access holder chooses not to run a train service, Aurizon Network is unable to obtain
revenue from that service unless there are alternative arrangements to recover the foregone
revenue. In effect, access holders are using scarce capacity without paying for the reservation
of that capacity. Take-or-pay charges are one avenue for Aurizon Network to recover this
revenue.
Take-or-pay charges also provide a price signal to customers about efficient contracting. These
arrangements can reduce the incentive to over-contract. Over-contracting could potentially
reduce access for other access seekers or require costly new expansions.
Since UT1, all access undertakings have provided for Aurizon Network to levy take-or-pay
charges. However, take-or-pay arrangements differ across access holders depending on when
particular access agreements were executed. This introduces a number of potential inequities
across different access holders, including differences in the holding cost for access.
Take-or-pay arrangements in post–UT1 access agreements734 include capping mechanisms that
limit the application of individual take-or-pay obligations where at an aggregate level the takeor-pay obligations are satisfied. The proposed 2014 DAU take-or-pay arrangements include a
wider range of capping mechanisms with the proposed introduction of operator capping. This

734

Post-UT1 agreements refer to access agreements executed or renewed on or after 30 June 2006.
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could have further implications for the distribution of risk between Aurizon Network and the
holders of specific access agreements.

19.2

Overview

19.2.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's take-or-pay mechanism seeks to achieve two objectives:735
First, it provides some protection to Aurizon Network’s revenue steam where an access holder
does not rail its contracted services (unless this is due to an Aurizon Network Cause). Second, it
makes users accountable for their capacity entitlements and discourages capacity hoarding,
which can unfairly disadvantage other access seekers or holders.

Aurizon Network said that the lack of capping provisions in UT1 access agreements736 resulted
in greater take-or-pay costs and risks for UT1 access holders compared with post-UT1 access
holders.737 Aurizon Network proposed the following special arrangements for still existing UT1
access agreements for the purpose of calculating take-or-pay charges:
 Exclude any volumes for train services where Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal (WICET) is
a destination.
 Where an access holder has a UT1 access agreement and a post-UT1 access agreement for a
specific origin–destination pair, then any Aurizon Network Cause paths would be allocated
to the UT1 agreement before other agreements.
Consistent with previous access undertakings738, Aurizon Network proposed for the 2014 DAU a
take-or-pay trigger test to determine whether take-or-pay charges will be levied. Take-or-pay
obligations would be activated if the total gtk for all coal-carrying train services operated that
are subject to a particular reference tariff are less than:
 100 per cent of forecast gtk for that particular reference tariff, minus
 gtk not provided due to an Aurizon Network Cause.739
This take-or-pay trigger test is consistent with the 2010 AU.740
The proposed 2014 DAU take-or-pay arrangements include a wider range of capping
mechanisms with the proposed introduction of operator capping. The proposed 2014 DAU now
includes three levels of capping—mine capping, applied first; then operator capping; and finally
tariff capping.
The 2014 DAU's mine and operator capping provisions allow an access holder to offset revenue
over-recoveries from over-railings in one access agreement against take-or-pay liabilities
associated with under-railings in another access agreement. Tariff capping reduces take-or-pay
liabilities for users to the allowable revenue that Aurizon Network is allowed to earn for that
particular tariff.

735

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 263.
UT1 agreements refer to access agreements executed or renewed prior to 30 June 2006.
737
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 265–267.
738
For example, 2010 AU, Schedule F, Part B, clause 2.2.4.
739
2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(g).
740
2010 AU, Schedule F, Part B, clause 2.2.4.
736
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Scope of assessment
This chapter deals with the key issues we have identified in relation to Aurizon Network's
approach to take-or-pay arrangements. Our final decisions in this chapter have considered the
application of section 138(2) of the QCA Act as set out in section 15.2 of this final decision.
As outlined in Chapter 15, we believe that many of Aurizon Network's proposed changes for
tariffs in the 2014 DAU will make pricing arrangements even more complex, with the impact of
changes across different users being unclear.
We recognise there are various take-or-pay vintages depending on when particular access
agreements were executed. This introduces a number of potential inequities across different
access holders that are difficult to resolve while there are still UT1 and UT2 access agreements
in place that provide take-or-pay arrangements as per the access agreement rather than the
access undertaking currently in force.
We consider there are benefits to Aurizon Network developing proposals to streamline the
pricing arrangements for UT5, including considering opportunities for the simplification and
harmonisation of take-or-pay arrangements.
For this reason, we have been careful, in developing our final decision for the 2014 DAU, not to
introduce changes that further impact on the distribution of take-or-pay risk between users.
We consider that while the existing pricing structures and take-or-pay arrangements should be
simplified, this should occur as part of a broader review of prices and tariffs by Aurizon Network
during the UT5 process.

19.3

Take-or-pay capping provisions

19.3.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU provides three levels of capping—mine, operator tariff
capping (see the table below).741
Table 48 Aurizon Network's proposed capping provisions
Capping
Mine
capping

Description
Take-or-pay offsets between access agreements with the same origin–
destination pair (regardless of who the access holder is).

Schedule F Clause
2.4(l)

Applies to UT3 and UT4 access agreements.
Operator
capping

Take-or-pay offsets between an operator's:

2.4(m)–(n)

 own access agreements or
 train operations agreements related to relevant end user access
agreements (under the alternative-form access agreements).
Take-or-pay offsets between access agreements held by end users through
access holder access agreements.
Applies to UT3 and UT4 access agreements.

Tariff
capping

Take-or-pay reductions for access holders where total actual revenue
exceeds the allowable revenue for a particular system reference tariff
Applies to post-UT1 access agreements.

Source: Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU, Schedule F, clauses 2.4(l)–(q)

741

2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(l)–(q).
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Mine capping

Aurizon Network said its mine capping provision is intended to provide flexibility to all access
holders (and, where relevant, their customers) to offset revenue over-recoveries in one access
agreement against take-or-pay liabilities of another access agreement with the same origin–
destination pair.742 A simple example of mine capping under Aurizon Network's proposed 2014
DAU is provided in the box below.

Box 2: Example of mine capping
An end user (or its operator) has two access agreements for Mine A to Port B, and each
agreement has 100 train paths. If, for some reason, an end user elected to use a 90:110 path
allocation rather than a 100:100 allocation, the end user can reduce take-or-pay liabilities in
the first agreement by the extent of revenue over-recovery in the other agreement.
Aurizon Network said mine capping was introduced in UT3 to allow an end user who contracted
via more than one operator (i.e. through a standard operator access agreement) to not be
disadvantaged, compared with an end user who contracted directly with Aurizon Network (i.e.
through an end user agreement).743 However, Aurizon Network considered the mine capping
provision in the 2010 AU744 was unclear. Aurizon Network said that to address this the 2014
DAU has sought to retain the same intent as the 2010 AU but amend the relevant provision to
improve interpretation.745
Asciano and the QRC submitted that the mine capping arrangements could be extended to all of
an end user's mine–port combinations in a system. The QRC provided drafting for
consideration.746
Operator capping

Aurizon Network proposed a new operator capping arrangement to provide further take-or-pay
offsets.747 Operator capping allows operators to nominate a group of TSEs for which take-orpay offsets can be applied. The TSEs need not relate to the same origin–destination pair but
must have access charges set by reference to the same reference tariff.748
A simple example of operator capping under Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU is provided
in the box below.

742

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 270.
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 270.
744
2010 AU, Schedule F, Part B, clause 2.2.5.
745
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 272.
746
Asciano, 2013 DAU, sub. 43: 56–57; QRC, 2013 DAU, sub. 46: 92.
747
2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(m)–(n).
748
For example, for a coal system with a system reference tariff and no expansion tariffs, the TSEs grouped for
operator capping purposes should relate to the same coal system.
743
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Box 3: Example of operator capping
An operator could nominate its Company A and Company B mine–port combinations (in the
Goonyella coal system) into a take-or-pay grouping for operator capping purposes. This
approach749 would allow revenue over-recoveries in Company A's mine–port combinations to
be offset against take-or-pay liabilities of Company B's mine–port combinations.
The operator capping arrangements would only apply to access agreements negotiated (or
renewed) under UT3 and UT4 provisions.750
Aurizon Network said operator capping would create efficiency benefits by providing operators
with a higher degree of flexibility in managing take-or-pay risks for their customers.751 Aurizon
Network said operator capping:
... recognises that operators will distribute the revenue recovered from train services in excess of
Train Service Entitlements commensurate with the commercial arrangements reflected in the
haulage agreements. The operator may also nominate multiple groupings, which would allow it
to provide a broader diversification benefit to coal producers with more than one mine or where
the operator’s customers are able to collectively agree how such diversification benefits should
be allocated.752

The 2014 DAU also proposed that operators would have up to 31 May in the particular contract
year to nominate their take-or-pay groupings for operator capping.
In its November 2013 response submission to stakeholders, Aurizon Network acknowledged
stakeholder concerns that operator capping would favour larger operators over operators with
a smaller customer base which could create a barrier to entry and discourage investment.753
However, Aurizon Network said the primary benefit of operator capping is associated with mine
production variability, not operator scale. Aurizon Network said an operator may be
incentivised to keep the number of access agreements nominated in a take-or-pay grouping
small, because:
... the excess revenue collected from a particular haul that has over-railed is distributed over a
smaller number of mines, which will be seen as more valuable.754

Aurizon Network agreed with stakeholders that having short-term capacity transfers would be
beneficial for managing variations of TSE usage and surge capacity, and, in turn, mitigate takeor-pay liabilities.755 Aurizon Network said one way to effect this was through the system rules,
which would require access holders to nominate any temporary capacity swaps as part of the
weekly train ordering process. However, Aurizon Network said such a mechanism could only be
endorsed if no existing access holders are made worse off from these proposed
arrangements.756

749

This would not extend to end users that only contract under the access holder access agreement. Those end
users would only be able to group their access agreements across their own mines and ports, and could not
benefit from using their operator(s)' groupings of access agreements.
750
2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(n).
751
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 270.
752
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 271.
753
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 29.
754
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 30.
755
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 28.
756
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 29.
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Tariff capping

Aurizon Network's proposed tariff capping provisions have remained largely unchanged from
the system capping provisions in the 2010 AU. The change in terminology to 'tariff capping'
reflects the introduction of the expansion tariff concept, with these capping provisions applying
at the reference tariff level (i.e. individual system reference tariff or expansion tariff) rather
than the system level only.

19.3.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
Our initial draft decision was to approve Aurizon Network's proposed mine and tariff capping
provisions, and to refuse to approve the operator capping provisions. We considered it
appropriate that amendments be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU to remove the operator
capping provisions.
Specifically, our initial draft decision 18.1 was as follows:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed take‐or‐pay capping
provisions in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU. We would approve these provisions with amendments,
to:
(a)

provide greater clarity (without changing the intent)

(b)

remove Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping arrangements.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 18.3 of the initial draft decision. We also
set out a summary of the analysis in our initial draft decision below.
Mine capping

The 2010 AU already allows mine capping.757 However, the mine capping provision in the 2010
AU is based on the number of train services being run across the relevant access agreements
rather than on the associated revenue liabilities.
A simple comparison example of the mine capping approach under the 2010 AU and Aurizon
Network's proposed 2014 DAU is provided the box below.

Box 4: Example of mine capping, 2010 AU and 2014 DAU
An end user (or its operator) has two access agreements for Mine A to Port B, and each
agreement has 100 train paths. If, for some reason, the end user elected to use a 90:110
path allocation rather than a 100:100 allocation, the take-or-pay liability would apply as
follows:
 2010 AU provisions would allow the end user to eliminate its overall take-or pay liability
by using a 90:110 path allocation, even if the revenue over-recovery for the second access
agreement is lower than the take-or-pay liability for the first agreement. In this scenario,
other access holders would be worse off because Aurizon Network can recoup this
difference through the revenue cap arrangements.
 2014 DAU provisions would allow the end user to still use a 90:110 path allocation but
reduce its overall take-or-pay liability by only the extent of the revenue over-recovery.
Our initial draft decision accepted Aurizon Network's proposed clarification for mine capping on
the basis that mine capping arrangements for take-or-pay are not intended to provide a

757

2010 AU, Schedule F, clause 2.2.5.
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mechanism for an access holder to adjust its contractual obligations; that is, to favour one
agreement over another if there are better terms. Allowing such an arrangement would
potentially increase the revenue to be recovered from other users under the revenue cap.
Additionally, we proposed an amendment to improve the clarity and consistency of the mine
capping provision. In particular, there appeared to be some inconsistency in the treatment of
additional revenue to reduce the take-or-pay liability across multiple other access agreements
between subclauses 2.4(l)(iii) and (v) in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's DAU. Our revised
drafting reflected that if there is more than one other agreement, the additional revenue should
be pro-rated across all other applicable agreements (subclause 3.3(j)(iii) of our amended
Schedule F).
We considered that our position on mine capping was consistent with the interests of access
seekers and holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) and recognised Aurizon Network's
legitimate business interests, since Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that reflects its
efficient costs or reasonable rate of return would not be adversely affected (s. 138(2)(b) and (g)
of the QCA Act).
We did not accept the suggestion by Asciano and the QRC that mine capping should be
extended to other origin–destination pairs under the ownership of the same end user. We
considered that a capacity trading mechanism is likely to achieve the same outcome of enabling
users to manage take-or-pay liabilities and promotes better use of existing capacity.
Operator capping

We considered concerns of stakeholders (including the QRC758) that operator capping could
favour a large, related-party access provider (i.e. Aurizon Holdings) over smaller operators (i.e.
Pacific National and BMA Rail). We understood the concern that operator capping would allow
Aurizon Holdings to provide better offerings to end users because of the greater scope to
manage take-or-pay liabilities, which could translate into less incentive for end users to select
smaller operators to discharge their access rights.
We were not convinced that operator capping as proposed in the 2014 DAU would not unfairly
differentiate between access seekers or users in a material way (s. 168C(1) of the QCA Act) or
act as a barrier to promoting effective above-rail competition (s. 138(2)(a) of the QCA Act).
More generally, we considered that stakeholders overall were concerned that operator capping
appeared to be a partial response to the broader issue of how to better manage available
capacity in the supply chain. We shared this view and considered that a capacity trading
mechanism provides a more appropriate mechanism to both allow users to efficiently manage
take-or-pay liabilities and promote the efficient use of infrastructure (s. 138(2)(a) of the QCA
Act).
Our initial draft decision did not accept Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping
provisions for the reasons outlined above.
Tariff capping

We noted that the tariff capping provisions are largely unchanged from the system capping
provisions in UT2 and UT3. These provisions ensure that take-or-pay charges for post-UT1
access holders are capped to the extent necessary to ensure that Aurizon Network does not
recover more than the allowable revenue in relation to a particular reference tariff.

758

QRC, 2013 DAU, sub. 46: 92.
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We considered that the tariff capping arrangements were consistent with ensuring Aurizon
Network generated revenue for a service that is sufficient to meet the efficient costs of
providing access to the service (ss. 138(2)(g) and 168A(a) of the QCA Act).

19.3.3

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network agreed with our proposed amendments to the mine capping provision.
In terms of our proposed removal of operator capping provisions, Aurizon Network agreed on
the basis that they have subsequently consulted with stakeholders and submitted an alternative
proposal for a capacity swapping mechanism intended to allow access holders and their end
customers to better manage take-or-pay exposures.759

Other stakeholders
The QRC supported our amendments to take-or-pay (cl. 3 of schedule F), including our refusal to
approve Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping arrangements.760

19.3.4

Consolidated draft decision
Given that Aurizon Network accepted our initial draft decision, and no other stakeholders
provided any new information or arguments, our consolidated draft decision was to:
 approve Aurizon Network's proposed mine capping provision, retaining our initial draft
decision amendment to improve the clarity and consistency of this provision
 approve Aurizon Network's proposed tariff capping provisions
 refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping arrangements.
Our reasoning and analysis supporting this decision was already set out in detail in section
18.3.3 of our initial draft decision and was adopted for the purpose of the consolidated draft
decision.
Given our refusal to approve Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping arrangements, we
considered it appropriate that Aurizon Network make the amendments to Schedule F of the
2014 DAU we proposed to remove the operator capping provisions.

19.3.5

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD.761
Asciano and Aurizon Operations both considered that further modifications to take-or-pay
arrangements should be considered by the QCA as part of our final decision.762
Asciano proposed an alternative take-or-pay mechanism that it said would create greater
flexibility in the utilisation of access rights. Asciano said that this alternative mechanism would
allow for excess TSEs from one origin to destination pairing in an access agreement to offset any
underutilised TSEs from a different origin to destination pairing. It said that this approach
would incentivise access holders to work together to maximise system throughput, which in
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 264.
QCR, 2014 DAU, sub. 84: 42.
761
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 253.
762
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 18; Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 9.
760
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turn reduces the take-or-pay liability borne by all users in the system, under the socialised
revenue cap regime. It also noted that this would not disadvantage Aurizon Network as it
would continue to recover the difference between system allowable revenue and total actual
revenue.763
Aurizon Operations said that in response to the complexity of Aurizon Network's operator
capping proposal due to the requirement for the capping formulas to have regard to the
utilisation of access rights across multiple agreements and customers, the capping could still
apply to the aggregate train service entitlements within a single access agreement.764
Aurizon Operations said many of the circumstances which might give rise to an origindestination combination railing above its contracted train service entitlements may not
necessitate the use of a capacity transfer. Transfers will involve a transaction cost which can be
avoided where there is sufficient available capacity. Similarly, the over-railing may be
immaterial and not foreseeable due to the operation of ad hoc services required to manage coal
quality and short term production variability. Therefore, while the transfer framework could be
used to limit take-or-pay liabilities it may not be necessary or desirable to do so.765
Aurizon Operations recommended that the QCA include appropriate modifications to allow for
revenue from the operation of ad hoc train services to be attributed to reducing take-or-pay
liability within an access agreement prior to the calculation of system capping.766

19.3.6

QCA analysis and final decision
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. However, we
remain of the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains appropriate
and the additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed undertaking
contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from
that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We have considered the alternative capping mechanism proposed by Asciano and Aurizon
Operations that applies capping to offset take-or-pay liabilities for different origin to destination
pairs within the same access agreement. However, given the nature of existing take-or-pay
arrangements, we are concerned that this proposed change may have further implications for
the distribution of risk across different users that are difficult to assess. In addition, this
mechanism could favour large operators as they would have greater scope to reduce take-orpay liabilities for their customers.
We note that under this proposed capping mechanism, different end users within a single
access agreement may reduce their combined take-or-pay liability. However, unless it results in
an increase in the overall system throughput, the lower take-or-pay liability for access holders
that are parties to that (single) access agreement will result in higher take-or-pay liabilities for
other access holders under the existing take-or-pay capping arrangements. We do not consider
that relevant stakeholders have demonstrated or evidenced how this proposal would
incentivise end users across all access agreements to work together and increase the overall
system throughput.
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Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 18–19.
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 9.
765
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 9.
766
Aurizon Operations, 2014 DAU, sub. 123: 10.
764
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We consider that an alternative take-or-pay mechanism that may result in distributional
impacts requires full stakeholder consultation. While we consider there are some merits to this
proposal—including a reduction in transaction costs as compared to a capacity transfer—on
balance, we do not consider it appropriate to approve this material change to 2014 DAU takeor-pay arrangements.
In addition, we do not consider that ad hoc train services are treated differently to other train
services for take-or-pay purposes. Mine capping provisions will allow for revenue from the
operation of ad hoc train services to be attributed to reducing take-or-pay liabilities for the
same origin to destination pairing within another access agreement.
Our final decision is to refuse to approve:
 Aurizon Network's proposed mine capping provision, retaining our initial draft decision
amendment to improve the clarity and consistency of this provision
 Aurizon Network's proposed operator capping arrangements.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 19.1
(1)

(2)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed changes to its take-or-pay capping
arrangements, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
improve the clarity and consistency of this provision
(b)

remove the operator capping provisions.

We consider it appropriate to make this decision having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

19.4

Potential inequities between different take-or-pay arrangements
Since 2001 all access undertakings have provided for Aurizon Network to levy take-or-pay
charges; however, the triggers and calculations for these charges have differed.
Take-or-pay arrangements in the standard access agreements executed during the UT1 and UT2
regulatory periods are linked to the respective access undertakings. However, the UT3 standard
access agreements include provisions in Schedule 3 (Part 3) that take-or-pay conditions will be
updated to be consistent with the take-or-pay arrangements in the current access undertaking.
There are a number of differences between 2001 AU (UT1) and post-UT1 access undertakings
(as summarised in table below).
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Table 49 Take-or-pay arrangements across different access undertakings
Element
Take-or-pay triggera

Post-UT1b

UT1
Annual component:

Annual component:

 100% of system forecast gtk less Aurizon
Network Cause gtk

 100% of system forecast gtk less
Aurizon Network Cause gtk

Variable component:
 90% of access holder's contracted gtk
less Aurizon Network Cause gtk and
 for last 3 months the actual (mine-level)
volume is less than or equal to 90% of
contract volume less Aurizon Network
Cause gtk.
Applicable tariff
components

 30% AT3

 100% AT2

 30% AT4

 100% AT3
 100% AT4

Take-or-pay volumes

Applicable to shortfall against 100% of
contract volume for annual component, and
shortfall against 90% of contracted volume
for variable component.

Applicable to shortfall against 100%
of contract volume

Capping provisions

None

 Tariff capping
 Mine capping and proposed
operator capping for post-UT2

a Under Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU, this trigger only applies to system reference tariffs and not to
expansion tariffs. b Note that take-or-pay arrangements for UT2 access holders are fixed to the provisions in
the access undertaking in force at the time that the relevant access agreement was entered into. In contrast,
take-or-pay arrangements for post-UT2 access holders can vary over time in line with the access undertaking in
force.

19.4.1

Aurizon Network's proposal
Aurizon Network said that the lack of capping provisions in UT1 access agreements resulted in
greater take-or-pay costs and risks for UT1 as compared with post-UT1 access holders.767
Aurizon Network proposed a number of special arrangements for UT1 access arrangements for
the purpose of calculating take-or-pay charges:
(a)

Exclude any volumes for train services where Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal
(WICET) is a destination.

(b)

Where an access holder has a UT1 and post-UT1 access agreement for a specific origindestination pair, then any Aurizon Network Cause paths would be allocated to the UT1
agreement before other agreements.

Exclude WICET volumes for UT1 take-or-pay calculations
In producing the system forecast gtk for the Blackwater coal system from financial year 2015–
16, Aurizon Network must prepare a forecast of the use of the three ports serving the system
(i.e. RG Tanna, Barney Point Coal Terminal and WICET).
Aurizon Network said that RG Tanna and Barney Point traffics should be based on expected use,
while WICET traffic should be based on 90 per cent of contracted tonnages through that
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Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 265–267.
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terminal.768 Aurizon Network said the 90 per cent forecast relating to WICET is higher than its
expected use, and take-or-pay charges would definitely arise in the Blackwater system since its
forecast has overall been set higher than the expected use.769
Aurizon Network proposed that system gtks under UT1 would not include any gtks for train
services where WICET is a destination.770 Aurizon Network reasoned that if this exclusion was
not in place, the likelihood of UT1 access holders paying take-or-pay charges would be
significantly higher than that of UT2 to UT4 access holders, especially since the UT1 take-or-pay
calculation does not benefit from any capping arrangements.771
In particular, Aurizon Network said:
Assuming that system forecasts are informed by current market conditions (that is, the likelihood
that users will under-rail relative to contract), on the balance of probabilities take or pay liability
is disproportionately allocated to UT1 access agreements.772

Allocation of Aurizon Network Cause paths
Aurizon Network also proposed that where an access holder has a UT1 access agreement and a
post-UT1 access agreement for a specific origin–destination pair, any Aurizon Network Cause
paths would be allocated to the UT1 agreement before other agreements.773
Other options for addressing differences in take-or-pay risk
Aurizon Network also sought stakeholder views on alternative ways to address what it
considered to be the material imbalance between take-or-pay risks for UT1 and post-UT1 access
holders. One of these suggestions was to:
Cap UT1 to the extent necessary to achieve [system allowable revenue], noting that this still
exposes a UT1 access holder to more risk than a post-UT1 access holder, as capping would only
occur where take-or-pay is not payable under a post-UT1 access agreement. 774

Aurizon Network said it recognised that an unintended consequence of the AT2 proposal is that,
relative to UT3, an access holder’s exposure to UT1 take-or-pay charges will be lower relative to
other access holders.775 However, Aurizon Network considered that any effect is insignificant
and likely negligible in the future, as most UT1 access agreements will expire during the UT4
period.776

19.4.2

Summary of our initial draft decision
In our initial draft decision we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed changes that
seek to provide special arrangements for UT1 access arrangements for the purpose of
calculating take-or-pay charges. We were not convinced of the need to provide separate takeor-pay arrangements for holders of UT1 access agreements and did not consider this

768

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 269.
Aurizon Network said this volume measure was used due to the materiality of the capital investment and
the preference of stakeholders to not assume incremental costs or risks for expansions.
770
2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(b)(i)(A).
771
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 269.
772
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 267.
773
2014 DAU, Schedule F, clause 2.4(e)(ii).
774
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 268.
775
This may occur since UT1 take-or-pay charges are calculated with reference to AT3 and AT4 reference tariff
components only, while post-UT1 take-or-pay charges also include the AT2 reference tariff component (for
which Aurizon Network proposed significant increases in some coal systems in its 2014 DAU submission).
776
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 81.
769
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appropriate in terms of the statutory factors in section 138(2) of the QCA Act. Further, we
noted the QRC's comment that these access holders can transit to the current access
agreements at any time.777
Specifically, our initial draft decision 18.2 was as follows:
Our Draft Decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed take‐or‐pay arrangements
for UT1 access holders in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU. We would approve these provisions with
amendments, to:
(a)

remove the exclusion of WICET gtks from the take‐or‐pay trigger test for UT1 access
holders

(b)

remove Aurizon Network's provision to shift Aurizon Network Cause paths from a
post‐UT1 agreement to a UT1 agreement regarding a particular origin–destination pair.

Our full analysis and reasoning is contained in section 18.4 of the initial draft decision. We also
set out a summary of the analysis in our initial draft decision below.
In our initial draft decision we considered that Aurizon Network's proposal to provide special
take-or-pay arrangements for UT1 access holders will reduce the likelihood of a take-or-pay
event for UT1 access holders. Given the tariff capping provisions in place for post-UT1 access
holders, Aurizon Network's proposal is likely to have the effect of shifting UT1 take-or-pay
liabilities to post-UT1 access holders. Effectively, post-UT1 access holders could be subsidising
UT1 take-or-pay obligations.
We also considered that this proposal appears to provide an advantage to UT1 access holders as
reduced take-or-pay liabilities from these mechanisms may enable UT1 access holders to offer
more competitive above-rail contracts to their customers. This is not consistent with the object
of Part 5 of the QCA Act, which provides that upstream and downstream competition is an
important factor in our considerations.
In addition, to the extent that a related party to Aurizon Network is a UT1 access holder, we
considered that these proposals appear to provide terms and conditions that are more
favourable for a related-party operator relative to a third party operator (ss. 138(2)(g) and
168A(c) of the QCA Act). Aurizon Network has an obligation under the QCA Act not to offer a
related party more favourable fees, tariffs or other payments compared with that provided to
other access seekers/holders (s. 104(1)–(3) of the QCA Act).
Therefore, in our initial draft decision we refused to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
changes that seek to provide special arrangements for UT1 access arrangements for the
purpose of calculating take-or-pay charges.
Future options for UT5 for addressing inequities between access holders
In our initial draft decision we considered options to address the different take-or-pay costs and
risks for UT1 and post–UT1 access holders that could be applied for the next undertaking. We
outlined a possible approach under which UT1 access holders would have separate pricing
arrangements from post-UT1 access holders. This approach would separate the allowable
revenues and reference tariffs between UT1 and post-UT1 access holders.
We considered this approach would benefit both UT1 and post-UT1 access holders given takeor-pay costs and risks are contained to groups with the same take-or-pay arrangement.
Consequently, inequities between the different take-or-pay arrangements should be eliminated.
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QRC, 2013 DAU, sub. 46: 89.
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We considered there is merit in reviewing the future structure of reference tariffs and the role
of take-or-pay. Our longer-term objective is to harmonise take-or-pay arrangements for all
access holders because we consider this is necessary to achieve the efficient use of and
investment in infrastructure. This will remove potential inequities between different access
holders depending on the vintage of their access agreement. In addition, removal of the takeor-pay trigger test will provide stronger signalling of the holding cost of capacity and provide
greater accountability of contract volumes held by different users.
We sought stakeholders' comments on whether this approach for UT5 may be appropriate as an
interim measure to align take-or-pay costs and risks across all access holders and remove
possible incentives for access holders to remain on a UT1 access agreement.

19.4.3

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network's comments on our initial draft decision are summarised in the table below.
Table 50 Aurizon Network's comments—take-or-pay across access undertakings
Issue
Exclusion of WICET gtks from the UT1
take-or-pay trigger test

Aurizon Network's comment
Aurizon Network noted that in their December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal they used a forecast for WIRP train services lower than
the proposed 90 per cent of contract in the 2014 DAU. As a result,
they noted that the cross-subsidisation for UT1 access holders
would now be proportionately less than under its 2014 DAU
proposal.
Aurizon Network said they are therefore, prepared to agree with
our initial draft decision if we approve their December 2014 pricing
proposal for WIRP.778

Provisions to allocate Aurizon Network
Cause paths to UT1 access holders first

Aurizon Network disagreed with our proposal.
Aurizon Network said they are willing to propose drafting in the
Standard Access Agreements to ensure alignment of the
consumption of TSEs and the allocation of Aurizon Network Cause
for all access holders in circumstances where the access holder and
origin-destination pair are the same.
Aurizon Network requested that if the QCA rejects their alternative
proposal, then for the purposes of ensuring compliance with the
'entitled to earn' requirements for take-or-pay set out in Schedule
F, the QCA should set out:
 how Aurizon Network should allocate TSE consumption
between UT1, UT2 and UT3 and UT4 Access Agreements for
access holders with multiple access agreements for the same
origin-destination pair
 how Aurizon Network Cause should be allocated for access
holders with multiple access agreements for the same origindestination pair.779

Other stakeholders
Other stakeholders did not provide comments on the issue of inequities between different takeor-pay arrangements.

778
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 264.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 265–266.
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Consolidated draft decision
Our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed changes
(that seek to provide special arrangements for UT1 access arrangements for the purpose of
calculating take-or-pay charges) for the reasons outlined below.
Removal of the exclusion of WICET gtks from the UT1 take-or-pay trigger
Aurizon Network said they were prepared to accept the removal of the clause related to WICET,
if we accepted their December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal in which they proposed to use a
forecast that was lower than 90 per cent contract tonnages for WICET users.780
In our WIRP draft decision, we used forecast tonnages for WIRP train services which are
different from those proposed by Aurizon Network. Our forecasts of WIRP train services were
based on expected railings over the remainder of UT4, and are also lower than 90 per cent of
contract tonnages for WIRP train services. We considered that our WIRP forecasts based on
expected railings will not increase the likelihood of triggering take-or-pay liability for Blackwater
system users and, as a result, did not consider this proposed clause remained relevant.
Moreover, we noted that UT1 access holders can transit to current agreements at any time.
Consequently, our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposal. We considered that our consolidated draft decision is consistent with the object of
Part 5 of the QCA Act, which provides that upstream and downstream competition is an
important factor in our considerations.
Removal of provisions to allocate Aurizon Network Cause paths to UT1 access holders first
We considered allocation of Aurizon Network Cause to UT1 access holders first is inappropriate,
as it appeared to provide an advantage to UT1 access holders relative to other access holders.
We agreed with Aurizon Network's alternative proposal that allocation of Aurizon Network
Cause for all access holders in the circumstances where the access holder and origin–
destination pair are the same, is aligned with the consumption of TSEs.
We considered the inclusion of this in the undertaking, rather than in the Standard Access
Agreement, appropriate as it reduces uncertainty to all access holders. Our proposed drafting
reflected this.

19.4.5

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Aurizon Network agreed with our CDD, subject to an amendment related to the allocation of
Aurizon Network Cause.781
Removal of provisions to allocate Aurizon Network Cause paths to UT1 access holders first
Specifically, Aurizon Network said its proposed drafting in response to our CDD would better
reflect our proposal that the allocation of Aurizon Network Cause where an access holder has
more than one access agreement for the same origin to destination pairing should be aligned
with the consumption of TSEs.
Aurizon Network said its alternative drafting would result in Aurizon Network Cause being
allocated between the different access agreements based on the order in which each access
agreement was executed, unless the relevant access holder has nominated a different order, in

780
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 264.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 253.
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which case that order will be applied.782 Aurizon Network said its proposal is functional and
allows an access holder to unilaterally adopt a different approach should they choose.783
Addressing inequities between access holders
In our initial draft decision, we noted our longer-term objective to harmonise take-or-pay
arrangements for all access holders.
In its response to our CDD, Asciano noted that different access agreements have different takeor-pay obligations, which may result in UT1 take-or-pay being socialised across access holders
with later access agreements. They said that this difference needs to be addressed at some
point in the future.784
The QRC was also concerned that clause 7.3(h) of our CDD amended DAU appears to provide an
evergreen right to the terms of existing access agreements. The QRC said that providing a
renewal right on the same terms as the existing agreement will perpetuate issues such as
existing 'generations' of take-or-pay.

19.4.6

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed 2014 DAU changes to
provide special arrangements for UT1 access arrangements for the purpose of calculating takeor-pay charges.
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD. We remain of
the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD is appropriate and as a result, our
analysis, reasoning and decision remains unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis
above.
However, we agree with Aurizon Network that a minor refinement to our proposed drafting is
appropriate. Our final decision accepts Aurizon Network's proposed drafting of subclause
3.3(e)(ii) in the CDD amended DAU on the basis that it allows Aurizon Network Cause to be
allocated according to TSE consumption by contract nominated by access holders, if the access
holder has chosen to nominate a specific order of consumption. If the access holder has not
nominated TSE consumption by contract, then Aurizon Network Cause will be allocated on the
same basis as TSE consumption (i.e. by timing of execution of respective access agreements).
As outlined in our initial draft decision, our longer-term objective is to harmonise take-or-pay
arrangements for all access holders because we consider this is necessary to achieve the
efficient use of and investment in infrastructure. Harmonisation will remove potential inequities
between different access holders depending on the vintage of their access agreement.
However, to achieve this requires extensive consultation with all stakeholders.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.
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Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 13.
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 13.
784
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 8.
783
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Final decision 19.2
(1)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed changes to its take-or-pay capping
arrangements, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.

(2)

The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to remove:
(a)

the exclusion of WICET gtks from the take-or-pay trigger test for UT1 access
holders

(b)

the provision to shift Aurizon Network Cause paths from a post-UT1
agreement to a UT1 agreement regarding a particular origin–destination pair.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.

19.5

Other specific drafting

19.5.1

Summary of the initial draft decision
In addition to the issues discussed above, we also proposed specific amendments to the
drafting for take-or-pay arrangements contained in Schedule F of the 2014 DAU. We considered
these proposed amendments would provide additional clarity and certainty to take-or-pay
arrangements, particularly given the high level of drafting complexity of the arrangements and
the risk of misunderstandings and interpretative disputes.
Treatment of the capacity multiplier
We removed subclause 2.4(h)(i) in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU as we were
concerned this clause could reduce transparency and potentially provide Aurizon Network with
greater discretion by, in certain circumstances, basing take-or-pay calculations on terms only
included in access agreements.
Clarification of terminology
We proposed new drafting on the application of historical take-or-pay arrangements (subclause
3.2 of Schedule F of our proposed 2014 DAU) to improve clarity without changing the intent.
This included the use of terminologies like 'new' and 'old' access to provide clarity when
referring to specific access agreements nominated by access holders having more than one
access agreements.

19.5.2

Stakeholders' comments on the initial draft decision
Aurizon Network
Aurizon Network's comments on our initial draft decision are summarised in the table below.
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Table 51 Aurizon Network's comments—other specific drafting
Issue

Aurizon Network's comment

Treatment of the capacity
multiplier

Aurizon Network said they are prepared to accept the drafting 785 on
the condition that we confirm that the AT2 component of take-or-pay
includes the capacity multiplier where applicable. Otherwise, the
provision should be retained.786

Clarification of terminology

Aurizon Network were concerned that the clarification of terminology
we applied in our proposed drafting of Schedule F may have
inadvertently changed the intent. Aurizon Network said the use of the
defined terms 'New Access Agreement' and 'Old Access Agreement' for
example, should be reviewed. Aurizon Network said they are willing to
discuss with us about alternative drafting to overcome this concern.787

Other stakeholders
Other stakeholders did not provide comments on the specific drafting outlined in this section.

19.5.3

Consolidated draft decision
Our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposal for the
reasons outlined below.
Treatment of the capacity multiplier
We retained our initial draft decision to remove subclause 2.4(h)(i) in Schedule F of Aurizon
Network's 2014 DAU.
Consistent with our initial draft decision, we removed subclause 2.4(h)(i) in Schedule F of
Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU as we were concerned this clause could reduce transparency and
potentially provide Aurizon Network with greater discretion. We considered that calculating the
take-or-pay arrangements 'in a manner consistent' with the relevant TSE (as proposed in
subclause 2.4(h)(i)(B)) appeared to provide Aurizon Network with undue discretion within the
calculation process thereby reducing certainty for access seekers and holders.
In addition, we considered that subclause 2.4(h)(i) in Schedule F is not required in terms of
outlining the application of the capacity multiplier in take-or-pay calculations, as the application
of this multiplier is covered under:
 clause 6.2.2(d) in Part 6 of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU
 clause 6.2.3(c) in Part 6 of our CDD amended DAU
 clause 3.3(d)(iii) in Schedule F of our CDD amended DAU.
Therefore, our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposal
to include this subclause in its 2014 DAU.
Clarification of terminology
The intent of using terminologies like 'new' and 'old' access agreements in our proposed 2014
DAU was to provide clarity when referring to specific access agreements nominated by access
holders having more than one access agreement.

785

Specifically, our proposed removal of clause 2.4(h)(i) of Schedule F of Aurizon Network's proposed 2014
DAU.
786
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 264.
787
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 82: 264.
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Aurizon Network said while Schedule F makes specific mention to 'old' and 'new' access
agreements, our drafting did not include their definitions.
Our updated drafting in the consolidated draft decision addressed Aurizon Network's concerns
where applicable. We noted that a further consultation period had been provided in which
Aurizon Network had an opportunity to discuss with us any alternative drafting if it considered
that our amended drafting still raises concerns.
Therefore, our consolidated draft decision was to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed drafting. We considered it appropriate that the 2014 DAU is amended in the manner
set out in the decision box below.

19.5.4

Stakeholders' comments on the consolidated draft decision
Stakeholders' comments on our CDD are summarised in the table below.
Table 52 Stakeholders' comments - other specific drafting
Issues

19.5.5

Stakeholders' comment

Treatment of the capacity
multiplier

Aurizon Network disagreed with our CDD and said that this clause is
required to ensure that a capacity multiplier can be included in the takeor-pay calculation where it is applicable. They said that this clause is
required to apply the intent of the take-or-pay provisions in clause
6.2.2(c) of the CDD amended DAU and clause 3.3(d)(iii) of Schedule F of
the CDD amended DAU.788

Removal of force majeure from
the definition of Aurizon Network
Cause

The QRC and Asciano disagreed with our removal of force majeure from
the definition of Aurizon Network Cause. The QRC said that its inclusion
ensures access holders who have not been offered its contracted paths
due to a force majeure event would receive relief from take-or-pay, and
Aurizon Network is able to recover the lost revenue through the
revenue cap process.789 Asciano said as force majeure events are
classified as events beyond the reasonable control of the affected party
it would be unfair to have an access holder subject to take-or-pay for
services they could not operate due to a force majeure event. 790

Inclusion of operational
constraints in the definition of
Aurizon Network Cause

Aurizon Network did not support operational constraints being included
in the definition of Aurizon Network Cause.791 Aurizon Network said,
amongst other things, this would effectively allocate a number of rail
operator, environmental and customer imposed risks to Aurizon
Network.792

QCA analysis and final decision
Our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's drafting relating to take-or-pay
arrangements proposed in its 2014 DAU.
Definition of Aurizon Network Cause
We have considered the concerns raised by stakeholders in response to the definition of
Aurizon Network Cause in our CDD and consider our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD
requires some refinement to address those concerns.

788

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 255; Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 129: 13–14.
QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 124: 23.
790
Asciano, 2014 DAU, sub. 126: 17–18.
791
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 108.
792
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 114–115.
789
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We accept Aurizon Network's submission that operational constraints may not be an
appropriate for inclusion in the definition of Aurizon Network Cause.
We also accept submissions from the QRC and Asciano that inclusion of force majeure in the
definition of Aurizon Network Cause ensures access holders who have not been offered its
contracted paths due to a force majeure event, would receive relief from take-or-pay, and that
Aurizon Network is effectively able to recover such revenue through the revenue cap process.
In accepting these amendments, we have also made other amendments to this definition to
clarify its operation. The amendments we require to the definition of Aurizon Network Cause
are set out in the final amended DAU.
Other issues
We have considered the other concerns raised by stakeholders in response to our CDD.
However, we remain of the view that our analysis, reasoning and decision in our CDD remains
appropriate and the additional issues raised do not require further amendment to the proposed
undertaking contained in our CDD. As such, our analysis, reasoning and decision remains
unchanged from that set out in our CDD analysis above.
We consider it appropriate to make this final decision having regard to each of the matters set
out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our analysis above.
The amendments we consider appropriate to be made to Schedule F of the 2014 DAU for it to
be approved are set out in the final amended DAU.

Final decision 19.3
(1)

(2)

After considering Aurizon Network's proposed drafting relating to take-or-pay
arrangements, our final decision is to refuse to approve Aurizon Network's original
proposal.
The way in which we consider it is appropriate that Aurizon Network amend its draft
access undertaking is to:
(a)
remove subclause 2.4(h)(i) in Schedule F of Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU
(b)

amend Aurizon Network's take-or-pay provisions (as presented in our final
amended DAU) to improve the clarity and certainty of take-or-pay
arrangements

(c)

amend the definition of Aurizon Network Cause consistent with the final
amended DAU.

We consider it appropriate to make these decisions having regard to each of the
matters set out in section 138(2) of the QCA Act for the reasons set out in our
analysis above.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF QCA PROPOSED CHANGES TO COST AND VOLUME ASSUMPTIONS
Table 53 Summary of QCA proposed changes to Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU cost and volume assumptions
Item
1.

Issue

Aurizon Network 2014 DAU proposal

QCA final decision

Rationale for QCA proposed change

Volumes
1

Proposed forecast
volumes for pricing
purposes

Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed volume
forecasts are based on expected railings with the
exception of train services associated with GAPE
and WIRP (both of which are set at 90 per cent of
contract volumes).793
In its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal,
Aurizon Network proposed:
 for WIRP train services in Blackwater, to adopt
the mid-case volume forecasts developed by JT
Boyd
 for WIRP train services in Moura, to adopt a
lower forecast than that proposed by JT Boyd,
to reflect discussions with the relevant
customer with deferring their contracted
volume ramp-up.794

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's 2014
DAU proposed volume forecasts. We consider
it appropriate that Aurizon Network use the
actual volumes for 2013–14 and 2014–15796,
and use their revised (February 2016) volume
forecasts at the train service level, with
adjustments to train services from two mines
with material changes in forecast since our
CDD (see section 21.9 of this final decision).
We also propose to adopt updated volume
information including mine-to-port distances
and consists based on Aurizon Network's
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal, and
revised diesel traffic percentages for train
services in Blackwater provided by Aurizon
Network in response to our CDD.797.

In March 2016, Aurizon Network provided us with
its revised volume forecasts for each individual
train service for 2015–16 and 2016–17, consistent
with Table 21.2 in its response to our CDD. These
estimates are consistent with our CDD estimates
at the system and total CQCN level.795

793

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 269.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 32.
795
Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (7 March 2016).
796
For pricing purposes, we have excluded volumes associated with ad hoc train services.
794
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We consider that Aurizon Network's revised
estimates are not materially different from
Energy Economics' October 2015 forecasts for
2015–16 and 2016–17, with WIRP train services
capped to below-rail contract entitlements.
In terms of our adjustment to cap WIRP volumes,
we consider that prices for WIRP train services
should reflect the use of TSEs in WIRP access
agreements, and consider that this negotiated
ramp-up reflects the shifting of tonnages to
WIRP.
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Item
2.

Issue

Appendix A: Summary of QCA proposed changes to cost and volume assumptions

Aurizon Network 2014 DAU proposal

QCA final decision

Rationale for QCA proposed change

Aurizon Network proposed to use a post-tax
revenue model (PTRM) framework that assumed
that all revenue is received at the end of the year.
Aurizon Network proposed using end of year
dollars as the basis of its modelling.

We refuse to approve the use of end-of-year
dollars. We propose to adopt a mid-year
dollars approach by discounting the net
depreciation and return on capital by the posttax nominal (vanilla) WACC for half a year.

We conclude that Aurizon Network's proposal to
change its modelling approach from UT3 to one
which models end-of-year cash flows will result in
a material revenue bias in favour of Aurizon
Network.

MAR estimates
2

Cash flow timing

This outcome is not consistent with our
application of section 138(2) of the QCA Act as
set out in section 29.1 of this final decision, as
well as our analysis in Chapter 2 (Legislative
framework) of this final decision.
3

Working capital
allowance

Aurizon Network has not proposed a working
capital allowance because it is not necessary
under an end-of-year dollars modelling approach.
However Aurizon Network submitted that a return
on inventory is needed as inventory is held for
periods in excess of one month.

797

We propose to adopt a working capital
allowance of 0.3 per cent applied to the sum
of the return on capital, return of capital, less
inflation, and the operating and maintenance
allowance.

We consider the inclusion of a working capital
allowance has regard to the factors in section
138(2) of the QCA Act. This allowance considers
Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests
and is at least enough to meet its efficient costs.

However we do not consider a return of
inventory allowance is appropriate.

We do not consider it appropriate that Aurizon
Network obtains a separate return of inventory
allowance as it would overcompensate Aurizon
Network and it would fail to create the necessary
incentives to promote the object of the Part 5 of
the QCA Act.

4

CPI

Aurizon Network used a forecast CPI of 2.5 per
cent from 2013–14.

We propose to use actual CPI up to and
including 2014–15.

We consider the use of actual CPI is a better
reflection of costs which will minimise the
difference between transitional and approved
revenues.

5

Operating and
maintenance costs

In its revised December 2013 submission, Aurizon
Network proposed operating and maintenance
costs of $1,966.1 million over the UT4 regulatory
period.

Our final decision is to approve operating and
maintenance costs of $1,610.8 million over
the UT4 regulatory period.

Our rationale for our decision to refuse to
approve Aurizon Network's proposed operating
and maintenance costs is outlined in chapters
22–24 of our final decision.

Aurizon Network, response to the QCA in a Request for Information (14 March 2016).
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Aurizon Network 2014 DAU proposal

QCA final decision

Rationale for QCA proposed change

Aurizon Network's 2014 DAU proposed an
opening asset value of $4.90 billion as at 1 July
2013. This was subsequently revised to $4.86
billion following approval of Aurizon Network's
2011–12 capital expenditure (October 2013), RAB
roll-forward (December 2013) and 2012–13 capital
expenditure (May 2014).

Our final decision on Aurizon Network's capital
expenditure for 2008-09 approved $34.9
million of GAPE early works to be rolled
forward until Aurizon Network commissioned
the GAPE project.

We have confirmed that Aurizon Network's initial
submission that formed the basis of our MAR
draft decision excluded GAPE early works capital
expenditure. We have further confirmed that
rolling forward the $34.9 million of GAPE early
works capital expenditure to 2011–12 results in a
value of $44.4 million in 2012–13 and $45.2
million in 2013–14. We have updated the UT3 roll
forward on that basis.

In its revised December 2013 submission, Aurizon
Network proposed a mid-year capital indicator of
$1,119.8 million over the UT4 regulatory period.

Our final decision is to refuse to approve
Aurizon Network's proposed capital indicator.

In response to our request for information
(September 2015) Aurizon Network provided an
updated mid-year capital indicator of $1,136.9
million over the UT4 regulatory period.

As a result, we consider it appropriate that the
opening asset value for UT4 is increased from
$4.86 billion (in our MAR draft decision) to
$4.91 billion, as proposed by Aurizon Network.

For 2013–14, we propose to use the 2013–14
approved capital expenditure claim. We have
deferred the recovery of GAPE RCS capex in
2013–14 and therefore, exclude it from the
calculation of GAPE tariff in the UT4 period.

We consider that Aurizon Network's amended
September 2015 capital indicator is consistent
with our final decision, that the IDC is calculated
using the post-tax nominal vanilla of 7.17 per
cent, and includes the capitalisation of re-railing
costs in 2015–16 and 2016–17. We also consider
these figures to be the most up-to-date.

For 2014–15, we have decided to defer those
material projects excluded from Aurizon
Network's 2014–15 capital expenditure claim
from 2014–15 to 2015–16 in the capital
indicator.

Our deferral of 2014–15 costs (in the capital
indicator) that were excluded from Aurizon
Network's 2014–15 capital expenditure claim
ensures that customer prices better reflect the
service that has been provided in 2014–15.

For 2015–16 and 2016–17, we accept Aurizon
Network's updated capital indicator, as
provided in September 2015, with the
following exceptions:

We consider it appropriate to treat some of the
WIRP capital expenditure as asset renewals that
were reasonably required in the absence of
WIRP.

 We propose to adjust the 2015–16 capital
indicator to reflect our final decision on the
WIRP capital indicator where we consider
$9.2 million of the WIRP capital indicator
are of renewal nature, and should be
reallocated to the Blackwater system
capital indicator.

We also consider it appropriate to defer a portion
of WIRP capital expenditure for pricing purposes
to reflect that some WIRP users will not rail
during the UT4 period.

 We also propose to defer some capital
expenditure associated with WIRP.
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Rationale for QCA proposed change

8

Capital carryover
account

Aurizon Network proposed a capital carryover
based on $30.3 million of the GAPE cost being
allocated to the Newlands system.

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
capital carryover. We propose to adopt a
capital carryover where the capital
expenditure between 2009–10 and 2012–13
reflects approved capital expenditure for
those years, excluding Byerwen_GAPE, NAPE
and Byerwen_NAPE, as cost recovery for these
train services is deferred until railing
commence. The revised carryover account
should also reflect our final decision on pricing
to reallocate $30.3 million of capital
expenditure from the Newlands system to
GAPE and NAPE Deed customers.

We consider that this is consistent with our final
decision on the allocation of GAPE capital costs as
outlined in section 17.4.

9

Depreciation allowance

Aurizon Network proposed the depreciation of
new assets, to commence, in the year after an
asset is commissioned.

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposal to commence regulatory
depreciation the year after an asset is
commissioned. We propose to commence
regulatory depreciation on the first day of the
year of commissioning.

We are of the view that this achieves an
appropriate balancing of the factors set out in
section 138(2) of the QCA Act because it sets a
transparent methodological baseline position.
Our proposal appropriately balances Aurizon
Network's legitimate interests with the interests
of having a transparent methodology.

10

Post-tax nominal
(vanilla) WACC

For the 2014 DAU, Aurizon Network proposed a
range for its WACC of 7.27%–8.18 per cent, with
its preferred point estimate of 8.18 per cent being
the upper bound of the range.

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed post-tax nominal (vanilla) WACC of
8.18 per cent. We propose to set a post-tax
nominal (vanilla) WACC for the 2014 DAU of
7.17 per cent, incorporating:

We have outlined our proposed parameter
estimates in Chapter 28 that result in a post-tax
nominal (vanilla) WACC for Aurizon Network of
7.17 per cent.

3.

(a)

a cost of equity of 8.41 per cent

(b)

a cost of debt of 6.15 per cent

(c)

benchmark gearing of 55 per cent.

Reference tariff assumptions
11

Transitional matters
relating to UT4

As transitional tariffs have been approved for
2013–14 to 2015–16, a 'true-up' process will be
required. Aurizon Network proposed two options:
 smoothing—incorporating the differences
between allowable revenues and actual

Our final decision is to:
 smooth the difference between the 2013–
14 approved allowable and transitional
revenues over the 2014–15, 2015–16 and
2016–17 years
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We consider this to be an appropriate approach
having regard to the factors in section 138(2) of
the QCA Act.
Our proposed approach is consistent with
submissions from Aurizon Network and the QRC
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QCA final decision

revenues received in 2013–14 into the
remaining years of the 2014 DAU regulatory
period (i.e. 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17)

 smooth the difference between the 2014–
15 approved allowable and transitional
revenues, over 2015–16 and 2016–17.

 adjustment charges—after our final approval of
the 2014 DAU.
In response to our CDD, Aurizon Network (and the
QRC) proposed to smooth the difference between
the 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional
revenues over 2015–16 and 2016–17.798

We also propose to reconcile the difference
between the approved allowable and
transitional revenues for 2015–16 via an
adjustment charge.

Rationale for QCA proposed change
on the appropriate transitional arrangements
relating to UT4.
Our proposed approach determines a mechanism
to identify reconciliation payments that will be
made when the UT4 access undertaking takes
effect that will be determined by reference to
events in previous periods. These reconciliation
payments are intended to simulate the effect as if
the 2014 DAU had applied instead of the 2010 AU
over the relevant previous periods.

12

Treatment of January
2013 flood recovery cost

In its 2014 DAU pricing model and its WIRP pricing
model, Aurizon Network proposed to include the
January 2013 flood recovery cost in the revenue
cap applicable to UT4 final tariffs.

The flood costs are included in the final SAR
and reference tariffs for 2014–15 and 2015–16
in Blackwater and Moura.

This approach ensures these flood costs are
accurately accounted for in the final UT4
reconciliation.

13

Calculation of
incremental
maintenance tariff (AT1)

Aurizon Network's proposed AT1 tariff component
for 2013–14 is based on the rate approved (as part
of the 2010 AU) as at 1 July 2009 escalated yearly
by the maintenance cost index (MCI).

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposals relating to the AT1 reference tariff in
the 2014 DAU.

We consider this approach is consistent with our
use of the MCI to escalate maintenance costs in
previous approval processes over the UT3 period
and in this decision.

Aurizon Network also proposed that the AT1 rate
be escalated by forecast annual CPI of 2.5 per cent
each year over the 2014 DAU period.799

We have derived AT1 tariffs for 2013–14 by
escalating the approved 2009–10 AT1 tariff
using the approved actual MCI over the UT3
period.
We propose to escalate the AT1 tariff
component according to the MCI over the
2014 DAU period (see section 17.3).

14

798
799

Calculation of
incremental capacity
tariff component (AT2)

Aurizon Network proposed significant increases in
the AT2 tariff component in the Blackwater,
Goonyella and Newlands systems. Aurizon
Network based the AT2 tariff components on the
cost of the next expansion for each system in

We refuse to approve the proposed AT2 tariff
components. Instead, we propose to escalate
the approved 2012–13 AT2 tariff components
for all coal systems by CPI over the 2014 DAU
period (see section 17.3).

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 267; QRC, 2014 DAU, sub. 124: 24.
Aurizon Network, 2013(i).
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We consider there is insufficient evidence to
suggest that Aurizon Network's proposed AT2
tariff components are set at the most efficient
future expansion. As a result, we are not
persuaded that the proposed AT2 tariff rates are
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QCA final decision

order to provide more effective signals for
incremental capacity costs.800

Rationale for QCA proposed change
consistent with the requirements of section 168A
of the QCA Act.
We consider our proposed amendments are in
the interests of access seekers and holders (s.
138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) as they will
contribute to a relatively stable profile of access
charges which reduces uncertainty.

15

AT2 multiplier

Aurizon Network has included a capacity (diesel)
multiplier, which estimates the incremental
capacity consumption of a diesel train service in
the Blackwater and Goonyella systems.801

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed capacity 'diesel' multiplier. We
propose to remove the diesel multiplier from
our calculations of reference tariffs (see
section 17.3).

As no evidence was provided that operating a
diesel train varied substantially from an electric
train and consumes more network capacity, we
were not persuaded that the proposed multiplier
rates were consistent with the requirements of
sections 138 and 168A of the QCA Act.
We consider that Aurizon Network should be able
to provide evidence of the differing performance
levels in order to justify the retention of the
capacity multiplier.

16

Setting Newlands AT4 to
$0

Aurizon Network proposed to reduce the AT4 rate
for the Newlands system to $0 for all years in the
2014 DAU regulatory period.802 Aurizon Network
said it proposed this measure to offset the
reduction in the distance taper resulting from the
increase in the AT2 tariff component.803

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposal to reduce the Newlands AT4 rate to
$0 for all years in the 2014 DAU regulatory
period.

We consider this aligns with our proposal to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
AT2 tariff components.

17

Contribution to common
costs

Aurizon Network proposed to calculate the
minimum contribution to common costs (CCC) for
existing mines at Minerva, Lake Vermont (to RG
Tanna), Rolleston and Middlemount using a 5 per

We propose to apply the 2010 AU calculation
approach for minimum CCC (i.e. AT2 plus 50
per cent of AT3) (see section 17.3).

We consider this aligns with our proposal to
refuse to approve Aurizon Network's proposed
AT2 tariff components.

800

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 241.
Aurizon Network, 2013(i).
802
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 241–242; Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 81.
803
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 241–242; Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 77: 81.
801
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Rationale for QCA proposed change

cent per annum escalation factor from 2012–13
reference tariffs over the 2014 DAU period.804
Aurizon Network proposed this measure to
address potential adverse implications caused by
its proposed AT2 tariff components.
18

System discounts

Aurizon Network proposed discounted reference
tariffs in place of rebate arrangements for a
number of existing spur line users who have
signed AFDs with Aurizon Network in previous
regulatory periods.805

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed system discount in place of rebate
arrangements (see section 17.3).

Aurizon Network also proposed an arrangement
for discounts to be reverted to rebates in the case
of a single user spur line that subsequently
becomes a multi-user spur line.806

We are unconvinced that the proposed discount
leads to an equivalent outcome to the existing
rebate arrangements. Rebates provide
transparency for refunding the capital charge
associated with contributed assets, and
consistency for single and multi-user spurs.
We consider that a clear and transparent
approach to refunding the capital charge will
assist in achieving an appropriate balance
between the interests of access seekers and
holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) and
Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests
(s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

19

Revenue smoothing for
pricing purposes (nonWIRP train services)

Aurizon Network proposed the application of
revenue smoothing to achieve a balance between
the price path over the regulatory period and the
change in price at the regulatory reset.807

We do not propose to apply revenue or price
smoothing. However, we have adjusted the
profile of revenues associated with WIRP and
assets to reflect the timing of new expected
volumes.

We consider it unnecessary to smooth revenues
across the 2014 DAU period as the variability of
revenues and prices are not akin to a 'price
shock'.

20

Allocation of GAPE
capital costs

Aurizon Network proposed to allocate the
following GAPE capital costs to the GAP system:808

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed GAPE pricing arrangements in the
2014 DAU. We propose to allocate costs as
outlined in Section 17.4.

We consider the proposed approach will assist in
achieving an appropriate balance between the
interests of access seekers and holders (s.
138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) and Aurizon
Network's legitimate business interests (s.

 all costs of the Goonyella Newlands
Connection, as only GAPE customers use this

804

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 231.
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 238.
806
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 2: 236.
807
Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 23.
808
Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21.
805
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infrastructure

Rationale for QCA proposed change
138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

 all costs of the Goonyella system
enhancements, as these enhancements are
only required for the construction of the
Goonyella Newlands Connection
 81 per cent of the costs of the Newlands
system enhancements (based on the
proportion of contract tonnes relating to GAPE,
rather than NAPE, customers).
The remaining 19 per cent of the costs of the
Newlands system enhancements relating to NAPE
customers were allocated to the Newlands
system.
21

Socialisation of NAPE
costs within the
Newlands system

Aurizon Network said the socialisation of NAPE
costs within the Newlands system was justified
as:809

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed socialisation of NAPE costs within
the Newlands system (see section 17.4).

 part of this expenditure would have been
required in the Newlands system in the
absence of the GAPE project

We propose to defer allowable revenues until
railing commences. We also propose to assess
a NAPE reference tariff proposal if railing
commences during the UT4 period. We
consider that any proposal that seeks to
socialise NAPE within the Newlands system
will need to go through stakeholder
consultation, including with existing Newlands
customers.

 existing Newlands users derive a benefit from
the GAPE project.

22

809

Reference tariffs for
Caval Ridge to Hay Point
Services Coal Terminal
(HPSCT)

Aurizon Network did not propose an alternative
reference tariff for Caval Ridge as part of its 2014
DAU submission (cl. 7, Schedule F).
However, the QCA did approve Aurizon Network's
application for a new 2014–15 transitional
reference tariff that provided a discount to the
Goonyella system reference tariff based on 2010

We propose to calculate the reference tariff
for the UT4 regulatory period based on the
reference tariff calculation approach under
2010 AU pricing principles.
We propose to adopt Aurizon Network's
opening RAB for Caval Ridge for the purpose
of calculating private incremental cost and

Aurizon Network, 2013(a): 21.
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We consider these proposed pricing
arrangements appropriately balance the interests
of expanding and existing users (s. 138(2)(e) and
(h) of the QCA Act), and are consistent with the
object of Part 5 of the QCA Act. They will also
achieve an appropriate balance between those
interests and Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA
Act).

We note that at the time of investment, the 2010
AU pricing principles were relevant to inform the
decision to invest, and were appropriate for the
nature of the investment. We also note that our
proposed 2014 DAU pricing principles in this final
decision have largely retained the pricing
methodology within 2010 AU pricing principles
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AU pricing principles.

QCA final decision
(any) applicable discount.

Rationale for QCA proposed change
for new mine-specific spur lines which do not
require an expansion.
Our proposal, as outlined in section 17.5, should
not impact other Goonyella system users in any
material way.
We consider this pricing treatment to be in the
interests of certainty and predictability (s.
138(2)(h)) and the interests of access seekers (s.
138(2)(e)).

23

24

810

Reference tariffs for
Middlemount to
Dalrymple Bay Coal
Terminal (DBCT)

Treatment of electric
investments in the
Rolleston branch line

Aurizon Network did not propose an alternative
reference tariff for Middlemount as part of its
2014 DAU submission (cl. 7, Schedule F).
However, the QCA did approve Aurizon Network's
application for 2013–14 and 2014–15 transitional
reference tariffs that provided a discount to the
Goonyella system reference tariff based on 2010
AU pricing principles.

Aurizon Network proposed a single AT5 electric
access charge for all users of electric train services
in the Blackwater system that includes costs
associated with new investment for electrification
of the Rolleston branch line.810

We propose to continue calculating the
reference tariffs for the UT4 regulatory period
based on the reference tariff calculation
approach under 2010 AU pricing principles.

Since the Middlemount to DBCT train service
commenced operations in November 2011 prior
to the start of the 2014 DAU regulatory period,
we consider that the reference tariffs for this
train service should be calculated based on 2010
AU pricing principles.
We consider that a transparent and consistent
approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN will achieve an appropriate balance
between the interests of access seekers and
holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act) and
Aurizon Network's legitimate business interests.
The proposed approach does not, for example,
adversely affect Aurizon Network's ability to earn
revenue that reflects its efficient costs or
reasonable rate of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of
the QCA Act).

We consider that the AT5 electric tariff for the
Rolleston loading point will need to cover
incremental costs. However, rather than using
Aurizon Network's assumption of 85 per cent
of contract volumes for electric train services
on the Rolleston branch line, we consider it
more appropriate to use forecast volumes

Aurizon Network, 2013 DAU, sub. 3: 158–159.
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We consider that a transparent and consistent
approach to calculating reference tariffs in the
CQCN was in the interests of access seekers and
holders (s. 138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act). This
also recognised Aurizon Network's legitimate
business interests as it did not adversely affect
Aurizon Network's ability to earn revenue that
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QCA final decision
consistent with this final decision.
For those years in which the incremental cost
of the new electric investment results in a
higher tariff than the Blackwater AT5 electric
tariff, users of this new investment will pay a
system premium reflecting their higher
incremental cost. Otherwise, these costs will
be socialised in the Blackwater AT5 tariff.

Rationale for QCA proposed change
reflected its efficient costs and appropriate rate
of return (s. 138(2)(b) and (g) of the QCA Act).

Over the UT4 period, the outcome of this test
is that the Rolleston user will pay a socialised
Blackwater AT5.
25

Allocation of North Coast
line project costs
between WIRP users

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network
allocated this expenditure only to WIRP users
located in Blackwater. However, in its December
2014 proposal it allocated this expenditure to all
WIRP users.811

We accept Aurizon Network's proposed capital
cost allocation approach for WIRP users as
incorporated in its 2014 DAU.

We consider this to be consistent with the
commercial arrangements between Aurizon
Network and WIRP users, reflecting agreement
between Aurizon Network and each WIRP
customer on the incremental capital cost
attributable to the particular customer.

26

Allocation of Blackwater
duplications project
costs to non-WIRP users

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network
allocated one-seventh of Blackwater duplication
costs to existing customers.812

We refuse to approve either of Aurizon
Network's proposed allocations of Blackwater
duplication costs to existing users. Instead, we
have not allocated any of the Blackwater
duplications costs to existing customers.

We do not consider Aurizon Network's proposed
allocations are reasonable given:

By contrast, in its December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal, Aurizon Network proposed to allocate
50 per cent of Blackwater duplication costs to
existing customers.813

27

Allocation of Wiggins

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network

 neither Aurizon Network or WIRP users has
provided any clear evidence to support or
justify either of these allocations
 at the time of the investment decision, we
understand that capacity modelling showed
that Blackwater duplications were only
required in the presence of WIRP train
services.

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's

811

Aurizon Network, 2014(h).
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 3.
813
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 20.
812
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Our proposed allocation reflects the expected use
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Rationale for QCA proposed change

Island balloon loop
between WIRP users

allocated these costs between WIRP users based
on contract gtk at full utilisation.814 Aurizon
Network proposed a similar approach in its
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.815

proposed capital cost allocation. In addition to
the WIRP users, we have also allocated a
portion of the Wiggins Island balloon loop
costs to existing Blackwater train services.

of this infrastructure by existing Blackwater train
services as reflected in WIRP commercial
arrangements.

WIRP capital indicator

Aurizon Network's December 2014 WIRP pricing
proposal provided an updated capital indicator for
WIRP capital costs of $945.3 million, inclusive of
interest during construction (IDC).

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's WIRP
capital indicator. We consider $9.2 million of
the WIRP capital indicator are of renewal
nature, and should be reallocated to the
Blackwater system capital indicator.

We consider it appropriate to treat these works
as asset renewals that were reasonably required
in the absence of WIRP.

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network
allocated system operating costs to WIRP based
on WIRP gtk as a proportion of total system gtk.816

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed allocation of operating cost to WIRP
train services in the 2014 DAU.

In its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal,
Aurizon Network proposed zero incremental
operating costs for WIRP train services.817

We accept Aurizon Network's December 2014
proposal which presented zero incremental
operating costs for WIRP train services.

We are not convinced that Aurizon Network's
2014 DAU proposal to allocate operating and
maintenance costs between new and existing
customers on a gtk basis is consistent with the
concept of incremental costs.

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network
allocated system maintenance costs to WIRP
based on WIRP gtk as a proportion of total system
gtk.818

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
proposed allocation of maintenance cost to
WIRP train services in the 2014 DAU.

WIRP operating costs

WIRP maintenance costs

Aurizon Network 2014 DAU proposal

We accept Aurizon Network's December 2014

814

Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 4.
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 19.
816
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 4.
817
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 22.
818
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 6: 4.
815
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We consider that our proposed cost allocation is
consistent with the notion that users pay a price
reflective of the service they receive. We
considered this promotes efficient infrastructure
investment (ss. 69E and 138(2)(a) of the QCA Act)
and appropriately takes into account the
interests of existing and expanding users (s.
138(2)(e) and (h) of the QCA Act).

We agree with Aurizon Network's proposition in
its December 2014 proposal that incremental
operating costs for WIRP train services should be
immaterial.
We have assessed Aurizon Network's approach to
forming its incremental maintenance estimates
and consider that the estimates are derived on a
consistent basis to the direct maintenance costs
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QCA final decision

Rationale for QCA proposed change

In its December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal,
Aurizon Network significantly reduced its
allocation of maintenance costs to WIRP train
services.819

incremental maintenance costs for WIRP train
services.

in this final decision.

In its 2014 DAU proposal, Aurizon Network
proposed an escalation rate of 5 per cent for the
minimum CCC for WIRP NCL train services.820

We refuse to approve Aurizon Network's
escalation rate of 5 per cent. Instead, we
propose to escalate the minimum CCC by 2.5
per cent.

We consider a CPI escalation rate to be a more
reasonable escalation factor, consistent with our
escalation of many other cost components.

Aurizon Network also adopted this figure in its
December 2014 WIRP pricing proposal.821

819

Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 22.
Aurizon Network, 2013(i).
821
Aurizon Network, 2014(g): 26.
820
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APPENDIX B: REFERENCE TARIFFS & ALLOWABLE REVENUES
Table 54 Blackwater System Reference Tariffs (nominal)a,b
2013–14

2014–15c

2015–16

2016–17

0.86

0.87

0.89

0.92

2,026.44

2,057.08

2,108.51

2,161.22

AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

4.87

6.13

7.10

7.21

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

1.66

2.13

2.47

2.55

AT5 – electric infrastructure ($/'000 egtk)

3.51

3.54

3.54

2.80

Tariff Component
AT1 – incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)
AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
c Includes January 2013 flood recovery costs.

Table 55 Blackwater System Alternative Reference Tariff Components (nominal)a,b,c
Tariff Componentc

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Rollestond
AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

4.87

6.13

7.86

7.21

AT5 – electric infrastructure ($/'000 egtk)

3.51

3.54

3.54

2.80

4.34

5.00

4.93

Stanwell
AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

3.27

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
c These tariff components replace the equivalent reference tariff component in Table 54. d Includes Rolleston train services
to all destinations including WICET.
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Table 56 Blackwater System Allowable Revenues ($'000, nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Allowable Revenue – AT2–4
Allowable revenue before adjustments

232,373

256,208

312,051

345,287

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

13,689

33,067

9,644

(9,464)

--

11,153

40,280

42,031

246,062

300,427

361,976

377,854

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb
Allowable revenue after adjustments

Allowable Revenue – AT5
Allowable revenue before adjustments

77,452

83,337

100,727

83,706

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

(2,915)

15,245

(1,423)

(5,359)

--

1,173

4,323

4,518

74,537

99,755

103,628

82,866

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb
Allowable revenue after adjustments

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. Includes January 2013 flood
recovery costs in 2014–15. b The difference between 2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been
smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional
revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
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Table 57 Goonyella System Reference Tariffs (nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

0.59

0.60

0.62

0.63

1,283.87

1,303.28

1,335.86

1,369.26

AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

4.29

5.33

6.11

5.52

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

0.91

1.11

1.27

1.14

AT5 – electric infrastructure ($/'000 egtk)

2.27

1.87

2.02

2.38

AT1 – incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)
AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

Note: Goonyella customers (excluding Middlemount and Caval Ridge) pay this system reference tariff with no system
premium. Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. The difference
between 2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17.
The difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and
2016–17.

Table 58 Goonyella System Alternative Reference Tariff Components (nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Middlemount
AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

0.95

1.22

2.05

1.44

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

0.26

0.33

0.50

0.37

AT5 – electric infrastructure ($/'000 egtk)

0.78

0.41

0.31

0.67

Caval Ridge
AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

4.29

1.10

2.98

2.40

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

0.91

0.23

0.62

0.49

AT5 – electric infrastructure ($/'000 egtk)

2.27

1.01

1.39

1.75

Note: Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13 and 2013–14 revenue cap adjustments. The difference between 2013–14
approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The difference
between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17. These
tariff components replace the equivalent reference tariff component in Table 57.
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Table 59 Goonyella System Allowable Revenues ($'000, nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Allowable Revenue – AT2–4
Allowable revenue before adjustments

235,728

288,987

269,517

279,412

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

(2,426)

(1,725)

8,204

(22,045)

--

1,448

31,021

32,480

233,302

288,710

308,743

289,847

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb
Allowable revenue after adjustments

Allowable Revenue – AT5
Allowable revenue before adjustments

68,168

73,883

81,041

80,068

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

16,309

(2,523)

(8,378)

8,014

--

10

(298)

(311)

84,477

71,370

72,365

87,771

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb
Allowable revenue after adjustments

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
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Table 60 Moura System Reference Tariffs (nominal)a,b
2013–14

2014–15c

2015–16d

2016–17

1.59

1.62

1.66

1.70

606.99

616.17

631.58

647.37

AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

5.98

9.45

8.39

8.77

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

0.98

1.53

1.33

1.40

Tariff Component
AT1 – incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)
AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
c Includes one-third of January 2013 flood recovery costs. d Includes two-thirds of the January 2013 flood recovery costs.

Table 61 Moura System Alternative Reference Tariffs (nominal)a,b
Tariff Componentc

2013–14

2014–15d

2015–16e

2016–17

–

12.33

--

WIRP_Mouraf
AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

–

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
c These tariff components replace the equivalent reference tariff component in Table 60. d Includes one-third of January
2013 flood recovery costs. e Includes two-thirds of the January 2013 flood recovery costs. f This includes all Moura train
services to WICET.

Table 62 Moura System Allowable Revenues ($'000, nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Allowable Revenue – AT2–4
Allowable revenue before adjustments

31,675

39,297

34,530

35,897

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa,b

(5,092)

2,489

5,580

3,180

--

(1,768)

(2,147)

(2,244)

26,583

40,018

37,963

36,834

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differencec
Allowable revenue after adjustments

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b Includes one-third of
January 2013 flood recovery costs in 2014–15 and two-thirds of the January 2013 flood recovery costs in 2015–16. c The
difference between 2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and
2016–17. The difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16
and 2016–17.

Table 63 WIRP NCL System Reference Tariffs (nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

AT1– incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)

--

--

1.66

1.70

AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

--

--

1,545.44

1,593.83

Note: The customer with the train service from Colton to WICET pays this reference tariff.
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Table 64 Goonyella to Abbot Point (GAP) System Reference Tariffs (nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

1.34

1.36

1.39

1.43

12,598.77

12,789.30

13,109.03

13,436.76

AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

1.70

1.81

1.51

1.36

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

3.99

4.01

3.22

3.42

AT1 – incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)
AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

Note: Includes the impacts of 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. The difference between 2013–14
approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The difference
between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.

Table 65 Goonyella to Abbot Point (GAP) System Allowable Revenues ($'000, nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Allowable Revenue – AT2–4
Allowable revenue before adjustments

103,818

124,325

116,768

133,382

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

--

11,591

–

--

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb

--

(7,464)

(296)

(309)

103,818

128,452

116,473

133,073

Allowable revenue after adjustments

a Includes the impacts of 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between 2013–14
approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The difference
between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
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Table 66 Newlands System Reference Tariffs (nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

1.66

1.69

1.73

1.77

271.39

275.50

282.39

289.45

AT3 – allocative component ($/'000 ntk)

9.26

6.87

6.58

7.82

AT4 – allocative component ($/nt)

1.29

0.92

0.95

1.17

AT1– incremental maintenance ($/'000 gtk)
AT2 – incremental capacity ($/rtp)

Note: Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.

Table 67 Newlands System Allowable Revenues ($'000, nominal)
Tariff Component

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Allowable Revenue – AT2–4
Allowable revenue before adjustments

27,619

30,157

28,080

29,847

Add: Revenue cap adjustmentsa

3,424

(306)

11

(676)

--

(2,459)

(6,933)

(7,245)

31,042

27,392

21,158

21,926

Add: 2013–14 and 2014–15 SAR differenceb
Allowable revenue after adjustments

a Includes the impacts of 2011–12, 2012–13, 2013–14 and 2014–15 revenue cap adjustments. b The difference between
2013–14 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2014–15, 2015–16 and 2016–17. The
difference between 2014–15 approved allowable and transitional revenues has been smoothed over 2015–16 and 2016–17.
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APPENDIX C: ASSESSMENT OF WIRP COST ITEMS PROPOSED FOR ALLOCATION TO EXISTING USERS
Table 68 QCA assessment of individual WIRP cost items proposed for allocation to existing users ($ million, nominal)
Element

WIRP User Group's comment

QCA analysis

Proposed cost

QCA final
decision

7.94

—

4.14

—

Wiggins Island Balloon Loop (WIRP project segment 1)
Provision for Wiggins Island
Balloon Loop (WIBL)
electrification

The WIRP User Group said the WIRP Stage 1 scope clearly sets
out that electrification of the balloon loop is not part of the
agreed scope.822

For the purpose of setting reference tariffs, we do not
consider it appropriate to allocate the costs associated
with WIBL electrification to existing non-WIRP users.

The WIRP User Group said Aurizon Network has excluded
overhead and power supply works costs from the WIRP
project costs.823 However, the WIRP User Group argued that
the provision of the electrified assets had resulted in
additional WIRP project civil works costs that should also have
been excluded from WIRP project costs.824

It is unclear to us how existing non-WIRP users that were
not subject to WIRP commercial arrangements benefit
from the electrification of WIBL given their train services
do not use this infrastructure (as indicated in Aurizon
Network's submission).825 In addition, we consider that
this work was not required in the absence of WIRP.
Given that WIRP users will be operating electric train
services using this infrastructure, we consider that there
are benefits arising from this investment for WIRP users.

Provision for future
unloading loops

The WIRP User Group said that Aurizon Network constructed
local rail formation earthworks for four parallel unloading
stations, although only one station was constructed as part of
WIRP.826

822

Based on the evidence before us, we do not consider it
appropriate to allocate such costs to existing users.
There is evidence that WIRP users agreed to bear the
costs of this provision.827 It is also unclear to us how
existing non-WIRP users that were not subject to WIRP
commercial arrangements benefit from this given that

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 37.
The WIRP project costs are as defined in the WIRP deed, which is a commercial agreement between Aurizon Network and WIRP customers.
824
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 37.
825
Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 109: 15.
826
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 39.
827
Our view is informed by confidential information provided to us.
823
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Proposed cost

QCA final
decision

Based on the evidence before us, we consider it
appropriate to allocate part of the SER upgrade costs to
existing Blackwater users. We accept that there is some
evidence that the equipment was in poor condition prior
to WIRP, hence upgrades will benefit existing users and
would have been required in the absence of WIRP.832

5.87

5.87

We do not consider it appropriate to allocate the rerailing costs in the NCL to existing users. We are not able
to assess this claim due to the lack of information
provided by WIRP users.

1.82

—

15.23

—

WIRP User Group's comment

QCA analysis
their train services do not use this infrastructure.

North Coast Line Upgrades (WIRP project segment 2)
Upgrades to signalling
equipment room (SER)

The WIRP User Group said that modifications to two SERs (at
Mt Larcom and Mt Miller) were required to provide for
functional requirements of the modified track cross-over
arrangement and sectioning structure on the NCL.828
The Independent Engineer's report highlights a large number
of circuit faults resulting in frequent train delays at Mt Larcom
prior to WIRP. The Independent Engineer also advised in
writing that Mt Miller SER was in a similar situation.829
The WIRP User Group said the equipment was in poor
condition prior to the additional WIRP. Arguably, the
replacement of this equipment should have already taken
place as part of Aurizon Network's maintenance program.830
The WIRP User Group proposed to allocate $5.87m to existing
users (calculated based on existing users' proportion of total
system contracted tonnage).831

Re-railing

The WIRP User Group did not provide any information to
substantiate this claim.

Moura East (WIRP project segment 3)
Moura system
enhancements

The WIRP User Group said the works undertaken in Moura
East comprised mainly upgrades and system enhancements,

Based on the evidence before us, we do not consider it
appropriate to allocate these costs to existing Moura

828

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 38.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 38–39.
830
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 39.
831
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 39.
832
Our view is also informed by confidential information redacted from the WIRP users' submission in response to our WIRP draft decision.
829
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WIRP User Group's comment

QCA analysis

and do not provide additional capacity.

users.

The WIRP User Group argued that the costs should be shared
amongst all users given that these upgrades and system
enhancements will benefit all users in the system.833

There is clear evidence that WIRP users agreed to bear
the costs of these upgrades.834 While there could be
benefits to existing Moura users, neither Aurizon
Network nor WIRP users have attempted to estimate the
monetary value of the operational benefits.

Proposed cost

QCA final
decision

2.64

2.64

3.21

—

Blackwater Duplications (WIRP project segment 4)
Cross drainage
enhancement, culvert
strengthening/replacement

The WIRP User Group said the WIRP scope provided for the
design and installation of adequate drainage culverts to the
new formation. However, Aurizon Network took the
opportunity to increase the existing cross drainage capacity
and/or replace old under-strength culverts.835

We consider it appropriate to treat these works as asset
renewal, even though arguably there were also some
elements of system enhancement. However, given the
magnitude of this cost claim, we have not attempted to
disentangle the system enhancement component of this
claim.

The WIRP User Group said that Aurizon Network had agreed
that costs relating to these asset renewal works would not be
allocated to WIRP project costs. Nevertheless, it said that
Aurizon Network:
 for segment 4A, did not allocate the direct works costs (as
well as on-costs) associated with these additional works to
the assets renewal budget (i.e. these costs were retained
within WIRP costs)
 for segment 4B, did allocate the direct works costs (but not
the on-costs) to asset renewal budget.836

Based on the evidence provided in the WIRP users'
submission, we consider that this work includes
renewals work that would have been required in the
absence of WIRP. In addition, these works appear to
provide a benefit to existing users.
Accordingly, we consider it appropriate to allocate the
associated costs (i.e. the sum of direct costs and an
allocation of on-costs) to existing Blackwater users.

The cost estimate for this item includes the direct works costs
associated with this work for segment 4A and an allocation of
on-costs for segments 4A and 4B.
Rail maintenance access
roads

The WIRP User Group said that after the execution of the
WIRP Deed, Aurizon Network updated their access policy. The

833

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 44.
Our view is informed by confidential information provided to us.
835
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 38.
836
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 38.
834
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Element

WIRP User Group's comment

QCA analysis

new policy requires a higher standard for rail maintenance
access roads to be constructed for new tracks.837

Level crossing removals

The WIRP User Group said that at a number of duplicated
bridge locations, additional dumped rock matting has been
extended under the existing rail bridge.839

We do not consider it appropriate to allocate these costs
to existing Blackwater users.

2.24

—

The WIRP User Group said that two existing road level
crossings located in segment 4A were problematic. As part of
WIRP, Aurizon Network built a new bridge and removed these
level crossings.

Based on the evidence provided in the WIRP users'
submission, we consider it appropriate to allocate these
costs to existing Blackwater users.

0.70

0.70

2.11

—

Based on information provided in the WIRP users'
submission, we consider this cost would have not been
incurred in the absence of WIRP train services.

While Aurizon Network has not included the costs of this
bridge in the WIRP costs, the costs of removing the crossings
have been included. 840
Level crossing upgrades

QCA final
decision

With a multi-year project such as WIRP, we consider
contingencies should be anticipated for changes to
standard/policies that may increase the project costs.
While there could be benefits to existing users, our
understanding is that the construction of the RMAR was
largely triggered by WIRP train services.

The WIRP User Group argued that the construction of
improved rail maintenance access roads for WIRP provides
benefits to existing users, and hence part of the costs should
be allocated to them.838
Flood protection
enhancements

Proposed cost

The WIRP User Group said three existing road level crossings
required upgrading within the WIRP 4B project. Aurizon
Network increased the road surface formation width at these
crossings.

We consider there is some evidence that the removal of
these level crossings was not directly caused by WIRP
train services. It is reasonable to expect that they would
have been replaced even in the absence of WIRP.
Based on the evidence provided in the WIRP users'
submission, we do not consider it appropriate to allocate
these costs to existing Blackwater users.

In addition, there were other tie-in works to other connecting
public roads that should not need to be upgraded outside of
the influence zone of the road re-profiling for the duplicated
track.841

837

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 40.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 41.
839
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 42–43.
840
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 43.
841
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 43.
838
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QCA analysis

Proposed cost

QCA final
decision

In a number of locations within segments 4A and 4B it was
noted that fencing was reconstructed on the non-duplicated
track side of the corridor and in some locations where the
existing boundary is unchanged on the duplicated side of the
corridor.842

Based on the evidence provided in the WIRP users'
submission, we do not consider it appropriate to allocate
these costs to existing Blackwater users.

0.17

—

The WIRP User Group said that as part of WIRP scope,
provision was made for the installation of up to 3km of noise
walls to the rail corridor boundaries in the populated
Gracemere area.

No cost has been provided so we are not able to
undertake an assessment of the appropriate allocation
of this cost element.

N/A

—

Element
Existing corridor fencing
reconstruction

Rail noise mitigation

WIRP User Group's comment

We consider there is insufficient evidence that such
costs would have been incurred in the absence of WIRP
train services.

The WIRP User Group argued that 33 per cent increase in rail
traffic volume would not significantly increase the noise
nuisance to the adjoining public residence. Given that, the
costs associated with rail noise mitigation should be classified
as a whole of system enhancement.843

842
843

WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 44.
WIRP Users, 2014 DAU, sub. 107: 44.
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Table 69 Revenue cap implications of the QCA's final decision
CDD
amended
DAU

Aurizon Network description of
QCA proposal

Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

Clause 3.12(f)

All recipients not within Aurizon
Network to enter into a legally
enforceable agreement with
Network

Additional administrative costs on
Aurizon Network, and it will slow
down operations

Clause 3.12(h)

Prior written consent of the owner
of the Confidential Information is
provided for the access or
disclosure to the Recipient for the
nominated purpose

Additional costs associated with
gaining written consent from the
third party for Aurizon Network to
complete daily tasks

Clause 3.14

Confidential Information Register
requirements

Additional IT costs associated with
building a database to interlink with
internal systems to record all
required information, and generate
reports for auditing purposes

Clause 3.15

The QCA requires:
A briefing session – All Aurizon
Group employees whose role
requires access to Confidential
Information (300-400 persons)

High-level
cost
estimation ($)
$120,000 per
annum

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

The amount covers the additional
administrative costs.

We note that this is an additional
process and would incur additional
costs. However, we are unclear as to
whether there would be an
incremental cost or whether the cost
could be absorbed in administration.
We have not therefore included the
additional amount in the MAR.

This is the indicative cost for IT
changes. Given the uncertain
nature of IT project, Aurizon
Network will seek to recover the
efficient costs through Schedule F
if additional costs arise.

We acknowledge that the CI Register
would involve additional IT related
costs. However, we are unable to
verify whether the nominated amount
is efficient.

The amount covers the cost of
the trainer and the travelling
expenses associated with the
briefing sessions.

We consider that the required training
sessions need not be face-to-face and
could be delivered electronically. The
additional cost would therefore be
much less than the $140,000

—

$140,000

A session is understood to be a face
to face session undertaken by a
Ringfencing expert.

$140,000 per
annum
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

proposed.
Detailed Training sessions – High
Risk Personnel (100 persons).

We consider this cost should be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process when
substantiated.

There is a requirement for new
employees in any of the 2
categories to be trained within a
certain timeframe. It would be
required to continuously train
these persons
The QCA expands security measure
to all Aurizon Network premises
and requires accompaniment of
non Aurizon Network staff at all
times.

Additional security costs

Clause 3.18(d)

The QCA requires all personnel
who enter an Aurizon premise
which holds ringfencing
information to be recorded within
a register

This would require resources at all
CQCR sites to record who is entering
their premises at all times. This
would also include all personnel on
all floors not a part of the Aurizon
Group

CDD 6.1

The QCA has broadened the scope
of disputes and allowed any party
to raise a dispute.

This increases the risk of excessive
claims and increase the
administrative costs.

CDD 7.3

Clause 4.8(a)(ii)(D) requires Aurizon
Network to negotiate with multiple
operators and access seekers for
the same access rights before the
end user appoint a rail operator.

Additional administrative costs
associated with multiple concurrent
negotiations.

Clause 3.18

—

Refer to the definition issue of
premise located in CDD Response
Part 4. The requirement will
result in the non-compliance of
Aurizon Network and the cost is
unquantifiable at this stage.
Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We made changes to the drafting to
clarify that this requirement is not
excessively stringent. We do not
consider the additional costs would be
significant.

$10,000

Refer to the definition issue of
premise located in CDD Response
Part 4. The amount covers the
necessary IT upgrades.

We consider this cost should be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process when
substantiated.

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We do not consider this would result
in a material change in costs of
managing disputes.

This estimation assumes 10
concurrent negotiations each
year, and provides allowance for
additional legal fee and
administrative costs associated.
However, this amount excludes

We question how significant those
costs would actually be and whether
they would be absorbed as part of
administration overheads. Additional
costs would need to be substantiated
as part of the revenue cap adjustment

Additional administrative costs with
the stringent requirement.

—

$130,000 per
annum
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

other additional resources that
may be required in the
negotiation.

process.

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We note Aurizon Network’s comment.

The most recent GCEE audit
required significant time to
support. We anticipate slightly
greater time to reflect a broader
scope. Aurizon Network will seek
to recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We note Aurizon Network’s comment.

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to participate in any coal supply
chain group’s master plan, review
capacity options and investigate
operational capacity enhancing
improvement.

This requires additional modelling
and planning resources to operate
across all the relevant supply chain
groups in accessing operation
enhancements, which means
additional administrative costs.

—

The QCA can require an
independent review of the
capacity.

Aurizon Network would have to
support the review through
provision of staff to demonstrate the
model, explain the logic and
undertake scenarios to support the
review

—

CDD 10.4

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to consult with all access holders,
end customers and supply chain
groups on all capacity and
operation assumptions which
underpin baseline capacity review.

This level of consultation requires
substantial amount of time and
resources. It increases the
administrative costs for Aurizon
Network.

$60,000 per
annum

Expanding consultation to
individual operators and access
holders increases the
administrative costs. It is
expected that the additional
amount of consultation requires
half full-time equivalent
employee.

If Aurizon Network can demonstrate
the consultation requirements for the
baseline capacity assessment will
increase annual costs by a salary of a
0.5 FTE salary, we can consider these
additional incremental costs as part of
the revenue cap adjustment.

CDD 10.5

The QCA requires dynamic
assessment to be performed on all
options examined in the NDP.

This would significantly increase the
cost of each study. Additional IT
costs to facilitate this will also be
incurred.

$2.88 mil per
annum

Typically 1% of the total project
costs is allocated to cover pre
concept and concept studies. It is
reasonable to allocate 1% of this
amount to engineering
requirements for dynamic
simulation development. Take
2014 NDP for example, this
amount equals $2.88 m.

Our final decision has outlined the
circumstances under which we
consider dynamic capacity modelling
is appropriate for the NDP.

CDD 10.1

CDD 10.2
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We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

In particular, our final decision
provides that dynamic capacity
modelling applies where access
seekers have properly completed their
access requests and the expansion
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

options under consideration are at
least at the pre-feasibility stage. We
have also proposed anchoring the
dynamic analysis to a five-year
window, consistent with the
negotiation framework in part 4 of the
final amended DAU (see clause
4.4(d)).
These changes refine the relevant
provisions in our CDD amended DAU.
The revised conditions under which
we propose Aurizon Network
undertake dynamic capacity modelling
for the NDP mirror what we consider
Aurizon Network would do when
responding to access requests as part
of business-as-usual requirements.
When Aurizon Network receives an
access request from an access seeker,
it uses dynamic capacity modelling to
establish if network capacity can meet
the base-case and incremental
demand over the duration of the
access seeker’s access rights.
This means Aurizon Network must
consider the demand profile of:
existing access holders; conditional
access holders; and access seekers
that have lodged their access requests
prior to the access seeker being
considered. At the same time, Aurizon
Network must account for all
expansion options that are expected
to materialise over the duration of the
proposed access agreement’s
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

duration.
In this context, it is unclear to us what
how material Aurizon Network’s
incremental costs would be when its
dynamic capacity modelling for
business-as-usual access requests are
likely to match what the NDP
processes, under our revised proposal,
would entail.
If there are incremental costs,
however, we would consider these as
part of the revenue cap adjustment
process.
CDD 11.2

Clause 7.2.3(a)(iii) requires any
party that has an interest in
existing access rights to be included
in the committed capacity register.

This increases the administrative
costs associated with maintaining
the committed capacity register.

$30,000 per
annum

This amount covers costs
associated with continuous
communication with additional
parties listed in the committed
capacity register. It may vary with
demand for capacity.

We do not consider that this cost
would be significant. We consider this
cost should be considered as part of
the revenue cap adjustment process,
but only to the extent these costs
have been efficiently incurred and are
not recoverable elsewhere.

CDD 12.4

The QCA requires all processes and
decisions made with respect to the
expansion process are subject to
the dispute resolution mechanism.

The fact everything in expansion
domain can go for resolution is likely
to increase the costs.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

CDD 12.11

The QCA includes additional
triggers to review Standard User
Funding Agreement (SUFA)
framework.

Any review of SUFA will entail
substantial costs, demonstrated by
the current SUFA development
process.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

CDD 12.12

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to commit to developing a suite of
tax efficient financing options for
small to medium expansion

Exploring a new suite of options
requires substantial resources and
involves substantial costs.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

Additional administrative burden
for Aurizon Network to prepare
reports and manage various
different levels of disclosure
across Access Holders.

We consider that Aurizon Network’s
additional disclosure-related costs
would be one-off. This is because
Aurizon Network would seek to
confirm each access holder’s
disclosure willingness once during the
term of an access agreement.

projects.
CDD 13.1

Additional ringfencing and
confidentiality requirements
around train plans.

This will increase workload to
manage the various levels of
disclosure permitted under existing
Access Agreements.

$120,000 per
annum

As our final decision sets out, we do
not consider ring-fencing to be a
concern because Aurizon Network is
distributing the same STP, MTP. ITP
and DTP.
We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.
CDD 13.3

The QCA has requested Aurizon
Network setting out of the
assumptions used in development
of the Master Train Plan (MTP) and
to track all changes to the MTP.

This will increase workload and delay
delivery and requires software
enhancements for both ViziRail and
Network Operations Pathing Planner
(NOPP).

$410,000 per
annum

Option 1: This amount covers the
costs associated with generating
CQCN MTP monthly from
PlaniMate to be published in
ViziRail. It also provides
allowance for a report outlining
assumptions used and the
software upgrade.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

Option 2: The cost can be
reduced to $170,000 per annum
if it is tabled out from PlaniMate
as a static snapshot without track
changes.

CDD 13.4

The QCA has requested additional
transparency in NOPP and ViziRail

This will require software
enhancements for both ViziRail and

$120,000 per
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Aurizon Network will extend the
scheduling horizon in ViziRail

We consider that the incremental
costs Aurizon Network is describing
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

NOPP and training for resources
which use these systems.

annum

Aurizon Network comment

from 4 days to 7 days (Goonyella
System) using the existing
approach, which is resource
intensive. It is estimated to cost
around $120,000 per year.

QCA response

are capex- and opex-related.
For capex, this cost can be considered
as part of the 2016–17 capex claim
and capital expenditure carryover
process.
For opex, we would consider these
costs would be incurred in 2016–17
and, potentially, on an ongoing basis.
For incremental costs Aurizon
Network incurred in relation to
increased transparency of the NOPP
and ViziRail, we would consider these
as part of the revenue cap adjustment
process if these arise.

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to provide full transparency of train
paths allocated to maintenance.

To facilitate the inclusion of
maintenance paths, the NOPP and
ViziRail software need to be
upgraded. This increases the IT costs.

$100,000

CDD 13.6

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to include reporting of planned
services in the ITP and Daily Train
Plan (DTP) in the monthly train
service entitlement (TSE) notice,
and also publish a monthly
aggregate TSE reconciliation report
by systems.

Including planned services in DTP is
especially resource intensive and
may require changes to IT systems.
Therefore, additional IT costs and
administrative costs. Moreover,
additional administrative costs is
required for the reconciliation
report.

$240,000 per
annum

CDD 14.4

The QCA extends the voting
process to include scope, standard,
cost and capacity.

It will increase the resources
required for the voting process given
the increased voting scope.

CDD 13.5
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—

The amount covers the IT
upgrade costs. Given the
uncertain nature of IT project,
Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the efficient costs
through Schedule F if additional
costs arise.

We note Aurizon Network’s comment.

Including DTP is resource
intensive and requires additional
staffing for both north and south
scheduling team.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this to be included in
costs incurred as part of Aurizon
Network’s engagement with its
customers in the existing capital
expenditure and voting process.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

CDD 14.5

The QCA has broadened the
interested parties in the voting
process.

It costs more to consult more widely.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this to be included in
costs incurred as part of Aurizon
Network’s engagement with its
customers in the voting process

CDD 14.7

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to adopt a ‘best endeavours’
approach when providing
information, conducting forums
and engaging in discussions with
interested participants in relation
to a voting proposal.

‘Best endeavours’ means Aurizon
Network needs to spend whatever is
required rather whatever is
reasonable in the process.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this to be part of Aurizon
Network’s existing compliance
obligation, and would not result in
material change to existing approach.

CDD 14.9

The QCA requires Aurizon Network
to redo the voting process if the
auditor identifies a flaw in the vote
of interested participants.

Redoing the voting process even if
the flaw is minor and does not affect
the outcome will unduly increase the
voting costs.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost to be part of
auditing requirements. The threshold
for a redo of voting is when material
discrepancy in a vote is found by the
auditor.

Clause
8.8.1(a)(ii) of
the DAU

This clause requires Aurizon
Network to negotiate with funders
(not just access seekers).

Parallel negotiation will increase the
associated costs.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

16.14

The QCA expands UT3 access
condition provisions to require
non-standard terms that have cost
and risk implications to Aurizon
Network to be subject to QCA
approval.

The approval process increases the
administrative costs with nonstandard agreements.

—

Aurizon Network will seek to
recover the costs through
Schedule F if the cost arises.

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.

Clause 3.2 AA
and TOD

The QCA has amended the Access
Agreements (AA) and Train
Operations Deed (TOD) such that
certain terms are incorporated by
reference from the Access
Undertaking (AU).

This will result in Aurizon Network
potentially being required to amend
at the same time, a large number of
AA / TOD to reflect Change in
Undertaking each 4 year regulatory
period where AA’s usually run for 10
year terms.

This amount assumes one set of
amendments will be developed
and then updated consistently. If
extensive negotiation is allowed,
it will increase considerably
more. Aurizon Network will seek
to recover the efficient costs
through Schedule F if additional

We note Aurizon Network’s comment.

With the exception of Access
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$25,000 for
each change in
Undertaking

We consider this cost can be
considered as part of the revenue cap
adjustment process if they arise.
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

Charge Provisions and Reference
Tariff Provisions, all other
Incorporated Provisions are those
provisions in the AU in force at
time of entering into the AA/TOD.
Where there is a change to those
Incorporated Provisions in
subsequent AU’s (Change in
Undertaking) either party may elect
to amend the AA / TOD to reflect
the Change in Undertaking.

This will create additional workload
for Aurizon Network and require
extra resources to ensure Aurizon
Network complies with its
obligations to amend the AA/TOD
within the specified timeframes –
particularly in the potential scenario
where all Access Holders seek
amendments immediately following
a Change in Undertaking.

The QCA has amended the Force
Majeure Provisions such that
Aurizon Network is required to
provide initial and further FM
notices within specified timeframes
and included detailed requirements
in relation to information to be
provided in the FM notices.

The QCA amendments will require
Aurizon Network to consider:

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

The QCA have amended to require
Aurizon Network to notify
Operators where Aurizon Network
is aware of a circumstance that has
or could impact a Train from
meeting it’s Scheduled Time (+/- 3
minutes)

QCA response

costs arise.

changes to business systems
including ViziRail reporting, CLMS
systems and workflow automation
systems to meet QCA timeframes
and information requirements in the
initial and further notices;

$30,000 per
annum and
$100,000 for
IT costs

additional resourcing to ensure
adherence to proposed timeframes
and information requirements are
met – specifically having dedicated
resources to monitor and manage
the FM governance process
Clause 16.4
TOD

Aurizon Network comment

This will require Aurizon Network to
significantly increase its resourcing in
the Train Control Centre in order to
comply with this obligation and is
likely to require several dedicated
resources to meet this obligation.
On an average 24 hour day there are
upwards of 700 delays between 3-19
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—

$30,000 covers the additional
workload in managing the FM
governance process.

We have made changes to the
timeframes in response to Aurizon
Network’s submission.

The IT costs is an indicative
amount and may change due to
the uncertain nature of IT
project. Aurizon Network will
seek to recover the efficient costs
through Schedule F if additional
costs arise.

It requires a dedicated 24x7 call
centre for each of the 9 control
boards as well as IT system
upgrade costs. The total costs will
be in millions of dollars.
However, as per Aurizon
Network’s submission, this clause
is not workable in practice.

We have amended this clause to
reintroduce a materiality threshold for
notifications under this clause.
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Aurizon Network view of MAR
implication

High-level
cost
estimation ($)

minutes. On the basis it will take 2
minutes per call to an Operator and
there being 3 Operators in the
system, it would take over 24 hours
to notify the Operators. This means
Aurizon Network would potentially
require at least 2 dedicated
resources on a 24 hour shift to meet
this obligation.
Transfer
Provisions

The QCA have amended the
Transfer Provisions such that
Aurizon Network is required to
conduct capacity assessments for
transfers within very short
timeframes, the shortest being 2
business days of receipt.
As the QCA have merged the Short
Term Transfer process with the
transfer process under the Access
Agreement – Aurizon Network will
need to assess whether the
agreements will need to be
formally amended.

Aurizon Network comment

QCA response

If the QCA retains the clause in
the Final Decision, the QCA
should ensure appropriate
allowance is provided in the
MAR.

Aurizon Network will require
additional resources in order to
meet the capacity assessment
requirements under the QCA
timeframes.

$120,000 per
annum

Aurizon Network may also require
additional resources in the
commercial teams to reflect any
transfers in the Access Agreements.

This amount covers the capacity
assessment costs within such as
short timeframe and is based on
the volume of recent requests.
The cost may increase if transfer
requests increase.
This amount does not include the
costs of potential additional
resources in the commercial
teams. Aurizon Network will seek
to recover the efficient costs
through Schedule F if additional
costs arise.

Source: Aurizon Network, 2014 DAU, sub. 125: 260–266; QCA analysis.
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We have amended the timeframes for
assessing transfers.
We do not consider that costs should
be any greater than under current
arrangements.

